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Abstract
In this thesis, a rigorous introduction of the modern cryptographic algorithms AES,
RSA, and ECC, which represent the defacto standard used by the world (as of the
year 2013), is presented in a fashion that is familiar to Mathematicians, Computer
Scientists, and Engineers. This deposition, containing a breadth of knowledge, is
meant to facilitate the understanding and application for cryptographic usage and
implementation. In addition, a novel method for generating true random numbers is
presented. This combined together with cryptography provides a solution for gener-
ating large keys and sequences required for cryptographic operations.
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Due to the technical complexities of modern cryptography it difficult to find a “one
stop” resource that rigourously defines and illustrates the fundamentals of how and
why cryptography works. The focus of this thesis is to uniquely compile and rigorously
present the modern cryptographic algorithms AES, RSA, and ECC in a manner which
is familiar to Mathematicians, Computer Scientists, and Engineers. Its purpose is to
demystify the inner workings of modern cryptography and give a strong fundamental
concrete understanding in the hopes that it will ease the burden of the transition
from theory to practice.
An attempt was made to comprehensively cover the subject matter in such a way that
the use of external material is a minimum. Although, it is assumed the reader under-
stands how general logic and proofs work. And it is also helpful, but not necessary,
if the reader has rudimentary knowledge in the following subjects: Linear Algebra,
Calculus, Number Theory, Abstract Algebra, Algebraic Geometry, and Statistics.
The unique presentation of the proofs, found in this document, fill in the obvious but
not so obvious ideas that are generally missing in some of the proofs found in the
references, or they shed light on the subject matter with a simpler, more accessible,
view. For example, in Theorem 6.1 we use a dimensional argument with some Linear
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Algebra instead of a more complicated approach. The proving of this theorem allows
us to avoid a more difficult approach with Algebraic Geometry when showing the
Elliptic Curve group (E,+) is associative. In addition, we facilitate the understanding
of the material by following the proofs, in most cases, with concrete examples where
possible.
The demand for higher information security, has caused an increase in key sizes, due
to advancing technology such as processor speed. Random number generation is be-
coming crucial for cryptographic applications, since their randomness is needed for
aspects like key generation, authentication, and padding. The security of such systems
are based on the quality of the random numbers generated. Many attacks on cryp-
tographic systems are focused on their implementation rather than the system itself,
since a poor implementation can result in a successful attack. This is the reason why
it is desirable to produce quality unpredictable random numbers. It is an assumption
that one can obtain and use high quality numbers for these processes. However, in
many cases, their quality have been overlooked with detrimental consequences. An
example of this would be the lack of randomness produced by the random number
generator used with the digital signature algorithm for signing executable code on
the Sony Playstation 3(PS3). This flaw allowed the private keys, used in the au-
thentic code signing process, to be recovered. Knowledge of these keys would permit
the execution of arbitrary code on the system and possibly allow individuals to copy
games.
We offer a novel solution for generating random numbers for use in cryptography.
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The random number generator OptoRNG is hardware based and uses unpredictable
physical noise produced by an optoisolator. Specifically, the noises resulting from
Quantum Shot, Thermal, Flicker, and the Photoelectric effect. The design and con-
struction of OptoRNG is simple and only requires a total of 11 components. The
small bill of materials make for a cost effective and inexpensive true random number
generator. Furthermore, the generator operates at the standard 5V CMOS/TTL level
and can be powered from a standard USB port unlike other methods, such as those
based on zener diodes, which require higher voltages.
A unique algorithm for extracting the random data from the generator was created to
prevent problems such as under and over-sampling. The algorithm samples two rela-
tive timing intervals between successive rising edges of the bitstream from OptoRNG
with the output being determined by a size comparison of the intervals. To increase
the performance of OptoRNG the block cipher AES was used to post process the out-
put stream. This serves two purposes: to speed up the generator, and to whiten or
remove any unwanted bias that may have resulted from the discrete transformation of
the analog noise signal from the optoisolator. The combination of OptoRNG with the
block cipher AES gives rise to an improved generator called OptoAESRNG. The
output of this generator has been tested using a list of comprehensive, open source,
test suites. These test suites have produced consistent results that have shown the
output of the generator does not deviate from statistical randomness. This implies
the output is of good quality.
The next chapter introduces the classical concepts and methods of cryptography.
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It is provided as interesting background information on the history of the subject
area. Chapter 3 gives a basic background in Number Theory and Algebra. Chapter
4 describes polynomial arithmetic over a binary field. Chapter 5 gives an in-depth
overview of the symmetric algorithm AES and asymmetric algorithms RSA and El-
Gamal. Chapter 6 gives the background information necessary for Elliptic Curve
Cryptography. It presents the general form of an elliptic curve instead of the normal
form used by most. Although, this approach is considered more difficult, it avoids the
need for special cases when the characteristic of the field is 2 or 3. This chapter also
contains a proof by computer for one of the cases used to show associativity of the
elliptic curve group (E,+). Chapter 7 describes Elliptic Curve Cryptography and the
Diffie-Hellman and ElGamal Protocols. Chapter 8 introduces random number genera-
tors. Chapter 9 describes statistical tests and tools for checking randomness. Chapter
10 presents OptoAESRNG, a novel method for generating true random numbers, and
shows the validity of its output.
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2 Classical Cryptography
Cryptography is the science of secret messages. The idea is that messages can only
be read by their intended recipients. “Crypto” comes from the Greek word “kryptos”
which means “to hide”, “graphein” means “to write”, put these together and we get
a rough translation of “secret writings”. Encrypting is the procedure for hiding mes-
sages or “plaintext”. A message that is encrypted is called ciphertext. Decrypting is
the procedure used to go from ciphertext to plaintext, usually by the usage of a key.
A key is the unique element that allows the locking or unlocking of a message during
the process of encryption or decryption. A desirable property of an encryption algo-
rithm is that its strength rests solely on the strength of its key, that is the knowledge
of the key is the only way to know the plaintext from ciphertext.
In the past cryptography has been used to prevent others from knowing vital informa-
tion such as war strategies, secret rendez-vous and meetings, conspiracies, and simple
notes that children pass during class. During the ancient unsettled times of Greece
and Persia
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Herodotus wrote: As the danger of discovery was great, there was only
one way in which he could contrive to get the message through: this was by
scraping the wax off a pair of wooden folding tablets, writing on the wood un-
derneath what Xerxes intended to do, and then covering the message over with
wax again. In this way the tablets, being apparently blank, would cause no
trouble with the guards along the road. When the message reached its destina-
tion, no one was able to guess the secret, until, as I understand, Cleomenes’
daughter Gorgo, who was the wife of Leonides, divined and told the others
that if they scraped the wax off, they would find something written on the
wood underneath. This was done; the message was revealed and read, and
afterwards passed on to the other Greeks. [29]
Although this is not a true example of cryptography, but more that of stenography,
the concept of sending a secret message and having it read by the intended recipients
is the same. The root word “steno” comes from the Greek word “steganos” meaning
“covered”, so together with “graphy” translates to “covered writing”. In ancient
times the Chinese wrote on silk that was crumpled with wax into tiny balls. The
messenger would then swallow the balls and deliver it to the intended recipient. This




THE CAT AND THE DOG WENT TO THE STORE.
Encipherment:
T E A A D H D G E T O H S O E
H C T N T E O W N T T E T R
Ciphertext:
TEAADHDGETOHSOEHCTNTEOWNTETR.
A Transposition Cipher is a cipher in which all the letters of the plaintext remain
the same but their positions change. An example of this type of cipher is the first
military cryptographic device called the Spartan scytale. The scytale was created
sometime around the fifth century B.C.; it is essentially a cylindrical staff of wood
and a strip of leather or parchment wound around in a way such that one could
write on the cylindrical surface lengthwise and when unwound would produce an
undecipherable list of letters. The recipient would have to have a scytale of the same
diameter so that when they wrapped the strip of material the letters would line up
and the message could be read. Another example is a pseudo-random transposition
cipher. The strength rest on the complexity of the algorithm used to transpose the
letters. The only draw back of this type of cipher is that the recipient must be able
to correctly use the algorithm for the message to be encrypted or decrypted. If the
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algorithm is too difficult then the user may encounter problems in the execution, due
to human error, without the use of a computer (although this is not an issue today).




THE DOG IS CUTE.
Cipertext:
QEB ALD FP ZRQC.
This is an example of a Caesar Shifted Substitution Cipher. In this type of cipher the
letter that is chosen for encipherment is substituted with a letter that is found later
on in the alphabet. The example illustrates the letter ’A’ being substituted with ’X’
which is found at an offset of 23 places after the letter ’A’. In general, there are 25
different ways to choose a cipher alphabet. This system is not very secure but it is
one of the rudimentary methods in cryptography and was one of the first types of
systems to be implemented. In the past only the literate could attempt to decode
such a system, so the number of people who could were limited. As time progressed
new methods were formed and the complexity of the systems increased yielding to
what is called a Monoalphabetic Substitution Cipher.
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2.0.3 Monoalphabetic Substitution Cipher
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z





We observe that Monoalphabetic Substitution Ciphers have more security than Caesar
Shifted ciphers since the number of possibilities for a substitution table is 26 for
Caesar Shifted, as compared to 26! for Monoalphabetic Substitution. So, it follows
that there are an astronomical number of possibilities for monoalphabetic plaintext
encipherment. One may think that this system is incredibly strong but it has a
weakness when it is subjected to statistical analysis on the frequency of each letter
[29]. Due to the nature of the English language we know that certain letters appear
more often then others. Because of this statistical information, we are able to reduce
the number of possibilities for a substitution table.
For example if the letter ‘J’ is the most frequent letter in our ciphertext then it is
most likely that ‘J’ is either an ‘e’ or a ‘t’ or an ‘a’. So, the number of most likely
possibilities for the substitution of ‘J’ is reduced from 25 to 3. The more letters that
are solved for the easier it gets to decipher the message. This is because of two reasons
9
Letter Table
Letter Percentage Letter Percentage
a 8.2 n 6.7
b 1.5 o 7.5
c 2.8 p 1.9
d 4.3 q 0.1
e 12.7 r 6.0
f 2.2 s 6.3
g 2.0 t 9.1
h 6.1 u 2.8
I 7.0 v 1.0
j 0.2 w 2.4
k 0.8 x 0.2
l 4.0 y 2.0
m 2.4 z 0.1
Table 1: Statistical Letter Table [29].
1) the number of permutations for a possible substitution table is reduced, 2) words
start to form as each letter for the substitution table are solved. This allows letters
of the substitution table to be solved from partially completed words.
2.0.4 Vigene`re Cipher
The Vigene`re Cipher is a polyalphabetic cipher since it utilizes up to 26 different
substitution tables. One must construct the Vigene`re square(Table 2), to encode or
decode a given message. A keyword then must be applied. In this case the word
’HELLO’ is the keyword. The letters of the keyword indicate the order in which the
substitution tables of the Vigene`re square are chosen. For example the first letter
of the keyword is ’H’ so we go to the row in the Vigene`re square with the letter ’H’
as the first letter which corresponds to row seven. We then take the first letter of






























Table 2: Vigene`re Square used for cipher.
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position in the Vigene`re square which indicates a ’K’. So ’K’ is our first letter of
the ciphertext. We then move to the second letter of the keyword and apply the
same method as mentioned above. This procedure is repeated until the message is
completely converted to ciphertext by cycling the letters of the keyword from start
to finish and repeating it over and over. Such that after every five letters of encoding
the key letter ’H’ is used, followed by the letter ’E’, then ’L’, then ’L’, then ’O’, and
the cycle repeats until the end of the message. Also note that the cipher alphabet
at row seven in the Vigene`re square is a Caesar shifted substitution table of offset
seven. One can view the Vigene`re Cipher as many Caesar shifted substitution ciphers














Blaise de Vigene`re, born in 1523, was responsible for finishing what is known today as
the Vigene`re cipher. Although the vital fundamental ideas were spawned by Alberti,
Trithemius and Porta the final name was chosen to honour the man who completed
12
the work of what was known as ”Le Chiffre Indchiffrable”. As the name states the
system remained unbreakable for several generations but because of its complexity it
was not completely adopted by the cryptographic society. It remained unbreakable
until Charles Babbage, born in 1791, found a method to compromise the Vigene`re
system rendering it obsolete. Most had given up trying to break the system but
Babbage, who was challenged by John Hall Brock Thwaites, a dentist from Bristol,
to crack the system. It was this challenge that inspired him to search for the weakness
of the Vigene`re Cipher. The sheer genius and determination of Babbage allowed him
to take a leap of great insight into cracking the system. Babbage searched for and
found the one element that allowed him to gain a foot hold into the system. By
examining the ciphertext, he found clusters of repetition and it was this repetition
that allowed him to render the Vigene`re cipher technique obsolete. By counting the
distance between the start of the clusters of repetition, in letters, he was able to
find a multiple of the length of the keyword. Eventually he was able to find the
count between all repetitions allowing him to calculate and narrow down the possible
lengths of the keyword by method of factorization. He noticed a single common factor
between all of the counts, leading him to believe that this had to be the length of
the keyword. With the knowledge of this length he could reduce the system into
many simple Caesar Shifted Ciphers. From here, all he had to apply was a simple
statistical analysis of each letter in the ciphertext every cycle of the keyword. So,
if the keyword was of length five, he would have to do a frequency analysis of the
letters in the positions 1, 6, 11, 16, ... , until the end of the ciphertext. By comparing
the results to the statistical letter table, like the one above, he was able to match up
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the letters accordingly. He repeated this process with the rest of key letter cycles.
Babbage had successfully found a method to compromise the Vigene`re Cipher.
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3 Mathematical Background: Part I
The purpose of this section is to review the mathematics required for some of the
areas in modern cryptography. The definitions and proofs in this section are found
in many textbooks and are considered common knowledge. (Please refer to [4, 9, 14,
17,18,29,32,38] for more details.)
3.1 Number Theory
Definition 3.1 If a, b ∈ Z we say that a divides b, denoted symbolically as a|b, if
and only if there exists an integer q such that b = qa.
Definition 3.2 The Greatest Common Divisor of a, b ∈ Z is the integer d >
0, such that d|a and d|b; and whenever c ∈ Z, c|a and c|b then c|d; and is denoted
by d = GCD(a, b). (Informally, the Greatest Common Divisor of a and b is the
largest number that divides both a and b.)
Example 3.1 GCD(10, 25) = 5 and GCD(18, 30) = 6.
The Well Ordering Property: Let Z>0 denote the positive integers. Then every
non-empty subset A of Z>0 contains an element a ∈ A such that a ≤ k for all k ∈ A,
that is A contains a smallest element a.
Theorem 3.1 The Division Algorithm If a, b ∈ Z where a > 0 then there exist
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unique integers q and r such that b = qa+ r where 0 ≤ r < a, and q, r ∈ Z are called
the quotient and remainder when b is divided by a, respectively.
Proof:
Let A = {x = b− qa ≥ 0|q ∈ Z}.
b > 0 =⇒ b ∈ A
b = 0 =⇒ a = b− (−1)a ∈ A
b < 0 =⇒ b(1− a) + a = b− (b− 1)a ∈ A
Therefore A is not empty.
By the Well Ordering Property A contains a smallest element r = b− qa ≤ x
for all x ∈ A. If r = 0 then we are done, since b = qa. Also, if r < a then we are
done since b = qa+ r. We now assume that r > a, so 0 < r− a = (b− qa)− a =
b − (q + 1)a ∈ A, but that would mean we have found a non-negative integer
smaller than r, which contradicts the minimality condition.
Therefore integers q and r, with b = qa+ r and 0 ≤ r < a, exist.
To show that q and r are unique, suppose that b = q1a + r1 = q2a + r2 where
0 ≤ r1 < a and 0 ≤ r2 < a. Suppose r1 6= r2 and WLOG assume r1 < r2. So,
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0 < r2−r1 < a and (q1−q2)a = r2−r1. It follows that a|(r2−r1), but this means
that r2 − r1 ≥ a, since r2 − r1 = ka for some k ∈ Z, contradicting r2 − r1 < a.
Therefore r1 = r2 and (q1− q2)a = 0, so q1 = q2 since a > 0. And so, the integers
q and r are unique, as required.
Proposition 3.1 If a, b ∈ Z and r|a and r|b then r|(ax + by) for any x, y ∈ Z. In
particular r|(a + b) and r|(a − b). (If r divides two numbers then r divides a linear
combination of them.)
Proof:
If r|a and r|b then there exists s, t ∈ Z such that a = sr and b = tr. So, for
some u, v ∈ Z, (ua+ vb) = (usr + vtr) = (us+ vt)r. It follows that r|(ua+ vb).
Since, u and v were arbitrary then r|(ax + by) for any x, y ∈ Z. And, if x = 1
and y = ±1 then r|(a+ b) and r|(a− b).
Lemma 3.1 If b = qa+ r then GCD(a, b) = GCD(r, a).
Proof:
Let d = GCD(a, b)
Since d|a and d|b then it follows from Proposition 3.1 that d|(b − qa). And
so, d|r.
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Suppose c|a and c|r then c|(qa+ r), again by Proposition 3.1. So, it follows that
c|b.
Now, since c|a and c|b then c|d, so c ≤ d. (c > d would contradict the maximality
condition on d.)
Therefore d = GCD(r, a). Since d|a, d|r, and c ≤ d.
Theorem 3.2 The Euclidean Algorithm. If a, b ∈ Z where a 6= 0, then GCD(a, b)
is the last non-zero remainder, rn, in the following list of equations obtained from the
Division Algorithm.
b = q1a+ r1 where 0 < r1 < |a|
a = q2r1 + r2 where 0 < r2 < r1
r1 = q3r2 + r3 where 0 < r3 < r2
...
rn−2 = qnrn−1 + rn where 0 < rn < rn−1
rn−1 = qn+1rn + 0
Proof:
The above algorithm terminates after a finite number of steps since the remain-
ders generated by successive iterations of the Division Algorithm are strictly
decreasing and non-negative. Therefore they must eventually converge to zero
and the algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps.
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By repeated usage of Lemma 3.1 we obtain:
GCD(a, b) = GCD(r1, a) = GCD(r2, r1) = ... = GCD(rn, rn−1) = GCd(0, rn) =
rn
If the remainder of the first application of the Division Algorithm is zero then
a|b and GCD(a, b) = |a|.
Example 3.2 GCD (160, 7) = 1
160 = 7(22) + 6
7 = 6(1) + 1
6 = 1(6) + 0
Theorem 3.3 Solutions to Diophantine Equations. If a, b ∈ Z then there
exists x, y ∈ Z, such that ax+ by = GCD(a, b).
Proof:
Case a = 0; GCD(0, b) = b(1).
Case b = 0; GCD(a, 0) = a(1).
If a and b are non-zero then GCD(a, b) = rn, the last non-zero remainder derived
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from the Euclidean Algorithm. Next, we generate an expression for rn in terms
of rn−1 and rn−2.
GCD(a, b) = rn = rn−2 - qnrn−1
We then write rn−1 in terms of rn−2 and rn−3.
GCD(a, b) = rn−2 - qnrn−1 = rn−2 - qn(rn−3 - qn−1rn−2)
Iteratively continuing with this process until we can write the GCD(a, b) in terms
of r2 and r1, then r1 and a, and finally a and b, yields an expression containing
a solution to the Diophantine Equation.
Example 3.3 Consider the Diophantine Equation 160y + 7x = 1 from Example 3.2.
We have that GCD(160, 7) = 1. Reversing the steps from the example we have:
1 = 7 - 6(1)
= 7 - (160 - 7(22))(1)
= 7(23) - 160(1)
= 7(23) + 160(-1)
so, x = 23 and y = -1.
Substituting x and y into 160y + 7x, we get:
160(-1) + 7(23) = -160 + 161 = 1
Definition 3.3 Two integers a and b are said to be congruent modulo m, or just
congruent when m is known, if and only if m|(b− a). Denoted by a ≡ b (mod m).
Note the following are equivalent:
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m|(b− a) ⇐⇒ m|(a− b)
⇐⇒ (b− a) = mq, for some q ∈ Z
⇐⇒ b = a + mq, for some q ∈ Z
⇐⇒ b ∈ a + mZ
⇐⇒ b ≡ a (mod m)
Definition 3.4 A relation R on a set S is called an equivalence relation if for all
a, b, c ∈ S we have
(1) aRa. (Reflexive)
(2) if aRb then bRa. (Symmetric)
(3) if aRb and bRc then aRc. (Transitive)
Proposition 3.2 Congruence modulo m forms an equivalence relation.
Let a, b, c ∈ Z
(1) a ≡ a (mod m) (Reflexive)
(2) if a ≡ b (mod m) then b ≡ a (mod m) (Symmetric)
(3) if a ≡ b (mod m) and b ≡ c (mod m) then a ≡ c (mod m) (Transitive)
Proof:
(1) We know that a - a = 0 and m|0. ∴ a ≡ a (mod m)
(2) If a ≡ b (mod m) then m|(a− b), so, m|(−b + a) = m|(−1)(b− a). And so,
m|(b− a). ∴ b ≡ a (mod m).
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(3) If a ≡ b (mod m) and b ≡ c (mod m) then m|(a− b) and m|(b− c), it follows
that m|[(a − b) + (b − c)] (by Proposition 3.1). So, m|[a + (−b + b) − c)] =
m|(a− c). ∴ a ≡ c (mod m).
Definition 3.5 If R is an equivalence relation on a set S and a ∈ S then [a] =
{x ∈ S|xRa} is called an equivalence class or residue class, which consists of
all elements x ∈ S such that x is equivalent to a.
Remark 3.1 It is a common practice to notate an equivalence class [a] as a¯, or
just a when it is known to be an equivalence class. Also, the element a is called a
representative of the equivalence class [a]. The collection of equivalence classes
with respect to integers modulo m is denoted by Zm = {[0]m, [1]m, [2]m, ..., [m− 1]m}.
Example 3.4 Z3 = {[0]3, [1]3, [2]3}
0 ≡ 3 ≡ 0 + 3k (mod 3) for all k ∈ Z.
1 ≡ 4 ≡ 1 + 3k (mod 3) for all k ∈ Z.
2 ≡ 5 ≡ 2 + 3k (mod 3) for all k ∈ Z.
or equivalently,
[0] = {x|x ≡ 0 (mod 3)} = {0 + 3k|k ∈ Z}
[1] = {x|x ≡ 1 (mod 3)} = {1 + 3k|k ∈ Z}
[2] = {x|x ≡ 2 (mod 3)} = {2 + 3k|k ∈ Z}
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Proposition 3.3 a ≡ b (mod m) if and only if a and b have the same remainders
when divided by m.
Proof:
Using the Division Algorithm we obtain:
a = q1m + r1 where 0 ≤ r1 < m
b = q2m + r2 where 0 ≤ r2 < m
So, (a - b) = (q1 − q2)m + (r1 − r2) where -m < (r1 − r2) < m
if a ≡ b (mod m) then m|(a − b) and so, m|(r1 − r2). But (r1 − r2) is strictly
between -m and m, the only way this could happen is if (r1 − r2) = 0.
if a and b have the same remainders when divided by m then (a - b) = (q1−q2)m,
so it follows that m|(a− b). ∴ a ≡ b (mod m).
Remark 3.2 The above proposition shows the relationship between congruence mod-
ulo m and remainders, and as a consequence there is precisely one remainder for
every integer modulo m, namely one of {0, 1, 2, ...,m−1}.
Proposition 3.4 If ac ≡ bc (mod m) and GCD(c,m) = 1 then a ≡ b (mod m).
Proof:
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If ac ≡ bc (mod m) then m|c(a − b), but we are given that the GCD(c,m) = 1
(the greatest common divisor is 1), so it follows that m|(a− b). Therefore a ≡ b
(mod m), by Definition 3.3.
Definition 3.6 An integer p is prime provided that the only positive integers divid-
ing p are 1 and p.
Theorem 3.4 Fermat’s Little Theorem. If p is a prime number and a ∈ Z, such
that p - a then ap−1 ≡ 1 (mod p).
Proof:
We shall examine:
ra ≡ sa (mod p) where 0 ≤ s ≤ r ≤ p-1.
So, p|(r − s)a. This implies that p|(r − s), since p - a. It follows that r = s
(mod p), since r and s are inclusively between 0 and p − 1. That is, the only
way to write (r−s) = pk for some k ∈ Z, having a zero remainder, is if (r−s) = 0
This means that the congruence classes [0a], [1a], [2a], ... , [(p − 1)a] are all
distinct, since no two numbers out of 0a, 1a, 2a, ... , (p−1)a are congruent mod-
ulo p. But, Zp only contains p congruent classes, this means that the non-zero
classes of [1a], [2a], [3a], ... , [(p − 1)a] must be equivalent, up to order, to the
classes [1], [2], [3], ... , [(p− 1)].
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So,
a · 2a · 3a· ... ·(p− 1)a ≡ 1 · 2 · 3· ... ·(p− 1) (mod p)
(p− 1)!ap−1 ≡ (p− 1)! (mod p)
But, p - (p−1)!, since p is prime and does not divide any of the factors of (p−1)!
therefore GCD(p, (p− 1)!) = 1. And so, by Proposition 3.4:
ap−1 ≡ 1 (mod p).
Definition 3.7 A Linear Congruence in the variable x is a relation of the form
ax ≡ c (mod m).
Proposition 3.5 The linear congruence ax ≡ c (mod m) has a solution x0 if and
only if the linear Diophantine equation ax + my = c has a solution x0 for some
y0 ∈ Z.
Proof:
By the definition of congruence, the linear relation ax ≡ c (mod m) holds if and
only if m|(c − ax) or, equivalently, if and only if my = c - ax for some y ∈ Z.
Hence ax0 ≡ c (mod m) if and only if there exists y0 ∈ Z such that ax0 + my0
= c. By Theorem 3.3 we know how solve Diophantine equations, and so, we
can solve the linear congruence ax ≡ c (mod m).
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Proposition 3.6 The linear congruence ax ≡ c (mod m) has a solution if and
only if GCD(a,m)|c.
Proof:
We know from Proposition 3.5 that ax ≡ c (mod m) has a solution if and only
if ax + my = c has a solution. We need to show that if and only if the linear
Diophantine equation ax + my = c has a solution then GCD(a,m)|c.
Suppose ax+my = c has integer solutions. We know by definition thatGCD(a,m)|a
and GCD(a,m)|m. So, the GCD(a,m) must divide a linear combination of them,
that is GCD(a,m)|(ax + my). ∴ GCD(a,m)|c.
Now, suppose that GCD(a,m)|c, so c = dk where k ∈ Z and d = GCD(a,m).
By Theorem 3.3, there exists s, t ∈ Z such that as + mt = d.
Multiplying as + mt = d through by k we get,
a(sk) + m(tk) = (dk)
ax + my = c, where x = sk and y = tk.
∴ ax + my = c has a solution.
Example 3.5 Considering the results from Example 3.3 we show a practical example
of how to find a solution to the linear congruence 7x ≡ 1 (mod 160).
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We have, 7x ≡ 1 (mod 160) ⇐⇒ 160y + 7x = 1
Which has a solution x = 23 and y = -1.
So, 7(23) = 161 (mod 160) ≡ 1 (mod 160)
Therefore 7(23) ≡ 1 (mod 160). So, x ≡ 23 (mod 160), and 7−1 = 23.
Theorem 3.5 The Simple Chinese Remainder Theorem if GCD(m1,m2) = 1
then for any integers a1 and a2 then the simultaneous linear congruence relations:
x ≡ a1 (mod m1)
x ≡ a2 (mod m2)
have a solution. If x = x0 is one solution then the complete solution is x ≡ x0 (mod
m1m2).
Proof:
We have, x ≡ a1 (mod m1), so it follows that,
x = m1k + a1, for some k ∈ Z.
But since x also satisfies x ≡ a2 (mod m2) we get,
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m1k + a1 ≡ a2 (mod m2).
So,
m1k ≡ (a2 - a1) (mod m2).
Since the GCD(m1,m2) = 1 then the linear congruence in k of m1k ≡ (a2 -
a1) (mod m2) has a solution.
m−11 m1k ≡ m−11 (a2 - a1) (mod m2)
k ≡ m−11 (a2 - a1) (mod m2)
k ≡ b (mod m2), where b = m−11 (a2 - a1)
So, k = m2l + b, for some l ∈ Z
x = m1k + a1
= m1(m2l + b) + a1
= m1m2l + (m1b + a1)
We get, x = m1m2l + x0, where x0 = (m1b + a1).
∴ x ≡ x0 (mod m1m2).
Example 3.6 This is an example of how to solve simultaneous linear congruence
relations.
x ≡ 1 (mod 3)
x ≡ 2 (mod 5)
We are given x ≡ 1 (mod 3), so, x = 3k1 + 1, for some k1 ∈ Z. Now applying this
to x ≡ 2 (mod 5) we get,
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3k1 + 1 ≡ 2 (mod 5).
3k1 ≡ 2 - 1 (mod 5)
3k1 ≡ 1 (mod 5)
Since the GCD(3, 5) = 1 we can find a solution to 3k1 ≡ 1 (mod 5). (That is,
GCD(3, 5)|1 [Proposition 3.6].)
Solving 3k1 + 5y = 1
Using technique from Example 3.3:
5 = 3(1) + 2
3 = 2(1) + 1
2 = 1(2) + 0
1 = 3 - 2(1)
= 3 - (5-3(1))(1)
= 3(2) - 5(1)
1 = 3(k1) + 5(y)
= 3(2) + 5(-1).
So, it follows that k1 ≡ 2 (mod 5). Since 2 = 3−1.
2(3)k1 (mod 5) ≡ 2(1) (mod 5)
k1(mod 5) ≡ 2 (mod 5)
k1 ≡ 2 (mod 5).
This means that,
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k1 = 5k2 + 2, for some k2 ∈ Z
x = 3(5k2 + 2) + 1
= 15k2 + 7
∴ x ≡ 7 (mod 15).
The RSA Cryptosystem is the work of Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman.
The name of the system comes from taking the first letter of each of their last names.
Theorem 3.6 (RSA Cryptosystem.) Let p and q be distinct primes, where n =
pq and e, d ∈ Z>0 such that ed ≡ 1 (mod (p− 1)(q − 1)). If 0 ≤ M < n and M e ≡
C (mod n) and Cd ≡ R (mod n) where 0 ≤ R < n then R = M .
Proof:
We are given that ed ≡ 1 (mod (p− 1)(q − 1)) this means that
ed = 1 + k(p− 1)(q − 1), for some k ∈ Z.
Using this we get,
R ≡ Cd (mod n)
≡ (M e)d (mod n)
≡ M ed (mod n)
≡ M1+k(p−1)(q−1) (mod n)
≡ MMk(p−1)(q−1) (mod n)
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So, if p -M then
R (mod p) ≡ MMk(p−1)(q−1) (mod p)
≡ M(M (p−1))k(q−1) (mod p)
≡ M(1)k(q−1) (mod p), by Thm. 3.4 (Fermat’s Little Theorem)
≡ M (mod p).
But, if p|M then M (mod p) ≡ 0 (mod p), since M is a multiple of p. So, both
sides of are 0, and satisfy the relation R (mod p) ≡ 0 (mod p) ≡ M (mod p).
∴ R ≡ M (mod p).
Using similar arguments one can show that R ≡ M (mod q).
Thus we have,
R ≡ M (mod p)
R ≡ M (mod q)
Since the GCD(p, q) = 1, we can use Theorem 3.5 to give
R ≡ M (mod n).
∴ it follows, since 0 ≤M < n and 0 ≤ R < n, that R = M .
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3.2 Algebra
The definitions and proofs in this section are found in many textbooks and are con-
sidered common knowledge. Refer to the following references [8, 14, 24, 36] for more
details.
Definition 3.8 A Group G is a nonempty set with a binary operator normally called
multiplication, usually denoted as ab (or a · b) where a, b ∈ G, with the following
properties for all a, b, c ∈ G:
1.) ab ∈ G (Closure)
2.) There exists e ∈ G such that ae = a = ea (Identity)
3.) There exists a−1 ∈ G such that aa−1 = a−1a = e (Existence of Inverse)
4.) a(bc) = (ab)c (Associativity)
If ab = ba for all a, b ∈ G then the Group is said to be Abelian or Commutative.
Definition 3.9 A Ring R is a nonempty set with two binary operators called ad-
dition and multiplication, usually denoted as a + b and ab (or a · b) where a, b ∈ R,
respectively. The Ring R has the following properties for all a, b, c ∈ R:
1.) a+ b ∈ R (Additive Closure)
2.) a+ b = b+ a (Additive Commutativity)
3.) a+ (b+ c) = (a+ b) + c (Additive Associativity)
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4.) There exists 0 ∈ R such that a+ 0 = 0 + a = a (Additive Identity)
5.) There exists −a ∈ R such that a+ (−a) = 0 (Additive Inverse)
6.) ab ∈ R (Multiplicative Closure)
7.) a(bc) = (ab)c (Multiplicative Associativity)
8.) a(b+ c) = ab+ ac and (b+ c)a = ba+ bc (Distributivity)
Definition 3.10 A Field F is a ring with the additional properties that for all a, b ∈
F:
1.) ab = ba (Multiplicative Commutativity)
2.) There exist 1 ∈ F such that a · 1 = a (Multiplicative Identity)
3.) For every a 6= 0, there exists a−1 ∈ F such aa−1 = 1 (Multiplicative Inverse)
Definition 3.11 A Polynomial Ring, P[x], is the set of all polynomials whose
coefficients come from P, where P is a ring.
Definition 3.12 If F is a field with a(x), b(x) ∈ F[x] we say that a(x) divides b(x),
denoted symbolically as a(x)|b(x), if and only if there exists a polynomial q(x) ∈ F[x]
such that b(x) = q(x)a(x).
Definition 3.13 A monic polynomial in F[x], is a polynomial a(x) = anxn + ...+
a0, such that an = 1; the multiplicative identity in F.
Definition 3.14 The Greatest Common Divisor for the polynomials f(x), g(x)
∈ F[x], is the non-zero monic polynomial d(x) ∈ F[x], such that d(x)|f(x) and
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d(x)|g(x); and whenever c(x) ∈ F[x], such that, c(x)|f(x) and c(x)|g(x) then c(x)|d(x);
and is denoted by d(x) = GCD (f(x), g(x)). (Informally, the Greatest Common
Divisor for f(x) and g(x) is the largest polynomial that divides both f(x) and g(x).)
(Note: A monic polynomial for the GCD of two polynomials is used by convention in
order to ensure uniqueness of d(x).)
Example 3.7 GCD(x2 − 1, x− 1) = x− 1 and GCD(x− 1, x+ 1) = 1.
Theorem 3.7 The Division Algorithm for Polynomials. Let f(x), g(x) ∈
F[x] where g(x) 6= 0, then there exists unique polynomials q(x), r(x) ∈ F[x] such that:
f(x) = g(x)q(x) + r(x), where 0 ≤ deg r(x) < deg g(x) or r(x) = 0.
Proof:
Let A = {h(x) = (f(x)− q(x)g(x)) | q(x) ∈ F[x]}.
Case 1: if deg f(x) < deg g(x) then q(x) = 0 and r(x) = f(x), so r(x) ∈ A.
Case 2: if f(x) = 0 then q(x) = 0 and r(x) = 0, so r(x) ∈ A.
Case 3: if deg f(x) ≥ deg g(x) then if deg f(x) = 0 then it follows from the
assumption, deg f(x) ≥ deg g(x), that deg g(x) = 0. This means that f(x) and
g(x) are constants, lets say a and b, respectively, where a, b ∈ F. We will consider
that a is non-zero, since if a = 0 then f(x) = 0 and we are done, since q(x) = 0
and r(x) = 0 in that case.
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Since b ∈ F and g(x) = b is non-zero, we can write:
a = (bb−1)a = b(b−1a).
And so, it follows from a = f(x) = g(x)q(x) + r(x) = (b)q(x) + r(x) that q(x) =
(b−1a) and r(x) = 0.
Let f(x) = anx
n + ...+ a0, where an 6= 0.
Let g(x) = bmx
m + ...+ b0, where bm 6= 0.
Assume there exists unique polynomials q(x), r(x) ∈ F[x] such that f(x) =
g(x)q(x) + r(x), where 0 ≤ deg r(x) < deg g(x) or r(x) = 0, for all n such that
deg f(x) < n.
We know, n ≥ m by case assumption.




n−m)g(x) = (anb−1m x





m−1 + ...+ (anb−1m )b0x
n−m.
Let r1(x) = f(x)− (anb−1m xn−m)g(x)
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So, deg r1(x) < deg f(x), since the highest term (anx





By the induction hypothesis, we can write r1(x) in terms of g(x). So, there exists
q1(x) and r(x) such that:
r1(x) = q1(x)g(x) + r(x), where r(x) = 0 or 0 ≤ deg r(x) < deg g(x)












n−m + q1(x))g(x) + r(x), where r(x) = 0 or 0 ≤ deg r(x) < deg g(x).
Finally, we have q(x) = anb
−1
m x
n−m + q1(x) and r(x) ∈ A.
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For uniqueness, suppose that:
f(x) = q1(x)g(x) + r1(x), where r1(x) = 0 or 0 ≤ deg r1(x) < deg g(x)
f(x) = q2(x)g(x) + r2(x), where r2(x) = 0 or 0 ≤ deg r2(x) < deg g(x).
Subtracting the two equations we get,
0 = (q1(x)− q2(x))g(x) + (r1(x)− r2(x))
r2(x)− r1(x) = (q1(x)− q2(x))g(x).
So,
r2(x)− r1(x) = 0 or deg (r2(x)− r1(x)) < deg g(x).
Since, if q1(x) 6= q2(x) then deg (r2(x)− r1(x)) ≥ deg g(x) but this can’t happen
because both of the degrees of r1(x) and r2(x) are strictly less than that of g(x),
and so the deg (r2(x)− r1(x)) must also be strictly less than the deg g(x).
We can now conclude that r1(x) = r2(x) and q1(x) = q2(x).
Therefore it follows from cases 1, 2, and 3 that there exists unique polynomials
q(x), r(x) ∈ F[x] such that f(x) = g(x)q(x) + r(x), where 0 ≤ deg r(x) < deg
g(x) or r(x) = 0.
Proposition 3.7 If a(x), b(x) ∈ F[x] and r(x)|a(x) and r(x)|b(x) then r(x)|(a(x)s(x)+
b(x)t(x)) for any s(x), t(x) ∈ F[x]. In particular r(x)|(a(x) + b(x)) and r(x)|(a(x)−
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b(x)). (If r(x) divides two polynomials then r(x) divides a linear combination of
them.)
Proof:
If r(x)|a(x) and r(x)|b(x) then there exists p(x), q(x) ∈ F[x] such that,
a(x) = p(x)r(x) and b(x) = q(x)r(x).
So, for some u(x), v(x) ∈ F[x],
(u(x)a(x) + v(x)b(x)) = (u(x)p(x)r(x) + v(x)q(x)r(x)) =
(u(x)p(x) + v(x)q(x))r(x).
It follows that r(x)|(u(x)a(x) + v(x)b(x)). Since, u(x) and v(x) were arbitrary
then r(x)|(a(x)s(x) + b(x)t(x)) for any s(x), t(x) ∈ F[x]. And, if s(x) = 1 and
t(x) = ±1 then r(x)|(a(x) + b(x)) and r|(a(x)− b(x)).
Lemma 3.2 If b(x) = q(x)a(x) + r(x) then GCD(a(x), b(x)) = GCD(r(x), a(x)).
Proof:
Let d(x) = GCD(a(x), b(x)).
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Since d(x)|a(x) and d(x)|b(x) then it follows from Proposition 3.7 that
d(x)|(b(x)− q(x)a(x)). And so, d(x)|r(x). Suppose c(x)|a(x) and c(x)|r(x) then
by Proposition 3.7 c(x)|(q(x)a(x)+r(x). So, it follows that c(x)|b(x). Now, since
c(x)|a(x) and c(x)|b(x) then c(x)|d(x), so deg c(x) ≤ deg d(x). (deg c(x) > deg
d(x) would contradict the maximality condition on d(x).)
Therefore d(x) = GCD(r(x), a(x)). Since d(x) divides both a(x) and r(x).
Theorem 3.8 The Euclidean Algorithm for polynomials states that if a(x), b(x)
∈ F[x] where a(x) 6= 0, then GCD(a(x), b(x)) is the last non-zero remainder, rn(x),
in the following list of equations obtained from the Division Algorithm.
b(x) = q1(x)a(x) + r1(x) where deg r1(x) < deg a(x)
a(x) = q2(x)r1(x) + r2(x) where deg r2(x) < deg r1(x)
r1(x) = q3(x)r2(x) + r3(x) where deg r3(x) < deg r2(x)
...
rn−2(x) = qn(x)rn−1(x) + rn(x) where deg rn(x) < deg rn−1(x)
rn−1(x) = qn+1(x)rn(x) + 0
Proof:
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The above algorithm terminates after a finite number of steps since the degree of
the remainders generated by successive iterations of the Division Algorithm are
strictly decreasing and non-negative.
By repeated usage of Lemma 3.2 we obtain:
GCD(a(x), b(x)) = GCD(r1(x), a(x)) = GCD(r2(x), r1(x)) = ... =
GCD(rn(x), rn−1(x)) = GCd(0, rn(x)) = rn
If the remainder of the first application of the Division Algorithm is the zero
polynomial then a(x)|b(x) and GCD(a(x), b(x)) = a(x).
Example 3.8 GCD (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1, x3 + 1) = 1
x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1 = (x3 + 1)(x5 − x2 + x+ 1) + x2
x3 + 1 = (x2)(x) + 1
x2 = (1)(x2)+ 0
The following theorem shows the existence of Solutions to Diophantine Equa-
tions of polynomials.
Theorem 3.9 If a(x), b(x) ∈ F[x] then there exists s(x), t(x) ∈ F[x], such that
a(x)s(x) + b(x)t(x) = GCD(a(x), b(x)).
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Proof:
Case a(x) = 0; GCD(0, b(x)) = b(x)(1).
Case b(x) = 0; GCD(a(x), 0) = a(x)(1).
If a(x) and b(x) are non-zero polynomials then GCD(a(x), b(x)) = rn(x), the
last non-zero remainder of The Euclidean Algorithm. Next, we generate an
expression for rn(x) in terms of rn−1(x) and rn−2(x).
GCD(a(x), b(x)) = rn(x) = rn−2(x) - qn(x)rn−1(x)
We then write rn−1(x) in terms of rn−2(x) and rn−3(x).
GCD(a(x), b(x)) = rn−2(x) - qn(x)rn−1(x) = rn−2(x) - qn(x)(rn−3(x) -
qn−1(x)rn−2(x))
Iteratively continuing with this process until we can write the GCD(a(x), b(x))
in terms of r2(x) and r1(x), then r1(x) and a(x), and finally a(x) and b(x), yields
an expression containing a solution to the Diophantine Equation.
Example 3.9 Consider the Diophantine Equation (x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1)s(x) +
(x3 + 1)t(x) = 1. Reversing the steps in Example 3.8 gives:
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1 = (x3 + 1) - (x2)(x)
= (x3 + 1) - (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1 - (x3 + 1)(x5 − x2 + x+ 1))(x)
= (x3 + 1)(x6 − x3 + x2 + x+ 1) - (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1)(x)
= (x3 + 1)(x6 − x3 + x2 + x+ 1) + (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1)(−x)
so, s(x) = −x and t(x) = x6 − x3 + x2 + x+ 1.
Substituting s(x) and t(x) into (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1)s(x) + (x3 + 1)t(x), we get:
(x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1)(−x) + (x3 + 1)(x6 − x3 + x2 + x+ 1) = 1.
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4 Polynomial Arithmetic
Since the use of polynomials in cryptography is a fundamental concept, and modern
cryptography is primarily accomplished using a computer, it is natural to consider a
binary representation for polynomials over F = {0, 1}.
4.1 Polynomial Representation with binary coefficients
Let b be a byte, such that b = {b7b6b5b4b3b2b1b0} where bi is a binary digit, 0 or 1, for
0 ≤ i ≤ 7. We note that b7 is the most significant bit and b0 is the least significant











Example 4.1 The byte b={10010011} has the following polynomial representation:
x7 + x4 + x+ 1.
Sometimes it is convenient to represent the binary digits as hexadecimal (base 16). In
this representation the digits are usually represented by {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, a, b, c, d, e, f}.
Each digit has a length of 4-bits, so, a byte is 2 digits long since it has 8-bits.




4.2 Addition and Subtraction
The addition of polynomials with binary coefficients is performed by summing modulo
2 the coefficients of equivalent exponents on x. The result of this operation is a simple
bitwise XOR (1 XOR 1 = 0, 1 XOR 0 = 1, 0 XOR 1 = 1, 0 XOR 0 = 0), also denoted
using ⊕. Making the use of polynomials with binary coefficients very efficient and
natural to implement on a computer.
Example 4.3 The following is an example to illustrate the addition of polynomials
and their different representations (polynomial, binary, and hexadecimal). It becomes
evident from the binary notation that the operation is an XOR, as can be seen with
the results of XOR’ing the corresponding bits in the binary notation.
(x6 + x5 + x) + (x6 + x5 + x+ 1) = 1
{01100010} ⊕ {01100011} = {00000001}
{63} ⊕ {62} = {01}
Subtraction of polynomials with binary coefficients is equivalent to addition since the
addition/subtraction of the coefficients are done modulo 2. So, 1 + 1 = 2 = 0 (mod
2) and 1− 1 = 0 (mod 2).
Example 4.4 The following is an example which shows two successive additions of
the same polynomial results in the original polynomial before the addition operation.
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(x2 + 1) + (x7 + x3 + x2 + x) ≡ {00000101} ⊕ {10001110}
≡ {10001011}
≡ x7 + x3 + x+ 1
(x7 + x3 + x+ 1) + (x7 + x3 + x2 + x) ≡ {10001011} ⊕ {10001110}
≡ {00000101}
≡ x2 + 1
4.3 Multiplication
Multiplication by x can be seen as a simple bitwise left shift operation. Since multi-
plication of polynomials is associative, then multiplication by {x, x2, x3, ... , xn} is
a bitwise left shift of {one, two, three, ... , n}, respectively. Again, like addition this
operation is very efficient to implement on a computer.
Example 4.5 If we take the polynomial x2 + 1 and multiply it by x then it can easily
been seen from the binary notation that the operation of multiplication by x is a bitwise
left shift operation.
(x2 + 1)x = x3 + x
{00000101} · {00000010} = {00001010}
The distributive property allows polynomial multiplication to be broken down to
bitwise XOR and shift operations as illustrated in Example 4.6.
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Example 4.6 (x2 + 1)x3 = x5 + x3.
(x2 + 1)x3 = x5 + x3
{00000101} · {00001000} = {00101000}
Example 4.7 If we take the polynomial x2 + 1 and multiply it by xn then it can
easily been seen from the binary notation that the operation of multiplication by xn is
a bitwise left shift operation applied n times.
(x2 + 1)xn = xn+2 + xn
{00000101} · {00001000} = {00000101 < n zeros >}
Example 4.8 In this example we see that polynomial multiplication can be broken
down into bitwise left shifts and XORs. This operation is primarily due to the dis-
tributive property of polynomials.
(x2 + 1)(x4 + x3 + x+ 1) = (x2)(x4 + x3 + x+ 1) + (1)(x4 + x3 + x+ 1)
= (x6 + x5 + x3 + x2) + (x4 + x3 + x+ 1)
= x6 + x5 + x4 + x2 + x+ 1
(x2 + 1)(x4 + x3 + x+ 1) = (x2)(x4 + x3 + x+ 1) + (1)(x4 + x3 + x+ 1)
= {00000100} · {00011011} ⊕ {00000001} · {00011011}
= {01101100} ⊕ {00011011}
= {01110111}
= x6 + x5 + x4 + x2 + x+ 1
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4.4 Division
The division of polynomials is computationally more expensive to perform than either
of addition or multiplication, since it requires a combination of those operations.
Polynomial division is performed similarly to integer division.
Example 4.9 In this example we divide (x3 + x2 + x + 1) by (x2 + 1). (We know




x3 + x2 + x + 1
− x3 − x
x2 + 1
− x2 − 1
0
4.5 Modulo
Modular arithmetic of polynomials is the remainder upon division of two polynomials.
From Example 4.6 we observe that the result is larger than 8 bits. For our purposes
we will use modular arithmetic to reduce polynomials which have representations of
more than 8 bits.
Example 4.10 The following is an example of polynomial modular arithmetic, which
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shows the remainder of (x9 + x5 + x4 + x2) when divided by (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1).
(x9 + x5 + x4 + x2) mod (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1) = x
Since,
x
x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1
)
x9 + x5 + x4 + x2
− x9 − x5 − x4 − x2 − x
− x
and, (−1)x = 1(x) (mod 2) = (x). So the remainder is (x) when (x9 + x5 + x4 + x2)
is divided by (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1).
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5 Modern Cryptography
A symmetric key system is one which uses the same key to encrypt and decrypt.
The Vigenre Cipher is an example of this. An asymmetric keyed system is one which
uses different keys to encrypt and decrypt. The RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman)
cipher system is an example of an asymmetric system, and is one of the simplest
private/public keyed systems ever created due to its easy implementation.
Authentic Keyed Systems are used to ensure the identity of a connecting user or
participant in exchanging electronic data. It verifies the credentials of the connecting
user or participant. An example would be when a user logs into a network, the user
provides their credentials (ID and password). This information tells the server who
is logging in and verifies the authenticity of the user by comparing the user ID and
password stored on the server. Most often the password is not directly stored on the
server but a hash of the password based on a one-way mathematical function applied
to the original password.
5.1 Symmetric Cryptography
5.1.1 Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
On November 26, 2001, a modified version of Rjindael was chosen to be the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES). Rjindael was named after its Belgian creators Vincent
Rijmen and Joan Daemen. The documentation for AES is found in the Federal
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Affine Transformation A transformation consisting of multiplication by a matrix fol-
lowed by the addition of a vector.
Array An enumerated collection of identical entities (e.g., an array
of bytes).
Key Expansion Routine used to generate a series of Round Keys from the
Cipher Key.
Round Key Round keys are values derived from the Cipher Key using the
Key Expansion routine; they are applied to the State in the
Cipher and Inverse Cipher.
State Intermediate Cipher result that can be pictured as a rectan-
gular array of bytes, having four rows and Nb columns.
S-box Non-linear substitution table used in several byte substitution
transformations and in the Key Expansion routine to perform
a one-for-one substitution of a byte value.
Word A group of 32 bits that is treated either as a single entity or
as an array of 4 bytes.
Nb Number of columns (32-bit words) comprising the State. For
this standard, Nb = 4.
Nk Number of 32-bit words comprising the Cipher Key. For this
standard, Nk = 4, 6, or 8.
Nr Number of rounds, which is a function of Nk and Nb (which
is fixed). For this standard, Nr = 10, 12, or 14.
Table 3: AES definitions, glossary of terms, and acronyms [19].
Information Processing Standards Publication 197 (FIPS PUB 197) by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). AES is a symmetric block cipher, using
cryptographic key sizes of 128, 192, or 256 bits to encrypt and decrypt data blocks
of a 128 bits. This cryptographic standard replaces the Data Encryption Standard
(DES), a symmetric block cipher of key size 56 bits.
The following definitions, glossary of terms, and acronyms were taken from [19] and
are included here for the convenience of the reader.
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5.1.2 AES Algorithm
The AES algorithm utilizes 16 bytes (128 bits) for its Input, Output, and State
blocks. If we consider the Input and Output blocks as single dimensional arrays of
16 bytes with each element of the arrays representing a byte then the arrays for the
Input and Output blocks can be represented as:
Input = {in0, in1, in2, ... , in15} where ini is the ith input byte, for 0 ≤ i ≤
15.
Output = {out0, out1, out2, ... , out15} where outi is the ith output byte, for 0 ≤ i ≤
15.
State = {st0, st1, st2, ... , st15} where sti is the ith state byte, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 15.
However, the internal operations for AES are performed on the two dimensional byte
array State containing 4 rows and 4 columns (Nb = 4). Initially the Input array is
copied directly to the State array then the operations of the algorithm are performed,
with the results of those operations copied to the Output array. The following shows
the corresponding positions of byte elements for the Input and Output arrays to the
State two dimensional array.
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Input
in0 in4 in8 in12
in1 in5 in9 in13
in2 in6 in10 in14
in3 in7 in11 in15
→
State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st1 st5 st9 st13
st2 st6 st10 st14
st3 st7 st11 st15
→
Output
out0 out4 out8 out12
out1 out5 out9 out13
out2 out6 out10 out14
out3 out7 out11 out15
So, the first byte of the Input or Output corresponds to the (0,0) position of the
State array labeled st0; the second byte of the Input or Output corresponds to the
(1,0) position of the State array labeled st1; the third byte of the Input or Output
corresponds to the (2,0) position of the State array labeled st2; so on and so forth
until the last byte which corresponds to the (3,3) position of the State array labeled
st15.
The AES algorithm uses cipher key lengths of 128, 192, or 256 bits, that is Nk =
4, 6, or 8 words, respectively. The size of the cipher key determines the number
of rounds performed in the algorithm. If the size of the key, Nk = 4, 6, or 8 then
the number of rounds, Nr = 10, 12, or 14, respectively. A round consists of four







The algorithm for AES encryption which uses the above transformations is as follows:
















Table 4: Pseudo Code for AES algorithm [19].
SubBytes operates independently on the bytes of the state matrix via a nonlinear
invertible substitution table. The substitution box (S-box), Table 5.1.2, is generated
by taking the multiplicative inverse of the byte being substituted, which directly has
a polynomial representation with binary coefficients, over a finite field GF(28) modulo














1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0























Remark 5.1 Taking the inverse of the byte-represented-polynomial is what contributes
to the non linearity of the substitution process. Also, the inverse of the zero element
is zero by convention.
The calculation of the SubBytes process can be simplified by using a pre-calculated
lookup table.
Example 5.1 The following example shows the usage of the substitution box (S-Box).
We demonstrate this on an arbitrary element of the state matrix whose value is in
hexadecimal. Suppose that st0 = 09, to substitute it with the corresponding element
in the S-Box, we take the entry at row 0 and column 9 of the S-box and see that it
contains the value 01, we denote this operation as S[09] = 01.
Example 5.2 In this example we calculate the inverse of the polynomial x3 + 1 over
x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b c d e f
0 63 7c 77 7b f2 6b 6f c5 30 1 67 2b fe d7 ab 76
1 ca 82 c9 7d fa 59 47 f0 ad d4 a2 af 9c a4 72 c0
2 b7 fd 93 26 36 3f f7 cc 34 a5 e5 f1 71 d8 31 15
3 4 c7 23 c3 18 96 5 9a 7 12 80 e2 eb 27 b2 75
4 9 83 2c 1a 1b 6e 5a a0 52 3b d6 b3 29 e3 2f 84
5 53 d1 0 ed 20 fc b1 5b 6a cb be 39 4a 4c 58 cf
6 d0 ef aa fb 43 4d 33 85 45 f9 2 7f 50 3c 9f a8
7 51 a3 40 8f 92 9d 38 f5 bc b6 da 21 10 ff f3 d2
8 cd c 13 ec 5f 97 44 17 c4 a7 7e 3d 64 5d 19 73
9 60 81 4f dc 22 2a 90 88 46 ee b8 14 de 5e b db
a e0 32 3a a 49 6 24 5c c2 d3 ac 62 91 95 e4 79
b e7 c8 37 6d 8d d5 4e a9 6c 56 f4 ea 65 7a ae 8
c ba 78 25 2e 1c a6 b4 c6 e8 dd 74 1f 4b bd 8b 8a
d 70 3e b5 66 48 3 f6 e 61 35 57 b9 86 c1 1d 9e
e e1 f8 98 11 69 d9 8e 94 9b 1e 87 e9 ce 55 28 df
f 8c a1 89 d bf e6 42 68 41 99 2d f b0 54 bb 16
Table 5: AES algorithm Substitution Box (S-Box) in hexadecimal [19].
We first calculate the gcd (x3 + 1, x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1)
x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1 = (x3 + 1)(x5 + x2 + x+ 1) + x2
x3 + 1 = (x2)(x) + 1
so,
gcd (x3 + 1, x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1) = 1.
Using Theorem 3.9,
1 = x3 + 1 - (x2)(x)
= x3 + 1 - (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1 - (x3 + 1)(x5 + x2 + x+ 1))(x)
= (x3 + 1)(x6 + x3 + x2 + x+ 1) - (x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1)(x)
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we find that the inverse of x3 + 1 over x8 + x4 + x3 + x+ 1 is x6 + x3 + x2 + x+ 1.
Example 5.3 The following is an example of how to generate a value from the sub-
stitution box. In this example we choose the value 09 to be substituted. We first notice
that the value for S[09], using the table, is 01. The following is the process of finding
01 without the table.
We find the binary representation of 09 = 0000 1001.
From this we change it into its polynomial representation
0000 1001 = (0)x7 + (0)x6 + (0)x5 + (0)x4 + (1)x3 + (0)x2 + (0)x1 + (1)x0 = x3 + 1.
From example 5.2, we see that the inverse of the polynomial x3 + 1 over x8 + x4 +
x3 + x+ 1 is
x6 + x3 + x2 + x+ 1 = 0100 1111














1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
























































And so, it follows that S[09] = 01.
The SubBytes operation is invertible (call it InvSubBytes). This can be achieved
by applying the inverse of the affine transformation and then finding the multiplicative
inverse over GF(28) modulo (x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1). Or, one could simply use the
inverse S-Box table.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b c d e f
0 52 9 6a d5 30 36 a5 38 bf 40 a3 9e 81 f3 d7 fb
1 7c e3 39 82 9b 2f ff 87 34 8e 43 44 c4 de e9 cb
2 54 7b 94 32 a6 c2 23 3d ee 4c 95 b 42 fa c3 4e
3 8 2e a1 66 28 d9 24 b2 76 5b a2 49 6d 8b d1 25
4 72 f8 f6 64 86 68 98 16 d4 a4 5c cc 5d 65 b6 92
5 6c 70 48 50 fd ed b9 da 5e 15 46 57 a7 8d 9d 84
6 90 d8 ab 0 8c bc d3 a f7 e4 58 5 b8 b3 45 6
7 d0 2c 1e 8f ca 3f f 2 c1 af bd 3 1 13 8a 6b
8 3a 91 11 41 4f 67 dc ea 97 f2 cf ce f0 b4 e6 73
9 96 ac 74 22 e7 ad 35 85 e2 f9 37 e8 1c 75 df 6e
a 47 f1 1a 71 1d 29 c5 89 6f b7 62 e aa 18 be 1b
b fc 56 3e 4b c6 d2 79 20 9a db c0 fe 78 cd 5a f4
c 1f dd a8 33 88 7 c7 31 b1 12 10 59 27 80 ec 5f
d 60 51 7f a9 19 b5 4a d 2d e5 7a 9f 93 c9 9c ef
e a0 e0 3b 4d ae 2a f5 b0 c8 eb bb 3c 83 53 99 61
f 17 2b 4 7e ba 77 d6 26 e1 69 14 63 55 21 c 7d
Table 6: AES algorithm Inverse Substitution Box (Inverse S-Box) in hexadecimal [19].
ShiftRows operates on the State matrix by cylindrically shifting the rows to the
left. During this operation the first row remains the same, the second row is shifted
once, the third row is shifted twice, and the fourth row is shifted three times.
State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st1 st5 st9 st13
st2 st6 st10 st14
st3 st7 st11 st15
→ ShiftRows →
State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st5 st9 st13 st1
st10 st14 st2 st6
st15 st3 st7 st11
The ShiftRows operation is invertible by similarly cylindrically shifting the rows
right instead of left. We will denote this operation as InvShiftRows.
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MixColumns is a transformation that operates on the columns of the State matrix,
where each column, represented by a polynomial whose byte coefficients come from
column elements, is multiplied by a fixed polynomial a(x) over a field GF(28) modulo
(x4 + 1).
a(x) = {03}x3 + {01}x2 + {01}x+ {02}
Multiplication by a(x) modulo (x4 + 1) can be written in the form of a matrix.
a(x)
02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03
03 01 01 02
To see why this is true we will take a(x) and multiply by the first column of the state
matrix, represented by s(x) = {st3}x3 + {st2}x2 + {st1}x+ {st0}.
In the following we use ⊕ to denote bitwise XOR addition, ⊗ to denote modular
multiplication of polynomials over (x4 + 1), and · to denote modular multiplication







2 + k1x+ k0
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where
k0 = {02} · {st0},
k1 = {01} · {st0} ⊕ {02} · {st1},
k2 = {01} · {st0} ⊕ {01} · {st1} ⊕ {02} · {st2},
k3 = {03} · {st0} ⊕ {01} · {st1} ⊕ {01} · {st2} ⊕ {02} · {st3}
k4 = {03} · {st1} ⊕ {01} · {st2} ⊕ {01} · {st3},
k5 = {03} · {st2} ⊕ {01} · {st3},
k6 = {03} · {st3}.
From this we can solve for the modular product a(x) ⊗ s(x). But first we notice that:
dxi mod (x4 + 1) = dxi mod 4.
This means we can reduce all of the exponents of x, i ≥ 4, to those which are < 4
and just “add” the corresponding coefficients.
So,
a(x)s(x) mod (x4 + 1) = a(x) ⊗ s(x)
= c3x
3 + c2x
2 + c1x+ c0
where
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c0 = {02} · {st0} ⊕ {03} · {st1} ⊕ {01} · {st2} ⊕ {01} · {st3},
c1 = {01} · {st0} ⊕ {02} · {st1} ⊕ {03} · {st2} ⊕ {01} · {st3},
c2 = {01} · {st0} ⊕ {01} · {st1} ⊕ {02} · {st2} ⊕ {03} · {st3},
c3 = {03} · {st0} ⊕ {01} · {st1} ⊕ {01} · {st2} ⊕ {02} · {st3}.









02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03








which is the desired result. Apply this result to the rest of the columns of the State
matrix, it follows that
State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st1 st5 st9 st13
st2 st6 st10 st14
st3 st7 st11 st15
←
a(x)
02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03
03 01 01 02
⊗
State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st1 st5 st9 st13
st2 st6 st10 st14
st3 st7 st11 st15
Example 5.4 The following is an example that demonstrates the MixColumns cal-










02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03










{02} · {00} ⊕ {03} · {01} ⊕ {01} · {02} ⊕ {01} · {03}
{01} · {00} ⊕ {02} · {01} ⊕ {03} · {02} ⊕ {01} · {03}
{01} · {00} ⊕ {01} · {01} ⊕ {02} · {02} ⊕ {03} · {03}




{03} ⊕ {02} ⊕ {03}
{02} ⊕ {03} · {02} ⊕ {03}
{01} ⊕ {02} · {02} ⊕ {03} · {03}
{01} ⊕ {02} ⊕ {02} · {03}

The first part of the calculation uses the fact that the zero element, ({00}), multiplied
by any other element gives the zero element. And, the identity element, ({01}),
multiplied by any other element gives the element which was multiplied by the identity.
We are now left with calculating: ({03} · {02}), ({02} · {03}), ({02} · {02}), and
({03} · {03}). Since, multiplication by polynomials is commutative, it follows that
({03} · {02}) = ({02} · {03}).
So,
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{03} · {02} = {02} · {03}
= {0000 0010} · {0000 0011}




= {0000 0010} · {0000 0010}




= {0000 0011} · {0000 0011}
= {x+ 1} · {x+ 1} = {x2 + 2x+ 1} = {x2 + 1}
= {0000 0101}
= {05}.
Using the above we get,
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
{03} ⊕ {02} ⊕ {03}
{02} ⊕ {03} · {02} ⊕ {03}
{01} ⊕ {02} · {02} ⊕ {03} · {03}




{03} ⊕ {02} ⊕ {03}
{02} ⊕ {06} ⊕ {03}
{01} ⊕ {04} ⊕ {05}


















02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03















The calculation for InvMixColumns is similar, except one uses a−1(x) instead of
a(x). Where a−1(x) is:
a−1(x)
0e 0b 0d 09
09 0e 0b 0d
0d 09 0e 0b
0b 0d 09 0e
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State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st1 st5 st9 st13
st2 st6 st10 st14
st3 st7 st11 st15
←
a−1(x)
0e 0b 0d 09
09 0e 0b 0d
0d 09 0e 0b
0b 0d 09 0e
⊗
State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st1 st5 st9 st13
st2 st6 st10 st14
st3 st7 st11 st15
AddRoundKey is a bitwise XOR operation on the State matrix with the corre-
sponding elements of the RoundKey generated by the KeyExpansion.
State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st1 st5 st9 st13
st2 st6 st10 st14
st3 st7 st11 st15
←
State
st0 st4 st8 st12
st1 st5 st9 st13
st2 st6 st10 st14
st3 st7 st11 st15
⊕
RoundKey
rk0 rk4 rk8 rk12
rk1 rk5 rk9 rk13
rk2 rk6 rk10 rk14
rk3 rk7 rk11 rk15
We note, that since the AddRoundKey operation utilizes a simple XOR, it is its
own inverse.
5.2 Asymmetric Cryptography
In this section we describe the RSA and ElGamal asymmetric cryptosystems with
simple examples. Asymmetric Cryptography, also known as public key cryptogra-
phy, is a solution to the key distribution problem, where any two parties wishing to
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Table 7: Pseudo Code for Inverse AES algorithm [19].
communicate securely must agree on a common key. This common key, for secure
communication, must be kept secret from all other parties. The problem of exchang-
ing the key becomes an issue. One solution is to physically meet for the exchange.
This solution may not be practical and is only viable if the parties can meet. Also,
for each party that wishes to communicate securely they must share a common key.
In a network this becomes rather cumbersome if there are many participants, since
each pair would have to share a secret key. This means that the number of required
keys grows, roughly, quadratically. In addition, there would be the problem of each
individual securely managing their keys with their respective parties.
In public key cryptography, if one wants to communicate with a particular party,
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while (i < Nb * (Nr+1)]
temp = w[i-1]
if (i mod Nk = 0)
temp = SubWord(RotWord(temp)) xor Rcon[i/Nk]
else if (Nk > 6 and i mod Nk = 4)
temp = SubWord(temp)
end if
w[i] = w[i-Nk] xor temp
i = i + 1
end while
end
Table 8: Pseudo Code for AES Round Key algorithm [19].
they simply lookup or request their public key from a trusted source and using that
key they can send an encrypted message. The recipient uses their private key to
decrypt the message. If the recipient wishes to communicate with the sender they
similarly use the sender’s public key. The users of this type of system need not worry




Selecting Public and Private Keys.
1. Select large prime numbers p and q and form n = pq.
2. Select an integer e > 1 such that GCD(e, (p− 1)(q − 1)) = 1
3. Solve the congruence
ed ≡ 1 (mod (p− 1)(q − 1))
where d ∈ Z 1 < d < (p− 1)(q − 1)
4. The public encryption key is (e, n).
5. The private decryption key is (d, n).
Encrypting Messages
1. Look up the user’s public key (e, n).
2. Make sure that the message M is an integer such that 0 < M < n.
3. Compute
M e = C (mod n) where 0 ≤ C < n.
4. C is the ciphertext.
Decrypting Messages
1. Use private key (d, n) that corresponds to (e, n) used for encryption.
2. Message C is an integer such that 0 ≤ C < n.
3. Compute
Cd = R (mod n) where 0 ≤ R < n.
4. R is the plaintext.
Example:
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Let us pick prime numbers p = 17 and q = 11, n = pq = 187.
Set e = 7. GCD(7, 160) = 1.
We must solve the congruence
ed ≡ 1 (mod (p− 1)(q − 1))
7d ≡ 1 (mod (160))
7d ≡ 1 (mod (160))
d ≡ 23 (mod (160))
Thus we have our public key (7, 187) and private key (23, 187).
Let us set M = 88. An ASCII character of ‘X’ standing for “transmit”.
To encrypt we use
C = M e (mod n)
C = 887 (mod 187)
Because we know the laws of exponentation we can rewrite this as
C = 884 (mod 187) x 882 (mod 187) x 881 (mod 187)
881 = 88 = 88 (mod 187)
882 = 7744 = 77 (mod 187)
884 = 59969536 = 132 (mod 187)
887 = 88 x 77 x 132 (mod 187) = 11 (mod 187)
C = 11.
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To decrypt we use
C = 11
R = Cd
R = 1123 (mod 187)
R = [111 x 112 x 114 x 1116 ] (mod 187)
R = 11 x 121 x 55 x 154 (mod 187)
R = 88.
The strength of the RSA cipher is based on the difficult problem of factoring n = pq,
where p and q are large prime numbers. This system takes advantage of the one-way
trapdoor function found in modular arithmetic, that allows one to generate public
and private keys e and d, respectively. Where d is unknown to the sender, who uses
e to encrypt the message, which allows only the intended recipient to decode the
message given that (p− 1)(q − 1) are very difficult to solve for.
5.3 ElGamal public-key encryption
The ElGamal public key system is based on the discrete log problem, which is the
intractability of solving for x given some base a and ax modulo p, where p is prime,
1 < a < p− 1, and 1 < x < p− 1.
Public/Private Key Generation:
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Select a large prime number p, such that p has the least number of bits
required for secure communication.
Select a generator a, such that 1 < a < p− 1.
Create a random x, such that 1 < x < p− 1.
Solve for ax mod p.
The public and private keys are (p, a, ax mod p) and private (x), repsectively.
To encrypt:
Get the recipients public key (p, a, ax mod p).
Break the message m up into integers from {0, 1, ..., p− 1}.
Select a random key k, such that k has the least number of bits required for
secure communication, subject to 1 < k < p− 1.
Calculate r = ak mod p and c = m · axk mod p.
Send encrypted message (r, c).
To decrypt:
Take r and perform: d = r(p−1−x) mod p ≡ (ak)p−1−x mod p ≡ a(−kx) mod p.
(Fermat’s Theorem: ap−1 mod p ≡ 1.)
Decrypt c by: m′ = d · c mod p ≡ a(−kx) · c ≡ a(−xk) · a(xk)m ≡ m (mod p).
Example:
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Tarzan and Jane are having a social get together. Tarzan wants to know
how many guests are coming over for dinner so he knows how much food he
has to gather. Jane responds, using Tarzan’s public key, with the number of
guests.
Let p = 11 be the prime, a = 2 be the generator, x = 3 be the private key.
ax mod p = 23 mod 11 = 8.
Tarzan’s Public Key (11, 2, 8)
Let Jane’s message m = 5 and random value k = 4.
Using Tarzan’s Public Key (11, 2, 8)
r = ak mod p = 24 mod 11 = 5.
c = m · (ax)k mod p = 5 · (8)4 mod 11 = 5 · 4096 mod 11 = 20480 mod 11
= 9.
Jane transmits the encrypted message (5, 9) via smoke signal to Tarzan.
Tarzan receives the cipher text (5, 9) and decrypts it using his private key.
d = r(p−1−x) mod p = 5(11−1−3) mod 11 = 57 mod 11 = 3.
m = d · c mod p = 3 · 9 mod 11 = 27 mod 11 = 5.
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Tarzan knows that he has to forage food for 5 people.
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6 Mathematical Background: Part II
The purpose of this section is to give a basic background of the required mathematics
necessary for elliptic curve cryptography. Again, the definitions and proofs are found
in many textbooks and are considered common knowledge. Please refer to [1, 4–6, 9,
11,13,14,18,23,28,32,37,38] for more details.
6.1 Elliptic Curves
Elliptic curves have been used in many areas from factoring integers to the proving
of Fermat‘s Last Theorem. It is both a deep and rich topic to which we will only
scratch the surface. Our intended area of focus is the mechanics of how they relate
to cryptography.
Definition 6.1 A field K is Algebraically Closed if every non-constant polynomial
in K[X, ...] has a root in K.
Definition 6.2 An Elliptic Curve E defined over K is an equation of the form
E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 +a4x + a6
with a1, a3, a2, a4, a6 ∈ K, where K is an algebraically closed field.
This form of the equation is called the generalized Weierstrass equation or Normal
form of an elliptic curve. Also, when we refer to an elliptic curve over K, we define
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K as an algebraically closed field.
Definition 6.3 Given an elliptic curve E defined over K with points P and Q, we
geometrically define a point composition operation or addition (+), as the line
through P and Q (or tangent line if P=Q) intersecting at a third point on E at −R
then negating or reflecting −R about the curves line of symmetry to give point (P +
Q) = R.
Definition 6.4 If Q = −P then (P + Q) = (P - P ) = OE, where OE (also denoted
as just O or O∞) is the curves additive identity, also known as point of infinity.
The point of infinity comes from the view of a projective space of an elliptic curve
and is defined as a convenient additional point on the curve. Since OE is the additive
identity the normal rules apply −OE = OE, (OE + OE) = OE, (P + OE) = (OE +
P ) = P . We can consider the addition of (P + Q), when Q = −P , as the “vertical”
line from P to Q that intersects the curve at the point −OE and then is reflected about
the curves line symmetry to give OE. The notion of a “top” and “bottom” infinity
is a little confusing since they are the same point. One can imagine that the curve
wraps around onto itself. This is a useful peculiarity of a projected space. Which
can be more understood if one imagines standing over a set of railroad tracks and
taking a picture into the distance. The picture is a projection of the 3D world onto
a 2D representation. If one looks at the picture and sees the railroad tracks, which
are parallel in the 3D world, they appear to intersect. The point of intersection is
considered as the point of infinity and visually occurs way off in the distance. And
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so, lines in a projected space meet at infinity (as consequence parallel lines intersect).
Example 6.1 We consider the elliptic curve E over F7:
E : y2 = x3 + x
and see that E has the following points over F7:
{CE = (∞,∞), (0,0), (1,3), (1,4), (3,3), (3,4), (5,2), (5,5)}.
Figure 1: Elliptic curve P +Q, where P 6= Q
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Figure 2: Elliptic curve P +Q, where P = Q
Proposition 6.1 If P = (x, y1) a point on an elliptic curve E over K and P 6= OE
then the negation or reflection about the curves line of symmetry is −P = (x, y2) =
(x, -y1 - a1x - a3).
Proof:
Since P and −P are on E they must satisfy the equation:
E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 +a4x + a6
if we re-arrange E to get,
E : y2 + (a1x + a3)y - (x
3 + a2x
2 +a4x + a6) = 0.
so, y1 and y2 are roots. Recall for the quadratic equation
x2 + bx + c = 0
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the sum of the roots is −b. Since,
(x− r1)(x− r2) = x2 − r2x− r1x+ r1r2
= x2 − (r1 + r2)x+ r1r2
So,
−b = (r1 + r2)
It follows that,
y1 + y2 = -(a1x + a3).
solving for y2,
y2 = -y1 - a1x -a3.
Therefore −P = (x, -y1 - a1x -a3), if P = (x, y1) a point on an elliptic curve E.
Lemma 6.1 Given points P = (x1, y1) and Q = (x2, y2) on an elliptic curve E over
K and P,Q 6= OE . Then the slope of the line through P and Q intersecting at
another point on E is:
m = y2−y1




, if P = Q
Proof:
Since the definition of slope is simply the change in y with respect to the change




Now, say P = Q then we take the slope of the line to be the tangent of the curve
E. To find the slope of the tangent we use implicit differentiation on
E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 +a4x + a6.





























= 3x2 + 2a2x+ a4
2y dy
dx






= 3x2 + 2a2x+ a4
2y dy
dx






= 3x2 + 2a2x+ a4
(2y + a1x + a3)
dy
dx











Proposition 6.2 Given an elliptic curve E defined over K with points P = (x1, y1)
and Q = (x2, y2), such that (P + Q) = R = (x3, y3) with −R = (xr, yr), Q 6= −P ,
and P,Q 6= OE then
R = (x3, y3) = (m
2 + a1m− a2 - x1 - x2, m(x1 − x3)− y1 − a1x3 − a3),
where m = y2−y1
x2−x1 , if P 6= Q or m =
3x21+2a2x1+a4−a1y1
2y1+a1x1+a3
, if P = Q.
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Proof:
We seek the intersection of the curve E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 + a4x +
a6 and the line y = mx + b. So, by substituting the line y = mx + b into E,
(mx+ b)2 + a1x(mx+ b) + a3(mx+ b) = x
3 + a2x
2 + a4x + a6
followed by expanding and re-grouping,
m2x2 + 2mxb + b2 + a1mx
2 + a1xb + a3mx + a3b - x
3 - a2x
2 - a4x - a6 = 0
x3 + a2x
2 - m2x2 - a1mx
2 + a4x - 2mbx - a1bx - a3mx + a6 - b
2 - a3b = 0
x3 + (a2 −m2 − a1m)x2 + (a4 − 2mb− a1b− a3m)x + (a6 - b2 - a3b) = 0.
Recall for the cubic equation x3 + bx2 + cx + d = 0 the sum of the roots is −b.
Since, if r1, r2, and r3 are roots then,
(x− r1)(x− r2)(x− r3) = (x2 − r2x− r1x+ r1r2)(x− r3)
= x3 − r2x2 − r1x2 + r1r2x− r3x2 + r3r2x+ r3r1x− r1r2r3
= x3 − (r1 + r2 + r3)x2 + (r1r2 + r1r3 + r2r3)x− (r1r2r3).
So,
−b = (r1 + r2 + r3).
It follows that,
x1 + x2 + xr = −(a2 −m2 − a1m)




2 + a1m− a2 - x1 - x2
By substituting xr into the line y = mx + b,
yr = m(xr) + b, where b = y1 - m(x1)
= m(xr) + y1 - m(x1)
= m(xr - x1) + y1
so,
-R = (xr, yr) = (m
2 + a1m− a2 − x1 − x2, m(xr − x1) + y1).
By negating −R we obtain R,
R = -(-R) = -(xr, yr) = (xr, −yr − a1xr − a3)
= (xr, −(m(xr − x1) + y1)− a1xr − a3)
= (xr, m(x1 − xr)− y1 − a1xr − a3).
It follows that,
R = (x3, y3) = (m
2 + a1m− a2 - x1 - x2, m(x1 − x3)− y1 − a1x3 − a3),
where m = y2−y1
x2−x1 , if P 6= Q or m =
3x21+2a2x1+a4−a1y1
2y1+a1x1+a3
, if P = Q.
Example 6.2 Show (1,3) + (5,5) = (3,3). Given curve E over F7:
E : y2 = x3 + x












≡ 4 (mod 7).
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(1,3) + (5,5) = (m2 − x1 − x2, m(x1 − x3)− y1)
= (42 − 1− 5, m(x1 − x3)− y1)
= (16− 6, m(x1 − x3)− y1)
= (10, m(x1 − x3)− y1)
= (3(mod 7), 4(1− 3)− 3)
= (3, −8− 3)
= (3, −11)
= (3, 3(mod 7))
= (3, 3)
Example 6.3 Show 2(3,3) = (1,4). Given curve E over F7:
E : y2 = x3 + x













≡ 7 ≡ 0 (mod 7).
2(3,3) = (m2 − x1 − x2, m(x1 − x3)− y1)
(3,3) + (3,3) = (02 − 3− 3, 0− 3)
= (−6, −3)
= (1(mod 7), 4(mod 7))
= (1, 4)
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Definition 6.5 The equation for a general homogeneous Cubic curve C in two vari-
ables is defined as:
C : Ay3 +Bxy2 + Cy2 +Dx2y + Exy + Fy +Gx3 +Hx2 + Ix+ J = 0
Definition 6.6 A curve C is said to be Degenerate if it decomposes into the union
of two or more curves of lower degree. (For a Degenerate Cubic the union of a
conic and a line, or just three lines, are examples of this concept.)
Theorem 6.1 Let two distinct cubic curves C1 and C2 intersect at exactly nine dis-
tinct points in a plane over an algebraically closed field K. If C is a plane cubic curve
consisting of eight intersecting points of C1 and C2 then C also goes through the ninth
point.
Proof:
Let P1, ... , P9 be the intersecting points of the cubic curves C1 and C2.
Let the first 8 points, P1, ... , P8, from the intersection of C1 and C2 be the points
in common with curve C.
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By examining the general homogeneous equation for cubic curves in two variables,
we see that there are 10 coefficients. So, the total dimension of the coefficient
space is 10. We note that, only 9 points are required to define the graph of the
curve. By substituting each of the 8 distinct points, P1, ... , P8, into the general
cubic equation, we can create a simultaneous system of equations with a combined
dimension of 8. This leaves a remaining space with dimension 10 - 8 = 2. From
linear algebra we know that any two linearly independent solutions will span the
remaining space. So, a linear combination of C1 and C2 will suffice since the
curves are distinct. That is, all solutions inside the remaining space will be of the
form a1C1 +a2C2, and so, C will also be of this form (C : a1C1(x, y) +a2C2(x, y)
= 0). Since, P9 is a point on C1 and C2 then C1(P9) = 0 and C2(P9) = 0. But,
this means a1C1(P9) + a2C2(P9) = 0, and so it follows P9 is also on C.
Proposition 6.3 Given an elliptic curve E over K and the composition operator +,
(E, +) forms an Abelian group.
Proof:
Let P = (x1, y1), Q = (x2, y2), R = (x3, y3) be points on E.
1.) Existence of Inverses is true by symmetry of E, since inverses are defined as
reflections on the elliptic curve E.
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2.) Closure can be obtained from the geometrical definition of the composition
operator. Since the intersections (not necessarily distinct) of a line through E (a
cubic over an algebraically closed field K) has multiplicity of 3 and the Existence
of Inverses.
3.) Commutative since if we are given (P + Q) = R then line from P to Q
intersecting E at −R is same line as from Q to P also intersecting at −R.
4.) Identity comes from the definition of OE, that is (P + OE) = P = ( OE +
P ). Geometrically (P + OE) can be seen as the “vertical” line from P to OE
intersecting at −R and then reflecting to get R. So, if (P + OE) = R then −R
is the reflection of P , so, −R = −P . Thus, R = P and it follows that (P + OE)
= P and (OE + P ) = P (by commutativity).
5.) Associative (P + Q) + R = P + (Q + R)
Case: P = Q = R = OE (trivial case)
LS: (OE +OE) +OE = (OE) +OE = OE
RS: OE + (OE +OE) = OE + (OE) = OE
Case: All but one of P , Q, R = OE
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This case is equivalent to adding a non-zero point to the identity function. Which
simply results in returning the same point.
LS P 6= OE RS
= (P+ OE) + OE = P + (OE + OE)
= P + OE = P + OE
= P ⇐⇒ = P
LS Q 6= OE RS
= (OE + Q) + OE = OE + (Q + OE)
= Q + OE = OE + Q
= Q ⇐⇒ = Q
LS R 6= OE RS
= (OE + OE) + R = OE + (OE + R)
= OE + R = OE + R
= R ⇐⇒ = R
Case: All but one of P , Q, R 6= OE
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LS R = OE RS
= (P+ Q) + OE = P + (Q + OE)
= P + Q ⇐⇒ = P + Q
LS Q = OE RS
= (P + OE) + R = P + (OE + R)
= P + R ⇐⇒ = P + R
LS P = OE RS
= (OE + Q) + R = OE + (Q + R)
= Q + R ⇐⇒ = Q + R
Case: P , Q, R 6= OE
(None are Distinct)
Subcase: P , Q, R = A, where A is some point on E
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LS RS
= (P + Q) + R = P + (Q + R)
= (A + A) + A = A + (A + A)
= (2A) + A = A + (2A)
= 3A ⇐⇒ = 3A
(One is Distinct, Two the same) ⇐⇒ (Two is Distinct, One the same)
Subcase: All but one of P , Q, R = A, where A is some point on E
It suffices to show the case of the form (A + A) + B = A + (A + B) is true,
since the + operator is commutative.
(A+ A) +B = A+ (A+B)
= A+ (B + A)
= (B + A) + A
B + (A+ A) = A+ (A+B)
= A+ (B + A)
= (B + A) + A
The above associativity property, (A+A) +B = A+ (A+B), was proven using
the free open-source Computer Algebra System(CAS) Sage(version 5.7), running
on the Oracle Virtual Machine VirtualBox(Version 4.2.8). Sage was run with
the code (see Listing 1) and the following command:
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cmp (add points(add points (P ,P ), Q), add points(P , add points (P ,Q))
Which returned the following response:
True
Note: A similar command was run on the P , Q, and R all distinct case and was
also found to be true.
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I=RR.ideal(Py^2 + a1*Px*Py + a3*Py - Px^3 - a2*Px^2 - a4*Px + a6, Qy
^2 + a1*Qx*Qy + a3*Qy - Qx^3 - a2*Qx^2 - a4*Qx + a6 , Ry^2 + a1*Rx
*Ry + a3*Ry - Rx^3 - a2*Rx^2 - a4*Rx + a6)
CoordRing=RR.quotient(I)
def add_points (P, Q):
if P == O: return Q
if Q == O: return P
if (P[0] != Q[0]):
m = (Q[1]-P[1])/(Q[0]-P[0])
else:
if P[1] == -Q[1]: return O
m = (3*P[0]^2+2* a2*P[0]+a4-a1*P[1]) /(2*P[1]+a1*P[0]+a3)
x3 = m^2+a1*m - a2 -P[0] - Q[0]
y3 = m*(P[0]-x3) - P[1] - a1*x3 - a3
return (x3, y3 , 1)
def neg(P):
if P == O: return O
return (P[0], -P[1] - a1*P[0] - a3)
def quot (a, b):
return CoordRing(a.numerator ()*b.denominator ()-a.denominator ()*b
.numerator ()) == 0
def E(P):
return quot (P[1]^2 + a1*P[0]*P[1] + a3*P[1], P[0]^3 + a2*P[0]^2
+ a4 + a6)
def cmp (P,Q):
return quot(P[0], Q[0]) and quot(P[1], Q[1])
Listing 1: Elliptic Curve Associative Property Sage Code.
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Figure 3: Associative property (P +Q) +R = P + (Q+R) = −T
(All are Distinct)
Subcase: P , Q, R are distinct
If (P +Q) = −R then R = −(P +Q) = −(Q+ P ) = −Q+−P
LS RS
= (P + Q) + R = P + (Q + R)
= (−R) + R = P + (Q + −Q + −P )
= OE = P + (OE + −P )
= OE = P + −P
= OE ⇐⇒ = OE
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If (P +Q) = OE then Q + R = (Q+R), so, (−Q) + (−R) = −(Q+R). But P
= −Q, so, −(Q+R) = (P ) + (−R). Re-arranging we get, P + (Q+R) = R.
LS RS
= (P + Q) + R = P + (Q + R)
= (OE) + R = R
= R ⇐⇒ = R
If (P +Q) 6= OE and (P +Q) 6= −R then
From figure 3 we see two degenerate cubics, C1 and C2, defined by the three solid
lines and three dotted lines, respectively. The two cubic curves intersect at the
following nine points: P , Q, R, PQ, P +Q, QR, Q+R, O, T (intersecting lines
of (P +Q)R and P (Q+R)). It suffices to show that T is on E.
Since E satisfies the following eight points: P , Q, R, PQ, P +Q, QR, Q+R, O,
and by Theorem 6.1 we can conclude that T is also on E. And so, the intersection
point (P +Q)R = P (Q+R) = T . Therefore it follows that −T = (P +Q) +R
= P + (Q+R).
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7 Modern Cryptography: Part II
7.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptography(ECC)
Elliptic Curve Cryptography(ECC) was invented independently by Neil Koblitz and
Victor Miller (1985). It’s strength comes from the discrete log problem, like the
ElGamal system, as the basis for intractability with the exception that point addition
over elliptic curves is utilized instead of remainders of modular multiplication. The
generalized Weierstrass form of an elliptic curve is:
E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 +a4x + a6
with a1, a3, a2, a4, a6 ∈ K, where K is an algebraically closed field.
The addition operation defined on E forms an Abelian group (E, +), we note that a
special point is appended to this group know as the “point of infinity” or “additive
identity”, denoted OE (also O∞, or just O). This operator allows two points on an
elliptic curve to be composed together to form a third point which also satisfies E.
With this operation we can define the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP) as: Given point Q is a scalar multiple of point P on E, such that
Q = xP = P + P + P + ...+ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
x times
Solve for x given Q and P .
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7.2 The Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Protocol(ECDH) for
key exchange
The Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Protocol allows two parties to exchange a
secret normally used as a key for a symmetric algorithm such as AES. In this protocol
the two parties, User A and User B, agree on an elliptic curve E and base point P .
User A and User B each generate their own secret random key, kA(User A’s random
key) and kB(User B’s random key). Next, they calculate public keys by using the
common base point P and their generated random keys:
PA = kAP and PB = kBP ,
respectively. User A and User B then exchange their public keys. With the use of
their secret random keys User A and User B can now calculate a shared secret S with
the other’s public key:
User B’s calculation: S = kBPA = kB(kAP )
User A’s calculation: S = kAPB = kA(kBP )
Since scalar multiplication is commutative, S is equivalent for both parties. This
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follows from the fact that point addition defined on elliptic curves is associative.
That is:
P + ...+ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
kA times
+...+ P + ...+ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
kA times︸ ︷︷ ︸
kB times
= P + ...+ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
kB times
+...+ P + ...+ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
kB times︸ ︷︷ ︸
kA times
The strength of this protocol relies on the elliptic curve discrete log problem. So, an
attacker would need to solve for either kA or kB to find the shared secret.
7.3 Elliptic Curve El-Gamal
The Elliptic Curve El-Gamal cryptosystem is a method that one can use to send a
message to an intended recipient by embedding data into a point on an elliptic curve.
The problem of knowing whether the data will “fit” on the curve is an issue that can
be side stepped by taking advantage of the almost uniform point density of an elliptic
curve over a finite field. That is, one can choose a point that is really “close” to the
data that satisfies the curve. This is accomplished by not using all of the available
bits when embedding data into a point. These extra bits are then changed until the
point satisfies the curve. It has been experimentally found in [23] that having 4 bits
should be sufficient. The 4 bit padding (or however big one chooses) not only allows
one to embed the data on the curve but also adds a small amount of randomness
to the point data. It is likely, that this randomness enhances the difficulty for an
attacker.
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If User A would like to send the already embedded message M to User B then User
A would do the following:
Obtain User B’s published information:
(E,P, PB),
where E is an elliptic curve, P is a point, and PB = kBP is User B’s public key (kB
is User B‘s unpublished secret key).
Generate a random number RA then calculate point C:
C = M +RAPB
User A would then transmit (RAP,C) to User B.
The cipher C can be decoded by applying User B’s secret key to RAP to get kB(RAP )
and calculating D:
D = C − kB(RAP )
= (M +RAPB)− kB(RAP )
= M +RA(kBP )− kB(RAP ).
So, it follows that D = M .
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8 Random Number Generator [RNG]
This section provides the reader with background information about random number
generators, what they are used for, how they should behave, classification of types of
generators, and physical sources of noise for use in true random number generators.
8.1 Random Numbers
Random numbers are important and have a wide variety of uses from Monte Carlo
Simulations to computer games, but the applications to cryptography are of inter-
est. Particularly for the use of key generation, vector initialization, padding, and
authentication challenges.
8.2 Desirable Property of a RNG
A desirable property of a random number generator is to produce independent
and identically (uniformly) distributed numbers such that the sequences produced are
unpredictable and non-reproducible, that is if the generator is started in an identically
known state its output is different for each run.





8.3 Types of RNGs
There are two major methods used to generate random numbers, one being algorith-
mic and the other being nondeterministic. Random number generation by algorithm,
also known as a Pseudorandom number generator (PRNG), uses a deterministic for-
mula to calculate a periodic sequence of numbers. Usually, the numbers generated are
completely determined by an initial state or seed. A nondeterministic random number
generator, or True random number generator(TRNG), generally use physical phenom-
ena that is believed to be nondeterministic, such as thermal noise (Johnson-Nyquist
noise), nuclear decay, and Quantum Shot Noise or other properties of quantum sys-
tems, to generate random data. A combination of deterministic and nondeterministic
systems can be used to create a Hybrid random number generator (HRNG). In this
system a TRNG is used to seed the internal state of a PRNG. The advantage of type
of system, provided it can collect enough entropy from its source, is that the overall
system generation rate is fast and has the desirable property of a random number
generator, and so, good quality numbers are generated at decent rates, assuming the
PRNG used is of good quality. TRNGs are in general slower than PRNGs, this can
be rather cumbersome if one requires a large amount of random data. HRNGs bridge
this gap and can be thought of as a TRNG with complex post processing. Pseu-
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dorandom number generators are generally very fast and have throughputs that are
directly related to the speed of the device on which they are implemented.
Unlike true random number generators, pseudorandom number generators contain
the intrinsic flaw of being periodic. However, the periodicity of an algorithmically
generated sequence, such as those generated by PRNGs, may be astronomically large,
thus giving the sequence a feeling of being unpredictable with a desired uniformity
of distribution. The periodicity of a well designed pseudorandom number generator
may be so large that it is not likely for a computer to complete a single cycle. A
generator with this property may be well suited for cryptographic purposes as long
as its internal state remains secret.
Recently, through the use of a semiconducting laser, a TRNG was constructed that
utilizes fluctuating beam intensity as a chaotic source of randomness to produce a
high speed stream of bits with sequence rates of up to 12.5 Gbits/s [22].
8.4 Categories of Pseudorandom Number Generators
There are a number of different pseudorandom number generators. The following is
a list of some of the categories that different types of generators may fall into:
Linear Congruential is a recurrence relation of the form Xi = aXi−1 + b mod m,
where a, b, m ∈ Z.




m where r, s, m ∈ Z are constants with r > s and ⊗ is a binary operator such as
+, -, x, xor. The relation also requires an initial data set (X1, X2, X3, ... , Xr).
Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSR) are based on linear polynomials of the
form p(x) = xn + pn−1xn−1 + ...+ p2x2 + p1x+ p0, where pi ∈ {0, 1}. It is desired to
choose a primitive polynomial since this would yield a LFSR of maximal periodicity.
Recall, a primitive polynomial is irreducible, that is, it cannot be factored into the
product of polynomials of smaller degree. This means we will at least choose p0 = 1
since if p0 = 0 then the polynomial would be divisible by x.
We choose (X0, X1, X2, ... , Xn−1) to be an initial state, where Xi ∈ {0, 1}, and
define the feedback function:
f(x0, x1, x2, ..., xn−1) = cn−1xn−1 + ...+ c2x2 + c1x1 + c0x0 mod 2, where ci = pi for i
= 0, ..., n− 1. (pi’s come from the coefficients of p(x).)
Let Xout = f(X0, X1, X2, ..., Xn−1)
Use the recurrence relation Xi = Xi+1, for i = 0, ..., n− 2
Xn−1 = Xout
Cryptographic PRNG is a generator that use cryptographic constructs or some
hard problem to create sequences which are safe for use in cryptography. An example
of such as generator is the Blum Blum Shub (B.B.S.) PRNG.
Blum Blum Shub (B.B.S.) is a cryptographically safe pseudorandom number




n mod m, where m = pq, p and q are large primes and are congruent to 3
mod 4 (this ensures that the square root exists).
For a large cycle length make the gcd(φ(p − 1), φ(q − 1)) small. Generally, the least
significant bit(s) or parity of xn+1 is the random output. The security of the generator
is reduced to the integer factorization problem since the only known way to solve the
quadratic residue problem is to factor m.
8.5 Difficulties with True Randomness
The generation of true random numbers is a difficult process. Since digital hard-
ware is designed to perform predictably in a deterministic way. This makes finding
unpredictable events outside of the scope of standalone digital systems. Software de-
signers are forced to utilize external events such as keyboard and mouse clicks, hard
disk timings, or Ethernet packet intervals, etc. Hardware designers use tricks from
analog technology to extract unpredictable events. However, these analog techniques
have their drawbacks, since information is lost when any analog signal is transformed
discretely. This means that even if the analog signal shows perfect randomness the
process of extracting the randomness may be flawed. These flaws may contribute
to a bias in the random data, or worse, cause predictability in the sequence. More
recently, the use of reconfigurable digital hardware such as Complex Programmable
Logic Devices (CPLDs), Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICS), and Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have been applied as new techniques for the
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generation of random numbers. These new techniques use jitter and metastability
to provide digital systems with the facilities to easily access unpredictable events.
Definition 8.1 Jitter is the short-term variation of a digital signal’s significant
instants, that is, the deviation of the timing edges from their ideal positions in time.
Definition 8.2 Metastability is the unpredictable oscillation, which is neither logi-
cally high or low, of a signal that eventually stabilizes to an unpredictable output (high
or low).
8.6 General layout of a TRNG
Figure 4: General TRNG Block Diagram
The general layout of a TRNG consists of a Noise Source, such as nuclear decay or
thermal noise, which gets sent to a Noise Collector where the noise is transformed
into something usable allowing the creation of random data. The random data is
then post processed by some algorithm in an attempt to condition and remove any
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bias so that it allows the TRNG to conform to the Desirable property. After Post
Processing the random data is ready for the Output stage.
8.7 Sources of Noise for randomness
Ideally, TRNGs are based on unpredictable processes, usually physical in nature. It is
these processes that form the base of most modern TRNGs. The method to properly
gather randomness from these types of sources is non-trivial and difficult, especially
in the digital world where determinism is the goal. Noise is normally unwanted
and a nuisance but, in this environment, unavoidable. Although, using specially
designed techniques such as filtering, one can stabilize and minimize the effects of
noise. However, for the purpose of random number generation, we seek to amplify,
harvest, and utilize the same undesirable properties that one strives to eliminate, for
its chaotic unpredictable behaviour.
Suitable sources of noise can be found in conductors and semiconductors such as re-
sistors, diodes, and transistors. Other sources are Atmospheric noise, Nuclear Decay,
Unstable Lasers, Free running ring oscillators, and Metastable flipflops.
8.8 Types of physical noise
Thermal Noise (also know as Johnson and Nyquist noise) is caused by thermal
electron agitation which occurs in all semiconductors and conductors. It is an intrinsic
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disruption, as the result of heat, which causes random component fluctuations of an
electron’s path. Thermal noise has a constant power spectral density up to a high
frequencies, noise with this property is called “white noise”. Some conductors and
semiconductors which display thermal noise are Resistors, Transistors, and Diodes.
Jitter in Free Running Oscillators is another example of random fluctuations caused
by thermal noise.
Quantum Shot Noise is the noise produced by an electron when it randomly passes
through a potential barrier caused by the build up of potential energy which is trans-
formed into kinetic energy. This behaviour is random due to the non-uniformity of the
silicon substrate which the electron passes through. Transistors exhibit this property
when electrons cross the neutral barrier between their P and N layers.
Photoelectric Noise is a type of quantum noise produced by current stimulated by
optical absorbtion of photons into a silicon substrate. An example of semiconductor
that exhibits this property is a phototransistor.
Avalanche Noise is the noise produced when electrons gain a large kinetic energy
and thus a high voltage gradient caused by a strong electric field, such that colliding
electron hole pairs with the atoms in the crystal lattice dislodge additional electron
hole pairs through physical impact causing spill over or an avalanche effect, if this
occurs quick enough the crystal structure will begin to conduct. This type of phe-
nomenon occurs when a P-N junction is operated in reverse bias and the potential at
which this occurs at is called breakdown voltage. An example of a semiconductor
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that is capable of exhibiting this property is a Zener diode.
Flicker (also know as 1/f and pink noise) is the low frequency noise caused by
carrier-density fluctuations, normally due to imperfections in n-channel devices, or
mobility of carrier fluctuations in p-channel devices. The frequency spectrum of the
noise steadily falls off into higher frequencies, with a noise density that is inversely
proportional to its frequency (1/f). [2, 16]
Burst Noise (or Popcorn noise) is the noise produced by sudden random current-
gain transitions, from two or more levels, that normally occur with low frequencies of
less than 100Hz and can last for several milliseconds. This can be caused by defects
in a semiconductor’s crystal lattice which is believed to randomly trap and release
charge. Traditionally this type of noise is found in audio circuits where it can be
recognized as the familiar sound of popping popcorn when outputted on a speaker.
Radioactive Decay is the process by which an unstable atom decays by emitting
energy and ionizing particles. When this occurs the nucleus of the atom transforms
into another nucleus or a lower energy state. This process continues until the nucleus
attains a stable state. Decay emissions are random and unpredictable. Normally one
is able to use a geiger tube to detect these emission. There are three different types
of radioactive decay Alpha, Beta, and Gamma decay.
Atmospheric noise is the noise caused by fluctuations in atmospheric energy or
heat radiation occurring in the radio spectrum over a broad band and has an upper
temperature limit usually below 300 Kelvin. There are many causes for atmospheric
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noise such as electrical discharge between cloud to cloud or ground interactions, ra-
diation from the sun striking the atmosphere, or galactic radiation from space. The
frequency of the noise is predominantly below 30MHz. [3, 7, 10,12,26]
8.9 Post Processing
Most physical methods for extracting randomness have bias and deviate from their
ideal statistical structure of being independent and uniformly distributed. This is
partially because the process of harvesting random events is flawed, since most phys-
ically sampled random events are analog in nature, or have an analog component to
them, and information is always lost when an analog signal is transformed discretely.
There may also be other intrinsic issues which may play a role in a biased random
number extraction such as faulty tolerances of components in the system.
The use of an algorithmic process or Post Processing reduces or eliminates statis-
tical weakness by attempting to remove unwanted bias from the random bitstream.
This can be generally thought of as some function that processes n-bits of input and
outputs m-bits in such a way that helps ensure the desired statistical output of the
generator.
An example of such a function is a Von Neumann Corrector. Other examples of
function that can be used for Post Processing are Linear feedback shift registers
(LFSR) and Cryptographic functions such as block ciphers.
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Von Neumann Corrector is an algorithm used for post processing a biased random
bit stream by utilizing data bits of non-overlapping pairs of successive bits. The rules
for processing a random bit stream are as follows:
1. Take two bits from the random stream as input.
2. If they are the same then discard.
3. If they are different then take the first bit to be the random bit for output.
Theorem 8.1 Assuming a constant bias. The Von Neumann Corrector produces
perfectly unbiased output. (The following proof is similar to the one found in [15].)
Proof:
Let c be the constant bias of the input data.
Let x be the random input bit.
Let P (x) be the probability of input x.
So,
P (x = 1) = (1
2
+ c) and P (x = 0) = (1
2
- c)
Since the input bits to the function are considered to be independent, the prob-
abilities of successive bits can be multiplied to obtain P (“10”).
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So,










From this we can calculate that the probability of the Von Neumann Corrector
is perfectly unbiased. We shall show the case of producing a ‘0’ as output and
note that ‘1’ is similar.
So,























And so, it follows that the Von Neumann Corrector is perfectly unbiased.
Linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) have been used to whiten or post process
sequences to produce output that appears random and has a very long cycle before
repetition when a well-chosen feedback function is used [21,33].
Cryptographic Block cipher is a symmetric keyed algorithm that operates on fixed
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length blocks of data, such as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Modern
block ciphers are well suited as post processors for RNGs since they inherently, by
design, produce nonlinear output with little or no correlation to the input and the
output is uniform in such a way that one can not discern it from randomness [30].
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9 Testing randomness
In this section we present a few software tools which have been designed to identify
statistical (non-)randomness. It covers a basic description of the software tools and
their tests.
9.1 Statistical randomness
Through the use of statistics, we can approximate the quality of these numbers.
However, it is difficult to determine if a given sequence of numbers is random. In
fact, it is easier to show that it is not random. When testing randomness we cannot
directly say something is random, one normally says that it fails to be non-random
and the data shows that it does not statistically deviate from randomness. Since it is
possible that a sequence may pass statistical testing but not be random. The opposite
is also true, a sequence may fail a statistical test but may actually be random. This is
because randomness is characterized as a probabilistic property, or the likely outcome
of a statistical event/test. Statistical tests attempt to verify the presences or absence
of a pattern, which if found could indicate non-randomness. Care must be taken when
interpreting the results of such tests in order to prevent false conclusions about the
quality of a sequence of random numbers. Generally, the testing of random numbers
utilize a null hypothesis testing method, where a critical value is used to determine the
probabilistic likelihood of rejecting or failing to reject the null hypothesis. Normally,
the null hypothesis statement, H0, is that the sequence being tested is random. Along
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with the alternate hypothesis, Ha, the sequence is not random.
9.2 A Simple Test for Randomness
Random number testing can be as simple as visualizing the random data as a bitmap
graphic such as in Figure 5 which was generated by OptoAESRNG.
Figure 5: Visual Random Bitmap Test
The acuity of the human eye is remarkable for distinguishing patterns through human
intuition and feelings. Sometimes this method or similar type methods can produce
excellent results in determining randomness. But other times it is not possible to
obtain such results. The need for robust quantitative methods for determining ran-
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domness is required.
9.3 Tools and Test Suites for testing Randomness






These tools have been specifically designed to test the randomness of output from ran-
dom number generators, by using a battery of statistical tests that are believed to be
good indicators for randomness. It is noted that the DIEHARDER test suite contains
many of the same tests used in the other test suites, however, this redundancy serves
to verify the different implementations since they have been coded independently.
9.4 NIST 800-22 Test Suite
9.4.1 Assumptions
The NIST 800-22 Test Suite uses the following assumptions for random binary se-
quence assessment (Taken from [25]):
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1. Uniformity: At any point in the generation of a sequence of random or pseu-
dorandombits, the occurrence of a zero or one is equally likely, i.e., the prob-
ability of each is exactly 1/2. The expected number of zeros (or ones) is n/2,
where n = the sequence length.
2. Scalability: Any test applicable to a sequence can also be applied to sub-
sequences extracted at random. If a sequence is random, then any such
extracted subsequence should also be random. Hence, any extracted subse-
quence should pass any test for randomness.
3. Consistency: The behavior of a generator must be consistent across starting
values (seeds). It is inadequate to test a PRNG based on the output from
a single seed, or an RNG on the basis of an output produced from a single
physical output.
9.4.2 The Tests
The NIST test suite consists of 15 different tests, which have been specifically devel-
oped to test randomness of arbitrarily long binary sequences generated from either
hardware or software based random number generators.
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NIST 800-22 Test Suite
1. The Frequency (Monobit) Test
2. Frequency Test within a Block
3. The Runs Test
4. Tests for the Longest-Run-of-Ones in a Block
5. The Binary Matrix Rank Test
6. The Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test
7. The Non-overlapping Template Matching Test
8. The Overlapping Template Matching Test
9. Maurer’s “Universal Statistical” Test
10. The Linear Complexity Test
11. The Serial Test
12. The Approximate Entropy Test
13. The Cumulative Sums (Cusums) Test
14. The Random Excursions Test
15. The Random Excursions Variant Test
Table 9: NIST 800-22 Tests.
The focus of these tests are based on the non-randomness that could possibly exist
in a sequence in a variety of different ways. The following is the list of 15 tests from
the NIST 800-22 suite:
9.4.3 Test Descriptions
Note: The following descriptions of the tests have been taken/paraphrased directly
from the NIST 800-22 rev 1a document [25].
The Frequency (Monobit) Test: The focus of the test is the proportion of zeroes
and ones for the entire sequence. The purpose of this test is to determine whether
the number of ones and zeros in a sequence are approximately the same as would be
expected for a truly random sequence. The test assesses the closeness of the fraction
of ones to 1/2, that is, the number of ones and zeroes in a sequence should be about
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the same. All subsequent tests depend on the passing of this test.
Frequency Test within a Block: The focus of the test is the proportion of ones
within M -bit blocks. The purpose of this test is to determine whether the frequency
of ones in an M -bit block is approximately M/2, as would be expected under an
assumption of randomness. For block size M = 1, this test degenerates to test 1, the
Frequency (Monobit) test.
The Runs Test: The focus of this test is the total number of runs in the sequence,
where a run is an uninterrupted sequence of identical bits. A run of length k consists
of exactly k identical bits and is bounded before and after with a bit of the opposite
value. The purpose of the runs test is to determine whether the number of runs of
ones and zeros of various lengths is as expected for a random sequence. In particular,
this test determines whether the oscillation between such zeros and ones is too fast
or too slow.
Tests for the Longest-Run-of-Ones in a Block: The focus of the test is the
longest run of ones within M -bit blocks. The purpose of this test is to determine
whether the length of the longest run of ones within the tested sequence is consistent
with the length of the longest run of ones that would be expected in a random
sequence. Note that an irregularity in the expected length of the longest run of ones
implies that there is also an irregularity in the expected length of the longest run of
zeroes. Therefore, only a test for ones is necessary.
The Binary Matrix Rank Test: The focus of the test is the rank of disjoint
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sub-matrices of the entire sequence. The purpose of this test is to check for linear
dependence among fixed length substrings of the original sequence. Note that this
test also appears in the DIEHARD battery of tests.
The Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test: The focus of this test is
the peak heights in the Discrete Fourier Transform of the sequence. The purpose
of this test is to detect periodic features (i.e., repetitive patterns that are near each
other) in the tested sequence that would indicate a deviation from the assumption of
randomness. The intention is to detect whether the number of peaks exceeding the
95% threshold is significantly different than 5%.
The Non-overlapping Template Matching Test: The focus of this test is the
number of occurrences of pre-specified target strings. The purpose of this test is to
detect generators that produce too many occurrences of a given non-periodic (ape-
riodic) pattern. For this test and for the Overlapping Template Matching test, an
m-bit window is used to search for a specific m-bit pattern. If the pattern is not
found, the window slides one bit position. If the pattern is found, the window is reset
to the bit after the found pattern, and the search resumes.
The Overlapping Template Matching Test: The focus of the Overlapping Tem-
plate Matching test is the number of occurrences of pre-specified target strings. Both
this test and the Non-overlapping Template Matching test use an m-bit window to
search for a specific m-bit pattern. As with the Non-overlapping Template Matching
Test, if the pattern is not found, the window slides one bit position. The difference
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between this test is that when the pattern is found, the window slides only one bit
before resuming the search.
Maurer’s “Universal Statistical” Test: The focus of this test is the number of bits
between matching patterns (a measure that is related to the length of a compressed
sequence). The purpose of the test is to detect whether or not the sequence can
be significantly compressed without loss of information. A significantly compressible
sequence is considered to be non-random.
The Linear Complexity Test: The focus of this test is the length of a linear
feedback shift register (LFSR). The purpose of this test is to determine whether or
not the sequence is complex enough to be considered random. Random sequences are
characterized by longer LFSRs. An LFSR that is too short implies non-randomness.
The Serial Test: The focus of this test is the frequency of all possible overlapping
m-bit patterns across the entire sequence. The purpose of this test is to determine
whether the number of occurrences of the 2m m-bit overlapping patterns is approx-
imately the same as would be expected for a random sequence. Random sequences
have uniformity; that is, every m-bit pattern has the same chance of appearing as
every other m-bit pattern. Note that for m = 1, the Serial test is equivalent to the
Frequency test.
The Approximate Entropy Test: As with the Serial test, the focus of this test
is the frequency of all possible overlapping m-bit patterns across the entire sequence.
The purpose of the test is to compare the frequency of overlapping blocks of two
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consecutive/adjacent lengths (m and m+1) against the expected result for a random
sequence.
The Cumulative Sums (Cusums) Test: The focus of this test is the maximal
excursion (from zero) of the random walk defined by the cumulative sum of adjusted
(-1, +1) digits in the sequence. The purpose of the test is to determine whether the
cumulative sum of the partial sequences occurring in the tested sequence is too large
or too small relative to the expected behavior of that cumulative sum for random
sequences. This cumulative sum may be considered as a random walk. For a random
sequence, the excursions of the random walk should be near zero. For certain types
of non-random sequences, the excursions of this random walk from zero will be large.
The Random Excursions Test: The focus of this test is the number of cycles
having exactly K visits in a cumulative sum random walk. The cumulative sum
random walk is derived from partial sums after the (0,1) sequence is transferred to
the appropriate (-1, +1) sequence. A cycle of a random walk consists of a sequence
of steps of unit length taken at random that begin at and return to the origin. The
purpose of this test is to determine if the number of visits to a particular state within
a cycle deviates from what one would expect for a random sequence. This test is
actually a series of eight tests (and conclusions), one test and conclusion for each of
the states: -4, -3, -2, -1 and +1, +2, +3, +4.
The Random Excursions Variant Test: The focus of this test is the total number
of times that a particular state is visited (i.e., occurs) in a cumulative sum random
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walk. The purpose of this test is to detect deviations from the expected number of
visits to various states in the random walk. This test is actually a series of eighteen
tests (and conclusions), one test and conclusion for each of the states: -9, -8, ..., -1
and +1, +2, ..., +9.
9.5 rngtest (Ver. 4) Test Suite (FIPS-140-2 Tests)
9.5.1 rngtool suite
rngtest is part of the rngtool suite that performs randomness testing on data using
the FIPS 140-2 tests (errata of 2001-10-10). It works on blocks of 20000 bits at
a time, to verify the randomness of a block of data. (Note descriptions have been
taken/paraphrased from the man pages of rngtools and the FIPS 140-2 document
[20].)
9.5.2 The Tests
rngtest (Ver. 4) Test Suite (FIPS-140-2 Tests)
1.) FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Monobit
2.) FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Poker
3.) FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Runs
4.) FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Long run
5.) FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Continuous run
Table 10: rngtool Suite Tests.
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9.5.3 Test Descriptions
FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Monobit: Count the number of ones in the 20,000 bit
stream. Denote this quantity by X. The test is passed if 9,725 < X < 10,275.
FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Poker: Divide the 20,000 bit stream into 5,000 consecu-
tive 4 bit segments. Count and store the number of occurrences of the 16 possible 4
bit values. Denote f(i) as the number of each 4 bit value i, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 15.
Evaluate the following:




The test is passed if 2.16 < X < 46.17.
FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Runs: A run is defined as a maximal sequence of consec-
utive bits of either all ones or all zeros that is part of the 20,000 bit sample stream.
The incidences of runs (for both consecutive zeros and consecutive ones) of all lengths
(≥ 1) in the sample stream should be counted and stored.
The test is passed if the runs that occur (of lengths 1 through 6) are each within the
corresponding interval specified in Table 11. This must hold for both the zeros and
ones (i.e., all 12 counts must lie in the specified interval). For the purposes of this
test, runs of greater than 6 are considered to be of length 6.
FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Long run: A long run is defined to be a run of length
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Length of Run Interval
1 2343 2657
2 1135 1365
3 542 - 708
4 251 - 373
5 111 - 201
6+ 111 - 201
Table 11: Corresponding Interval specification for FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Runs Test.
26 or more (of either zeros or ones). On the sample of 20,000 bits, the test is passed
if there are no long runs.
FIPS 140-2(2001-10-10) Continuous run:
1. If each call to a RNG produces blocks of n bits (where n > 15), the first n-bit
block generated after power-up, initialization, or reset shall not be used, but shall
be saved for comparison with the next n-bit block to be generated. Each subsequent
generation of an n-bit block shall be compared with the previously generated block.
The test shall fail if any two compared n-bit blocks are equal.
2. If each call to a RNG produces fewer than 16 bits, the first n bits generated after
power-up, initialization, or reset (for some n > 15) shall not be used, but shall be
saved for comparison with the next n generated bits. Each subsequent generation of
n bits shall be compared with the previously generated n bits. The test fails if any
two compared n-bit sequences are equal.
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9.6 DIEHARDER (3.31.1) Test Suite
9.6.1 The DIEHARDER Test Suite
Dieharder is an Open Source random number generator test suite, created by Robert
G. Brown(rgb), which is intended to be used directly on RNGs. The purpose of the
tool is to show that if a generator is weak then failure should be unambiguous. It
consists of many tests, such as those found in the NIST Statistical Test Suite and
George Marsaglia’s Diehard test suite, and is made extensible so that one can add their
own test(s). (Note descriptions have been taken/paraphrased from the descriptions
made directly available by the output of the DIEHARDER program.)
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9.6.2 The Tests
DIEHARDER (3.31.1) Test Suite
1.) Diehard “Birthdays” test (modified)
2.) Diehard Overlapping 5-Permutations Test
3.) Diehard 32x32 Binary Rank Test
4.) Diehard 6x8 Binary Rank Test
5.) Diehard Bitstream Test
6.) Diehard Overlapping Pairs Sparse Occupance (OPSO)
7.) Diehard Overlapping Quadruples Sparce Occupancy (OQSO) Test
8.) Diehard DNA Test
9.) Diehard Count the 1s (stream) (modified) Test
10.) Diehard Count the 1s Test (byte) (modified)
11.) Diehard Parking Lot Test (modified)
12.) Diehard Minimum Distance (2d Circle) Test
13.) Diehard 3d Sphere (Minimum Distance) Test
14.) Diehard Squeeze Test
15.) Diehard Sums Test
16.) Diehard Runs Test
17.) Diehard Craps Test
18.) Marsaglia and Tsang GCD Test
19.) STS Monobit Test
20.) STS Runs Test
21.) STS Serial Test
22.) RGB Bit Distribution Test
23.) RGB Permutations Test
24.) RGB Lagged Sums Test
25.) The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Test
26.) DAB Byte Distribution Test
27.) DCT (Frequency Analysis) Test
28.) DAB Fill Tree Test
29.) DAB Fill Tree 2 Test
30.) DAB Monobit 2 Test
9.6.3 Test Descriptions
Diehard “Birthdays” test (modified): Each test determines the number of
matching intervals from 512 “birthdays” (by default) drawn on a 24-bit “year” (by
default). This is repeated 100 times (by default) and the results cumulated in a
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histogram. Repeated intervals should be distributed in a Poisson distribution if the
underlying generator is random enough, and a chi-square and p-value for the test are
evaluated relative to this null hypothesis.
It is recommended that you run this at or near the original 100 test samples per
p-value with -t 100.
Two additional parameters have been added. In diehard, nms=512 but this CAN be
varied and all Marsaglia’s formulae still work. It can be reset to different values with
-x nmsvalue. Similarly, nbits “should” 24, but we can really make it anything we
want that’s less than or equal to rmax bits = 32. It can be reset to a new value with
-y nbits. Both default to diehard’s values if no -x or -y options are used.
Diehard Overlapping 5-Permutations Test: This is the OPERM5 test. It looks
at a sequence of one million 32-bit random integers. Each set of five consecutive
integers can be in one of 120 states, for the 5! possible orderings of five numbers.
Thus the 5th, 6th, 7th, ..., numbers each provide a state. As many thousands of
state transitions are observed, cumulative counts are made of the number of occur-
rences of each state. Then the quadratic form, in the weak inverse of the 120x120
covariance matrix, yields a test equivalent to the likelihood ratio test that the 120 cell
counts came from the specified (asymptotically) normal distribution with the speci-
fied 120x120 covariance matrix (with rank 99). This version uses 1,000,000 integers,
twice.
Note that Dieharder runs the test 100 times, not twice, by default.
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Diehard 32x32 Binary Rank Test: This is the BINARY RANK TEST for 32x32
matrices. A random 32x32 binary matrix is formed, each row a 32-bit random integer.
The rank is determined. That rank can be from 0 to 32, ranks less than 29 are rare,
and their counts are pooled with those for rank 29. Ranks are found for 40,000 such
random matrices and a chi-square test is performed on counts for ranks 32,31,30 and
≤29.
As always, the test is repeated and a KS-test applied to the resulting p-values to
verify that they are approximately uniform.
Diehard 6x8 Binary Rank Test: This is the BINARY RANK TEST for 6x8
matrices. From each of six random 32-bit integers from the generator under test, a
specified byte is chosen, and the resulting six bytes form a 6x8 binary matrix whose
rank is determined. That rank can be from 0 to 6, but ranks 0,1,2,3 are rare; their
counts are pooled with those for rank 4. Ranks are found for 100,000 random matrices,
and a chi-square test is performed on counts for ranks 6,5 and ≤4.
As always, the test is repeated and a KS-test applied to the resulting p-values to
verify that they are approximately uniform.
Diehard Bitstream Test: The file under test is viewed as a stream of bits. Call
them b1, b2, ... . Consider an alphabet with two “letters”, 0 and 1 and think of the
stream of bits as a succession of 20-letter “words”, overlapping. Thus the first word is
b1b2...b20, the second isb2b3...b21, and so on. The bitstream test counts the number of
missing 20-letter (20-bit) words in a string of 221 overlapping 20-letter words. There
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are 220 possible 20 letter words. For a truly random string of 221+19 bits, the number
of missing words j should be (very close to) normally distributed with mean 141,909
and sigma 428. Thus (j− 141909)/428 should be a standard normal variate (z score)
that leads to a uniform [0,1) p-value. The test is repeated twenty times.
NOTE WELL!
The test is repeated 100 times by default in dieharder, but the size of the sample is
fixed (t-samples cannot/should not be varied from the default). The sigma of this
test REQUIRES the use of overlapping samples, and overlapping samples are not
independent. If one uses the non-overlapping version of this test, sigma = 290 is used
instead, smaller because now there are 221 INDEPENDENT samples.
Diehard Overlapping Pairs Sparse Occupance (OPSO): The OPSO test con-
siders 2-letter words from an alphabet of 1024 letters. Each letter is determined by a
specified ten bits from a 32-bit integer in the sequence to be tested. OPSO generates
221 (overlapping) 2-letter words (from 221+1 “keystrokes”) and counts the number
of missing words that is 2-letter words which do not appear in the entire sequence.
That count should be very close to normally distributed with mean 141,909, sigma
290. Thus (missingwrds− 141909)/290 should be a standard normal variable. The
OPSO test takes 32 bits at a time from the test file and uses a designated set of ten
consecutive bits. It then restarts the file for the next designated 10 bits, and so on.
Note 221 = 2097152, t-samples cannot be varied.
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Diehard Overlapping Quadruples Sparse Occupancy (OQSO) Test: Simi-
lar, to OPSO except that it considers 4-letter words from an alphabet of 32 letters,
each letter determined by a designated string of 5 consecutive bits from the test
file, elements of which are assumed 32-bit random integers. The mean number of
missing words in a sequence of 221 four-letter words, (221+3 “keystrokes”), is again
141909, with sigma = 295. The mean is based on theory; sigma comes from extensive
simulation.
Note 221 = 2097152, t-samples cannot be varied.
Diehard DNA Test: The DNA test considers an alphabet of 4 letters:: C,G,A,T,
determined by two designated bits in the sequence of random integers being tested.
It considers 10-letter words, so that as in OPSO and OQSO, there are 220 possible
words, and the mean number of missing words from a string of 221 (over-lapping)
10-letter words (221+9 “keystrokes”) is 141909. The standard deviation sigma=339
was determined as for OQSO by simulation. (Sigma for OPSO, 290, is the true value
(to three places), not determined by simulation.
Note 221 = 2097152
Note also, that we don’t bother with overlapping keystrokes (and sample more rands
– rands are now cheap).
Diehard Count the 1s (stream) (modified) Test: Consider the file under test
as a stream of bytes (four per 32 bit integer). Each byte can contain from 0 to 8
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1’s, with probabilities 1,8,28,56,70,56,28,8,1 over 256. Now let the stream of bytes
provide a string of overlapping 5-letter words, each “letter” taking values A,B,C,D,E.
The letters are determined by the number of 1’s in a byte: 0,1,or 2 yield A, 3 yields
B, 4 yields C, 5 yields D and 6,7 or 8 yield E. Thus we have a monkey at a typewriter
hitting five keys with various probabilities (37,56,70,56,37 over 256). There are 55
possible 5-letter words, and from a string of 256,000 (overlapping) 5-letter words,
counts are made on the frequencies for each word. The quadratic form in the weak
inverse of the covariance matrix of the cell counts provides a chi-square test: Q5−Q4,
the difference of the naive Pearson sums of (OBS − EXP )2/EXP on counts for 5-
and 4-letter cell counts.
Diehard Count the 1s Test (byte) (modified): This is the COUNT-THE-1’s
TEST for specific bytes. Consider the file under test as a stream of 32-bit integers.
From each integer, a specific byte is chosen, say the left-most: bits 1 to 8. Each
byte can contain from 0 to 8 1’s, with probabilities 1,8,28,56,70,56,28,8,1 over 256.
Now let the specified bytes from successive integers provide a string of (overlapping)
5-letter words, each “letter” taking values A,B,C,D,E. The letters are determined by
the number of 1’s, in that byte: 0,1,or 2 → A, 3 → B, 4 → C, 5 → D, and 6,7 or
8 → E. Thus we have a monkey at a typewriter hitting five keys with with various
probabilities: 37,56,70, 56,37 over 256. There are 55 possible 5-letter words, and from
a string of 256,000 (overlapping) 5-letter words, counts are made on the frequencies
for each word. The quadratic form in the weak inverse of the covariance matrix of the
cell counts provides a chi-square test: Q5 − Q4, the difference of the naive Pearson
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sums of (OBS − EXP )2/EXP on counts for 5-and 4-letter cell counts.
Note: We actually cycle samples over all 0-31 bit offsets, so that if there is a problem
with any particular offset it has a chance of being observed. One can imagine problems
with odd offsets but not even, for example, or only with the offset 7. t-samples and
p-samples can be freely varied, but you’ll likely need t-samples > 100,000 to have
enough to get a reliable KS-test result.
Diehard Parking Lot Test (modified): This tests the distribution of attempts
to randomly park a square car of length 1 on a 100x100 parking lot without crash-
ing. We plot n (number of attempts) versus k (number of attempts that didn’t
“crash” because the car squares overlapped and compare to the expected result from
a perfectly random set of parking coordinates. This is, alas, not really known on
theoretical grounds so instead we compare to n=12,000 where k should average 3523
with sigma=21.9 and is very close to normally distributed. Thus (k-3523)/21.9 is a
standard normal variable, which converted to a uniform p-value, provides input to a
KS-test with a default 100 samples.
Diehard Minimum Distance (2d Circle) Test: It does this 100 times:: choose
n=8000 random points in a square of side 10000. Find d, the minimum distance
between the (n2-n)/2 pairs of points. If the points are truly independent uniform,
then d2, the square of the minimum distance should be (very close to) exponentially
distributed with mean 0.995 . Thus 1-exp(-d2/.995) should be uniform on [0,1) and a
KS-TEST on the resulting 100 values serves as a test of uniformity for random points
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in the square. Test numbers=0 mod 5 are printed but the KS-TEST is based on the
full set of 100 random choices of 8000 points in the 10000x10000 square.
This test uses a fixed number of samples – t-samples is ignored. It also uses the
default value of 100 p-samples in the final KS-test, for once agreeing precisely with
Diehard.
Diehard 3d Sphere (Minimum Distance) Test: Choose 4000 random points
in a cube of edge 1000. At each point, center a sphere large enough to reach the
next closest point. Then the volume of the smallest such sphere is (very close to)
exponentially distributed with mean 120pi/3. Thus the radius cubed is exponential
with mean 30. (The mean is obtained by extensive simulation). The 3DSPHERES
test generates 4000 such spheres 20 times. Each min radius cubed leads to a uniform
variable by means of 1-exp(-r3/30.), then a KS-TEST is done on the 20 p-values.
This test ignores t-samples, and runs the usual default 100 p-samples to use in the
final KS-test.
Diehard Squeeze Test: Random integers are floated to get uniforms on [0,1). Start-
ing with k=231-1=2147483647, the test finds j, the number of iterations necessary
to reduce k to 1, using the reduction k=ceiling(k*U), with U provided by floating
integers from the file being tested. Such j’s are found 100,000 times, then counts for
the number of times j was ≤6, 7, ... , 47, ≥48 are used to provide a chi-square test
for cell frequencies.
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Diehard Sums Test: Integers are floated to get a sequence U1, U2, ... , of uniform
[0,1) variables. Then overlapping sums, S1=U1 + ... + U100, S2=U(2) + ... + U101,
... , are formed. The S’s are virtually normal with a certain covariance matrix. A
linear transformation of the S’s converts them to a sequence of independent standard
normals, which are converted to uniform variables for a KS-TEST. The p-values from
ten KS-TESTs are given still another KS-TEST.
Comments from the designer of the Dieharder test suite: At this point I think there
is rock solid evidence that this test is completely useless in every sense of the word.
It is broken, and it is so broken that there is no point in trying to fix it. The problem
is that the transformation above is not linear, and doesn’t work. Don’t use it.
For what it is worth, rgb lagged sums with n-tuple 0 tests for exactly the same thing,
but scalably and reliably without the complication of overlapping samples and co-
variance. Use it instead.
Diehard Runs Test: This is the RUNS test. It counts runs up, and runs down, in a
sequence of uniform [0,1) variables, obtained by floating the 32-bit integers in the spec-
ified file. This example shows how runs are counted: .123,.357,.789,.425,.224,.416,.95
contains an up-run of length 3, a down-run of length 2 and an up-run of (at least) 2,
depending on the next values. The covariance matrices for the runs-up and runs-down
are well known, leading to chi-square tests for quadratic forms in the weak inverses
of the covariance matrices. Runs are counted for sequences of length 10,000. This is
done ten times. Then repeated.
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In Dieharder sequences of length t-samples = 100000 are used by default, and 100
p-values thus generated are used in a final KS-test.
Diehard Craps Test: This is the CRAPS TEST. It plays 200,000 games of craps,
finds the number of wins and the number of throws necessary to end each game. The
number of wins should be (very close to) a normal with mean 200000p and variance
200000p(1-p), with p=244/495. Throws necessary to complete the game can vary
from 1 to infinity, but counts for all >21 are lumped with 21. A chi-square test
is made on the number-of-throws cell counts. Each 32-bit integer from the test file
provides the value for the throw of a die, by floating to [0,1), multiplying by 6 and
taking 1 plus the integer part of the result.
Marsaglia and Tsang GCD Test: 107 t-samples (default) of uint rands u, v are
generated and two statistics are generated: their greatest common divisor (GCD) (w)
and the number of steps of Euclid’s Method required to find it (k). Two tables of
frequencies are thus generated – one for the number of times each value for k in the
range 0 to 41 (with counts greater than this range lumped in with the endpoints).
The other table is the frequency of occurrence of each GCD w. k is be distributed
approximately binomially, but this is useless for the purposes of performing a strin-
gent test. Instead four “good” RNGs (gfsr4,mt19937 1999,rndlxs2,taus2) were used
to construct a simulated table of high precision probabilities for k (a process that
obviously begs the question as to whether or not THESE generators are “good” wrt
the test). At any rate, they produce very similar tables and pass the test with each
other’s tables (and are otherwise very different RNGs). The table of probabilities
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for the GCD distribution is generated dynamically per test (it is easy to compute).
Chi-square tests on both of these binned distributions yield two p-values per test, and
100 (default) p-values of each are accumulated and subjected to final KS-tests and
displayed in a histogram.
STS Monobit Test: Very simple. Counts the 1 bits in a long string of random uints.
Compares to expected number, generates a p-value directly from erfc(). Very effective
at revealing overtly weak generators; Not so good at determining where stronger ones
eventually fail.
STS Runs Test: Counts the total number of 0 runs + total number of 1 runs across
a sample of bits. Note that a 0 run must begin with 10 and end with 01. Note that a
1 run must begin with 01 and end with a 10. This test, run on a bitstring with cyclic
boundary conditions, is absolutely equivalent to just counting the 01 + 10 bit pairs.
It is therefore totally redundant with but not as good as the rgb bitdist() test for
2-tuples, which looks beyond the means to the moments, testing an entire histogram
of 00, 01, 10, and 11 counts to see if it is binomially distributed with p = 0.25.
STS Serial Test: Accumulates the frequencies of overlapping n-tuples of bits drawn
from a source of random integers. The expected distribution of n-bit patterns is
multi-nomial with p = 2(−n) e.g. the four 2-bit patterns 00 01 10 11 should occur
with equal probability. The target distribution is thus a simple chi-square with 2n -
1 degrees of freedom, one lost due to the constraint that:
p00 + p01 + p10 + p11 = 1
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With overlap, though the test statistic is more complex. For example, given a bit
string such as 0110100111000110 without overlap, it becomes 01-10-10-01-11-00-01-10
and we count 1 00, 3 01s, 3 10s, and 1 11. WITH overlap we get all of these patterns
as well as (with cyclic wrap): 0-11-01-00-11-10-00-11-0 and we count 4 00s, 4 01s, 4
10s, and 3 11s. There is considerable covariance in the bit frequencies and a simple
chi-square test no longer suffices. The STS test uses target statistics that are valid
for overlapping samples but which require multiple orders to generate.
It is much easier to write a test that doesn’t use overlapping samples and directly
checks to ensure that the distribution of bit n-tuples is consistent with a multi-nomial
distribution with uniform probability p = 1/2n, e.g. 1/8 for n = 3 bit, 1/16 for n = 4
bit NON-overlapping samples, and the rgb bitdist is just such a test. This test doesn’t
require comparing different orders. An open research question is whether or not test
sensitivity significantly depends on managing overlap testing software RNGs where it
is presumed that generation is cheap and unlimited. This question pertains to related
tests, such as overlapping permutations tests (where non-overlapping permutation
tests are isomorphic to non-overlapping frequency tests, fairly obviously).
This test does all the possible bitlevel tests from n=1 to n=24 bits (where n=1
is basically sts monobit, and n=2 IMO is redundant with sts runs). However, if I
understand things correctly it is not possible to fail a 2 bit test and pass a 24 bit
test, as if 2 bits are biased so that (say) 00 occurs a bit too often, then 24 bit strings
containing 00’s MUST be imbalanced as well relative to ones that do not, so we really
only need to check n=24 bit results to get all the rest for free, so to speak.
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RGB Bit Distribution Test: Accumulates the frequencies of all n-tuples of bits
in a list of random integers and compares the distribution thus generated with the
theoretical (binomial) histogram, forming chi-square and the associated p-value. In
this test n-tuples are selected without WITHOUT overlap (e.g. 01-10-10-01-11-00-
01-10) so the samples are independent. Every other sample is offset modulus of the
sample index and ntuple max.
This test must be run with −n n-tuple for n-tuple > 0. Note that if n-tuple > 12, one
should probably increase t-samples so that each of the 2n-tuple bins should end up
with an average of around 30 occurrences. Note also that the memory requirements
and CPU time requirements will get quite large by e.g. n-tuple = 20 – use caution
when sampling the distribution of very large n-tuples.
THE GENERALIZED MINIMUM DISTANCE TEST
This is the generalized minimum distance test, based on the paper of M. Fischler
in the doc directory and private communications. This test utilizes correction terms
that are essential in order for the test not to fail for large numbers of trials. It replaces
both diehard 2dsphere.c and diehard 3dsphere.c, and generalizes the test itself so that
it can be run for any d = 2,3,4,5. There is no fundamental obstacle to running it for
d = 1 or d >5, but one would need to compute the expected overlap integrals (q)
for the overlapping d-spheres in the higher dimensions. Note that in this test there
is no real need to stick to the parameters of Marsaglia. The test by its nature has
three controls: n (the number of points used to sample the minimum distance) which
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determines the granularity of the test – the approximate length scale probed for an
excess of density; p, the usual number of trials; and d the dimension. As Fischler
points out, to actually resolve problems with a generator that had areas 20% off the
expected density (consistently) in d = 2, n = 8000 (Marsaglia’s parameters) would
require around 2500 trials, where p = 100 (the old test default) would resolve only
consistent deviations of around 1.5 times the expected density. By making both of
these user selectable parameters, dieharder should be able to test a generator pretty
much as thoroughly as one likes subject to the generous constraints associated with
the eventual need for still higher order corrections as n and p are made large enough.
RGB Permutations Test: This is a non-overlapping test that simply counts order
permutations of random numbers, pulled out n at a time. There are n! permutations
and all are equally likely. The samples are independent, so one can do a simple chi-
square test on the count vector with n! - 1 degrees of freedom. This is a poor-man’s
version of the overlapping permutations tests, which are much more difficult because
of the covariance of the overlapping samples.
RGB Lagged Sums Test: This package contains many very lovely tests. Very
few of them, however, test for lagged correlations – the possibility that the random
number generator has a bitlevel correlation after some fixed number of intervening
bits.
The lagged sums test is therefore very simple. One simply adds up uniform deviates
sampled from the rng, skipping lag samples in between each rand used. The mean
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of t-samples samples thus summed should be 0.5*t-samples. The standard deviation
should be sqrt(t-samples/12). The experimental values of the sum are thus converted
into a p-value (using the erf()) and a KS-test applied to p-samples of them.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Test: This test generates a vector of t-samples
uniform deviates from the selected rng, then applies an Anderson-Darling or Kuiper
KS-test to it to directly test for uniformity. The AD version has been symmetrized to
correct for weak left bias for small sample sets; Kuiper is already ring-symmetric on
the interval. The AD code corresponds roughly to what is in R (thanks to a correction
sent in by David Bauer). As always, the test is run p-values times and the (same)
KS-test is then used to generate a final test p-value, but the real purpose of this test
is to test ADKS and KKS, not to test rngs. This test clearly reveals that KS-tests
run on only 100 test values (t-samples, herein) are only approximately accurate; their
p-values are distinctly high-biased (but less so than Kuiper or KS before the fix). This
bias is hardly visible for less than 1000 trials (p-samples, herein) but will constently
cause failure for -t 100, -p 10000 or higher. For -t 1000, it is much more difficult to
detect, and the final KS-test is approximately valid for the test in question.
DAB Byte Distribution Test: Extract n independent bytes from each of k con-
secutive words. Increment indexed counters in each of n tables. (Total of 256 * n
counters.) Currently, n=3 and is fixed at compile time. If n ≥2, then the lowest and
highest bytes will be used, along with n-2 bytes from the middle. If the generator’s
word size is too small, overlapped bytes will be used.
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Current, k=3 and is fixed at compile time. Use a basic chi-square fitting test
(chisq pearson) for the p-value. Previous version also used a chi-square indepen-
dence test (chisq2d); it was found to be slightly less sensitive. I envisioned this test
as using a small number of samples and large number of separate tests. Experiments
so far show that keeping -p 1 and increasing -t performs best.
DCT (Frequency Analysis) Test: This test performs a Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) on the output of the RNG. More specifically, it performs t-samples transforms,
each over an independent block of n-tuple words. If t-samples is large enough, the
positions of the maximum (absolute) value in each transform are recorded and sub-
jected to a chi-square test for uniformity/independence. [1] (A standard type II DCT
is used.)
If t-samples is smaller than or equal to 5 times n-tuple then a fallback test will be
used, whereby all DCT values are converted to p-values and tested for uniformity via
a KS-test. This version is significantly less sensitive, and is not recommended.
Power: With the right parameters, this test catches more GSL generators than any
other; however, that count is biased by each of the randomNNN generators having
three copies.
Limitations: n-tuple is required to be a power of 2, because a radix 2 algorithm is
used to calculate the DCT.
False positives: targets are (mostly) calculated exactly, however it will still return false
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positives when n-tuple is small and t-samples is very large. For the default n-tuple
value of 256, I get bad scores with about 100 million or more t-samples (p-samples
set to 1).
[1] The samples are taken as unsigned integers, and the DC coefficient is adjusted to
compensate for this.
DAB Fill Tree Test: This test fills small binary trees of fixed depth with words
from the the RNG. When a word cannot be inserted into the tree, the current count
of words in the tree is recorded, along with the position at which the word would
have been inserted.
The words from the RNG are rotated (in long cycles) to better detect RNGs that
may bias only the high, middle, or low bytes.
The test returns two p-values. The first is a Pearson chi-square test against the
expected values (which were estimated empirically). The second is a Pearson chi-
square test for a uniform distribution of the positions at which the insert failed.
Because of the target data for the first p-value, n-tuple must be kept at the default
(32).
DAB Fill Tree 2 Test: Bit version of Fill Tree test. This test fills small binary
trees of fixed depth with “visited” markers. When a marker cannot be placed, the
current count of markers in the tree and the position that the marker would have
been inserted, if it hadn’t already been marked.
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For each bit in the RNG input, the test takes a step right (for a zero) or left (for a
one) in the tree. If the node hasn’t been marked, it is marked, and the path restarts.
Otherwise, the test continues with the next bit.
The test returns two p-values. The first is a Pearson chi-square test against the
expected values (which were estimated empirically. The second is a Pearson chi-
square test for a uniform distribution of the positions at which the insert failed.
Because of the target data for the first p-value, n-tuple must be kept at the default
(128).
DAB Monobit 2 Test: Block-monobit test. Since we don’t know what block size
to use, try multiple block sizes. In particular, try all block sizes of 2k words, where
k=0..n. The value of n is calculated from the word size of the generator and the
sample size used, and is shown as n-tuple.
9.7 ENT Test Suite
9.7.1 ENT: A Pseudorandom Number Sequence Test Program
ENT is a pseudorandom number sequence test program that is useful for evaluat-
ing random number generators for cryptography, statistical sampling applications,
compression algorithms, and applications where information density is of interest. It
applies various tests to sequences of bytes stored in files and reports its Entropy, Com-
pressibility, Chi-Square distribution, Arithmetic Mean, Monte Carlo value for Pi, and
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Serial Correlation coefficient. (Note descriptions have been taken/paraphrased from
the descriptions from the online man page for ENT [http://www.fourmilab.ch/random/].)
9.7.2 The Tests
ENT Test Suite
1.) Entropy Test (byte)
2.) Optimum compression Test
3.) Chi square distribution Test
4.) Arithmetic mean value byte Test (127.5 = random)
5.) Monte Carlo value for Pi Test
6.) Serial correlation coefficient Test (totally uncorrelated = 0.0)
9.7.3 Test Descriptions
Entropy Test (byte): This test measures the information density of a given data
set, expressed as the number of bits per character. Data of high density will have
a value that approaches 8.000000 bits per character and is considered essentially
random. (Maximum 8.000000 bits)
Optimum compression Test: This test measures the optimum compression of a
given set of data based on its information density. Data that is extremely dense is
unlikely to be reduced in size and is not compressible or has very low compressibility.
Chi square distribution Test: The chi-square test is the most commonly used
test for the randomness of data, and is extremely sensitive to errors in pseudorandom
sequence generators. The chi-square distribution is calculated for the stream of bytes
in the file and expressed as an absolute number and a percentage which indicates how
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frequently a truly random sequence would exceed the value calculated. We interpret
the percentage as the degree to which the sequence tested is suspected of being non-
random. If the percentage is greater than 99% or less than 1%, the sequence is almost
certainly not random. If the percentage is between 99% and 95% or between 1% and
5%, the sequence is suspect. Percentages between 90% and 95% and 5% and 10%
indicate the sequence is “almost suspect”. Note that our JPEG file, while very dense
in information, is far from random as revealed by the chi-square test.
Applying this test to the output of various pseudorandom sequence generators is
interesting. The low-order 8 bits returned by the standard Unix rand() function, for
example, yields:
Chi square distribution for 500000 samples is 0.01, and randomly would exceed this
value more than 99.99 percent of the times.
While an improved generator [Park & Miller] reports:
Chi square distribution for 500000 samples is 212.53, and randomly would exceed this
value 97.53 percent of the times.
Thus, the standard Unix generator (or at least the low-order bytes it returns) is
unacceptably non-random, while the improved generator is much better but still
sufficiently non-random to cause concern for demanding applications. Contrast both
of these software generators with the chi-square result of a genuine random sequence
created by timing radioactive decay events.
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Chi square distribution for 500000 samples is 249.51, and randomly would exceed this
value 40.98 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value byte Test (127.5 = random): This is simply the result
of summing the all the bytes (bits if the -b option is specified) in the file and dividing
by the file length. If the data are close to random, this should be about 127.5 (0.5 for
-b option output). If the mean departs from this value, the values are consistently
high or low.
Monte Carlo value for Pi Test: Each successive sequence of six bytes is used as 24
bit X and Y co-ordinates within a square. If the distance of the randomly-generated
point is less than the radius of a circle inscribed within the square, the six-byte
sequence is considered a “hit”. The percentage of hits can be used to calculate the
value of Pi. For very large streams (this approximation converges very slowly), the
value will approach the correct value of Pi if the sequence is close to random. A
500000 byte file created by radioactive decay yielded:
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.143580574 (error 0.06 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient Test (totally uncorrelated = 0.0): This quan-
tity measures the extent to which each byte in the file depends upon the previous
byte. For random sequences, this value (which can be positive or negative) will, of
course, be close to zero. A non-random byte stream such as a C program will yield
a serial correlation coefficient on the order of 0.5. Wildly predictable data such as
uncompressed bitmaps will exhibit serial correlation coefficients approaching 1.
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10 OptoRNG
This section presents a new and novel method for producing random numbers using
an optoisolator as its noise source. The noise generated is a combination of Quantum
Shot, Johnson-Nyquist, (1/f , Flicker, Pink), and noise caused by the Photoelectric
effect. This noise is amplified and digitized to a level which allows a microprocessor
or embedded system to extract the randomness as logic highs and lows. In this
experiment an Arduino UNO was utilized to capture and post process the randomness.
OptoRNG has the advantage of operating at the standard 5V CMOS/TTL level as
most other non-jitter/metastable methods require higher voltages.
10.1 Optoisolators
An optoisolator, as seen in Figure 6, is a solid state semiconductor consisting of a
short optical transmission path, a component that produces light (normally a Light
Emitting Diode[LED]), and a sensor (such as a phototransistor or photodiode). Gen-
erally, they are used to isolate high voltage and low voltage circuits to prevent damage
to components on the low voltage side while still providing an electrical signal be-
tween the two isolated sides. They are also known as optocouplers, photocouplers,
and optical isolators.
The electrical signal from the input side of the circuit is converted to light and trans-
mitted across the optical transmission path, which is a nonconductive insulator, to a
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Figure 6: Optocoupler VO617A picture.
Figure 7: Photodiode PN-junction showing Photoelectric Effect
photo detecting component.
The photons from the light, as illustrated in Figure 7, induce an electrical charge
on the base or P-layer of the photodetector via the photoelectric effect. The photo-
electric effect is the phenomenon that occurs when matter absorbs electromagnetic
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radiation and emits electrons. The electrons emitted are sometimes refered to as
photoelectrons. Electromagnetic radiation is the general term used to describe
different forms of light. The photoelectric effect was first discovered in 1887 by Hein-
rich Rudolf Hertz, and later explained by Albert Einstein in 1905. Einstein defined
a model by which energy required to liberate an electron relates to the frequency of
the electromagnetic radiation less the work function of the matter holding the
electron. The work function is the minimum energy binding the electron to the
matter.
After the the light strikes and induces a charge on the P-layer current starts to move
from the cathode (negative electrode) to the N-layer through the barrier, a neutral
region between the two layers, to the P-layer and out the anode (positive electrode).
This process continues while photons from the light strike the P-layer and stops when
the light is not present. The photo detector component is said to on, while current is
flowing and off when there is no flow.
Since the internals of the device are controlled by light the two sides of the optoisolator
do not affect each other electrically. Thus, they are said to be electrically isolated and
thereby prevent possible problems caused by different voltages, current sneak paths,
or ground loops.
It is well known that all semiconductors are inherently noisy [34]. The optoisolator
is no exception. The noise produced by this device has been studied in [31]. In this
paper they modeled the noise, using a PSpice macromodel, of a CNY17 optoisolator,
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an optoisolator that is very similar to the one used in OptoRNG (VO617A), and
they found that the results from their simulations where in accordance to those gen-
erated by experimental data. They also summarized some general results for noise
measurements in optoisolators, as follows: (paraphrased from [31])
1.) The noise of the optoisolator is negligibly influenced by the intensity of
LED noise.
2.) The noise of the optoisolator is not influenced by the optical channel.
3.) The noise of the optoisolator is primarily caused by the phototransistor
embedded in the optoisolator and is of low frequency in nature.
4.) The estimated spectra of the noise inherent in optoisolators have slopes in
the range of what is considered to be noise. (ie. the value of α, the exponent
on 1/fα, is between 0.8 and 1.25)
The noise present in an optoisolator comes from thermal noise generated by inherent
semiconductor resistance and (collector, emitter, base) phototransistor resistance.
There is also intrinsic shot noise and 1/f (or flicker, or pink) noise produced by
current flowing through the phototransistor found in one half of the optoisolator,
which is directly influenced by the photoelectric effect, where photons stimulate the
flow of current through the substrate barrier thereby causing noise in the circuit.
In addition, there is also noise associated with photons striking the P-Layer of the
phototransistor.
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Figure 8: OptoRNG Block Diagram
10.2 OptoRNG
The design of OptoRNG utilizes the VO617A optoisolator for it’s noise source. Semi-
conductors of this type, as noted previously, have been known to exhibit low frequency
noise generated by phenomena such as thermal, flicker, photoelectric, and quantum
shot noise. These sources of noise make the optoisolator a good choice for use in a
RNG since photon emission and the photoelectric effect are unpredictable and ran-
dom events that are resistant to environmental and electromagnetic influence. Also,
thermal currents and electron passage through barriers in semiconductors are un-
predictable due to the thermal agitation of electrons and the non-uniform nature of
silicon substrate, respectively.
The noise signal from the optoisolator is then feed into a LM393N Dual Operational
Amplifier(OP-Amp) Integrated Circuit (IC). Where the first OP-Amp amplifies the
signal to a usable level since the level of the inherent noise is very low. The second
OP-Amp discretely digitizes the signal so that an embedded system or microcontroller
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Figure 9: OptoRNG Prototype Circuit Diagram
Figure 10: OptoRNG Prototype PCB
can interpret the bits as 1’s and 0’s. In this case, an Arduino UNO Revision 2 was
used to process the random bitstream.
The Arduino Uno is based on the ATmega328 microcontroller running at 16MHz
with 32KB of Flash Memory, 2KB of SRAM, and 1KB of EEPROM for user data
storage. The board operates at 5V DC and provides 14 Digital Input/Output (I/O)
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Figure 11: Arduino Uno Microcontroller
pins, as well as 6 Analog pins. The Arduino is programmed with a high level language
that is very close to the syntax of C. The source code files produced by the Arduino
Integrated Developing Environment (IDE) is called a Sketch. This experiment utilized
the Arduino IDE version 0022.
The algorithm, found in Table 12, was applied to extract randomness from the bit-
stream of OptoRNG in order to avoid cumbersome complications related to directly
sampling the random output bits of OptoRNG, since sampling too fast may give too
many bits that are successively the same (ie sampling the same bit multiple times)
and sampling too slow may completely miss the random data.
Sketch code of the extractor algorithm was implemented and applied to the random
bitstream using an Arduino which sent the processed stream to the computer through




Let interval_time1 be the amount of time between two
successive rising edges of the bitstream from OptoRNG.
Let interval_time2 be the amount of time between the
next two successive rising edges of the bitstream from
OptoRNG.
if interval_time1 > interval_time2 then
random_bit = 1;
else if interval_time1 < interval_time2 then
random_bit = 0;
end if
Table 12: Pseudo Code for OptoRNG randomness extraction.
was found that the speed performance of OptoRNG varied between approximately 75
to 110 bits/second. This rate is too slow for any practical use. The slow performance
is probably caused by the fact that the digitized noise has low frequency and the
extractor algorithm requires 4 edges per random bit. Another contributing factor is
that if the measured interval times between the edges are equal they are discarded.
With a simple modification OptoRNG can be made faster by using a complex post
processor. This would in effect make OptoRNG a hybrid RNG. As mentioned before
HRNGs have the best of both worlds when it comes to speed and quality provided
that it is constructed properly. One way to do this is through the use of block ciphers
such as AES.
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Figure 12: OptoAESRNG Block Diagram
The advantage or disadvantage (depending on the encryption algorithm) of a system
that uses block ciphers as a post processor is that it’s strength or weakness comes
directly from the cipher. Today, AES is the defacto standard and is considered to
be strong. It produces highly nonlinear output with no correlation to the input and
shows no deviation from randomness [30].
OptoAESRNG uses the same noise source, amplifier and digitizer. The only difference
is the Sketch loaded into the Arduino which sends output at 230400bps. The method
used to extract the random bitstream is the same except now, instead of directly
outputting, it uses the stream to seed three 128-bit values, which are used by the
AES Post Processor, where AES is run in feedback mode.
Illustrated in figure 13, as previously mentioned, OptoRNG generates three 128-bit
values (Initial State, Key, and Vector). In the first step the Initial State is encrypted
by AES using Key. The result is then outputted and feed into the second step, if
the Re-Seed condition is false. The Re-Seed condition is defined as a check to see if
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Figure 13: OptoAESRNG Post Processor Flowchart
another three 128-bit values have been generated by OptoRNG. Since the generation
of random bits is slow, we are guaranteed to have at least one false Re-Seed condition,
and so, at least one output. The second step takes the output of the previous stage
and XORs it with Vector. The result is feed into AES, which produces output that
has been encrypted using Key. This process is repeated until a Re-seed condition is
met, where (Initial State, Key, and Vector) are re-seeded and the process continues
again from the first step.
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10.3 Testing of OptoAESRNG
10.3.1 Visual Random Test
This test is meant for one to intuitively check randomness. One should look for
visual patterns, clusters, and anything that would indicate non-randomness such as
striations and trend lines.
Figure 14: Visual Random Bitmap Test 2
After examining figure 14 it is difficult to detect any discernible patterns. From
this one may be able to conclude intuitively that the data does not indicate non-
randomness. And so, the data generated by OptoAESRNG passes this test.
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10.3.2 ENT Test Suite
Entropy Test
The ENT Entropy Test for all runs on the random data generated by OptoAES-
RNG showed a maximum level of entropy (Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte). This
indicates that the generated data is of high density and suggests no evidence of non-
randomness.
Optimum compression Test
The Optimum compression Test illustrates an agreement with the results of the
Entropy Test signifying that the data generated by OptoAESRNG is of high density
since the optimum data compression for all runs was 0 percent.
Chi square distribution Test
# of samples Chi-Square Value Percent Result
1181316081 248.15 60.88 Good
1180484954 207.89 98.61 Suspect
1180453351 238.68 76.08 Good
1180389728 235.97 79.81 Good
1180771198 244.76 66.64 Good
1181178462 253.13 52.13 Good
1180763488 266.13 30.31 Good
1180555392 252.73 52.85 Good
1180770128 264.91 32.18 Good
1180645728 213.85 97.13 Suspect
1181341509 222.50 92.99 Almost Suspect
1180354372 312.52 0.81 Almost Certainly not Random
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The Chi square distribution Test indicates that the random data generated by
OptoAESRNG gives a good result most of the time. The results that indicate Suspect,
Almost Suspect, and Almost Certainly not Random, show the wide performance range
of the generator. Although, these maybe indicators of potential non-randomness, one
cannot conclude this result until sufficient testing is completed. It is expected that a
good random number generator would produce similar results and that one should be
weary of one that does not produce results in such a range. However, if a generator
produces those types of results too often then one should conclude that there is a
possible problem.
Arithmetic mean value byte Test













The Arithmetic mean value byte Test indicates that the random data generated
by OptoAESRNG is within the mean range of 127.5 ± 0.01. This indicates that the
average byte values are evenly distributed within the data and show no deviation
from randomness. The data in the table also shows that half of the mean samples
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are slightly above 127.5 and the other half below. This is another good indication of
showing no deviation from randomness.
Monte Carlo value for Pi Test













The Monte Carlo value for Pi Test indicates that the random data generated by
OptoAESRNG converges to Pi when successive sequences of six bytes are used as 24
bit X and Y coordinates within a square that has an inscribed circle. The sequences
produce a percentage of hits, determined by the radius of the circle, which is then
used to calculate Pi. This test indicates that the generated data has a low percentage
error for the calculation of Pi signifying that the random data shows no evidence of
non-randomness.
Serial correlation coefficient Test
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Serial correlation coefficient













The Serial correlation coefficient Test indicates that the random data generated
by OptoAESRNG shows almost no correlation to the preceding bytes in its sequence.
This non-correlation suggests that the data exhibits no evidence of non-randomness
as demonstrated by the coefficients having values close to 0.
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10.3.3 rng-tools (rngtest)

















The rng-tools (rngtest) suite for all runs on the random data generated by Op-
toAESRNG showed a high success to failure ratio. This performance suggests that
the generator performs in a range that indicates no evidence of non-randomness.
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10.3.4 NIST 800-22 Test Suite
# Bits # Runs Min. Pass Min. Pass
(All - RandExVar) (RandExVar)
1 000 000 10 8 / 10 6 / 7
8 / 10 7 / 8
8 / 10 5 / 6
8 / 10 5 / 6
1 000 000 100 96 / 100 60 / 64
96 / 100 56 / 59
96 / 100 59 / 62
96 / 100 55 / 58
1 000 000 1000 980 / 1000 605 / 619
980 / 1000 610 / 624
980 / 1000 600 / 614
980 / 1000 596 / 610
10 000 000 10 8 / 10 8 / 10
8 / 10 6 / 7
8 / 10 7 / 8
8 / 10 8 / 10
10 000 000 100 96 / 100 80 / 84
96 / 100 84 / 88
96 / 100 84 / 88
96 / 100 86 / 90
The NIST 800-22 Test Suite’s minimum pass rate for all tests showed performance
in an acceptable range. This indicates that the random number generator produces
evidence that suggests no deviation from randomness.
10.3.5 DIEHARDER Test Suite
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OptoAESRNG OptoAESRNG OptoAESRNG AESOFB mt19937
Run # 1GB 3GB 13GB NA NA
# Weaks # Weaks # Weaks # Weaks # Weaks
1 1 0 2 6 4
2 1 3 2 4 3
3 1 4 5 1 2
4 6 4 3 2
5 1 0 1
The DIEHARDER Test Suite output indicated OptoAESRNG’s random output
data passed on most tests with the exception of a few “weaks”. The “weaks” signify
that the result of a particular test is suspect and does not necessarily mean poor
performance of a generator. A comparison can be drawn by examining the number
of “weaks” outputted by a random number generator of known good performance.
The generators selected for this “Gold Standard” comparison are the pseudorandom
number generators AESOFB and mt19937. The range of “weaks” for OptoAESRNG
in comparison to the other generators suggest that they perform about the same.
The combination of this comparison and the number of successful test passes in
the Dieharder Test Suite for the random number data generated by OptoAESRNG
indicates the performance of the generator shows no evidence of non-randomness.
10.4 Conclusion
Experimentally, we have shown that there is good statistical evidence that the per-
formance of OptoAESRNG, with respect to the generation of quality random data,
fails to be non-random and shows no deviation from being statistically random.
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11 Summary and Future Work
In this thesis, we have presented a rigorous illustration of the fundamental crypto-
graphic algorithms AES, RSA, and ECC. We have also provided a solution for creating
quality random numbers for use in cryptographic applications, such as key generation
and authentication challenges. This work is a direct result of showing that optoisola-
tors are a good source of low frequency noise for use in TRNGs. Further more, one
can use a complex post processor to boost the speed of a random number generator
and maintain the desirable property of an RNG. Although, even with a complex post
processing speed up, OptoAESRNG is still considered to be a low/medium speed
RNG, generating only 10,514 bytes/second. It is possible the speed of the device
might be limited by a slow serial transfer rate(230400bps), lack of data caching, and
blocking serial port routines (meaning, the program does not do any other operation
while performing serial transfer). These ideas will be considered for future experi-
mentation with OptoAESRNG. However, it is doubtful that future development of
the device will use the Arduino UNO platform, since the amount of ram used by
the current Sketch containing the OptoRNG routines, AES encryption routines, and
support library functions are pushing near the limits of the Arduino UNO platform.
Also, we will consider techniques which use more than one optoisolator as a viable
avenue for increasing the speed of the device. The addition of more optoisolators will
drive the creation of new extractor algorithms since the random generated bits will
occur simultaneously rather than sequentially.
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Appendix A: AES Implementations
AES C Source Code 128-bit
/*
AES Implementation (10 Rounds 128-bit Encryption)
*/
#include <stdio.h>





/* Substitution Box for AES */
unsigned char S[256] = {
0x63 ,0x7C ,0x77 ,0x7B ,0xF2 ,0x6B ,0x6F ,0xC5 ,0x30 ,0x01 ,0x67 ,0x2B ,0xFE
,0xD7 ,0xAB ,0x76 ,
0xCA ,0x82 ,0xC9 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0x59 ,0x47 ,0xF0 ,0xAD ,0xD4 ,0xA2 ,0xAF ,0x9C
,0xA4 ,0x72 ,0xC0 ,
0xB7 ,0xFD ,0x93 ,0x26 ,0x36 ,0x3F ,0xF7 ,0xCC ,0x34 ,0xA5 ,0xE5 ,0xF1 ,0x71
,0xD8 ,0x31 ,0x15 ,
0x04 ,0xC7 ,0x23 ,0xC3 ,0x18 ,0x96 ,0x05 ,0x9A ,0x07 ,0x12 ,0x80 ,0xE2 ,0xEB
,0x27 ,0xB2 ,0x75 ,
0x09 ,0x83 ,0x2C ,0x1A ,0x1B ,0x6E ,0x5A ,0xA0 ,0x52 ,0x3B ,0xD6 ,0xB3 ,0x29
,0xE3 ,0x2F ,0x84 ,
0x53 ,0xD1 ,0x00 ,0xED ,0x20 ,0xFC ,0xB1 ,0x5B ,0x6A ,0xCB ,0xBE ,0x39 ,0x4A
,0x4C ,0x58 ,0xCF ,
0xD0 ,0xEF ,0xAA ,0xFB ,0x43 ,0x4D ,0x33 ,0x85 ,0x45 ,0xF9 ,0x02 ,0x7F ,0x50
,0x3C ,0x9F ,0xA8 ,
0x51 ,0xA3 ,0x40 ,0x8F ,0x92 ,0x9D ,0x38 ,0xF5 ,0xBC ,0xB6 ,0xDA ,0x21 ,0x10
,0xFF ,0xF3 ,0xD2 ,
0xCD ,0x0C ,0x13 ,0xEC ,0x5F ,0x97 ,0x44 ,0x17 ,0xC4 ,0xA7 ,0x7E ,0x3D ,0x64
,0x5D ,0x19 ,0x73 ,
0x60 ,0x81 ,0x4F ,0xDC ,0x22 ,0x2A ,0x90 ,0x88 ,0x46 ,0xEE ,0xB8 ,0x14 ,0xDE
,0x5E ,0x0B ,0xDB ,
0xE0 ,0x32 ,0x3A ,0x0A ,0x49 ,0x06 ,0x24 ,0x5C ,0xC2 ,0xD3 ,0xAC ,0x62 ,0x91
,0x95 ,0xE4 ,0x79 ,
0xE7 ,0xC8 ,0x37 ,0x6D ,0x8D ,0xD5 ,0x4E ,0xA9 ,0x6C ,0x56 ,0xF4 ,0xEA ,0x65
,0x7A ,0xAE ,0x08 ,
0xBA ,0x78 ,0x25 ,0x2E ,0x1C ,0xA6 ,0xB4 ,0xC6 ,0xE8 ,0xDD ,0x74 ,0x1F ,0x4B
,0xBD ,0x8B ,0x8A ,
0x70 ,0x3E ,0xB5 ,0x66 ,0x48 ,0x03 ,0xF6 ,0x0E ,0x61 ,0x35 ,0x57 ,0xB9 ,0x86
,0xC1 ,0x1D ,0x9E ,
0xE1 ,0xF8 ,0x98 ,0x11 ,0x69 ,0xD9 ,0x8E ,0x94 ,0x9B ,0x1E ,0x87 ,0xE9 ,0xCE
,0x55 ,0x28 ,0xDF ,
0x8C ,0xA1 ,0x89 ,0x0D ,0xBF ,0xE6 ,0x42 ,0x68 ,0x41 ,0x99 ,0x2D ,0x0F ,0xB0
,0x54 ,0xBB ,0x16
};
/* Substitution Box for AES */
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unsigned char invS [256];
/* RCON box for AES */
unsigned char RCON [256] = {
0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB
,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,
0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5
,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,
0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83
,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,
0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36
,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,
0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D
,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,
0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33
,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,
0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40
,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,
0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A
,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,
0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25
,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,
0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08
,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,
0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6
,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,
0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61
,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,
0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01
,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,
0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E
,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,
0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4
,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,
0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8
,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x00
};
/* Keytable for AES */
unsigned char key_table[NR+1][ KEY_SIZE ];
int rcount = 0; // get_next_key counter
void gen_invSBox(void);
void encryptAES (unsigned char *state , unsigned char *key);
void decryptAES (unsigned char *state , unsigned char key [][ KEY_SIZE
]);
void outputstate (unsigned char *state);
void add_round_key (unsigned char *state , unsigned char *key);
void byte_sub (unsigned char *state);
void inv_byte_sub (unsigned char *state);
void outputstatetable (unsigned char *state);
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void shift_rows (unsigned char *state);
void inv_shift_rows (unsigned char *state);
unsigned char mult (unsigned char a, unsigned char b);
void mix_col (unsigned char *column);
void mix_cols (unsigned char *state);
void inv_mix_col (unsigned char *column);
void inv_mix_cols (unsigned char *state);
void get_next_rkey (unsigned char *key);
void gen_key_table (unsigned char *key);
main (int argc , char *argv []) {
FILE *input;
int i, val , done =0;
unsigned char key[KEY_SIZE], state[STATE_SIZE ];
if (argc > 2) {
/* Open key file */
input = fopen (argv[2], "r");
if (input != NULL) {
printf ("Key [");
for (i=0; i < KEY_SIZE; i++) { // read 16 bytes
fscanf (input , "%x", &val); // Hexidecimal
format
key[i] = (unsigned char) val;






printf (" Failure to open: [%s]\n", argv [2]);
done =1;
}
/* Open plaintext opcode file */
input = fopen (argv[1], "r");
if (input != NULL) {
printf (" Plaintext [");
for (i=0; i < STATE_SIZE; i++) { // read 16
bytes
fscanf (input , "%x", &val); // Hexidecimal
format
state[i] = (unsigned char) val;










if (!done) { // Call AES -128 10 round
encryption routine
gen_invSBox ();
// printf (" Before Shift: ");
// outputstate (state);
// shift_rows(state);
// printf (" After Shift : ");
// outputstate (state);
// inv_shift_rows(state);
// printf (" After iShift: ");
// outputstate (state);
// mix_cols(state);
// printf (" After Mixed C : ");
// outputstate (state);
// inv_mix_cols(state);





printf ("AES Encryption: \n");
encryptAES (state , key);
printf (" *********************************\n
");
printf ("\n\nAES Decryption: \n");
decryptAES (state , key_table);
}
}
else { // Output program usage to user.









for (i=0; i < 256; i++) {
invS[S[i]] = (unsigned char)i;
}
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}/* Routine Encrypts 16byte block using a specified key */
void encryptAES (unsigned char *state , unsigned char *key)
{
int i;
// printf ("S[139] = %d\n", S[139]);
printf (" Initial State: ");
outputstate (state);
printf (" Round 0 :\n");
printf ("Key : ");
outputstate (key);
printf ("Add Round Key: ");
add_round_key (state , key); // Round 0 Add Round Key
outputstate (state);
for (i=1;i<10; i++) {
printf ("Round %3d :\n", i);
printf (" Byte Subs: ");
byte_sub(state); // Round i Substitution
outputstate (state);
printf (" Shift Row: ");
// outputstatetable(state);
shift_rows(state); // Round i Shift Rows
outputstate (state);
// outputstatetable(state);
printf (" Mix Col: ");
mix_cols(state); // Round i Mix Columns
outputstate (state);
get_next_rkey (key); // Generate Next Round Key
printf ("New round key: ");
outputstate (key);
printf ("Add Round Key: ");
add_round_key (state , key); // Round i Add Round Key
outputstate (state);
}
printf (" Round 10 :\n");
printf (" Byte Subs: ");
byte_sub(state); // Round 10 Substitution
outputstate (state);
printf (" Shift Row: ");
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shift_rows(state); // Round 10 Shift Rows
outputstate (state);
get_next_rkey (key); // Generate Next Round Key
printf ("New round key: ");
outputstate (key);
printf ("Add Round Key: ");
add_round_key (state , key); // Round 10 Add Round Key
outputstate (state);
}




printf (" Initial State: ");
outputstate (state);
printf (" Round 0 :\n");
printf ("Key : ");
outputstate (key [10]);
printf ("Add Round Key: ");
add_round_key (state , key [10]); // Round 0 Add Round Key
outputstate (state);
for (i=1;i<10; i++) {
printf ("Round %3d :\n", i);
printf (" invShift Row: ");
inv_shift_rows(state); // Round i invShift Rows
outputstate (state);
// outputstatetable(state);
printf (" invByte Subs: ");
inv_byte_sub(state); // Round i invSubstitution
outputstate (state);
printf (" Round key: ");
outputstate (key[10-i]);
printf ("Add Round Key: ");
add_round_key (state , key[10-i]); // Round i Add Round Key
outputstate (state);
printf (" invMix Col: ");
inv_mix_cols(state); // Round i invMix Columns
outputstate (state);
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}printf (" Round 10 :\n");
printf (" invShift Row: ");
inv_shift_rows(state); // Round 10 invShift Rows
outputstate (state);
printf (" invByte Subs: ");
inv_byte_sub(state); // Round 10 invSubstitution
outputstate (state);
printf (" Round key: ");
outputstate (key [0]);
printf ("Add Round Key: ");
add_round_key (state , key [0]); // Round 10 Add Round Key
outputstate (state);
}
/* Routine outputs state as byte output */




for (i=0; i<STATE_SIZE; i++) {




/* Add (XOR) roundkey to state */
void add_round_key (unsigned char *state , unsigned char *key)
{
int i;
for (i=0; i<STATE_SIZE; i++) {
state[i] = state[i] ^ key[i];
}
}
/* Use S-Box on State Matrix */
void byte_sub (unsigned char *state)
{
int i;




}/* Use invS -Box on State Matrix */
void inv_byte_sub (unsigned char *state)
{
int i;




/* Output State as Table */




for (j=0; j < ROW_SIZE; j++) {
for (i=0; i < COL_SIZE; i++) {







/* Shift rows of the state matrix */
void shift_rows (unsigned char *state)
{
unsigned char tmp;
// Row 1 - Shift by 1 Left
tmp = state [1];
state [1] = state [5];
state [5] = state [9];
state [9] = state [13];
state [13] = tmp;
// Row 2 - Shift by 2 Left
tmp = state [6];
state [6] = state [14];
state [14] = tmp;
tmp = state [2];
state [2] = state [10];
state [10] = tmp;
// Row 3 - Shift by 3 Left
tmp = state [3];
state [3] = state [15];
state [15] = state [11];
state [11] = state [7];
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state [7] = tmp;
}
void inv_shift_rows (unsigned char *state)
{
unsigned char tmp;
// Row 1 - Shift by 1 Right
tmp = state [13];
state [13] = state [9];
state [9] = state [5];
state [5] = state [1];
state [1] = tmp;
// Row 2 - Shift by 2 Right
tmp = state [6];
state [6] = state [14];
state [14] = tmp;
tmp = state [2];
state [2] = state [10];
state [10] = tmp;
// Row 3 - Shift by 3 Right
tmp = state [15];
state [15] = state [3];
state [3] = state [7];
state [7] = state [11];
state [11] = tmp;
}
/* multiply polynomials over GF (2^8) modulo x8+x4+x3+x+1 */
unsigned char mult (unsigned char a, unsigned char b)
{
unsigned char back=0, flag;
int i;
for (i=0; i < 8; i++) { // 8 bits to a byte do for all of b
if ((b & 1) == 1) {
back ^= a; // Add in GF (2^8) to result back
}
flag = a & 0x80; // keep track of overflow
a <<= 1; // multiply polynomial by x
if (flag == 0x80) { // if overflow then modulo by prime
polynomial
a ^= 0x1B; // Reduce via polynomial x4+x3+x+1
}




/* Multiply by predetermined AES transformation polynomial */
void mix_col (unsigned char *column)
{
unsigned char a[ROW_SIZE ];
int i;
for (i=0; i<ROW_SIZE; i++) { // copy column
a[i] = column[i];
}
// perform mix column
column [0] = mult (a[0] ,2) ^ mult (a[1] ,3) ^ mult (a[2] ,1) ^ mult
(a[3],1);
column [1] = mult (a[0] ,1) ^ mult (a[1] ,2) ^ mult (a[2] ,3) ^ mult
(a[3],1);
column [2] = mult (a[0] ,1) ^ mult (a[1] ,1) ^ mult (a[2] ,2) ^ mult
(a[3],3);
column [3] = mult (a[0] ,3) ^ mult (a[1] ,1) ^ mult (a[2] ,1) ^ mult
(a[3],2);
}
/* Mix columns via AES Transformation method */
void mix_cols (unsigned char *state)
{
// printf ("0 x57 * 0x13 = %.2x\n", mult (( unsigned char)0x57 , (
unsigned char) 0x13));
mix_col (& state [0]); // mix column on 0
mix_col (& state [4]); // mix column on 1
mix_col (& state [8]); // mix column on 2
mix_col (& state [12]); // mix column on 3
}
/* Inverse Multiply by predetermined AES transformation polynomial
*/
void inv_mix_col (unsigned char *column)
{
unsigned char a[ROW_SIZE ];
int i;
for (i=0; i<ROW_SIZE; i++) { // copy column
a[i] = column[i];
}
// perform mix column
column [0] = mult (a[0],0x0E) ^ mult (a[1],0x0B) ^ mult (a[2],0x0D
) ^ mult (a[3],0x09);
column [1] = mult (a[0],0x09) ^ mult (a[1],0x0E) ^ mult (a[2],0x0B
) ^ mult (a[3],0x0D);
column [2] = mult (a[0],0x0D) ^ mult (a[1],0x09) ^ mult (a[2],0x0E
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) ^ mult (a[3],0x0B);
column [3] = mult (a[0],0x0B) ^ mult (a[1],0x0D) ^ mult (a[2],0x09
) ^ mult (a[3],0x0E);
}
/* Inverse Mix columns via AES Transformation method */
void inv_mix_cols (unsigned char *state)
{
// printf ("0 x57 * 0x13 = %.2x\n", mult (( unsigned char)0x57 , (
unsigned char) 0x13));
inv_mix_col (&state [0]); // mix column on 0
inv_mix_col (&state [4]); // mix column on 1
inv_mix_col (&state [8]); // mix column on 2
inv_mix_col (&state [12]); // mix column on 3
}
/* Generate next round key */
void get_next_rkey (unsigned char *key)
{
unsigned char cpy[KEY_SIZE], t[ROW_SIZE ];
int i, j, pos;
// static int rcount = 0;
for (i=0; i < KEY_SIZE; i++) { // copy previous round key
cpy[i] = key[i];
}
t[3] = cpy [12]; // copy and rotate last column
t[0] = cpy [13];
t[1] = cpy [14];
t[2] = cpy [15];




t[0] ^= RCON[rcount ++]; // Apply RCON to first byte
rcount %= 255; // Make sure you stay in bounds of
table
key[0] = t[0] ^ cpy [0]; // Add(XOR) new + old
key[1] = t[1] ^ cpy [1];
key[2] = t[2] ^ cpy [2];
key[3] = t[3] ^ cpy [3];
for (i=1; i < COL_SIZE; i++) {
pos = (i-1)*ROW_SIZE;
t[0] = key[pos]; // copy and rotate last column
t[1] = key[pos +1];
t[2] = key[pos +2];
t[3] = key[pos +3];
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pos = i*ROW_SIZE; // update position
key[pos ] = t[0] ^ cpy[pos]; // update key
key[pos +1] = t[1] ^ cpy[pos +1];
key[pos +2] = t[2] ^ cpy[pos +2];
key[pos +3] = t[3] ^ cpy[pos +3];
}
}
void gen_key_table (unsigned char *key)
{
int i, j=0;
unsigned char tmp_key[KEY_SIZE ];
rcount = 0;






for (j=0; j < NR; j++) { // Generate NR round keys
get_next_rkey (tmp_key);










AES 128-bit Input and Output verification
Key [2B 7E 15 16 28 AE D2 A6 AB F7 15 88 09 CF 4F 3C ]
Plaintext [32 43 F6 A8 88 5A 30 8D 31 31 98 A2 E0 37 07 34 ]
*********************************
AES Encryption:
Initial State: [32 43 f6 a8 88 5a 30 8d 31 31 98 a2 e0 37 07 34 ]
Round 0 :
Key : [2b 7e 15 16 28 ae d2 a6 ab f7 15 88 09 cf 4f 3c ]
Add Round Key: [19 3d e3 be a0 f4 e2 2b 9a c6 8d 2a e9 f8 48 08 ]
Round 1 :
Byte Subs: [d4 27 11 ae e0 bf 98 f1 b8 b4 5d e5 1e 41 52 30 ]
Shift Row: [d4 bf 5d 30 e0 b4 52 ae b8 41 11 f1 1e 27 98 e5 ]
Mix Col: [04 66 81 e5 e0 cb 19 9a 48 f8 d3 7a 28 06 26 4c ]
New round key: [a0 fa fe 17 88 54 2c b1 23 a3 39 39 2a 6c 76 05 ]
Add Round Key: [a4 9c 7f f2 68 9f 35 2b 6b 5b ea 43 02 6a 50 49 ]
Round 2 :
Byte Subs: [49 de d2 89 45 db 96 f1 7f 39 87 1a 77 02 53 3b ]
Shift Row: [49 db 87 3b 45 39 53 89 7f 02 d2 f1 77 de 96 1a ]
Mix Col: [58 4d ca f1 1b 4b 5a ac db e7 ca a8 1b 6b b0 e5 ]
New round key: [f2 c2 95 f2 7a 96 b9 43 59 35 80 7a 73 59 f6 7f ]
Add Round Key: [aa 8f 5f 03 61 dd e3 ef 82 d2 4a d2 68 32 46 9a ]
Round 3 :
Byte Subs: [ac 73 cf 7b ef c1 11 df 13 b5 d6 b5 45 23 5a b8 ]
Shift Row: [ac c1 d6 b8 ef b5 5a 7b 13 23 cf df 45 73 11 b5 ]
Mix Col: [75 ec 09 93 20 0b 63 33 53 c0 cf 7c bb 25 d0 dc ]
New round key: [3d 80 47 7d 47 16 fe 3e 1e 23 7e 44 6d 7a 88 3b ]
Add Round Key: [48 6c 4e ee 67 1d 9d 0d 4d e3 b1 38 d6 5f 58 e7 ]
Round 4 :
Byte Subs: [52 50 2f 28 85 a4 5e d7 e3 11 c8 07 f6 cf 6a 94 ]
Shift Row: [52 a4 c8 94 85 11 6a 28 e3 cf 2f d7 f6 50 5e 07 ]
Mix Col: [0f d6 da a9 60 31 38 bf 6f c0 10 6b 5e b3 13 01 ]
New round key: [ef 44 a5 41 a8 52 5b 7f b6 71 25 3b db 0b ad 00 ]
Add Round Key: [e0 92 7f e8 c8 63 63 c0 d9 b1 35 50 85 b8 be 01 ]
Round 5 :
Byte Subs: [e1 4f d2 9b e8 fb fb ba 35 c8 96 53 97 6c ae 7c ]
Shift Row: [e1 fb 96 7c e8 c8 ae 9b 35 6c d2 ba 97 4f fb 53 ]
Mix Col: [25 d1 a9 ad bd 11 d1 68 b6 3a 33 8e 4c 4c c0 b0 ]
New round key: [d4 d1 c6 f8 7c 83 9d 87 ca f2 b8 bc 11 f9 15 bc ]
Add Round Key: [f1 00 6f 55 c1 92 4c ef 7c c8 8b 32 5d b5 d5 0c ]
Round 6 :
Byte Subs: [a1 63 a8 fc 78 4f 29 df 10 e8 3d 23 4c d5 03 fe ]
Shift Row: [a1 4f 3d fe 78 e8 03 fc 10 d5 a8 df 4c 63 29 23 ]
Mix Col: [4b 86 8d 6d 2c 4a 89 80 33 9d f4 e8 37 d2 18 d8 ]
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New round key: [6d 88 a3 7a 11 0b 3e fd db f9 86 41 ca 00 93 fd ]
Add Round Key: [26 0e 2e 17 3d 41 b7 7d e8 64 72 a9 fd d2 8b 25 ]
Round 7 :
Byte Subs: [f7 ab 31 f0 27 83 a9 ff 9b 43 40 d3 54 b5 3d 3f ]
Shift Row: [f7 83 40 3f 27 43 3d f0 9b b5 31 ff 54 ab a9 d3 ]
Mix Col: [14 15 b5 bf 46 16 15 ec 27 46 56 d7 34 2a d8 43 ]
New round key: [4e 54 f7 0e 5f 5f c9 f3 84 a6 4f b2 4e a6 dc 4f ]
Add Round Key: [5a 41 42 b1 19 49 dc 1f a3 e0 19 65 7a 8c 04 0c ]
Round 8 :
Byte Subs: [be 83 2c c8 d4 3b 86 c0 0a e1 d4 4d da 64 f2 fe ]
Shift Row: [be 3b d4 fe d4 e1 f2 c8 0a 64 2c c0 da 83 86 4d ]
Mix Col: [00 51 2f d1 b1 c8 89 ff 54 76 6d cd fa 1b 99 ea ]
New round key: [ea d2 73 21 b5 8d ba d2 31 2b f5 60 7f 8d 29 2f ]
Add Round Key: [ea 83 5c f0 04 45 33 2d 65 5d 98 ad 85 96 b0 c5 ]
Round 9 :
Byte Subs: [87 ec 4a 8c f2 6e c3 d8 4d 4c 46 95 97 90 e7 a6 ]
Shift Row: [87 6e 46 a6 f2 4c e7 8c 4d 90 4a d8 97 ec c3 95 ]
Mix Col: [47 37 94 ed 40 d4 e4 a5 a3 70 3a a6 4c 9f 42 bc ]
New round key: [ac 77 66 f3 19 fa dc 21 28 d1 29 41 57 5c 00 6e ]
Add Round Key: [eb 40 f2 1e 59 2e 38 84 8b a1 13 e7 1b c3 42 d2 ]
Round 10 :
Byte Subs: [e9 09 89 72 cb 31 07 5f 3d 32 7d 94 af 2e 2c b5 ]
Shift Row: [e9 31 7d b5 cb 32 2c 72 3d 2e 89 5f af 09 07 94 ]
New round key: [d0 14 f9 a8 c9 ee 25 89 e1 3f 0c c8 b6 63 0c a6 ]
Add Round Key: [39 25 84 1d 02 dc 09 fb dc 11 85 97 19 6a 0b 32 ]
*********************************
AES Decryption:
Initial State: [39 25 84 1d 02 dc 09 fb dc 11 85 97 19 6a 0b 32 ]
Round 0 :
Key : [d0 14 f9 a8 c9 ee 25 89 e1 3f 0c c8 b6 63 0c a6 ]
Add Round Key: [e9 31 7d b5 cb 32 2c 72 3d 2e 89 5f af 09 07 94 ]
Round 1 :
invShift Row: [e9 09 89 72 cb 31 07 5f 3d 32 7d 94 af 2e 2c b5 ]
invByte Subs: [eb 40 f2 1e 59 2e 38 84 8b a1 13 e7 1b c3 42 d2 ]
Round key: [ac 77 66 f3 19 fa dc 21 28 d1 29 41 57 5c 00 6e ]
Add Round Key: [47 37 94 ed 40 d4 e4 a5 a3 70 3a a6 4c 9f 42 bc ]
invMix Col: [87 6e 46 a6 f2 4c e7 8c 4d 90 4a d8 97 ec c3 95 ]
Round 2 :
invShift Row: [87 ec 4a 8c f2 6e c3 d8 4d 4c 46 95 97 90 e7 a6 ]
invByte Subs: [ea 83 5c f0 04 45 33 2d 65 5d 98 ad 85 96 b0 c5 ]
Round key: [ea d2 73 21 b5 8d ba d2 31 2b f5 60 7f 8d 29 2f ]
Add Round Key: [00 51 2f d1 b1 c8 89 ff 54 76 6d cd fa 1b 99 ea ]
invMix Col: [be 3b d4 fe d4 e1 f2 c8 0a 64 2c c0 da 83 86 4d ]
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Round 3 :
invShift Row: [be 83 2c c8 d4 3b 86 c0 0a e1 d4 4d da 64 f2 fe ]
invByte Subs: [5a 41 42 b1 19 49 dc 1f a3 e0 19 65 7a 8c 04 0c ]
Round key: [4e 54 f7 0e 5f 5f c9 f3 84 a6 4f b2 4e a6 dc 4f ]
Add Round Key: [14 15 b5 bf 46 16 15 ec 27 46 56 d7 34 2a d8 43 ]
invMix Col: [f7 83 40 3f 27 43 3d f0 9b b5 31 ff 54 ab a9 d3 ]
Round 4 :
invShift Row: [f7 ab 31 f0 27 83 a9 ff 9b 43 40 d3 54 b5 3d 3f ]
invByte Subs: [26 0e 2e 17 3d 41 b7 7d e8 64 72 a9 fd d2 8b 25 ]
Round key: [6d 88 a3 7a 11 0b 3e fd db f9 86 41 ca 00 93 fd ]
Add Round Key: [4b 86 8d 6d 2c 4a 89 80 33 9d f4 e8 37 d2 18 d8 ]
invMix Col: [a1 4f 3d fe 78 e8 03 fc 10 d5 a8 df 4c 63 29 23 ]
Round 5 :
invShift Row: [a1 63 a8 fc 78 4f 29 df 10 e8 3d 23 4c d5 03 fe ]
invByte Subs: [f1 00 6f 55 c1 92 4c ef 7c c8 8b 32 5d b5 d5 0c ]
Round key: [d4 d1 c6 f8 7c 83 9d 87 ca f2 b8 bc 11 f9 15 bc ]
Add Round Key: [25 d1 a9 ad bd 11 d1 68 b6 3a 33 8e 4c 4c c0 b0 ]
invMix Col: [e1 fb 96 7c e8 c8 ae 9b 35 6c d2 ba 97 4f fb 53 ]
Round 6 :
invShift Row: [e1 4f d2 9b e8 fb fb ba 35 c8 96 53 97 6c ae 7c ]
invByte Subs: [e0 92 7f e8 c8 63 63 c0 d9 b1 35 50 85 b8 be 01 ]
Round key: [ef 44 a5 41 a8 52 5b 7f b6 71 25 3b db 0b ad 00 ]
Add Round Key: [0f d6 da a9 60 31 38 bf 6f c0 10 6b 5e b3 13 01 ]
invMix Col: [52 a4 c8 94 85 11 6a 28 e3 cf 2f d7 f6 50 5e 07 ]
Round 7 :
invShift Row: [52 50 2f 28 85 a4 5e d7 e3 11 c8 07 f6 cf 6a 94 ]
invByte Subs: [48 6c 4e ee 67 1d 9d 0d 4d e3 b1 38 d6 5f 58 e7 ]
Round key: [3d 80 47 7d 47 16 fe 3e 1e 23 7e 44 6d 7a 88 3b ]
Add Round Key: [75 ec 09 93 20 0b 63 33 53 c0 cf 7c bb 25 d0 dc ]
invMix Col: [ac c1 d6 b8 ef b5 5a 7b 13 23 cf df 45 73 11 b5 ]
Round 8 :
invShift Row: [ac 73 cf 7b ef c1 11 df 13 b5 d6 b5 45 23 5a b8 ]
invByte Subs: [aa 8f 5f 03 61 dd e3 ef 82 d2 4a d2 68 32 46 9a ]
Round key: [f2 c2 95 f2 7a 96 b9 43 59 35 80 7a 73 59 f6 7f ]
Add Round Key: [58 4d ca f1 1b 4b 5a ac db e7 ca a8 1b 6b b0 e5 ]
invMix Col: [49 db 87 3b 45 39 53 89 7f 02 d2 f1 77 de 96 1a ]
Round 9 :
invShift Row: [49 de d2 89 45 db 96 f1 7f 39 87 1a 77 02 53 3b ]
invByte Subs: [a4 9c 7f f2 68 9f 35 2b 6b 5b ea 43 02 6a 50 49 ]
Round key: [a0 fa fe 17 88 54 2c b1 23 a3 39 39 2a 6c 76 05 ]
Add Round Key: [04 66 81 e5 e0 cb 19 9a 48 f8 d3 7a 28 06 26 4c ]
invMix Col: [d4 bf 5d 30 e0 b4 52 ae b8 41 11 f1 1e 27 98 e5 ]
Round 10 :
invShift Row: [d4 27 11 ae e0 bf 98 f1 b8 b4 5d e5 1e 41 52 30 ]
invByte Subs: [19 3d e3 be a0 f4 e2 2b 9a c6 8d 2a e9 f8 48 08 ]
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Round key: [2b 7e 15 16 28 ae d2 a6 ab f7 15 88 09 cf 4f 3c ]
Add Round Key: [32 43 f6 a8 88 5a 30 8d 31 31 98 a2 e0 37 07 34 ]
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AES Sketch Source Code 128-bit implemented in firmware (Arduino UNO)
AESArduinoFAST.pde
/* AES -128 bit Arduino sketch */
#include "AESArd.h"
void outputstate(byte *state);




0x32 , 0x43 , 0xf6 , 0xa8 , 0x88 , 0x5a , 0x30 , 0x8d , 0x31 , 0x31 , 0
x98 , 0xa2 , 0xe0 , 0x37 , 0x07 , 0x34
};
byte key[KEY_SIZE] = {
0x2b , 0x7e , 0x15 , 0x16 , 0x28 , 0xae , 0xd2 , 0xa6 , 0xab , 0xf7 , 0
x15 , 0x88 , 0x09 , 0xcf , 0x4f , 0x3c
};




Serial.println ("AES -128-bit Arduino ");
gen_key_table (key_table , key);
/*



























/* Routine Encrypts 16byte block using a specified key */
void encryptAES (byte *state , byte key [][ KEY_SIZE ])
{
int i;
Serial.print (" Initial : ");
outputstate (state);
Serial.println ("");
Serial.print ("Key : ");
outputstate (key [0]);
Serial.println ("");
Serial.println (" Round 0 : ");
add_round_key (state , key [0]);
Serial.print ("Add Round Key : ");
outputstate (state);
Serial.println ("");
for (i=1;i<10; i++) {
Serial.print (" Round ");
Serial.print (i, DEC);
Serial.println (" : ");
byte_sub (state);













Serial.print ("New round key : ");
outputstate (key[i]);
Serial.println ("");
add_round_key (state , key[i]);




Serial.println (" Round 10 : ");
byte_sub (state);








Serial.print ("New round key : ");
outputstate (key [10]);
Serial.println ("");
add_round_key (state , key [10]);






/* AES Header File */
#include <WProgram.h>






/* Prototypes for functions */
//# ifdef __cplusplus
// extern "C" {
//# endif
void add_round_key (byte *state , byte *key);
void byte_sub (byte *state);
void shift_rows (byte *state);
byte mult (byte a, byte b);
void mix_col (byte *column);
void mix_cols (byte *state);
void get_next_rkey (byte *key);






/* AES -128 bit Arduino routines */
#include "AESArd.h"
byte S[] = {
0x63 ,0x7C ,0x77 ,0x7B ,0xF2 ,0x6B ,0x6F ,0xC5 ,0x30 ,0x01 ,0x67 ,0x2B ,0xFE
,0xD7 ,0xAB ,0x76 ,
0xCA ,0x82 ,0xC9 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0x59 ,0x47 ,0xF0 ,0xAD ,0xD4 ,0xA2 ,0xAF ,0x9C
,0xA4 ,0x72 ,0xC0 ,
0xB7 ,0xFD ,0x93 ,0x26 ,0x36 ,0x3F ,0xF7 ,0xCC ,0x34 ,0xA5 ,0xE5 ,0xF1 ,0x71
,0xD8 ,0x31 ,0x15 ,
0x04 ,0xC7 ,0x23 ,0xC3 ,0x18 ,0x96 ,0x05 ,0x9A ,0x07 ,0x12 ,0x80 ,0xE2 ,0xEB
,0x27 ,0xB2 ,0x75 ,
0x09 ,0x83 ,0x2C ,0x1A ,0x1B ,0x6E ,0x5A ,0xA0 ,0x52 ,0x3B ,0xD6 ,0xB3 ,0x29
,0xE3 ,0x2F ,0x84 ,
0x53 ,0xD1 ,0x00 ,0xED ,0x20 ,0xFC ,0xB1 ,0x5B ,0x6A ,0xCB ,0xBE ,0x39 ,0x4A
,0x4C ,0x58 ,0xCF ,
0xD0 ,0xEF ,0xAA ,0xFB ,0x43 ,0x4D ,0x33 ,0x85 ,0x45 ,0xF9 ,0x02 ,0x7F ,0x50
,0x3C ,0x9F ,0xA8 ,
0x51 ,0xA3 ,0x40 ,0x8F ,0x92 ,0x9D ,0x38 ,0xF5 ,0xBC ,0xB6 ,0xDA ,0x21 ,0x10
,0xFF ,0xF3 ,0xD2 ,
0xCD ,0x0C ,0x13 ,0xEC ,0x5F ,0x97 ,0x44 ,0x17 ,0xC4 ,0xA7 ,0x7E ,0x3D ,0x64
,0x5D ,0x19 ,0x73 ,
0x60 ,0x81 ,0x4F ,0xDC ,0x22 ,0x2A ,0x90 ,0x88 ,0x46 ,0xEE ,0xB8 ,0x14 ,0xDE
,0x5E ,0x0B ,0xDB ,
0xE0 ,0x32 ,0x3A ,0x0A ,0x49 ,0x06 ,0x24 ,0x5C ,0xC2 ,0xD3 ,0xAC ,0x62 ,0x91
,0x95 ,0xE4 ,0x79 ,
0xE7 ,0xC8 ,0x37 ,0x6D ,0x8D ,0xD5 ,0x4E ,0xA9 ,0x6C ,0x56 ,0xF4 ,0xEA ,0x65
,0x7A ,0xAE ,0x08 ,
0xBA ,0x78 ,0x25 ,0x2E ,0x1C ,0xA6 ,0xB4 ,0xC6 ,0xE8 ,0xDD ,0x74 ,0x1F ,0x4B
,0xBD ,0x8B ,0x8A ,
0x70 ,0x3E ,0xB5 ,0x66 ,0x48 ,0x03 ,0xF6 ,0x0E ,0x61 ,0x35 ,0x57 ,0xB9 ,0x86
,0xC1 ,0x1D ,0x9E ,
0xE1 ,0xF8 ,0x98 ,0x11 ,0x69 ,0xD9 ,0x8E ,0x94 ,0x9B ,0x1E ,0x87 ,0xE9 ,0xCE
,0x55 ,0x28 ,0xDF ,
0x8C ,0xA1 ,0x89 ,0x0D ,0xBF ,0xE6 ,0x42 ,0x68 ,0x41 ,0x99 ,0x2D ,0x0F ,0xB0
,0x54 ,0xBB ,0x16
};
/* RCON box for AES */
byte RCON [256] = {
0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB
,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,
0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5
,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,
0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83
,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,
0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36
,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,
0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D
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,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,
0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33
,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,
0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40
,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,
0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A
,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,
0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25
,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,
0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08
,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,
0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6
,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,
0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61
,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,
0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01
,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,
0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E
,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,
0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4
,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,




/* Mixed columns 2x multiplication table */
byte mult2[] = {
0x00 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x06 ,0x08 ,0x0A ,0x0C ,0x0E ,0x10 ,0x12 ,0x14 ,0x16 ,0x18
,0x1A ,0x1C ,0x1E ,
0x20 ,0x22 ,0x24 ,0x26 ,0x28 ,0x2A ,0x2C ,0x2E ,0x30 ,0x32 ,0x34 ,0x36 ,0x38
,0x3A ,0x3C ,0x3E ,
0x40 ,0x42 ,0x44 ,0x46 ,0x48 ,0x4A ,0x4C ,0x4E ,0x50 ,0x52 ,0x54 ,0x56 ,0x58
,0x5A ,0x5C ,0x5E ,
0x60 ,0x62 ,0x64 ,0x66 ,0x68 ,0x6A ,0x6C ,0x6E ,0x70 ,0x72 ,0x74 ,0x76 ,0x78
,0x7A ,0x7C ,0x7E ,
0x80 ,0x82 ,0x84 ,0x86 ,0x88 ,0x8A ,0x8C ,0x8E ,0x90 ,0x92 ,0x94 ,0x96 ,0x98
,0x9A ,0x9C ,0x9E ,
0xA0 ,0xA2 ,0xA4 ,0xA6 ,0xA8 ,0xAA ,0xAC ,0xAE ,0xB0 ,0xB2 ,0xB4 ,0xB6 ,0xB8
,0xBA ,0xBC ,0xBE ,
0xC0 ,0xC2 ,0xC4 ,0xC6 ,0xC8 ,0xCA ,0xCC ,0xCE ,0xD0 ,0xD2 ,0xD4 ,0xD6 ,0xD8
,0xDA ,0xDC ,0xDE ,
0xE0 ,0xE2 ,0xE4 ,0xE6 ,0xE8 ,0xEA ,0xEC ,0xEE ,0xF0 ,0xF2 ,0xF4 ,0xF6 ,0xF8
,0xFA ,0xFC ,0xFE ,
0x1B ,0x19 ,0x1F ,0x1D ,0x13 ,0x11 ,0x17 ,0x15 ,0x0B ,0x09 ,0x0F ,0x0D ,0x03
,0x01 ,0x07 ,0x05 ,
0x3B ,0x39 ,0x3F ,0x3D ,0x33 ,0x31 ,0x37 ,0x35 ,0x2B ,0x29 ,0x2F ,0x2D ,0x23
,0x21 ,0x27 ,0x25 ,
0x5B ,0x59 ,0x5F ,0x5D ,0x53 ,0x51 ,0x57 ,0x55 ,0x4B ,0x49 ,0x4F ,0x4D ,0x43
,0x41 ,0x47 ,0x45 ,
0x7B ,0x79 ,0x7F ,0x7D ,0x73 ,0x71 ,0x77 ,0x75 ,0x6B ,0x69 ,0x6F ,0x6D ,0x63
,0x61 ,0x67 ,0x65 ,
0x9B ,0x99 ,0x9F ,0x9D ,0x93 ,0x91 ,0x97 ,0x95 ,0x8B ,0x89 ,0x8F ,0x8D ,0x83
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,0x81 ,0x87 ,0x85 ,
0xBB ,0xB9 ,0xBF ,0xBD ,0xB3 ,0xB1 ,0xB7 ,0xB5 ,0xAB ,0xA9 ,0xAF ,0xAD ,0xA3
,0xA1 ,0xA7 ,0xA5 ,
0xDB ,0xD9 ,0xDF ,0xDD ,0xD3 ,0xD1 ,0xD7 ,0xD5 ,0xCB ,0xC9 ,0xCF ,0xCD ,0xC3
,0xC1 ,0xC7 ,0xC5 ,
0xFB ,0xF9 ,0xFF ,0xFD ,0xF3 ,0xF1 ,0xF7 ,0xF5 ,0xEB ,0xE9 ,0xEF ,0xED ,0xE3
,0xE1 ,0xE7 ,0xE5
};
/* Mixed columns 3x multiplication table */
byte mult3[] = {
0x00 ,0x03 ,0x06 ,0x05 ,0x0C ,0x0F ,0x0A ,0x09 ,0x18 ,0x1B ,0x1E ,0x1D ,0x14
,0x17 ,0x12 ,0x11 ,
0x30 ,0x33 ,0x36 ,0x35 ,0x3C ,0x3F ,0x3A ,0x39 ,0x28 ,0x2B ,0x2E ,0x2D ,0x24
,0x27 ,0x22 ,0x21 ,
0x60 ,0x63 ,0x66 ,0x65 ,0x6C ,0x6F ,0x6A ,0x69 ,0x78 ,0x7B ,0x7E ,0x7D ,0x74
,0x77 ,0x72 ,0x71 ,
0x50 ,0x53 ,0x56 ,0x55 ,0x5C ,0x5F ,0x5A ,0x59 ,0x48 ,0x4B ,0x4E ,0x4D ,0x44
,0x47 ,0x42 ,0x41 ,
0xC0 ,0xC3 ,0xC6 ,0xC5 ,0xCC ,0xCF ,0xCA ,0xC9 ,0xD8 ,0xDB ,0xDE ,0xDD ,0xD4
,0xD7 ,0xD2 ,0xD1 ,
0xF0 ,0xF3 ,0xF6 ,0xF5 ,0xFC ,0xFF ,0xFA ,0xF9 ,0xE8 ,0xEB ,0xEE ,0xED ,0xE4
,0xE7 ,0xE2 ,0xE1 ,
0xA0 ,0xA3 ,0xA6 ,0xA5 ,0xAC ,0xAF ,0xAA ,0xA9 ,0xB8 ,0xBB ,0xBE ,0xBD ,0xB4
,0xB7 ,0xB2 ,0xB1 ,
0x90 ,0x93 ,0x96 ,0x95 ,0x9C ,0x9F ,0x9A ,0x99 ,0x88 ,0x8B ,0x8E ,0x8D ,0x84
,0x87 ,0x82 ,0x81 ,
0x9B ,0x98 ,0x9D ,0x9E ,0x97 ,0x94 ,0x91 ,0x92 ,0x83 ,0x80 ,0x85 ,0x86 ,0x8F
,0x8C ,0x89 ,0x8A ,
0xAB ,0xA8 ,0xAD ,0xAE ,0xA7 ,0xA4 ,0xA1 ,0xA2 ,0xB3 ,0xB0 ,0xB5 ,0xB6 ,0xBF
,0xBC ,0xB9 ,0xBA ,
0xFB ,0xF8 ,0xFD ,0xFE ,0xF7 ,0xF4 ,0xF1 ,0xF2 ,0xE3 ,0xE0 ,0xE5 ,0xE6 ,0xEF
,0xEC ,0xE9 ,0xEA ,
0xCB ,0xC8 ,0xCD ,0xCE ,0xC7 ,0xC4 ,0xC1 ,0xC2 ,0xD3 ,0xD0 ,0xD5 ,0xD6 ,0xDF
,0xDC ,0xD9 ,0xDA ,
0x5B ,0x58 ,0x5D ,0x5E ,0x57 ,0x54 ,0x51 ,0x52 ,0x43 ,0x40 ,0x45 ,0x46 ,0x4F
,0x4C ,0x49 ,0x4A ,
0x6B ,0x68 ,0x6D ,0x6E ,0x67 ,0x64 ,0x61 ,0x62 ,0x73 ,0x70 ,0x75 ,0x76 ,0x7F
,0x7C ,0x79 ,0x7A ,
0x3B ,0x38 ,0x3D ,0x3E ,0x37 ,0x34 ,0x31 ,0x32 ,0x23 ,0x20 ,0x25 ,0x26 ,0x2F
,0x2C ,0x29 ,0x2A ,
0x0B ,0x08 ,0x0D ,0x0E ,0x07 ,0x04 ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x13 ,0x10 ,0x15 ,0x16 ,0x1F
,0x1C ,0x19 ,0x1A
};
/* Add (XOR) roundkey to state */
void add_round_key (byte *state , byte *key)
{
int i;
for (i=0; i<STATE_SIZE; i++) {
state[i] = state[i] ^ key[i];
}
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}/* Use S-Box on State Matrix */
void byte_sub (byte *state)
{
int i;




/* Shift rows of the state matrix */
void shift_rows (byte *state)
{
byte tmp;
// Row 1 - Shift by 1 Left
tmp = state [1];
state [1] = state [5];
state [5] = state [9];
state [9] = state [13];
state [13] = tmp;
// Row 2 - Shift by 2 Left
tmp = state [6];
state [6] = state [14];
state [14] = tmp;
tmp = state [2];
state [2] = state [10];
state [10] = tmp;
// Row 3 - Shift by 3 Left
tmp = state [3];
state [3] = state [15];
state [15] = state [11];
state [11] = state [7];
state [7] = tmp;
}
/* multiply polynomials over GF (2^8) modulo x8+x4+x3+x+1 */




for (i=0; i < 8; i++) { // 8 bits to a byte do for all of b
if ((b & 1) == 1) {
back ^= a; // Add in GF (2^8) to result back
}
flag = a & 0x80; // keep track of overflow
a <<= 1; // multiply polynomial by x
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if (flag == 0x80) { // if overflow then modulo by prime
polynomial
a ^= 0x1B; // Reduce via polynomial x4+x3+x+1
}




/* Multiply by predetermined AES transformation polynomial */




for (i=0; i<ROW_SIZE; i++) { // copy column
a[i] = column[i];
}
// perform mix column
// column [0] = mult (a[0] ,2) ^ mult (a[1] ,3) ^ mult (a[2] ,1) ^
mult (a[3] ,1);
// column [1] = mult (a[0] ,1) ^ mult (a[1] ,2) ^ mult (a[2] ,3) ^
mult (a[3] ,1);
// column [2] = mult (a[0] ,1) ^ mult (a[1] ,1) ^ mult (a[2] ,2) ^
mult (a[3] ,3);
// column [3] = mult (a[0] ,3) ^ mult (a[1] ,1) ^ mult (a[2] ,1) ^
mult (a[3] ,2);
column [0] = mult2 [a[0]] ^ mult3 [a[1]] ^ a[2] ^
a[3] ;
column [1] = a[0] ^ mult2 [a[1]] ^ mult3 [a[2]] ^
a[3] ;
column [2] = a[0] ^ a[1] ^ mult2 [a[2]] ^ mult3 [
a[3]];
column [3] = mult3 [a[0]] ^ a[1] ^ a[2] ^ mult2 [
a[3]];
}
/* Mix columns via AES Transformation method */
void mix_cols (byte *state)
{
// printf ("0 x57 * 0x13 = %.2x\n", mult (( unsigned char)0x57 , (
unsigned char) 0x13));
mix_col (& state [0]); // mix column on 0
mix_col (& state [4]); // mix column on 1
mix_col (& state [8]); // mix column on 2
mix_col (& state [12]); // mix column on 3
}
/* Generate next round key */
void get_next_rkey (byte *key)
187
{byte cpy[KEY_SIZE], t[ROW_SIZE ];
int i, pos;
// static int rcount = 0;
for (i=0; i < KEY_SIZE; i++) { // copy previous round key
cpy[i] = key[i];
}
t[3] = cpy [12]; // copy and rotate last column
t[0] = cpy [13];
t[1] = cpy [14];
t[2] = cpy [15];




t[0] ^= RCON[rcount ++]; // Apply RCON to first byte
rcount %= 255; // Make sure you stay in bounds of
table
key[0] = t[0] ^ cpy [0]; // Add(XOR) new + old
key[1] = t[1] ^ cpy [1];
key[2] = t[2] ^ cpy [2];
key[3] = t[3] ^ cpy [3];
for (i=1; i < COL_SIZE; i++) {
pos = (i-1)*ROW_SIZE;
t[0] = key[pos]; // copy and rotate last column
t[1] = key[pos +1];
t[2] = key[pos +2];
t[3] = key[pos +3];
pos = i*ROW_SIZE; // update position
key[pos ] = t[0] ^ cpy[pos]; // update key
key[pos +1] = t[1] ^ cpy[pos +1];
key[pos +2] = t[2] ^ cpy[pos +2];
key[pos +3] = t[3] ^ cpy[pos +3];
}
}












for (j=0; j < NR; j++) { // Generate NR round keys
get_next_rkey (tmp_key);










AES 128-bit Input and Output verification (Arduino UNO)
AES-128-bit Arduino
Initial : 32 43 F6 A8 88 5A 30 8D 31 31 98 A2 E0 37 7 34
Key : 2B 7E 15 16 28 AE D2 A6 AB F7 15 88 9 CF 4F 3C
Round 0 :
Add Round Key : 19 3D E3 BE A0 F4 E2 2B 9A C6 8D 2A E9 F8 48 8
Round 1 :
Byte sub : D4 27 11 AE E0 BF 98 F1 B8 B4 5D E5 1E 41 52 30
Shift Rows : D4 BF 5D 30 E0 B4 52 AE B8 41 11 F1 1E 27 98 E5
Mix Cols : 4 66 81 E5 E0 CB 19 9A 48 F8 D3 7A 28 6 26 4C
New round key : A0 FA FE 17 88 54 2C B1 23 A3 39 39 2A 6C 76 5
Add Round Key : A4 9C 7F F2 68 9F 35 2B 6B 5B EA 43 2 6A 50 49
Round 2 :
Byte sub : 49 DE D2 89 45 DB 96 F1 7F 39 87 1A 77 2 53 3B
Shift Rows : 49 DB 87 3B 45 39 53 89 7F 2 D2 F1 77 DE 96 1A
Mix Cols : 58 4D CA F1 1B 4B 5A AC DB E7 CA A8 1B 6B B0 E5
New round key : F2 C2 95 F2 7A 96 B9 43 59 35 80 7A 73 59 F6 7F
Add Round Key : AA 8F 5F 3 61 DD E3 EF 82 D2 4A D2 68 32 46 9A
Round 3 :
Byte sub : AC 73 CF 7B EF C1 11 DF 13 B5 D6 B5 45 23 5A B8
Shift Rows : AC C1 D6 B8 EF B5 5A 7B 13 23 CF DF 45 73 11 B5
Mix Cols : 75 EC 9 93 20 B 63 33 53 C0 CF 7C BB 25 D0 DC
New round key : 3D 80 47 7D 47 16 FE 3E 1E 23 7E 44 6D 7A 88 3B
Add Round Key : 48 6C 4E EE 67 1D 9D D 4D E3 B1 38 D6 5F 58 E7
Round 4 :
Byte sub : 52 50 2F 28 85 A4 5E D7 E3 11 C8 7 F6 CF 6A 94
Shift Rows : 52 A4 C8 94 85 11 6A 28 E3 CF 2F D7 F6 50 5E 7
Mix Cols : F D6 DA A9 60 31 38 BF 6F C0 10 6B 5E B3 13 1
New round key : EF 44 A5 41 A8 52 5B 7F B6 71 25 3B DB B AD 0
Add Round Key : E0 92 7F E8 C8 63 63 C0 D9 B1 35 50 85 B8 BE 1
Round 5 :
Byte sub : E1 4F D2 9B E8 FB FB BA 35 C8 96 53 97 6C AE 7C
Shift Rows : E1 FB 96 7C E8 C8 AE 9B 35 6C D2 BA 97 4F FB 53
Mix Cols : 25 D1 A9 AD BD 11 D1 68 B6 3A 33 8E 4C 4C C0 B0
New round key : D4 D1 C6 F8 7C 83 9D 87 CA F2 B8 BC 11 F9 15 BC
Add Round Key : F1 0 6F 55 C1 92 4C EF 7C C8 8B 32 5D B5 D5 C
Round 6 :
Byte sub : A1 63 A8 FC 78 4F 29 DF 10 E8 3D 23 4C D5 3 FE
Shift Rows : A1 4F 3D FE 78 E8 3 FC 10 D5 A8 DF 4C 63 29 23
Mix Cols : 4B 86 8D 6D 2C 4A 89 80 33 9D F4 E8 37 D2 18 D8
New round key : 6D 88 A3 7A 11 B 3E FD DB F9 86 41 CA 0 93 FD
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Add Round Key : 26 E 2E 17 3D 41 B7 7D E8 64 72 A9 FD D2 8B 25
Round 7 :
Byte sub : F7 AB 31 F0 27 83 A9 FF 9B 43 40 D3 54 B5 3D 3F
Shift Rows : F7 83 40 3F 27 43 3D F0 9B B5 31 FF 54 AB A9 D3
Mix Cols : 14 15 B5 BF 46 16 15 EC 27 46 56 D7 34 2A D8 43
New round key : 4E 54 F7 E 5F 5F C9 F3 84 A6 4F B2 4E A6 DC 4F
Add Round Key : 5A 41 42 B1 19 49 DC 1F A3 E0 19 65 7A 8C 4 C
Round 8 :
Byte sub : BE 83 2C C8 D4 3B 86 C0 A E1 D4 4D DA 64 F2 FE
Shift Rows : BE 3B D4 FE D4 E1 F2 C8 A 64 2C C0 DA 83 86 4D
Mix Cols : 0 51 2F D1 B1 C8 89 FF 54 76 6D CD FA 1B 99 EA
New round key : EA D2 73 21 B5 8D BA D2 31 2B F5 60 7F 8D 29 2F
Add Round Key : EA 83 5C F0 4 45 33 2D 65 5D 98 AD 85 96 B0 C5
Round 9 :
Byte sub : 87 EC 4A 8C F2 6E C3 D8 4D 4C 46 95 97 90 E7 A6
Shift Rows : 87 6E 46 A6 F2 4C E7 8C 4D 90 4A D8 97 EC C3 95
Mix Cols : 47 37 94 ED 40 D4 E4 A5 A3 70 3A A6 4C 9F 42 BC
New round key : AC 77 66 F3 19 FA DC 21 28 D1 29 41 57 5C 0 6E
Add Round Key : EB 40 F2 1E 59 2E 38 84 8B A1 13 E7 1B C3 42 D2
Round 10 :
Byte sub : E9 9 89 72 CB 31 7 5F 3D 32 7D 94 AF 2E 2C B5
Shift Rows : E9 31 7D B5 CB 32 2C 72 3D 2E 89 5F AF 9 7 94
New round key : D0 14 F9 A8 C9 EE 25 89 E1 3F C C8 B6 63 C A6





/* OptoAES RNG */
#include "AESArd.h"
#define RDATA_SIZE 256
#define RDATA_SIZE2 RDATA_SIZE /2
#define RDATA_SIZE4 RDATA_SIZE /4






boolean bufferfull = false;
boolean gengo = false;
unsigned int count;
unsigned int i=0, j=0;
unsigned int data[RDATA_SIZE ];
unsigned int val;
unsigned int bufpos=0, bufbitpos =0;
unsigned long gencount =0;
/* AES Prototypes and Variables */
void outputstate(byte *state);
void outputstatebin(byte *state);
void encryptAES (byte *state , byte key [][ KEY_SIZE ]);
byte key_table[NR+1][ KEY_SIZE ];
//byte state[STATE_SIZE ]={
// 0x32 , 0x43 , 0xf6 , 0xa8 , 0x88 , 0x5a , 0x30 , 0x8d , 0x31 , 0x31 , 0
x98 , 0xa2 , 0xe0 , 0x37 , 0x07 , 0x34
//};
//byte key[KEY_SIZE] = {
// 0x2b , 0x7e , 0x15 , 0x16 , 0x28 , 0xae , 0xd2 , 0xa6 , 0xab , 0xf7 , 0











// attachInterrupt (0, deltapin , CHANGE);
attachInterrupt (0, deltapin , RISING);
// Serial.println (BUFFER_SIZE);
// gen_key_table (key_table , &key [0]);





if (( cflag==true) && (bufferfull == false)) {
j=0;
for (i=0; i < RDATA_SIZE; i+=2) {
// Serial.print (data[i]);
// Serial.print (" ");
if (data[i] < data[i+1]) {
val = 0;
}









for (i=0; i < RDATA_SIZE2; i+=2) {












for (i=0; i < RDATA_SIZE4; i++) {
if (data[i]== data[i+RDATA_SIZE4 ]) {
// Serial.print ("0");




buffer[bufpos] = (buffer[bufpos] << 1) | 1;
}
bufbitpos ++;
if (bufbitpos == 8) {
bufpos ++;
if (bufpos == BUFFER_SIZE) {






// Serial.print (data[i], DEC);
// Serial.print (" ");








// outputstate (& buffer [0]);
// Serial.print (" ");
// outputstate (& buffer [16]);
//for (i=0; i < BUFFER_SIZE; i++) {
// buffer[i] = 0;
//}




//if (gencount == 7813) {
// gengo=false;
// Serial.println ("BAM !!");
//}
if (gengo) {
encryptAES (& buffer [0], key_table);
gencount ++;
outputstatebin (& buffer [0]);
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// Serial.println ("");
// Serial.print (" -- ");
// Serial.println (gencount , DEC);
for (i=0; i < STATE_SIZE; i++) {






// pinstate = digitalRead (pin);
if (cflag == false) {
if (flag) {




//time = micros () - start;
data[count] = (unsigned int)(micros () - start);
//data[count] = pinstate;
count ++;
























/* Routine Encrypts 16byte block using a specified key */
void encryptAES (byte *state , byte key [][ KEY_SIZE ])
{
int i;
add_round_key (state , key [0]);




















/* Prototypes for functions */
//# ifdef __cplusplus
// extern "C" {
//# endif
void add_round_key (byte *state , byte *key);
void byte_sub (byte *state);
void shift_rows (byte *state);
byte mult (byte a, byte b);
void mix_col (byte *column);
void mix_cols (byte *state);
void get_next_rkey (byte *key);






/* AES -128 bit Arduino routines */
#include "AESArd.h"
byte S[] = {
0x63 ,0x7C ,0x77 ,0x7B ,0xF2 ,0x6B ,0x6F ,0xC5 ,0x30 ,0x01 ,0x67 ,0x2B ,0xFE
,0xD7 ,0xAB ,0x76 ,
0xCA ,0x82 ,0xC9 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0x59 ,0x47 ,0xF0 ,0xAD ,0xD4 ,0xA2 ,0xAF ,0x9C
,0xA4 ,0x72 ,0xC0 ,
0xB7 ,0xFD ,0x93 ,0x26 ,0x36 ,0x3F ,0xF7 ,0xCC ,0x34 ,0xA5 ,0xE5 ,0xF1 ,0x71
,0xD8 ,0x31 ,0x15 ,
0x04 ,0xC7 ,0x23 ,0xC3 ,0x18 ,0x96 ,0x05 ,0x9A ,0x07 ,0x12 ,0x80 ,0xE2 ,0xEB
,0x27 ,0xB2 ,0x75 ,
0x09 ,0x83 ,0x2C ,0x1A ,0x1B ,0x6E ,0x5A ,0xA0 ,0x52 ,0x3B ,0xD6 ,0xB3 ,0x29
,0xE3 ,0x2F ,0x84 ,
0x53 ,0xD1 ,0x00 ,0xED ,0x20 ,0xFC ,0xB1 ,0x5B ,0x6A ,0xCB ,0xBE ,0x39 ,0x4A
,0x4C ,0x58 ,0xCF ,
0xD0 ,0xEF ,0xAA ,0xFB ,0x43 ,0x4D ,0x33 ,0x85 ,0x45 ,0xF9 ,0x02 ,0x7F ,0x50
,0x3C ,0x9F ,0xA8 ,
0x51 ,0xA3 ,0x40 ,0x8F ,0x92 ,0x9D ,0x38 ,0xF5 ,0xBC ,0xB6 ,0xDA ,0x21 ,0x10
,0xFF ,0xF3 ,0xD2 ,
0xCD ,0x0C ,0x13 ,0xEC ,0x5F ,0x97 ,0x44 ,0x17 ,0xC4 ,0xA7 ,0x7E ,0x3D ,0x64
,0x5D ,0x19 ,0x73 ,
0x60 ,0x81 ,0x4F ,0xDC ,0x22 ,0x2A ,0x90 ,0x88 ,0x46 ,0xEE ,0xB8 ,0x14 ,0xDE
,0x5E ,0x0B ,0xDB ,
0xE0 ,0x32 ,0x3A ,0x0A ,0x49 ,0x06 ,0x24 ,0x5C ,0xC2 ,0xD3 ,0xAC ,0x62 ,0x91
,0x95 ,0xE4 ,0x79 ,
0xE7 ,0xC8 ,0x37 ,0x6D ,0x8D ,0xD5 ,0x4E ,0xA9 ,0x6C ,0x56 ,0xF4 ,0xEA ,0x65
,0x7A ,0xAE ,0x08 ,
0xBA ,0x78 ,0x25 ,0x2E ,0x1C ,0xA6 ,0xB4 ,0xC6 ,0xE8 ,0xDD ,0x74 ,0x1F ,0x4B
,0xBD ,0x8B ,0x8A ,
0x70 ,0x3E ,0xB5 ,0x66 ,0x48 ,0x03 ,0xF6 ,0x0E ,0x61 ,0x35 ,0x57 ,0xB9 ,0x86
,0xC1 ,0x1D ,0x9E ,
0xE1 ,0xF8 ,0x98 ,0x11 ,0x69 ,0xD9 ,0x8E ,0x94 ,0x9B ,0x1E ,0x87 ,0xE9 ,0xCE
,0x55 ,0x28 ,0xDF ,
0x8C ,0xA1 ,0x89 ,0x0D ,0xBF ,0xE6 ,0x42 ,0x68 ,0x41 ,0x99 ,0x2D ,0x0F ,0xB0
,0x54 ,0xBB ,0x16
};
/* RCON box for AES */
byte RCON[] = {




0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5
,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,
0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83
,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,
0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36
198
,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,
0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D
,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,
0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33
,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,
0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40
,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,
0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A
,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,
0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25
,0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,
0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08
,0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,
0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E ,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6
,0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,
0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4 ,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61
,0xC2 ,0x9F ,0x25 ,
0x4A ,0x94 ,0x33 ,0x66 ,0xCC ,0x83 ,0x1D ,0x3A ,0x74 ,0xE8 ,0xCB ,0x8D ,0x01
,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x08 ,
0x10 ,0x20 ,0x40 ,0x80 ,0x1B ,0x36 ,0x6C ,0xD8 ,0xAB ,0x4D ,0x9A ,0x2F ,0x5E
,0xBC ,0x63 ,0xC6 ,
0x97 ,0x35 ,0x6A ,0xD4 ,0xB3 ,0x7D ,0xFA ,0xEF ,0xC5 ,0x91 ,0x39 ,0x72 ,0xE4
,0xD3 ,0xBD ,0x61 ,





/* Mixed columns 2x multiplication table */
byte mult2[] = {
0x00 ,0x02 ,0x04 ,0x06 ,0x08 ,0x0A ,0x0C ,0x0E ,0x10 ,0x12 ,0x14 ,0x16 ,0x18
,0x1A ,0x1C ,0x1E ,
0x20 ,0x22 ,0x24 ,0x26 ,0x28 ,0x2A ,0x2C ,0x2E ,0x30 ,0x32 ,0x34 ,0x36 ,0x38
,0x3A ,0x3C ,0x3E ,
0x40 ,0x42 ,0x44 ,0x46 ,0x48 ,0x4A ,0x4C ,0x4E ,0x50 ,0x52 ,0x54 ,0x56 ,0x58
,0x5A ,0x5C ,0x5E ,
0x60 ,0x62 ,0x64 ,0x66 ,0x68 ,0x6A ,0x6C ,0x6E ,0x70 ,0x72 ,0x74 ,0x76 ,0x78
,0x7A ,0x7C ,0x7E ,
0x80 ,0x82 ,0x84 ,0x86 ,0x88 ,0x8A ,0x8C ,0x8E ,0x90 ,0x92 ,0x94 ,0x96 ,0x98
,0x9A ,0x9C ,0x9E ,
0xA0 ,0xA2 ,0xA4 ,0xA6 ,0xA8 ,0xAA ,0xAC ,0xAE ,0xB0 ,0xB2 ,0xB4 ,0xB6 ,0xB8
,0xBA ,0xBC ,0xBE ,
0xC0 ,0xC2 ,0xC4 ,0xC6 ,0xC8 ,0xCA ,0xCC ,0xCE ,0xD0 ,0xD2 ,0xD4 ,0xD6 ,0xD8
,0xDA ,0xDC ,0xDE ,
0xE0 ,0xE2 ,0xE4 ,0xE6 ,0xE8 ,0xEA ,0xEC ,0xEE ,0xF0 ,0xF2 ,0xF4 ,0xF6 ,0xF8
,0xFA ,0xFC ,0xFE ,
0x1B ,0x19 ,0x1F ,0x1D ,0x13 ,0x11 ,0x17 ,0x15 ,0x0B ,0x09 ,0x0F ,0x0D ,0x03
,0x01 ,0x07 ,0x05 ,
0x3B ,0x39 ,0x3F ,0x3D ,0x33 ,0x31 ,0x37 ,0x35 ,0x2B ,0x29 ,0x2F ,0x2D ,0x23
,0x21 ,0x27 ,0x25 ,
0x5B ,0x59 ,0x5F ,0x5D ,0x53 ,0x51 ,0x57 ,0x55 ,0x4B ,0x49 ,0x4F ,0x4D ,0x43
,0x41 ,0x47 ,0x45 ,
199
0x7B ,0x79 ,0x7F ,0x7D ,0x73 ,0x71 ,0x77 ,0x75 ,0x6B ,0x69 ,0x6F ,0x6D ,0x63
,0x61 ,0x67 ,0x65 ,
0x9B ,0x99 ,0x9F ,0x9D ,0x93 ,0x91 ,0x97 ,0x95 ,0x8B ,0x89 ,0x8F ,0x8D ,0x83
,0x81 ,0x87 ,0x85 ,
0xBB ,0xB9 ,0xBF ,0xBD ,0xB3 ,0xB1 ,0xB7 ,0xB5 ,0xAB ,0xA9 ,0xAF ,0xAD ,0xA3
,0xA1 ,0xA7 ,0xA5 ,
0xDB ,0xD9 ,0xDF ,0xDD ,0xD3 ,0xD1 ,0xD7 ,0xD5 ,0xCB ,0xC9 ,0xCF ,0xCD ,0xC3
,0xC1 ,0xC7 ,0xC5 ,
0xFB ,0xF9 ,0xFF ,0xFD ,0xF3 ,0xF1 ,0xF7 ,0xF5 ,0xEB ,0xE9 ,0xEF ,0xED ,0xE3
,0xE1 ,0xE7 ,0xE5
};
/* Mixed columns 3x multiplication table */
byte mult3[] = {
0x00 ,0x03 ,0x06 ,0x05 ,0x0C ,0x0F ,0x0A ,0x09 ,0x18 ,0x1B ,0x1E ,0x1D ,0x14
,0x17 ,0x12 ,0x11 ,
0x30 ,0x33 ,0x36 ,0x35 ,0x3C ,0x3F ,0x3A ,0x39 ,0x28 ,0x2B ,0x2E ,0x2D ,0x24
,0x27 ,0x22 ,0x21 ,
0x60 ,0x63 ,0x66 ,0x65 ,0x6C ,0x6F ,0x6A ,0x69 ,0x78 ,0x7B ,0x7E ,0x7D ,0x74
,0x77 ,0x72 ,0x71 ,
0x50 ,0x53 ,0x56 ,0x55 ,0x5C ,0x5F ,0x5A ,0x59 ,0x48 ,0x4B ,0x4E ,0x4D ,0x44
,0x47 ,0x42 ,0x41 ,
0xC0 ,0xC3 ,0xC6 ,0xC5 ,0xCC ,0xCF ,0xCA ,0xC9 ,0xD8 ,0xDB ,0xDE ,0xDD ,0xD4
,0xD7 ,0xD2 ,0xD1 ,
0xF0 ,0xF3 ,0xF6 ,0xF5 ,0xFC ,0xFF ,0xFA ,0xF9 ,0xE8 ,0xEB ,0xEE ,0xED ,0xE4
,0xE7 ,0xE2 ,0xE1 ,
0xA0 ,0xA3 ,0xA6 ,0xA5 ,0xAC ,0xAF ,0xAA ,0xA9 ,0xB8 ,0xBB ,0xBE ,0xBD ,0xB4
,0xB7 ,0xB2 ,0xB1 ,
0x90 ,0x93 ,0x96 ,0x95 ,0x9C ,0x9F ,0x9A ,0x99 ,0x88 ,0x8B ,0x8E ,0x8D ,0x84
,0x87 ,0x82 ,0x81 ,
0x9B ,0x98 ,0x9D ,0x9E ,0x97 ,0x94 ,0x91 ,0x92 ,0x83 ,0x80 ,0x85 ,0x86 ,0x8F
,0x8C ,0x89 ,0x8A ,
0xAB ,0xA8 ,0xAD ,0xAE ,0xA7 ,0xA4 ,0xA1 ,0xA2 ,0xB3 ,0xB0 ,0xB5 ,0xB6 ,0xBF
,0xBC ,0xB9 ,0xBA ,
0xFB ,0xF8 ,0xFD ,0xFE ,0xF7 ,0xF4 ,0xF1 ,0xF2 ,0xE3 ,0xE0 ,0xE5 ,0xE6 ,0xEF
,0xEC ,0xE9 ,0xEA ,
0xCB ,0xC8 ,0xCD ,0xCE ,0xC7 ,0xC4 ,0xC1 ,0xC2 ,0xD3 ,0xD0 ,0xD5 ,0xD6 ,0xDF
,0xDC ,0xD9 ,0xDA ,
0x5B ,0x58 ,0x5D ,0x5E ,0x57 ,0x54 ,0x51 ,0x52 ,0x43 ,0x40 ,0x45 ,0x46 ,0x4F
,0x4C ,0x49 ,0x4A ,
0x6B ,0x68 ,0x6D ,0x6E ,0x67 ,0x64 ,0x61 ,0x62 ,0x73 ,0x70 ,0x75 ,0x76 ,0x7F
,0x7C ,0x79 ,0x7A ,
0x3B ,0x38 ,0x3D ,0x3E ,0x37 ,0x34 ,0x31 ,0x32 ,0x23 ,0x20 ,0x25 ,0x26 ,0x2F
,0x2C ,0x29 ,0x2A ,
0x0B ,0x08 ,0x0D ,0x0E ,0x07 ,0x04 ,0x01 ,0x02 ,0x13 ,0x10 ,0x15 ,0x16 ,0x1F
,0x1C ,0x19 ,0x1A
};
/* Add (XOR) roundkey to state */




for (i=0; i<STATE_SIZE; i++) {
state[i] = state[i] ^ key[i];
}
}
/* Use S-Box on State Matrix */
void byte_sub (byte *state)
{
int i;




/* Shift rows of the state matrix */
void shift_rows (byte *state)
{
byte tmp;
// Row 1 - Shift by 1 Left
tmp = state [1];
state [1] = state [5];
state [5] = state [9];
state [9] = state [13];
state [13] = tmp;
// Row 2 - Shift by 2 Left
tmp = state [6];
state [6] = state [14];
state [14] = tmp;
tmp = state [2];
state [2] = state [10];
state [10] = tmp;
// Row 3 - Shift by 3 Left
tmp = state [3];
state [3] = state [15];
state [15] = state [11];
state [11] = state [7];
state [7] = tmp;
}
/* multiply polynomials over GF (2^8) modulo x8+x4+x3+x+1 */




for (i=0; i < 8; i++) { // 8 bits to a byte do for all of b
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if ((b & 1) == 1) {
back ^= a; // Add in GF (2^8) to result back
}
flag = a & 0x80; // keep track of overflow
a <<= 1; // multiply polynomial by x
if (flag == 0x80) { // if overflow then modulo by prime
polynomial
a ^= 0x1B; // Reduce via polynomial x4+x3+x+1
}




/* Multiply by predetermined AES transformation polynomial */




for (i=0; i<ROW_SIZE; i++) { // copy column
a[i] = column[i];
}
// perform mix column
// column [0] = mult (a[0] ,2) ^ mult (a[1] ,3) ^ mult (a[2] ,1) ^
mult (a[3] ,1);
// column [1] = mult (a[0] ,1) ^ mult (a[1] ,2) ^ mult (a[2] ,3) ^
mult (a[3] ,1);
// column [2] = mult (a[0] ,1) ^ mult (a[1] ,1) ^ mult (a[2] ,2) ^
mult (a[3] ,3);
// column [3] = mult (a[0] ,3) ^ mult (a[1] ,1) ^ mult (a[2] ,1) ^
mult (a[3] ,2);
column [0] = mult2 [a[0]] ^ mult3 [a[1]] ^ a[2] ^
a[3] ;
column [1] = a[0] ^ mult2 [a[1]] ^ mult3 [a[2]] ^
a[3] ;
column [2] = a[0] ^ a[1] ^ mult2 [a[2]] ^ mult3 [
a[3]];
column [3] = mult3 [a[0]] ^ a[1] ^ a[2] ^ mult2 [
a[3]];
}
/* Mix columns via AES Transformation method */
void mix_cols (byte *state)
{
// printf ("0 x57 * 0x13 = %.2x\n", mult (( unsigned char)0x57 , (
unsigned char) 0x13));
mix_col (& state [0]); // mix column on 0
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mix_col (& state [4]); // mix column on 1
mix_col (& state [8]); // mix column on 2
mix_col (& state [12]); // mix column on 3
}
/* Generate next round key */
void get_next_rkey (byte *key)
{
byte cpy[KEY_SIZE], t[ROW_SIZE ];
int i, pos;
// static int rcount = 0;
for (i=0; i < KEY_SIZE; i++) { // copy previous round key
cpy[i] = key[i];
}
t[3] = cpy [12]; // copy and rotate last column
t[0] = cpy [13];
t[1] = cpy [14];
t[2] = cpy [15];




t[0] ^= RCON[rcount ++]; // Apply RCON to first byte
rcount %= RCON_SIZE; // Make sure you stay in
bounds of table
key[0] = t[0] ^ cpy [0]; // Add(XOR) new + old
key[1] = t[1] ^ cpy [1];
key[2] = t[2] ^ cpy [2];
key[3] = t[3] ^ cpy [3];
for (i=1; i < COL_SIZE; i++) {
pos = (i-1)*ROW_SIZE;
t[0] = key[pos]; // copy and rotate last column
t[1] = key[pos +1];
t[2] = key[pos +2];
t[3] = key[pos +3];
pos = i*ROW_SIZE; // update position
key[pos ] = t[0] ^ cpy[pos]; // update key
key[pos +1] = t[1] ^ cpy[pos +1];
key[pos +2] = t[2] ^ cpy[pos +2];















for (j=0; j < NR; j++) { // Generate NR round keys
get_next_rkey (tmp_key);











ENT Sequence Test Program Output
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1181316081 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1181316081 samples is 248.15 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 60.88 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.4963 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141800713 (error 0.01 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is 0.000021 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1180484954 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1180484954 samples is 207.89 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 98.61 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.5001 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141665826 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is -0.000016 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1180453351 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1180453351 samples is 238.68 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 76.08 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.4986 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141616417 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is -0.000027 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1180389728 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1180389728 samples is 235.97 , and
randomly
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would exceed this value 79.81 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.5011 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141728701 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is 0.000026 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1180771198 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1180771198 samples is 244.76 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 66.64 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.5046 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141482633 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is -0.000003 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1181178462 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1181178462 samples is 253.13 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 52.13 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.4963 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141507252 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is 0.000048 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1180763488 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1180763488 samples is 266.13 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 30.31 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.4979 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141868767 (error 0.01 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is -0.000054 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1180555392 byte file by 0 percent.
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Chi square distribution for 1180555392 samples is 252.73 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 52.85 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.5001 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141459101 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is 0.000033 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1180770128 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1180770128 samples is 264.91 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 32.18 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.4985 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141779181 (error 0.01 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is 0.000035 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1180645728 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1180645728 samples is 213.85 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 97.13 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.5041 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141509789 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is -0.000048 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
of this 1181341509 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1181341509 samples is 222.50 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 92.99 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.5008 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141530476 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is 0.000006 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Entropy = 8.000000 bits per byte.
Optimum compression would reduce the size
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of this 1180354372 byte file by 0 percent.
Chi square distribution for 1180354372 samples is 312.52 , and
randomly
would exceed this value 0.81 percent of the times.
Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is 127.4985 (127.5 = random).
Monte Carlo value for Pi is 3.141444865 (error 0.00 percent).
Serial correlation coefficient is -0.000019 (totally uncorrelated =
0.0).
-------------------------------------------------------------------
RNGTool rngtest 1GB Test File Output
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9450528648
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 472158
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 368
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 44
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 56
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 138
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 132
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =20.553; avg =3085.644; max
=19073.486) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =14.213; avg =68.209; max =76.600)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135571523 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9443879632
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471781
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 412
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 43
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rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 48
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 163
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 160
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =20.687; avg =3140.096; max
=4768.372) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =35.852; avg =68.213; max =76.294)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135432325 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9443626808
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471803
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 378
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 48
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 57
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 130
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 145
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =58.382; avg =2785242.223; max
=4882812.500) Kibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =37.399; avg =68.228; max =76.909)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135478297 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9443117824
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471757
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 398
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 52
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 47
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 156
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 144
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
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rngtest: input channel speed: (min =760.800; avg =3149262.437; max
=4882812.500) Kibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =11.651; avg =68.229; max =76.294)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135086767 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9446169584
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471936
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 372
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 39
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 44
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 148
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 141
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =106.498; avg =3057027.058; max
=19531250.000) Kibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =10.813; avg =68.221; max =76.294)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135233281 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9449427696
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 472119
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 352
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 27
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 43
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 121
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 163
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =19.930; avg =3188.795; max
=4768.372) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =4.892; avg =68.199; max =76.294) Mibits
/s
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rngtest: Program run time: 135148017 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9446107904
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471972
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 333
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 39
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 43
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 129
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 123
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =20.553; avg =3151.663; max
=4768.372) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =28.682; avg =68.237; max =76.294)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135389684 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9444443136
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471845
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 377
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 51
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 50
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 139
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 139
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =69.703; avg =2989320.785; max
=4882812.500) Kibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =33.939; avg =68.242; max =76.909)
Mibits/s




Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9446161024
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471925
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 383
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 63
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 43
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 139
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 140
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =20.845; avg =3202.848; max
=4768.372) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =46.071; avg =68.207; max =77.221)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135414558 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9445165824
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471915
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 343
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 34
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 55
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 131
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 123
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =17.277; avg =3220.930; max
=9536.743) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =45.198; avg =68.238; max =76.294)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135320777 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
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warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9450732072
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 472154
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 382
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 41
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 55
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 132
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 156
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =57.005; avg =2837897.082; max
=19531250.000) Kibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =39.819; avg =68.224; max =75.688)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135524933 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 9442834976
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 471779
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 362
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 51
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 48
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 120
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 144
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =17.168; avg =3101.858; max
=9536.743) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =11.360; avg =68.232; max =75.990)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 135405385 microseconds
mac -minis -mac -mini:rng -tools -4 macmini$
-------------------------------------------------------------------
RNGTool rngtest 3GB Test File Output
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
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is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 28338035088
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 1415764
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 1137
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 132
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 155
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 418
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 437
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =13.028; avg =3173.743; max
=4768.372) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =41.736; avg =68.233; max =76.909)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 405103941 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 28338715104
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 1415771
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 1164
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 148
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 156
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 416
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 448
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =2.041; avg =3175.917; max
=19073.486) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =35.256; avg =68.225; max =76.909)
Mibits/s
rngtest: Program run time: 405159218 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
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rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 28336712064
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 1415753
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 1082
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 145
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 158
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 382
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 403
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =5.585; avg =3165.132; max
=19073.486) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =8.938; avg =68.204; max =76.600) Mibits
/s
rngtest: Program run time: 405627570 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
rngtest 4
Copyright (c) 2004 by Henrique de Moraes Holschuh
This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There
is NO
warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
rngtest: starting FIPS tests ...
rngtest: entropy source drained
rngtest: bits received from input: 28338732872
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 successes: 1415851
rngtest: FIPS 140-2 failures: 1085
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Monobit: 127
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Poker: 156
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Runs: 382
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Long run: 423
rngtest: FIPS 140 -2(2001 -10 -10) Continuous run: 0
rngtest: input channel speed: (min =16.687; avg =3196.136; max
=4768.372) Mibits/s
rngtest: FIPS tests speed: (min =6.683; avg =68.206; max =76.600) Mibits
/s
rngtest: Program run time: 405554551 microseconds
-------------------------------------------------------------------
NIST Statistical Test Suite Output
The following table shows test name to test name short form.
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int str_word_count (char *str);
void get_word (char *word , char *str , int pos);
int get_word_charpos (char *str , int pos);
main (int argc , char *argv [])
{
int linecount=0, wc , i, lastwordpos;
int N=0;
char str [1024] , word [1024];
FILE *input , *config;
if (argc > 1) {
config = fopen (" config.dat", "r");
fscanf (config , "%d", &N);
char labels[N+1][128] , labeld[N+1][128];
if (config != NULL) {
// fscanf (config , "%d", &N);
//char labels[N+1][128] , labeld[N+1][128];
i=0;
while (!feof(config)) {
if (config != NULL) {












input = fopen (argv[1], "r");
if (input != NULL) {
while (!feof(input)) {
if (fgets (str , 1023, input) != NULL) {
linecount ++;
// printf ("%s", str);
// printf ("%d words on line %d.\n", str_word_count (
str), linecount);
wc = str_word_count (str);
lastwordpos = get_word_charpos (str , wc);
for (i=0; i < lastwordpos; i++) {
printf ("%c", str[i]);
}
//for (i=0; i < wc; i++) {
get_word (word , str , wc);
for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

























int str_word_count (char *str)
{
int back=0, i=0;
while (str[i] != ’\0’) {
//if (str[i] == ’ ’) {
while (str[i] == ’ ’) { /* Skip if space */
i++;
}
if (str[i] != ’\0’ && str[i] != ’\r’ && str[i] != ’\n’) {




while (str[i] != ’ ’ ) { /* Skip if character is not
space */









void get_word (char *word , char *str , int pos)
{
int wordcount=0, i=0, wordindex =0;
while (str[i] != ’\0’) {
while (str[i] == ’ ’) { /* Skip if space */
i++;
}
if (str[i] != ’\0’ && str[i] != ’\r’ && str[i] != ’\n’) {





while (str[i] != ’ ’ ) { /* Skip if character is not
space */
if (str[i] == ’\0’) {
break;
}
if (wordcount == pos) {















while (str[i] != ’\0’) {
while (str[i] == ’ ’) { /* Skip if space */
i++;
}
if (str[i] != ’\0’ && str[i] != ’\r’ && str[i] != ’\n’) {




while (str[i] != ’ ’ ) { /* Skip if character is not
space */
if (str[i] == ’\0’) {
break;
}





























./nistp finalAnalysisReporta.txt > finalAnalysisReporta1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportb.txt > finalAnalysisReportb1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportc.txt > finalAnalysisReportc1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportd.txt > finalAnalysisReportd1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReporte.txt > finalAnalysisReporte1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportf.txt > finalAnalysisReportf1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportg.txt > finalAnalysisReportg1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReporth.txt > finalAnalysisReporth1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReporti.txt > finalAnalysisReporti1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportj.txt > finalAnalysisReportj1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportk.txt > finalAnalysisReportk1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportl.txt > finalAnalysisReportl1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportm.txt > finalAnalysisReportm1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportn.txt > finalAnalysisReportn1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReporto.txt > finalAnalysisReporto1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportp.txt > finalAnalysisReportp1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportq.txt > finalAnalysisReportq1.txt
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./nistp finalAnalysisReportr.txt > finalAnalysisReportr1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReports.txt > finalAnalysisReports1.txt
./nistp finalAnalysisReportt.txt > finalAnalysisReportt1.txt
-------------------------------------------------------------------
NIST STS 1 000 000 bits at 10 runs
-------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------
RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 0 0.911413 10/10
Frequency
0 2 2 1 1 3 0 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
BlockFreq
1 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 2 1 0.739918 10/10
CumulSums
1 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 0 0.534146 10/10
CumulSums
1 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
Runs
1 1 0 0 3 0 2 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
LongestRun
0 0 1 2 0 0 3 1 2 1 0.350485 10/10
Rank
1 2 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 0 0.534146 9/10 FFT
0 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 0 3 1 2 1 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 3 0 1 2 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0.017912 9/10
NonOverTemp
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2 0 2 0 1 1 0 2 0 2 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
5 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 4 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 3 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 4 0 2 1 0 1 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 4 0 1 2 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 4 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 4 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 3 1 1 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 1 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 1 3 0 0 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
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2 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 2 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 2 3 0 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0.035174 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 0 3 1 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 1 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 0 1 2 3 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 0 3 1 3 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
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1 4 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 1 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 4 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 3 4 1 0 1 0 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 1 2 2 3 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 1 2 3 1 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 4 2 1 2 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
224
1 1 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 1 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 1 4 1 0 2 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 1 1 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 3 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 2 0 2 2 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 3 2 0 0 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
4 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
225
2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 2 1 2 0 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 4 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 2 2 1 2 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 0 2 3 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 3 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 3 0 1 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 3 0 0 3 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 3 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 3 2 0 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 4 0 1 1 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 4 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 0 1 1 2 3 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
226
1 0 0 2 3 1 1 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 2 1 0 0 2 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 3 1 0.350485 10/10
OverTemp
2 1 1 1 2 0 0 3 0 0 0.350485 10/10
Universal
3 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 0.350485 10/10
ApproxEnt
0 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandEx
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 ---- 7/7
RandEx
1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandEx
1 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 ---- 7/7
RandEx
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 ---- 6/7
RandEx
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 ---- 7/7
RandEx
1 1 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 3 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 0 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 3 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
227
1 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
2 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
1 0 1 0 4 1 2 1 0 0 0.122325 10/10
Serial
0 0 4 2 3 0 0 0 1 0 0.017912 10/10
Serial
0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 3 0 0.017912 10/10
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 8 for a
sample size = 10 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 6 for a sample size = 7 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
3 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
Frequency
1 0 1 3 0 0 3 1 0 1 0.213309 9/10
BlockFreq
3 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
CumulSums
3 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.213309 10/10
228
CumulSums
0 1 0 2 2 1 0 1 0 3 0.350485 10/10
Runs
0 0 5 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 0.004301 10/10
LongestRun
2 3 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 0.350485 9/10
Rank
0 3 1 0 1 1 0 3 1 0 0.213309 10/10 FFT
0 1 1 1 0 0 5 1 0 1 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 4 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 3 2 2 0 1 0 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 3 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 3 0 1 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 1 1 3 2 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0.991468 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 2 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 0 1 3 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 2 0 2 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 3 1 0 0 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 0 3 1 0 0 2 1 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 3 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 2 1 3 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
229
0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 2 1 0 3 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 1 0 2 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 3 0 2 2 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 0 0 4 1 0 1 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 4 1 0 1 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 0 1 1 1 0 3 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 1 3 1 0 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 3 1 1 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 1 0 2 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 3 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 3 0 2 2 1 2 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 3 0 1 3 0 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
230
0 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 1 3 1 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 3 0 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 1 4 0 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 2 0 1 2 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 3 0 0 3 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 4 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 3 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 3 1 0 1 2 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 1 3 1 1 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 0 5 1 0 1 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 3 0 2 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
231
0 1 0 0 1 3 2 0 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 0 2 1 1 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 3 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 3 1 2 2 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 0 1 2 2 1 0 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 3 2 0 1 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 2 0 2 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 0 0 3 1 3 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 4 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 3 1 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 2 0 1 3 3 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 3 1 1 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 3 0 0 3 1 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 3 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 4 1 0 1 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
232
2 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 3 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 4 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 3 0 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 0 2 0 5 0 0 1 0.004301 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 3 0 2 0 0 1 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 2 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 3 1 1 0 1 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
233
3 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 1 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 2 0 0 3 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 0 0 3 1 0 2 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 2 2 1 2 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 0 1 2 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 0.004301 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 1 3 1 1 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 1 0 3 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
OverTemp
2 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
Universal
1 0 2 1 2 2 0 2 0 0 0.534146 10/10
ApproxEnt
0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandEx
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 3 ---- 8/8
RandEx
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 ---- 8/8
RandEx
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 0 1 ---- 7/8
RandEx
0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 ---- 8/8
RandEx
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 ---- 6/8 *
RandEx
1 2 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandEx
234
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandEx
0 0 1 3 0 2 1 0 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 0 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 2 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 1 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 0 2 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
2 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
2 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 ---- 7/8
RandomExVar
2 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
2 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
2 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
2 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 2 0 0 3 3 0 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
Serial
1 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 1 0 0.911413 10/10
Serial
1 2 0 0 2 2 1 0 1 1 0.739918 9/10
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 8 for a
sample size = 10 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
235
is approximately = 7 for a sample size = 8 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0.911413 10/10
Frequency
2 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 1 2 0.350485 10/10
BlockFreq
1 2 1 0 0 1 4 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
CumulSums
1 3 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 2 0.350485 9/10
CumulSums
1 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
Runs
0 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 3 0.350485 10/10
LongestRun
1 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 2 1 0.739918 10/10
Rank
0 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10 FFT
1 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 1 0 2 4 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 3 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 3 0 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
236
0 1 4 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 3 0 1 2 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 3 2 2 0 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 0 0 2 3 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 4 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 2 2 0 0 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 2 2 1 2 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 0 1 1 0 2 0 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 2 0 0 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 4 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 0 4 2 0 1 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 2 3 2 1 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 0 1 0 2 1 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
237
2 3 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 3 0 1 0 3 0 3 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 1 0 4 1 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 2 0 3 1 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 4 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 2 2 3 0 0 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 0 2 3 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 3 0 1 1 1 2 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 0 1 3 2 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 0 0 4 2 0 1 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 1 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 0 2 0 0 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 4 1 1 2 1 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
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1 3 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 2 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 4 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 4 0 1 2 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 4 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 2 2 3 0 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 3 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 0 1 3 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 0 0 3 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 2 3 1 0 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 5 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 2 0 0 5 0 0 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 0 3 2 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
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0 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 3 1 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 1 1 0 3 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 2 1 1 0 2 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 0 2 3 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 3 1 2 1 2 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 4 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 1 0 4 1 1 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 3 2 2 1 0 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 3 1 1 0 2 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 0 3 0 0 1 2 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 0 4 0 1 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
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0 1 1 0 3 0 3 2 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 2 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 1 0 3 2 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
6 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0.000199 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 2 0 0 2 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 2 0 0 3 2 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 2 0 3 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
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1 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 1 3 3 0 1 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 0 1 3 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0.350485 10/10
OverTemp
0 1 2 2 0 0 3 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
Universal
2 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
ApproxEnt
0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
1 0 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 1 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
1 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 1 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
1 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
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0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
3 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 0.213309 9/10
Serial
2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0.066882 10/10
Serial
1 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 0 0.739918 10/10
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 8 for a
sample size = 10 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 5 for a sample size = 6 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
2 1 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 1 0.122325 10/10
Frequency
0 0 1 1 3 0 1 1 3 0 0.213309 10/10
BlockFreq
2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
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CumulSums
2 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
CumulSums
1 3 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 0.122325 10/10
Runs
0 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 0.350485 10/10
LongestRun
2 2 0 1 1 3 0 1 0 0 0.350485 9/10
Rank
1 0 4 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0.066882 10/10 FFT
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 2 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 3 0 0 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 3 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 3 2 1 1 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 0 1 1 3 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 0 1 1 3 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 3 1 2 0 0 0 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
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2 0 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 4 1 0 1 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 3 0 1 0 1 2 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 0 2 0 0 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 2 1 1 3 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 3 0 3 1 0 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 3 2 0 1 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 4 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 3 1 0 1 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
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0 2 2 1 2 0 2 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 3 0 3 1 0 1 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 3 3 1 0 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 2 0 0 4 3 0 0 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 0 0 3 0 3 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 1 3 2 0 3 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 5 0 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 5 1 2 1 0 0 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 4 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 2 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 2 0 2 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
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1 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 7 1 0 0.000003 * 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 3 1 0 1 3 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 3 1 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 1 1 1 3 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 2 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 4 1 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 3 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 2 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 2 1 2 2 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 1 0 3 0 1 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 3 0 1 0 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 3 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 0 1 4 2 1 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 3 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
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0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 0 1 2 1 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 3 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 2 4 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 3 0 3 1 0 2 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 1 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 2 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 2 0 1 4 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 4 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 2 0 0 3 2 2 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 2 0 0 3 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 4 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.035174 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 6 0.000439 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 2 1 1 3 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 2 1 0 3 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
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1 1 2 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 1 1 5 0 1 1 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 3 0 1 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 2 1 3 0 1 0 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 2 3 0 1 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 0 3 3 1 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 4 2 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 2 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 1 4 2 0 0 2 0.066882 10/10
OverTemp
1 1 0 0 0 1 3 2 1 1 0.534146 10/10
Universal
1 3 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
ApproxEnt
1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
1 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
1 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 ---- 6/6
RandEx
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1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 ---- 6/6
RandEx
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 ---- 6/6
RandEx
1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 ---- 5/6
RandomExVar
1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
1 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ---- 5/6
RandomExVar
1 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 ---- 6/6
RandomExVar
2 1 1 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 0.534146 10/10
Serial
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 2 0.911413 10/10
Serial
1 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 2 1 0.739918 10/10
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 8 for a
sample size = 10 binary sequences.
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The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 5 for a sample size = 6 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
-------------------------------------------------------------------
NIST STS 1 000 000 bits at 100 runs
-------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------
RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
14 7 6 9 12 12 14 3 11 12 0.213309 99/100
Frequency
13 8 13 13 8 12 9 10 8 6 0.739918 99/100
BlockFreq
12 12 7 12 6 8 10 10 11 12 0.867692 97/100
CumulSums
9 13 8 6 6 10 11 14 12 11 0.657933 99/100
CumulSums
10 12 12 10 9 5 9 10 11 12 0.911413 98/100
Runs
7 7 12 6 14 10 10 15 9 10 0.534146 100/100
LongestRun
8 9 5 9 11 13 6 17 8 14 0.181557 99/100
Rank
6 14 10 10 6 10 8 12 8 16 0.383827 100/100 FFT
15 3 7 11 12 13 6 16 13 4 0.021999 98/100
NonOverTemp
15 9 6 13 9 9 10 11 14 4 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 8 15 16 11 6 7 13 6 12 0.137282 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 6 9 11 12 15 8 4 11 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 13 10 9 11 11 10 8 8 0.987896 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 6 9 14 8 12 10 8 16 0.366918 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 15 14 10 12 7 1 14 10 0.051942 99/100
NonOverTemp
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16 8 10 12 11 6 14 8 8 7 0.401199 97/100
NonOverTemp
13 11 12 14 10 9 6 8 6 11 0.657933 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 7 9 9 16 14 13 7 3 0.122325 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 19 10 9 6 10 8 8 11 0.289667 98/100
NonOverTemp
5 11 15 8 9 11 10 16 4 11 0.162606 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 11 9 8 12 11 7 13 7 0.851383 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 13 7 9 13 5 15 10 8 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 16 13 6 13 9 7 7 11 9 0.419021 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 15 7 12 10 10 6 10 12 6 0.554420 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 15 8 10 9 14 5 13 8 9 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 7 6 10 13 10 6 10 12 11 0.534146 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 9 7 11 12 8 12 12 14 0.779188 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 12 16 11 12 7 10 10 8 9 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 4 18 6 10 8 13 8 7 12 0.062821 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 6 12 16 7 10 11 10 9 12 0.534146 98/100
NonOverTemp
5 11 10 11 7 11 12 8 15 10 0.637119 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 9 12 11 8 12 7 11 12 0.851383 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 5 16 7 8 9 10 14 10 12 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 15 9 11 12 7 13 13 10 4 0.275709 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 8 10 4 16 8 11 9 15 13 0.153763 100/100
NonOverTemp
17 9 9 10 7 9 8 8 9 14 0.474986 96/100
NonOverTemp
11 5 14 9 8 14 7 8 12 12 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 11 11 11 15 13 11 7 6 0.534146 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 13 9 9 7 10 11 8 15 0.816537 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 10 10 8 13 11 10 12 8 0.978072 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 12 5 19 4 15 5 12 10 0.015598 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 15 12 12 13 6 5 13 9 0.304126 100/100
NonOverTemp
252
13 9 6 7 12 10 12 13 10 8 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 9 3 12 13 12 9 9 16 12 0.145326 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 11 9 11 8 11 10 8 11 0.994250 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 12 14 8 9 10 14 6 9 0.719747 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 15 11 7 8 15 11 11 4 0.262249 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 19 12 8 7 7 10 12 7 11 0.162606 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 11 15 4 11 9 8 14 10 5 0.224821 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 8 14 11 14 9 6 10 10 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 10 9 9 13 11 9 6 14 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 10 8 8 9 9 11 12 6 13 0.779188 100/100
NonOverTemp
16 7 9 4 10 12 5 13 15 9 0.102526 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 14 8 11 12 9 7 11 8 8 0.851383 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 10 8 7 11 10 17 7 8 8 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 13 10 9 13 10 13 4 7 9 0.554420 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 9 15 7 11 4 12 10 12 0.514124 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 7 10 8 10 9 16 6 13 0.574903 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 16 8 12 5 8 17 10 9 7 0.137282 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 16 8 7 10 9 13 9 9 9 0.719747 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 4 7 17 8 8 13 11 13 9 0.202268 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 9 11 14 11 3 8 13 11 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 9 12 13 8 8 7 11 12 0.883171 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 5 11 12 8 14 10 9 11 0.637119 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 9 14 10 11 9 9 6 11 0.834308 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 5 11 15 8 9 11 17 6 0.181557 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 16 6 12 9 10 12 12 6 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 12 15 12 15 6 9 10 5 0.289667 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 8 13 9 11 12 15 5 6 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
253
4 6 10 9 14 8 11 20 8 10 0.037566 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 11 18 3 10 5 14 10 6 0.040108 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 11 9 11 10 7 8 8 9 12 0.834308 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 12 10 11 8 8 5 12 9 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 17 8 9 7 13 11 8 6 0.366918 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 14 8 9 8 10 9 11 12 0.955835 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 12 10 7 16 8 8 14 9 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 9 6 14 5 12 13 9 11 0.595549 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 4 7 9 11 11 10 13 14 10 0.595549 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 6 15 7 11 14 9 12 7 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 11 12 14 7 8 6 15 2 9 0.040108 97/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 8 4 17 10 7 9 14 14 0.137282 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 19 9 12 10 8 7 11 10 6 0.213309 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 3 7 11 12 13 6 16 13 4 0.021999 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 11 8 12 11 15 8 8 7 0.739918 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 11 14 8 6 8 11 15 7 0.401199 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 10 13 4 14 8 7 14 10 0.437274 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 16 13 10 7 7 9 9 8 12 0.595549 99/100
NonOverTemp
4 10 13 17 5 10 13 11 7 10 0.129620 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 16 10 6 9 14 11 7 7 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
4 4 10 16 13 12 12 10 14 5 0.055361 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 13 6 3 12 11 11 15 8 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 8 7 10 13 9 16 10 7 5 0.224821 97/100
NonOverTemp
15 11 8 9 11 12 8 9 10 7 0.834308 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 14 12 11 10 8 15 6 5 9 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 11 8 4 16 6 9 16 6 11 0.075719 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 8 12 4 12 8 8 20 12 10 0.040108 100/100
NonOverTemp
254
7 6 9 13 13 8 7 10 9 18 0.202268 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 9 9 13 13 4 11 9 15 0.419021 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 9 11 12 9 5 9 12 11 8 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 7 9 14 6 7 15 10 8 0.455937 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 8 10 10 9 11 9 11 12 0.991468 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 14 10 6 7 7 12 11 11 10 0.739918 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 5 12 8 10 11 10 10 12 13 0.851383 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 17 7 7 9 8 8 11 9 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 5 14 9 9 7 11 11 10 14 0.637119 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 9 14 14 6 14 8 6 7 8 0.249284 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 8 11 12 12 9 9 11 7 0.964295 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 12 8 12 10 7 11 10 8 0.935716 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 16 11 10 9 10 9 9 7 8 0.798139 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 9 11 13 7 9 5 12 13 0.739918 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 10 11 7 7 14 9 14 7 0.595549 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 9 10 14 14 5 11 11 7 0.637119 96/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 13 11 10 7 16 6 3 12 0.171867 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 15 12 12 10 8 8 7 12 4 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 5 11 9 13 14 11 8 13 11 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 10 4 6 10 18 8 12 16 0.051942 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 5 7 9 12 10 9 10 14 17 0.249284 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 12 12 10 9 9 14 4 12 0.657933 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 13 16 6 4 14 5 11 11 0.122325 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 8 7 10 12 11 11 11 12 0.971699 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 8 8 15 11 12 9 10 7 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 13 8 8 13 11 5 13 11 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
21 5 8 10 10 8 13 9 6 10 0.035174 98/100
NonOverTemp
255
11 13 9 4 9 9 12 14 11 8 0.595549 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 17 10 9 6 6 5 9 15 13 0.115387 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 12 11 11 12 5 9 11 6 0.759756 97/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 10 7 9 6 9 13 13 8 0.719747 97/100
NonOverTemp
14 10 8 9 11 5 13 8 6 16 0.262249 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 6 11 11 8 11 8 10 10 13 0.911413 97/100
NonOverTemp
4 11 8 9 9 8 6 15 15 15 0.129620 100/100
NonOverTemp
3 10 11 10 13 12 12 10 8 11 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 6 10 7 13 5 14 8 18 11 0.096578 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 9 16 11 8 7 8 16 10 0.319084 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 14 11 8 13 8 8 10 15 8 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 4 9 13 17 8 14 8 11 9 0.162606 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 9 9 6 11 12 14 6 10 0.739918 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 5 10 7 12 8 8 6 16 13 0.153763 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 4 9 12 11 10 10 9 11 0.798139 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 14 9 6 13 8 11 14 9 4 0.319084 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 7 13 10 9 9 10 8 10 0.946308 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 11 2 12 13 11 17 11 7 0.102526 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 11 7 11 8 11 11 12 11 0.978072 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 9 7 6 13 9 9 16 8 0.474986 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 12 15 10 9 7 17 4 6 0.096578 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 15 12 7 12 8 13 9 6 0.514124 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 14 18 7 12 8 9 8 8 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 9 9 10 9 5 11 15 9 9 0.616305 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 10 8 7 11 15 7 12 11 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 9 9 9 12 15 11 5 10 0.574903 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 14 11 11 9 4 6 11 10 11 0.514124 99/100
NonOverTemp
256
9 8 9 16 6 12 12 9 12 7 0.534146 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 9 9 13 8 9 11 11 11 0.991468 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 10 13 11 6 12 9 7 8 9 0.637119 100/100
NonOverTemp
16 9 7 12 8 12 10 9 5 12 0.455937 96/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 11 5 11 10 11 11 10 8 0.924076 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 19 9 12 10 8 7 11 10 6 0.213309 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 14 9 8 7 7 14 13 8 7 0.474986 94/100 *
OverTemp
23 9 12 7 12 6 4 9 9 9 0.003996 97/100
Universal
12 8 15 11 9 10 8 10 8 9 0.883171 100/100
ApproxEnt
9 5 6 10 5 5 5 7 7 5 0.804337 61/64
RandEx
11 3 6 5 7 6 6 10 6 4 0.407091 63/64
RandEx
8 7 6 8 4 7 7 5 6 6 0.976060 64/64
RandEx
13 3 6 11 6 4 5 3 11 2 0.006196 64/64
RandEx
12 3 7 6 1 6 8 8 8 5 0.122325 63/64
RandEx
7 9 6 9 8 3 7 4 7 4 0.637119 64/64
RandEx
8 6 4 6 8 8 5 7 5 7 0.949602 64/64
RandEx
6 10 4 7 5 6 6 6 4 10 0.637119 64/64
RandEx
10 5 8 6 5 4 5 6 6 9 0.739918 62/64
RandomExVar
10 6 5 8 5 6 4 6 4 10 0.568055 62/64
RandomExVar
8 9 3 2 5 14 7 4 6 6 0.035174 63/64
RandomExVar
6 8 8 8 6 2 7 5 9 5 0.671779 62/64
RandomExVar
9 4 12 7 6 5 8 1 3 9 0.060239 60/64
RandomExVar
10 4 12 7 4 4 7 6 6 4 0.232760 61/64
RandomExVar
8 9 5 4 7 7 7 6 5 6 0.931952 62/64
RandomExVar
6 5 11 2 4 4 11 11 3 7 0.031497 62/64
RandomExVar
5 8 6 8 3 9 5 5 9 6 0.706149 64/64
RandomExVar
5 6 7 11 6 6 7 5 7 4 0.772760 63/64
RandomExVar
257
6 5 9 8 3 5 6 5 4 13 0.162606 62/64
RandomExVar
7 5 8 8 3 6 12 3 3 9 0.134686 62/64
RandomExVar
6 10 1 7 6 8 6 1 6 13 0.017912 62/64
RandomExVar
9 5 5 8 1 9 4 8 5 10 0.195163 62/64
RandomExVar
6 8 7 1 7 9 9 5 3 9 0.253551 62/64
RandomExVar
6 8 6 5 5 9 3 7 9 6 0.772760 64/64
RandomExVar
5 8 8 5 6 1 8 7 8 8 0.534146 64/64
RandomExVar
3 8 6 8 6 5 7 7 6 8 0.911413 63/64
RandomExVar
12 13 3 10 9 13 10 7 11 12 0.474986 100/100
Serial
12 7 11 5 13 11 8 8 15 10 0.514124 99/100
Serial
11 10 12 9 5 10 9 12 8 14 0.779188 98/100
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 96 for a
sample size = 100 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 60 for a sample size = 64 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
13 11 12 5 15 10 8 11 7 8 0.514124 98/100
258
Frequency
12 10 7 10 12 8 9 8 11 13 0.935716 100/100
BlockFreq
10 10 13 14 8 9 9 10 10 7 0.911413 98/100
CumulSums
10 17 10 8 9 8 11 7 10 10 0.657933 99/100
CumulSums
10 12 8 9 13 9 9 9 11 10 0.987896 100/100
Runs
7 7 11 9 6 15 10 14 12 9 0.514124 100/100
LongestRun
8 8 15 10 9 7 12 12 12 7 0.699313 99/100
Rank
14 9 8 6 9 11 15 14 9 5 0.304126 98/100 FFT
10 13 8 10 2 11 14 8 12 12 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 6 12 9 3 10 6 16 11 14 0.096578 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 5 9 16 8 9 9 10 7 11 0.249284 97/100
NonOverTemp
14 11 11 6 14 10 10 4 8 12 0.401199 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 13 6 10 13 9 9 12 13 0.719747 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 9 5 12 12 15 10 7 13 0.514124 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 13 10 17 12 11 3 6 11 0.129620 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 17 9 8 6 10 12 5 13 0.181557 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 12 7 9 13 10 11 12 6 0.719747 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 13 13 8 8 6 9 9 10 12 0.816537 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 8 11 8 11 14 7 9 11 0.897763 99/100
NonOverTemp
4 14 10 9 12 11 10 11 9 10 0.739918 98/100
NonOverTemp
2 8 17 13 11 19 6 8 8 8 0.004981 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 13 6 7 8 15 7 16 9 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 7 16 2 8 5 14 15 6 13 0.008879 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 16 11 10 12 6 9 10 8 4 0.249284 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 13 10 13 9 10 8 8 13 0.883171 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 11 9 9 8 11 12 11 7 0.955835 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 12 9 10 8 6 14 16 6 0.366918 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 16 5 8 13 8 9 6 16 10 0.153763 99/100
NonOverTemp
259
11 16 8 4 7 9 11 16 5 13 0.071177 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 6 10 6 9 11 16 6 10 11 0.262249 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 14 10 5 11 8 6 7 15 0.319084 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 7 9 8 10 12 10 10 8 11 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 12 8 11 6 9 11 6 15 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 9 5 19 7 7 8 7 16 0.037566 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 15 10 16 12 9 8 7 8 7 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 15 10 7 8 11 13 11 7 0.657933 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 16 14 9 3 9 13 11 8 10 0.181557 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 9 17 6 10 6 8 12 12 0.383827 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 13 9 11 11 8 7 13 12 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 12 8 6 5 17 9 9 13 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 12 9 11 7 9 12 14 12 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 9 13 9 10 12 8 5 11 0.834308 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 15 6 8 6 11 10 11 14 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 13 11 12 13 11 5 7 6 14 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 11 9 14 7 12 10 7 15 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 8 5 11 16 5 16 10 13 10 0.085587 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 10 9 11 14 8 10 5 11 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 10 7 11 7 10 10 9 11 10 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 11 9 14 6 11 10 13 4 14 0.350485 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 15 13 6 7 16 9 10 7 0.249284 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 12 7 8 9 9 7 14 11 0.798139 97/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 9 11 7 9 8 11 11 12 0.955835 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 7 11 13 13 8 12 10 9 0.897763 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 12 5 13 14 7 13 5 11 0.366918 98/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 8 11 12 8 16 13 8 9 0.534146 99/100
NonOverTemp
260
10 9 13 7 6 11 13 13 10 8 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 11 14 4 8 17 12 9 8 9 0.213309 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 17 3 10 11 11 11 13 7 0.191687 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 14 7 13 12 14 7 8 8 0.574903 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 7 5 6 12 8 14 10 17 7 0.096578 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 11 8 11 7 10 14 11 8 0.883171 97/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 7 6 16 13 7 15 12 4 0.062821 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 9 11 10 9 7 9 10 14 0.964295 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 18 7 6 10 6 16 13 12 5 0.026948 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 9 13 11 9 10 12 13 6 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 8 12 11 15 6 10 9 5 8 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 11 12 10 11 8 8 10 10 0.987896 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 5 9 13 10 11 11 9 14 0.595549 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 11 12 9 10 11 6 8 11 14 0.851383 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 9 9 12 9 8 15 11 9 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 15 8 6 10 15 14 5 10 0.171867 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 10 8 13 11 14 13 8 6 0.699313 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 6 7 14 11 9 11 7 13 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 8 9 8 14 14 14 8 13 7 0.319084 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 13 18 5 6 11 6 10 11 14 0.058984 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 11 8 14 9 9 9 13 8 0.897763 97/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 10 7 10 8 6 13 13 8 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 13 10 13 14 8 11 7 9 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 11 12 6 12 13 13 6 8 0.699313 97/100
NonOverTemp
8 5 11 6 14 17 14 4 12 9 0.051942 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 7 12 10 11 14 8 13 6 0.739918 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 13 11 14 7 16 7 9 12 6 0.181557 100/100
NonOverTemp
261
10 13 8 10 2 11 14 8 12 12 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 14 9 14 5 9 7 12 9 0.554420 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 17 16 7 10 13 6 11 5 0.062821 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 2 14 10 16 7 6 10 12 12 0.090936 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 6 7 6 12 8 16 14 16 0.080519 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 11 4 11 14 14 8 7 9 0.455937 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 6 12 14 8 12 7 12 13 0.574903 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 7 1 15 10 11 12 13 16 0.032923 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 8 12 10 5 12 9 16 11 11 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 7 12 10 13 10 9 13 11 9 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 10 7 5 16 15 11 7 8 0.249284 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 15 6 11 15 4 9 11 9 12 0.249284 97/100
NonOverTemp
17 8 9 9 6 13 8 8 11 11 0.437274 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 5 9 9 9 11 15 9 14 10 0.616305 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 7 9 14 8 7 7 9 9 14 0.334538 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 11 13 8 11 7 11 9 12 0.911413 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 9 9 13 12 13 11 12 5 0.637119 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 15 6 15 13 11 9 7 9 5 0.262249 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 4 13 13 6 12 6 13 10 11 0.319084 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 16 12 12 6 10 7 7 11 9 0.534146 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 17 6 9 7 6 6 12 10 17 0.066882 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 8 5 9 17 9 10 8 13 0.401199 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 12 10 4 10 13 9 11 11 0.798139 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 13 9 12 9 14 8 8 12 0.739918 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 9 9 8 8 10 14 9 8 0.883171 98/100
NonOverTemp
14 8 10 7 6 14 10 16 6 9 0.249284 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 16 11 10 12 8 9 8 10 11 0.574903 100/100
NonOverTemp
262
12 7 9 10 13 7 7 10 11 14 0.759756 97/100
NonOverTemp
15 8 16 7 13 11 9 9 5 7 0.213309 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 8 8 14 11 13 9 8 6 0.699313 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 13 11 8 8 10 10 10 16 0.616305 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 11 7 7 11 8 8 13 13 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 4 8 11 13 10 15 8 10 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 6 13 4 9 12 15 12 11 6 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 5 9 12 7 11 12 13 14 11 0.474986 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 13 8 11 10 11 10 7 9 13 0.924076 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 13 12 9 6 11 7 5 11 12 0.474986 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 14 12 6 11 14 9 15 3 0.129620 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 15 9 12 4 8 7 7 17 0.129620 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 12 14 12 8 10 5 6 11 0.534146 97/100
NonOverTemp
5 14 5 11 9 13 16 3 3 21 0.000123 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 8 14 13 11 7 9 15 12 6 0.275709 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 11 7 5 10 16 13 5 9 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 4 8 15 13 10 9 10 10 14 0.350485 100/100
NonOverTemp
16 6 16 9 11 9 5 10 8 10 0.213309 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 16 8 11 6 5 14 11 9 11 0.334538 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 10 7 7 8 13 11 10 8 13 0.798139 96/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 9 8 10 9 9 17 11 10 0.719747 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 13 10 8 5 11 12 11 12 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 6 10 17 14 7 6 8 10 0.262249 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 3 7 11 12 11 11 13 12 11 0.534146 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 10 8 11 12 8 7 8 16 0.637119 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 8 11 15 7 9 12 11 10 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 9 11 6 9 9 9 14 11 0.851383 98/100
NonOverTemp
263
6 14 11 13 14 7 8 8 9 10 0.574903 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 8 9 10 9 9 10 14 9 0.946308 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 13 8 14 7 6 14 6 14 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 8 9 12 11 9 8 6 14 0.816537 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 14 8 11 10 6 11 12 10 8 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 10 10 6 9 13 7 14 8 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 11 9 12 14 11 7 9 10 0.897763 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 14 11 9 8 16 10 9 4 0.350485 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 14 11 10 7 8 13 11 11 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 15 7 11 6 7 11 17 13 3 0.051942 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 10 8 14 12 13 7 10 8 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 8 8 9 16 13 13 9 8 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 7 10 9 10 9 10 13 11 0.978072 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 6 8 10 17 8 8 12 9 0.494392 97/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 11 9 9 10 9 11 11 13 0.955835 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 11 13 13 12 11 8 13 8 5 0.514124 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 8 9 14 11 13 7 12 11 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 12 11 9 9 9 11 10 11 0.997823 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 7 15 15 10 10 11 9 5 0.437274 98/100
NonOverTemp
5 13 11 14 7 16 7 9 12 6 0.181557 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 13 5 10 8 11 11 10 10 0.834308 98/100
OverTemp
6 10 11 8 15 9 10 14 10 7 0.616305 99/100
Universal
13 7 9 9 11 11 14 7 13 6 0.616305 99/100
ApproxEnt
7 6 10 4 4 9 5 8 3 3 0.162606 55/59 *
RandEx
4 8 7 4 4 5 5 6 9 7 0.595549 59/59
RandEx
4 11 5 5 4 5 5 7 6 7 0.401199 59/59
RandEx
5 4 8 3 6 6 6 7 5 9 0.595549 58/59
RandEx
264
6 7 8 8 4 6 7 1 8 4 0.275709 59/59
RandEx
3 3 5 8 9 5 7 5 8 6 0.401199 58/59
RandEx
2 4 9 7 5 8 7 3 6 8 0.249284 59/59
RandEx
6 4 3 5 5 5 13 7 8 3 0.042808 59/59
RandEx
8 8 5 8 2 5 5 7 4 7 0.437274 56/59
RandomExVar
10 4 7 8 4 4 5 8 5 4 0.334538 56/59
RandomExVar
10 9 4 6 6 5 3 9 6 1 0.062821 57/59
RandomExVar
11 9 5 7 1 8 2 6 4 6 0.028817 57/59
RandomExVar
14 6 6 4 3 6 1 7 6 6 0.008266 57/59
RandomExVar
13 5 6 6 6 1 5 7 6 4 0.037566 58/59
RandomExVar
9 9 3 7 7 2 7 5 5 5 0.249284 58/59
RandomExVar
7 7 1 8 6 4 2 9 8 7 0.102526 56/59
RandomExVar
8 1 4 2 5 4 9 5 10 11 0.007160 57/59
RandomExVar
6 6 1 7 6 8 4 6 11 4 0.115387 59/59
RandomExVar
4 6 3 8 6 4 6 5 9 8 0.474986 58/59
RandomExVar
5 3 6 7 7 6 4 8 7 6 0.759756 58/59
RandomExVar
5 3 6 8 4 8 7 4 6 8 0.554420 58/59
RandomExVar
2 8 6 4 5 6 8 5 10 5 0.275709 58/59
RandomExVar
3 8 6 6 3 6 1 10 9 7 0.062821 58/59
RandomExVar
5 6 9 3 5 3 5 4 6 13 0.032923 58/59
RandomExVar
4 7 6 6 3 6 7 5 10 5 0.514124 59/59
RandomExVar
3 5 9 6 8 6 2 7 9 4 0.202268 59/59
RandomExVar
9 10 8 8 8 14 14 12 7 10 0.759756 98/100
Serial
9 11 10 8 10 5 17 7 11 12 0.401199 99/100
Serial
11 8 10 11 9 3 11 10 19 8 0.115387 98/100
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
265
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 96 for a
sample size = 100 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 56 for a sample size = 59 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
12 9 8 15 13 7 13 10 5 8 0.437274 98/100
Frequency
10 10 10 7 12 11 13 9 12 6 0.883171 98/100
BlockFreq
9 11 12 12 10 8 9 11 11 7 0.978072 98/100
CumulSums
11 10 10 12 10 8 11 15 6 7 0.739918 98/100
CumulSums
10 12 9 15 11 9 14 9 9 2 0.249284 100/100
Runs
10 11 7 11 11 15 9 10 9 7 0.851383 100/100
LongestRun
13 8 6 10 9 9 13 7 10 15 0.595549 100/100
Rank
13 13 9 13 10 10 9 11 6 6 0.719747 99/100 FFT
7 5 10 7 17 12 11 12 11 8 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 7 13 9 13 8 8 12 14 0.616305 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 13 5 10 12 8 11 7 10 0.739918 100/100
NonOverTemp
2 7 8 12 11 16 10 11 12 11 0.191687 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 17 7 10 11 12 14 9 9 5 0.202268 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 16 8 12 7 8 15 7 16 6 0.051942 100/100
NonOverTemp
266
8 10 15 9 10 14 7 7 9 11 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 9 11 3 16 10 10 15 8 0.181557 97/100
NonOverTemp
11 15 10 10 5 5 8 17 11 8 0.145326 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 7 10 9 11 11 8 13 12 7 0.897763 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 11 6 10 11 6 13 13 7 9 0.554420 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 12 14 5 8 12 12 10 11 0.595549 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 13 8 10 7 8 12 11 9 9 0.897763 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 15 10 12 16 9 4 11 4 0.122325 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 7 11 7 10 19 14 11 7 9 0.085587 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 8 17 10 8 9 10 11 7 0.637119 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 10 9 14 10 15 7 3 12 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 17 14 11 3 8 16 9 7 0.037566 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 17 11 7 6 12 7 13 8 0.334538 97/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 8 13 11 5 9 9 9 14 0.719747 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 7 8 10 7 15 16 9 8 0.437274 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 15 5 9 14 11 9 10 11 11 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 5 17 8 16 5 12 12 7 0.066882 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 6 5 16 9 12 9 12 11 0.383827 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 6 7 10 11 11 17 13 4 0.202268 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 15 11 16 7 9 4 13 3 0.028817 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 5 13 7 12 6 5 17 11 0.102526 97/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 9 13 11 10 9 11 11 8 0.971699 99/100
NonOverTemp
4 15 4 12 9 8 14 14 13 7 0.075719 100/100
NonOverTemp
16 10 7 9 13 10 12 7 9 7 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 8 16 12 10 7 4 13 10 14 0.162606 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 7 11 10 3 16 11 9 12 9 0.304126 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 11 6 13 8 7 10 10 14 0.739918 99/100
NonOverTemp
267
12 7 15 7 7 11 12 11 6 12 0.514124 100/100
NonOverTemp
17 10 5 7 9 12 9 11 10 10 0.437274 96/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 10 10 14 10 10 11 5 9 0.779188 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 9 7 10 13 8 13 11 12 0.798139 97/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 12 14 5 9 9 16 9 6 0.289667 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 12 7 9 14 10 8 15 8 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 10 12 10 8 10 8 12 10 0.983453 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 14 12 12 9 10 10 7 7 0.883171 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 9 7 12 14 9 12 13 4 0.534146 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 5 10 6 18 9 10 11 13 6 0.137282 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 16 12 9 6 17 4 15 8 8 0.017912 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 8 11 14 8 7 13 10 10 13 0.657933 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 10 7 13 14 8 12 6 13 12 0.383827 97/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 11 8 11 7 12 15 4 9 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
16 6 10 10 12 7 10 12 12 5 0.366918 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 4 10 5 7 15 11 13 11 12 0.249284 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 15 4 8 7 6 13 8 15 0.129620 100/100
NonOverTemp
4 13 8 10 9 14 11 10 10 11 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
17 10 8 10 13 6 12 6 6 12 0.224821 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 12 11 9 11 10 14 6 8 0.883171 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 15 13 7 13 16 9 3 7 8 0.085587 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 15 14 6 8 13 6 8 13 5 0.171867 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 13 6 9 9 8 7 13 5 15 0.191687 97/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 8 8 13 9 13 11 8 13 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
19 11 5 15 17 3 8 6 12 4 0.000648 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 7 5 12 6 10 12 13 9 12 0.455937 97/100
NonOverTemp
16 11 5 9 13 9 6 11 9 11 0.419021 98/100
NonOverTemp
268
6 11 14 15 11 16 5 12 5 5 0.042808 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 5 10 11 20 7 9 10 14 0.048716 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 16 10 10 12 13 7 8 11 8 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 5 12 6 13 12 8 9 15 0.455937 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 6 12 7 13 10 12 10 11 12 0.779188 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 8 7 11 10 10 14 8 11 0.911413 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 12 14 7 8 11 11 9 10 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 8 7 10 15 9 9 11 8 0.834308 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 11 7 6 10 16 12 6 16 8 0.181557 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 16 13 11 5 7 9 11 10 0.474986 98/100
NonOverTemp
4 10 11 11 9 5 16 8 12 14 0.191687 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 9 8 8 11 15 12 9 8 0.816537 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 4 11 8 11 14 12 8 9 11 0.616305 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 5 8 10 13 12 15 6 8 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 5 10 8 16 12 11 12 11 8 0.455937 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 13 7 11 7 7 5 12 15 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 7 11 10 19 5 10 12 11 0.145326 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 9 15 8 10 9 11 7 10 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 14 6 11 11 6 15 9 11 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 10 10 10 17 9 9 10 8 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 5 8 6 10 21 10 7 12 0.035174 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 6 9 11 7 10 13 9 15 7 0.534146 96/100
NonOverTemp
8 11 14 7 18 4 9 9 10 10 0.153763 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 9 6 5 15 11 13 2 14 0.048716 100/100
NonOverTemp
16 6 9 6 10 12 13 10 11 7 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 10 10 14 10 7 14 5 12 3 0.108791 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 7 9 14 12 7 11 8 13 7 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
269
10 8 17 13 12 8 8 8 11 5 0.319084 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 13 7 11 10 9 8 12 10 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 9 9 10 8 12 11 9 16 0.779188 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 8 5 8 10 12 16 11 9 0.534146 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 12 15 5 9 8 12 13 7 0.514124 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 7 4 10 13 11 13 9 10 8 0.401199 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 7 6 17 8 9 15 8 7 0.202268 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 11 12 10 9 11 10 4 11 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 15 13 12 9 12 8 4 12 5 0.262249 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 6 11 15 5 6 10 13 11 13 0.334538 99/100
NonOverTemp
2 7 14 14 11 16 12 9 7 8 0.066882 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 11 13 14 7 11 11 8 10 0.798139 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 16 8 9 5 10 16 9 8 12 0.213309 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 19 12 10 7 16 8 9 4 0.026948 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 8 13 17 8 9 5 14 8 0.249284 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 9 7 6 14 5 11 8 13 13 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 5 8 11 7 6 17 11 13 9 0.191687 97/100
NonOverTemp
13 6 6 12 7 5 10 16 18 7 0.026948 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 14 12 4 11 8 7 7 11 14 0.350485 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 8 8 7 11 9 5 16 12 0.401199 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 11 11 10 7 6 18 13 14 4 0.051942 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 8 10 9 8 10 9 7 14 11 0.816537 97/100
NonOverTemp
6 14 9 8 12 11 9 12 9 10 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 6 9 10 18 8 13 13 4 0.122325 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 15 16 6 15 5 9 11 9 0.096578 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 13 7 9 10 11 9 10 9 0.955835 100/100
NonOverTemp
3 11 6 12 7 10 8 15 14 14 0.122325 100/100
NonOverTemp
270
5 12 13 5 7 10 14 15 8 11 0.224821 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 11 5 10 9 15 10 11 9 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 8 9 14 8 5 10 11 12 0.739918 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 13 13 10 8 10 9 10 7 0.911413 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 12 16 8 10 11 10 5 9 0.616305 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 10 16 10 7 8 3 11 12 0.289667 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 14 9 9 8 5 12 13 12 9 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 6 11 10 7 15 8 9 15 14 0.202268 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 14 10 5 9 11 14 6 14 0.350485 96/100
NonOverTemp
12 4 12 12 15 7 9 12 10 7 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
18 5 8 11 9 13 7 9 6 14 0.102526 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 10 10 7 8 12 13 11 13 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 5 10 10 11 11 11 11 16 0.554420 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 11 10 12 8 8 5 19 11 0.171867 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 11 6 8 6 10 7 14 16 0.334538 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 8 9 11 11 7 13 5 11 9 0.455937 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 5 8 12 10 14 11 7 15 0.474986 98/100
NonOverTemp
6 14 11 9 7 14 11 11 9 8 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 13 13 11 11 5 1 12 14 0.096578 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 8 13 13 11 8 9 13 9 0.851383 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 6 6 13 6 15 11 4 13 12 0.096578 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 8 10 5 15 8 14 14 8 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 14 13 6 12 10 6 9 14 10 0.401199 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 7 10 12 11 7 9 14 11 0.897763 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 11 9 13 9 13 10 8 10 11 0.897763 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 14 8 6 14 8 9 19 6 0.058984 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 6 15 10 11 10 9 8 10 0.816537 99/100
NonOverTemp
271
9 6 10 9 15 11 16 6 8 10 0.350485 100/100
NonOverTemp
4 24 6 10 13 8 5 12 8 10 0.000555 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 4 12 14 15 10 9 13 6 7 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 9 14 8 9 10 11 7 10 0.816537 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 8 3 12 10 10 13 9 12 9 0.455937 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 8 14 7 8 8 11 11 10 0.851383 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 5 8 10 13 10 17 6 8 0.262249 100/100
NonOverTemp
16 11 11 5 6 13 9 17 8 4 0.037566 100/100
OverTemp
15 8 9 8 12 7 10 8 10 13 0.739918 98/100
Universal
12 10 9 11 10 5 12 11 9 11 0.924076 99/100
ApproxEnt
11 6 8 3 7 2 5 8 8 4 0.253551 60/62
RandEx
5 3 9 8 2 4 8 10 8 5 0.253551 62/62
RandEx
2 6 5 5 9 11 6 8 7 3 0.275709 62/62
RandEx
6 5 8 4 5 4 9 7 3 11 0.378138 62/62
RandEx
5 7 6 6 7 7 4 5 8 7 0.985035 62/62
RandEx
1 8 7 6 5 8 6 7 6 8 0.671779 62/62
RandEx
2 7 6 5 6 5 7 7 11 6 0.568055 61/62
RandEx
3 2 1 4 9 9 12 8 6 8 0.022503 62/62
RandEx
4 5 9 11 1 8 4 7 9 4 0.110952 61/62
RandomExVar
5 6 5 8 6 7 3 8 6 8 0.911413 62/62
RandomExVar
5 8 6 7 7 3 7 4 8 7 0.888137 62/62
RandomExVar
5 10 5 3 7 4 9 4 4 11 0.195163 61/62
RandomExVar
6 7 7 2 4 6 7 7 11 5 0.500934 61/62
RandomExVar
8 5 7 3 4 6 3 7 9 10 0.437274 61/62
RandomExVar
5 8 6 4 7 5 7 6 8 6 0.976060 61/62
RandomExVar
5 5 7 4 7 7 8 3 7 9 0.804337 62/62
RandomExVar
4 6 2 5 8 6 6 9 4 12 0.195163 62/62
RandomExVar
272
3 5 4 13 7 8 4 6 6 6 0.213309 62/62
RandomExVar
3 5 6 9 7 7 5 7 4 9 0.739918 62/62
RandomExVar
3 7 8 5 3 5 9 11 3 8 0.213309 62/62
RandomExVar
2 8 6 8 7 8 8 5 6 4 0.706149 62/62
RandomExVar
4 5 10 3 6 7 4 7 9 7 0.568055 62/62
RandomExVar
3 7 6 5 6 6 8 5 7 9 0.888137 62/62
RandomExVar
3 5 8 2 8 9 12 7 6 2 0.066882 62/62
RandomExVar
2 5 6 5 7 6 15 7 3 6 0.031497 62/62
RandomExVar
4 7 1 3 11 7 10 4 5 10 0.048716 62/62
RandomExVar
12 10 7 18 8 8 8 11 8 10 0.401199 98/100
Serial
11 12 5 15 12 15 7 8 7 8 0.275709 98/100
Serial
12 10 7 7 9 5 15 12 8 15 0.304126 98/100
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 96 for a
sample size = 100 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 59 for a sample size = 62 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------




11 9 8 13 9 13 13 10 7 7 0.816537 100/100
Frequency
8 12 10 12 10 10 11 9 5 13 0.851383 100/100
BlockFreq
9 10 9 11 14 10 12 9 9 7 0.946308 100/100
CumulSums
11 9 10 12 9 12 12 11 11 3 0.678686 100/100
CumulSums
10 7 9 8 9 16 7 18 13 3 0.032923 100/100
Runs
13 10 10 13 4 12 12 11 8 7 0.574903 98/100
LongestRun
9 16 11 10 9 5 11 6 14 9 0.366918 97/100
Rank
7 14 9 15 11 8 8 12 9 7 0.595549 100/100 FFT
8 14 14 8 10 6 7 14 13 6 0.304126 98/100
NonOverTemp
6 17 7 12 6 7 8 12 12 13 0.191687 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 10 4 14 10 8 11 16 10 12 0.202268 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 16 5 6 13 4 14 16 11 0.026948 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 15 10 8 11 8 11 10 9 6 0.779188 98/100
NonOverTemp
2 7 13 14 9 9 13 11 9 13 0.213309 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 10 11 7 9 10 10 11 14 0.964295 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 6 15 8 9 11 7 8 11 15 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 8 6 11 10 8 15 10 5 12 0.319084 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 9 9 9 16 10 10 8 14 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 12 11 14 11 10 9 9 6 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 11 8 11 13 6 11 14 12 6 0.616305 98/100
NonOverTemp
15 8 12 5 11 11 9 9 11 9 0.699313 97/100
NonOverTemp
11 15 9 11 9 8 12 8 10 7 0.834308 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 9 13 13 9 12 8 8 9 0.924076 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 14 11 5 12 12 10 12 5 0.494392 97/100
NonOverTemp
14 12 13 11 9 10 6 8 9 8 0.779188 98/100
NonOverTemp
5 15 9 13 9 5 10 7 15 12 0.191687 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 11 10 11 11 9 10 8 10 0.996335 97/100
NonOverTemp
274
13 11 9 14 8 11 10 9 10 5 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 9 4 6 13 8 11 18 11 0.090936 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 15 9 11 9 12 5 13 7 10 0.574903 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 6 11 10 11 9 15 8 7 0.719747 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 11 10 10 11 16 6 10 8 0.657933 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 15 5 12 4 13 9 10 12 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 11 14 9 13 9 5 11 9 0.779188 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 10 9 11 13 11 8 11 11 0.946308 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 16 8 9 8 12 9 4 9 12 0.350485 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 16 10 9 8 7 10 10 10 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 16 11 7 7 6 9 9 15 11 0.350485 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 16 9 9 9 7 8 6 15 11 0.401199 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 13 10 11 8 13 10 7 10 0.897763 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 16 9 16 6 11 10 5 9 13 0.090936 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 15 10 10 11 9 10 6 9 0.867692 97/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 11 9 15 6 10 13 6 8 0.595549 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 15 8 14 8 6 10 6 12 9 0.437274 98/100
NonOverTemp
15 11 9 9 12 12 5 13 9 5 0.383827 98/100
NonOverTemp
16 10 15 9 9 5 9 7 11 9 0.350485 95/100 *
NonOverTemp
11 11 7 4 9 7 17 10 9 15 0.153763 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 10 10 7 8 4 10 5 19 14 0.035174 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 11 12 7 9 11 10 12 10 0.964295 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 14 14 13 6 13 6 6 9 5 0.122325 99/100
NonOverTemp
17 8 4 15 13 14 5 8 6 10 0.030806 99/100
NonOverTemp
2 13 11 12 10 11 6 9 12 14 0.236810 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 11 8 13 11 10 8 11 8 0.978072 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 18 8 13 3 7 13 11 12 0.055361 98/100
NonOverTemp
275
10 11 6 12 14 9 11 11 7 9 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 7 10 10 9 9 11 12 13 0.964295 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 8 6 14 14 6 15 10 10 0.334538 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 9 6 14 8 12 15 8 6 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 6 9 12 12 13 13 5 13 0.474986 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 16 9 7 5 12 16 9 9 0.224821 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 8 13 11 7 6 11 11 11 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 13 7 20 8 8 8 10 10 0.122325 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 14 10 9 11 7 11 10 10 6 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 5 9 4 12 13 12 18 9 12 0.058984 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 9 10 9 13 13 8 13 6 0.719747 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 8 17 7 9 6 13 8 8 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 19 5 7 5 5 9 16 10 10 0.009535 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 5 9 10 10 12 14 12 11 6 0.657933 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 8 11 11 11 10 12 12 11 0.946308 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 10 12 11 3 14 9 8 11 0.474986 97/100
NonOverTemp
17 9 6 11 10 9 11 9 12 6 0.437274 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 16 8 9 15 8 5 8 12 0.319084 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 14 11 12 13 5 7 14 6 9 0.366918 98/100
NonOverTemp
14 6 10 10 8 4 13 12 10 13 0.401199 97/100
NonOverTemp
14 7 9 8 15 11 8 12 3 13 0.202268 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 8 13 13 11 10 8 13 9 10 0.719747 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 14 9 6 10 16 13 11 7 7 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 7 7 12 10 11 10 9 12 0.924076 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 13 8 11 5 7 16 11 7 0.249284 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 10 13 5 7 10 9 15 11 0.637119 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 11 7 10 10 7 17 5 12 0.366918 98/100
NonOverTemp
276
9 11 16 6 11 9 8 13 13 4 0.249284 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 14 8 10 6 7 14 13 6 0.304126 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 9 7 6 11 12 12 9 13 0.867692 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 10 10 8 11 11 5 17 9 0.514124 99/100
NonOverTemp
3 10 14 8 12 10 13 8 9 13 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 13 9 5 11 11 10 8 9 8 0.514124 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 9 9 12 9 8 10 8 14 0.955835 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 12 7 11 11 8 9 12 13 0.924076 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 15 10 11 12 11 8 9 6 11 0.719747 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 15 8 11 9 7 12 8 10 11 0.834308 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 15 6 7 6 13 13 11 10 10 0.474986 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 11 5 15 12 6 8 5 13 0.202268 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 15 12 5 12 9 7 11 7 16 0.162606 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 8 9 11 13 8 14 11 11 0.834308 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 4 9 11 15 13 12 4 10 0.153763 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 11 8 13 12 3 18 11 7 0.102526 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 12 11 10 9 8 9 10 9 0.987896 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 14 12 6 12 2 7 11 14 11 0.153763 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 11 18 8 13 7 8 6 14 0.137282 98/100
NonOverTemp
14 10 14 6 10 7 8 8 12 11 0.637119 98/100
NonOverTemp
5 11 7 14 3 11 15 13 11 10 0.137282 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 10 15 12 14 9 12 10 5 8 0.319084 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 15 9 8 11 11 7 13 8 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
3 8 8 12 12 14 10 11 10 12 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 10 17 9 14 8 6 6 9 0.289667 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 12 11 6 12 13 11 9 12 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 8 14 11 11 8 10 10 9 0.971699 100/100
NonOverTemp
277
13 7 10 9 15 9 11 10 9 7 0.779188 98/100
NonOverTemp
15 6 7 11 7 10 9 10 11 14 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 8 13 13 9 9 10 10 6 0.897763 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 7 9 11 10 11 13 13 8 0.924076 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 11 16 7 16 10 7 11 6 0.224821 99/100
NonOverTemp
18 12 7 4 13 11 10 7 11 7 0.115387 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 7 13 10 11 7 10 11 8 0.924076 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 7 9 14 19 10 6 13 5 0.055361 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 11 6 11 14 12 12 10 7 0.739918 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 5 9 13 10 6 9 11 16 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 9 9 13 11 6 12 10 11 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 6 10 9 15 7 16 10 6 0.319084 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 14 9 7 12 11 9 12 10 9 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 15 9 9 12 6 8 12 9 9 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 9 11 7 15 11 6 12 13 0.595549 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 12 5 11 11 4 13 18 6 0.075719 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 9 8 12 10 9 13 12 7 0.955835 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 9 9 8 9 6 11 14 13 0.798139 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 7 12 10 9 19 9 8 9 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 11 14 9 5 12 7 9 12 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 13 11 7 14 6 12 8 9 0.657933 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 10 16 11 12 6 8 9 6 0.514124 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 6 5 12 15 8 14 10 10 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 6 10 10 14 7 9 13 10 0.816537 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 9 10 14 8 11 9 10 10 0.983453 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 8 9 12 6 11 10 11 11 0.955835 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 5 10 13 9 8 11 11 15 6 0.474986 99/100
NonOverTemp
278
10 9 12 8 14 7 9 8 12 11 0.883171 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 12 13 10 6 16 5 9 9 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 14 6 5 5 11 15 13 11 0.181557 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 7 14 11 11 9 11 15 7 0.574903 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 11 14 9 8 12 13 11 5 0.637119 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 9 12 9 8 7 13 12 12 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 9 9 13 7 14 11 9 8 0.739918 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 12 8 11 6 11 11 15 11 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 12 12 8 8 9 5 9 8 15 0.455937 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 13 13 5 5 15 11 12 6 7 0.153763 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 9 7 9 14 8 14 8 11 0.798139 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 17 9 11 6 11 7 8 12 0.474986 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 6 8 13 14 13 11 9 11 2 0.162606 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 12 11 8 12 12 5 10 10 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 9 11 10 8 10 11 13 11 0.978072 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 15 7 4 13 11 14 11 6 9 0.249284 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 5 7 16 13 12 10 10 7 9 0.401199 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 10 11 8 13 12 11 6 7 0.798139 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 8 9 11 11 13 11 8 14 0.798139 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 14 12 14 9 15 6 8 5 0.262249 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 16 6 11 9 8 13 13 4 0.249284 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 3 9 12 18 8 11 3 11 13 0.028817 99/100
OverTemp
12 12 12 11 9 10 11 10 5 8 0.883171 97/100
Universal
18 8 12 4 8 11 14 6 9 10 0.102526 99/100
ApproxEnt
4 9 8 7 4 4 6 5 9 2 0.236810 58/58
RandEx
7 4 4 3 12 6 9 8 3 2 0.020548 57/58
RandEx
9 5 11 5 1 1 5 8 4 9 0.008879 57/58
RandEx
279
2 7 4 9 9 6 4 4 7 6 0.289667 58/58
RandEx
2 4 7 6 5 3 13 5 8 5 0.030806 57/58
RandEx
6 5 6 3 12 6 5 4 5 6 0.236810 58/58
RandEx
11 8 7 6 3 5 2 5 5 6 0.171867 57/58
RandEx
6 5 4 2 8 9 7 6 6 5 0.494392 57/58
RandEx
6 6 6 8 3 2 7 9 6 5 0.419021 57/58
RandomExVar
8 4 5 6 7 8 6 4 7 3 0.657933 58/58
RandomExVar
8 4 7 4 3 13 6 4 5 4 0.045675 58/58
RandomExVar
6 6 4 11 5 4 10 1 5 6 0.058984 58/58
RandomExVar
5 7 8 5 5 8 5 5 3 7 0.739918 58/58
RandomExVar
5 6 7 6 8 4 5 6 4 7 0.883171 57/58
RandomExVar
7 3 8 3 5 6 2 7 8 9 0.213309 57/58
RandomExVar
6 8 5 6 5 4 5 6 6 7 0.935716 57/58
RandomExVar
9 5 4 6 7 6 3 9 4 5 0.455937 58/58
RandomExVar
9 7 2 4 7 8 4 4 6 7 0.350485 56/58
RandomExVar
7 5 6 6 7 5 7 5 5 5 0.971699 55/58
RandomExVar
7 4 10 8 3 2 5 8 4 7 0.153763 57/58
RandomExVar
7 7 3 4 7 6 4 10 3 7 0.319084 57/58
RandomExVar
5 6 7 6 3 6 6 6 5 8 0.883171 56/58
RandomExVar
8 8 4 1 3 7 10 5 6 6 0.122325 56/58
RandomExVar
10 6 4 2 7 5 6 8 7 3 0.236810 58/58
RandomExVar
11 6 3 4 3 6 4 11 5 5 0.051942 56/58
RandomExVar
9 6 6 4 2 5 10 7 7 2 0.122325 57/58
RandomExVar
9 10 8 16 9 12 16 5 12 3 0.066882 100/100
Serial
16 12 8 14 9 12 6 10 6 7 0.304126 98/100
Serial
11 11 8 10 9 12 11 11 6 11 0.964295 98/100
LinComplex
280
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 96 for a
sample size = 100 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 55 for a sample size = 58 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
-------------------------------------------------------------------
NIST STS 1 000 000 bits at 1000 runs
-------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------
RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
95 116 89 100 102 98 92 116 104 88 0.446556 988/1000
Frequency
94 90 91 101 91 117 101 118 95 102 0.399442 988/1000
BlockFreq
103 99 93 107 88 92 112 98 89 119 0.395940 988/1000
CumulSums
99 91 105 105 95 88 88 110 103 116 0.524101 990/1000
CumulSums
99 93 96 108 104 100 95 105 99 101 0.991780 995/1000
Runs
87 100 96 94 91 99 110 92 121 110 0.344048 991/1000
LongestRun
102 122 95 101 90 94 115 84 97 100 0.249284 991/1000
Rank
96 120 96 96 94 101 105 90 102 100 0.725829 992/1000 FFT
111 102 97 103 89 114 103 87 100 94 0.664168 989/1000
NonOverTemp
101 106 101 116 100 107 97 96 93 83 0.630872 986/1000
NonOverTemp
93 108 101 103 92 109 86 107 111 90 0.601766 991/1000
NonOverTemp
103 101 104 95 92 99 85 122 98 101 0.504219 983/1000
NonOverTemp
281
97 105 105 106 92 104 113 85 103 90 0.660012 991/1000
NonOverTemp
108 89 87 104 94 117 107 104 96 94 0.522100 989/1000
NonOverTemp
110 88 101 97 95 85 87 115 105 117 0.206629 990/1000
NonOverTemp
89 82 116 102 112 121 84 96 103 95 0.067722 990/1000
NonOverTemp
115 104 112 99 94 95 92 98 105 86 0.599693 988/1000
NonOverTemp
120 105 84 102 112 93 108 94 98 84 0.192724 990/1000
NonOverTemp
97 108 105 100 93 103 93 100 99 102 0.989786 982/1000
NonOverTemp
111 86 95 112 79 110 101 94 112 100 0.208837 989/1000
NonOverTemp
103 101 120 102 86 95 101 101 95 96 0.660012 992/1000
NonOverTemp
85 90 118 94 98 108 91 108 105 103 0.408275 991/1000
NonOverTemp
99 101 108 86 92 100 119 104 89 102 0.506194 994/1000
NonOverTemp
75 92 103 103 104 115 96 119 102 91 0.118812 992/1000
NonOverTemp
105 105 106 107 108 102 88 87 103 89 0.693142 992/1000
NonOverTemp
87 104 108 103 95 88 110 94 92 119 0.360287 989/1000
NonOverTemp
96 106 115 106 84 93 107 102 94 97 0.620465 987/1000
NonOverTemp
84 107 89 109 108 95 106 105 91 106 0.560545 991/1000
NonOverTemp
108 115 102 99 96 97 97 90 93 103 0.846338 985/1000
NonOverTemp
92 85 106 107 101 103 91 89 116 110 0.399442 994/1000
NonOverTemp
111 97 93 102 88 102 103 103 108 93 0.866097 989/1000
NonOverTemp
92 98 100 103 93 110 90 99 101 114 0.812905 992/1000
NonOverTemp
99 103 90 93 99 109 107 98 111 91 0.837781 989/1000
NonOverTemp
96 86 93 103 119 107 94 96 104 102 0.583145 991/1000
NonOverTemp
96 110 101 88 92 99 92 103 114 105 0.719747 991/1000
NonOverTemp
104 127 99 92 94 100 100 103 95 86 0.292519 991/1000
NonOverTemp
91 80 109 109 95 86 126 112 102 90 0.036592 992/1000
NonOverTemp
107 81 108 114 84 102 98 104 100 102 0.388990 992/1000
NonOverTemp
102 104 99 90 106 102 79 101 108 109 0.587274 989/1000
NonOverTemp
282
94 96 112 109 82 101 105 105 93 103 0.626709 994/1000
NonOverTemp
95 90 93 94 99 119 105 90 102 113 0.465415 989/1000
NonOverTemp
101 89 108 118 99 89 106 102 97 91 0.572847 993/1000
NonOverTemp
104 114 97 100 99 105 93 107 94 87 0.788728 994/1000
NonOverTemp
84 98 119 84 115 92 93 88 118 109 0.039587 989/1000
NonOverTemp
103 111 110 104 85 98 102 97 95 95 0.800005 991/1000
NonOverTemp
90 118 94 87 106 97 105 120 98 85 0.150340 994/1000
NonOverTemp
89 95 97 88 100 99 89 105 130 108 0.118812 985/1000
NonOverTemp
111 95 115 100 97 101 93 91 95 102 0.798139 984/1000
NonOverTemp
107 88 103 104 96 104 104 88 99 107 0.867692 992/1000
NonOverTemp
93 81 110 106 107 85 103 110 97 108 0.348869 990/1000
NonOverTemp
90 93 96 109 118 97 101 96 102 98 0.735908 986/1000
NonOverTemp
102 79 95 116 97 100 107 119 82 103 0.097159 985/1000
NonOverTemp
104 93 82 88 102 107 115 90 109 110 0.281232 987/1000
NonOverTemp
88 98 116 110 96 103 103 102 81 103 0.426272 984/1000
NonOverTemp
90 104 102 105 104 93 103 99 100 100 0.987896 993/1000
NonOverTemp
86 108 105 103 84 97 109 92 98 118 0.325206 994/1000
NonOverTemp
98 101 103 94 122 101 91 100 96 94 0.670396 990/1000
NonOverTemp
92 82 95 124 116 89 100 95 112 95 0.075719 994/1000
NonOverTemp
96 95 116 107 88 95 92 119 108 84 0.181557 993/1000
NonOverTemp
84 119 94 95 125 101 105 95 96 86 0.074330 996/1000
NonOverTemp
89 91 108 105 110 114 99 99 72 113 0.080027 987/1000
NonOverTemp
105 108 103 89 100 104 82 110 99 100 0.678686 989/1000
NonOverTemp
86 111 104 88 114 96 101 90 103 107 0.486588 990/1000
NonOverTemp
107 106 92 101 85 118 99 82 105 105 0.293952 994/1000
NonOverTemp
97 112 98 109 93 91 109 109 94 88 0.626709 987/1000
NonOverTemp
79 110 94 106 96 103 95 107 108 102 0.554420 993/1000
NonOverTemp
283
100 109 92 111 99 101 99 98 99 92 0.947308 993/1000
NonOverTemp
82 96 97 96 116 93 94 140 95 91 0.004116 991/1000
NonOverTemp
88 94 93 103 114 95 93 88 131 101 0.064015 994/1000
NonOverTemp
107 95 86 98 98 114 107 98 102 95 0.783019 988/1000
NonOverTemp
96 90 110 102 110 109 96 98 95 94 0.849708 997/1000
NonOverTemp
88 117 104 105 96 78 102 108 106 96 0.279844 991/1000
NonOverTemp
90 108 102 110 97 105 97 97 109 85 0.713641 993/1000
NonOverTemp
113 106 112 117 91 87 93 98 96 87 0.258307 989/1000
NonOverTemp
96 120 90 91 99 93 116 90 98 107 0.307077 991/1000
NonOverTemp
107 106 86 103 102 81 109 91 116 99 0.293952 992/1000
NonOverTemp
111 123 103 110 88 93 105 87 92 88 0.139655 987/1000
NonOverTemp
93 107 99 110 116 90 81 111 86 107 0.170922 990/1000
NonOverTemp
100 92 90 102 92 98 109 110 103 104 0.881662 993/1000
NonOverTemp
107 101 92 68 105 109 90 108 110 110 0.065230 988/1000
NonOverTemp
89 96 102 103 94 103 109 107 105 92 0.901959 992/1000
NonOverTemp
91 114 97 108 92 89 92 100 104 113 0.550347 991/1000
NonOverTemp
111 101 97 104 89 114 102 88 100 94 0.691081 989/1000
NonOverTemp
87 94 105 103 108 98 95 110 91 109 0.745908 994/1000
NonOverTemp
115 107 104 93 90 91 111 101 92 96 0.614226 982/1000
NonOverTemp
116 114 95 75 98 102 99 102 99 100 0.264901 988/1000
NonOverTemp
86 98 108 104 88 96 92 103 109 116 0.484646 993/1000
NonOverTemp
101 111 97 114 86 112 99 76 109 95 0.141256 990/1000
NonOverTemp
104 114 95 95 125 111 93 83 98 82 0.052947 991/1000
NonOverTemp
97 94 77 97 110 107 97 123 105 93 0.143686 989/1000
NonOverTemp
113 80 93 102 96 109 92 101 99 115 0.342451 994/1000
NonOverTemp
91 93 94 93 105 113 96 108 111 96 0.713641 996/1000
NonOverTemp
101 93 107 105 98 102 112 108 83 91 0.626709 992/1000
NonOverTemp
284
98 105 101 91 108 91 106 88 103 109 0.811080 987/1000
NonOverTemp
108 93 104 100 89 102 95 107 95 107 0.910091 989/1000
NonOverTemp
100 87 94 93 107 106 108 106 107 92 0.786830 992/1000
NonOverTemp
117 99 98 106 101 91 98 94 92 104 0.805569 990/1000
NonOverTemp
108 85 90 101 90 101 115 101 109 100 0.536163 985/1000
NonOverTemp
110 108 107 93 79 101 101 92 107 102 0.512137 993/1000
NonOverTemp
96 88 117 90 97 108 93 108 98 105 0.570792 991/1000
NonOverTemp
86 130 105 103 98 105 96 89 100 88 0.108791 994/1000
NonOverTemp
103 83 105 113 101 110 96 115 93 81 0.189625 985/1000
NonOverTemp
117 98 89 101 107 100 98 107 111 72 0.114712 985/1000
NonOverTemp
91 88 87 106 110 84 110 107 116 101 0.217857 991/1000
NonOverTemp
105 103 104 96 111 101 89 109 88 94 0.769527 985/1000
NonOverTemp
100 103 112 87 113 82 98 104 90 111 0.307077 988/1000
NonOverTemp
112 103 101 87 98 108 91 82 103 115 0.326749 990/1000
NonOverTemp
96 100 99 108 86 106 104 110 97 94 0.856359 993/1000
NonOverTemp
112 112 92 109 83 88 107 98 107 92 0.325206 989/1000
NonOverTemp
87 97 119 107 101 98 104 94 93 100 0.643366 993/1000
NonOverTemp
99 93 97 89 107 112 108 100 90 105 0.777265 992/1000
NonOverTemp
103 94 94 96 106 105 116 93 98 95 0.841226 991/1000
NonOverTemp
104 103 90 89 115 98 99 113 92 97 0.618385 990/1000
NonOverTemp
103 91 94 92 90 111 100 115 95 109 0.593478 990/1000
NonOverTemp
96 96 86 87 108 99 103 116 94 115 0.360287 990/1000
NonOverTemp
101 84 116 85 90 104 92 92 112 124 0.048404 987/1000
NonOverTemp
107 83 102 90 84 105 99 117 107 106 0.277082 987/1000
NonOverTemp
107 99 105 113 93 106 111 86 91 89 0.486588 988/1000
NonOverTemp
102 112 106 104 84 95 100 99 109 89 0.653773 990/1000
NonOverTemp
97 120 101 107 103 85 90 98 104 95 0.496351 987/1000
NonOverTemp
285
104 111 90 95 96 105 89 113 100 97 0.737915 989/1000
NonOverTemp
93 102 112 94 99 93 111 98 107 91 0.800005 989/1000
NonOverTemp
90 113 83 107 105 95 88 99 114 106 0.323668 989/1000
NonOverTemp
103 98 94 98 104 101 103 92 95 112 0.959347 987/1000
NonOverTemp
111 82 101 88 108 113 104 106 85 102 0.272977 986/1000
NonOverTemp
94 93 90 96 103 92 99 110 112 111 0.699313 993/1000
NonOverTemp
103 115 91 94 109 98 93 86 106 105 0.593478 985/1000
NonOverTemp
105 96 108 83 97 104 113 94 104 96 0.682823 993/1000
NonOverTemp
114 97 93 98 102 94 97 98 113 94 0.820143 991/1000
NonOverTemp
98 91 100 108 109 90 96 104 106 98 0.910091 992/1000
NonOverTemp
85 94 109 99 107 96 102 101 117 90 0.532132 991/1000
NonOverTemp
114 101 89 97 90 100 80 116 105 108 0.229559 989/1000
NonOverTemp
110 96 99 92 91 100 81 120 95 116 0.160805 984/1000
NonOverTemp
109 102 97 101 110 95 113 99 83 91 0.574903 989/1000
NonOverTemp
113 104 99 96 119 85 90 116 85 93 0.116065 984/1000
NonOverTemp
102 113 101 93 96 95 90 109 98 103 0.869278 993/1000
NonOverTemp
106 87 90 106 118 108 94 90 89 112 0.255705 988/1000
NonOverTemp
85 97 113 118 102 96 92 104 110 83 0.204439 995/1000
NonOverTemp
88 99 104 111 99 111 83 94 117 94 0.308561 993/1000
NonOverTemp
90 99 118 90 112 102 97 91 95 106 0.510153 994/1000
NonOverTemp
97 105 93 96 115 99 99 99 116 81 0.397688 990/1000
NonOverTemp
95 107 116 111 93 91 96 101 94 96 0.689019 988/1000
NonOverTemp
97 99 99 124 100 74 98 92 99 118 0.056069 992/1000
NonOverTemp
93 107 93 95 105 97 112 101 101 96 0.931185 986/1000
NonOverTemp
84 114 111 106 94 101 91 103 104 92 0.518106 991/1000
NonOverTemp
109 86 103 98 96 102 112 103 95 96 0.830808 991/1000
NonOverTemp
91 115 100 122 105 95 92 93 98 89 0.291091 990/1000
NonOverTemp
286
97 98 107 94 108 97 116 99 93 91 0.781106 996/1000
NonOverTemp
93 102 91 122 86 88 104 107 106 101 0.304126 987/1000
NonOverTemp
101 88 104 104 113 95 100 102 97 96 0.911413 990/1000
NonOverTemp
90 103 101 105 88 87 110 106 99 111 0.630872 995/1000
NonOverTemp
102 99 110 110 89 91 109 93 110 87 0.528111 993/1000
NonOverTemp
104 103 116 94 85 106 94 93 104 101 0.657933 997/1000
NonOverTemp
90 93 101 118 99 90 79 110 104 116 0.126658 991/1000
NonOverTemp
96 92 96 103 107 98 101 97 97 113 0.943242 988/1000
NonOverTemp
91 114 96 110 91 89 92 100 104 113 0.490483 991/1000
NonOverTemp
101 104 105 107 90 88 105 102 89 109 0.773405 994/1000
OverTemp
107 121 93 83 104 110 96 88 104 94 0.239266 991/1000
Universal
92 109 119 96 92 92 114 91 107 88 0.262249 991/1000
ApproxEnt
69 52 55 59 71 51 70 62 54 76 0.205119 611/619
RandEx
54 50 57 60 63 66 75 60 64 70 0.509568 613/619
RandEx
48 48 65 66 72 76 70 48 70 56 0.038548 617/619
RandEx
50 63 68 62 65 79 75 47 60 50 0.050810 613/619
RandEx
60 55 70 50 63 59 58 73 69 62 0.572544 616/619
RandEx
59 73 64 58 63 56 62 65 57 62 0.926839 615/619
RandEx
66 64 58 77 68 68 63 47 51 57 0.231444 613/619
RandEx
57 67 63 73 64 59 63 60 49 64 0.731687 612/619
RandEx
59 73 68 66 51 63 44 65 65 65 0.284806 616/619
RandomExVar
62 71 66 63 54 62 59 56 69 57 0.856548 615/619
RandomExVar
61 70 67 53 56 75 69 53 57 58 0.428245 616/619
RandomExVar
56 71 51 68 66 67 60 65 47 68 0.368012 614/619
RandomExVar
56 60 62 56 73 65 62 61 57 67 0.887329 613/619
RandomExVar
57 59 74 52 82 50 54 64 65 62 0.094602 612/619
RandomExVar
51 69 57 63 74 50 62 64 68 61 0.461830 613/619
RandomExVar
287
60 68 55 59 47 60 72 74 69 55 0.269027 617/619
RandomExVar
62 64 54 60 57 58 61 65 60 78 0.698302 616/619
RandomExVar
68 53 72 67 57 54 51 71 66 60 0.419317 612/619
RandomExVar
60 63 69 62 56 59 63 53 69 65 0.908146 610/619
RandomExVar
61 61 54 77 63 63 54 58 61 67 0.671212 615/619
RandomExVar
63 65 58 71 61 59 61 62 53 66 0.932577 613/619
RandomExVar
71 56 56 70 54 67 65 53 66 61 0.647360 610/619
RandomExVar
67 63 64 68 60 61 53 50 64 69 0.754589 610/619
RandomExVar
64 61 59 61 66 68 61 50 58 71 0.816833 611/619
RandomExVar
61 63 57 74 54 72 53 63 57 65 0.582671 613/619
RandomExVar
59 57 72 60 78 51 68 60 56 58 0.343890 613/619
RandomExVar
90 118 100 102 87 84 107 97 101 114 0.270265 988/1000
Serial
95 107 92 104 114 83 107 101 99 98 0.643366 991/1000
Serial
93 95 80 83 115 99 116 109 96 114 0.081013 988/1000
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 980 for a
sample size = 1000 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 605 for a sample size = 619 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -








generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
100 87 117 98 90 101 115 107 85 100 0.302657 989/1000
Frequency
94 89 96 102 107 108 98 113 94 99 0.834308 985/1000
BlockFreq
88 100 101 91 114 107 93 88 106 112 0.490483 991/1000
CumulSums
99 110 98 101 104 74 114 97 92 111 0.220159 987/1000
CumulSums
85 97 112 97 98 90 93 120 112 96 0.275709 990/1000
Runs
119 84 94 115 90 106 96 103 93 100 0.284024 994/1000
LongestRun
97 116 93 111 107 85 100 91 105 95 0.494392 989/1000
Rank
113 87 90 112 93 103 118 100 95 89 0.268917 988/1000 FFT
104 106 96 110 105 92 92 90 96 109 0.818343 984/1000
NonOverTemp
90 105 95 106 85 92 98 103 122 104 0.360287 991/1000
NonOverTemp
101 86 110 103 112 86 114 102 107 79 0.146982 991/1000
NonOverTemp
101 112 96 98 106 85 92 91 114 105 0.542228 992/1000
NonOverTemp
112 94 97 107 95 100 107 88 95 105 0.829047 989/1000
NonOverTemp
101 104 94 94 94 96 112 110 96 99 0.910091 991/1000
NonOverTemp
105 111 102 77 101 95 113 101 104 91 0.373625 988/1000
NonOverTemp
109 108 108 77 108 77 111 100 96 106 0.089843 993/1000
NonOverTemp
79 98 103 92 116 113 97 94 110 98 0.281232 995/1000
NonOverTemp
109 85 92 113 94 94 113 101 111 88 0.314544 985/1000
NonOverTemp
96 103 101 116 103 87 96 98 101 99 0.849708 994/1000
NonOverTemp
115 104 111 92 97 95 97 99 101 89 0.747898 995/1000
NonOverTemp
86 111 105 100 97 97 104 99 100 101 0.925287 989/1000
NonOverTemp
92 95 120 108 94 86 100 93 92 120 0.163513 988/1000
NonOverTemp
83 110 95 92 108 103 102 99 107 101 0.733899 993/1000
NonOverTemp
100 96 86 107 87 92 112 114 89 117 0.189625 991/1000
NonOverTemp
93 104 110 108 105 96 103 107 103 71 0.225998 990/1000
NonOverTemp
289
117 82 103 106 89 97 96 93 107 110 0.348869 990/1000
NonOverTemp
99 106 87 103 105 105 115 90 85 105 0.494392 988/1000
NonOverTemp
91 84 107 106 105 101 102 105 91 108 0.717714 985/1000
NonOverTemp
122 90 116 101 103 88 104 95 90 91 0.204439 986/1000
NonOverTemp
104 77 95 96 117 116 102 97 95 101 0.230755 990/1000
NonOverTemp
96 92 104 92 100 103 112 99 99 103 0.954015 993/1000
NonOverTemp
103 93 101 105 96 100 98 103 104 97 0.997943 991/1000
NonOverTemp
92 102 101 111 102 85 102 107 82 116 0.310049 985/1000
NonOverTemp
112 115 97 106 103 81 103 90 102 91 0.368587 985/1000
NonOverTemp
111 74 86 104 92 104 115 99 112 103 0.100109 988/1000
NonOverTemp
108 104 108 94 112 119 97 91 82 85 0.152044 987/1000
NonOverTemp
104 106 111 107 83 111 90 99 86 103 0.402962 986/1000
NonOverTemp
97 99 94 97 105 105 105 91 100 107 0.978072 992/1000
NonOverTemp
104 92 108 96 108 98 107 85 96 106 0.784927 987/1000
NonOverTemp
89 82 96 87 98 119 108 102 103 116 0.150340 991/1000
NonOverTemp
97 109 116 82 93 111 104 100 110 78 0.108791 991/1000
NonOverTemp
108 101 96 91 105 109 96 89 103 102 0.899171 989/1000
NonOverTemp
93 96 77 105 93 101 115 117 111 92 0.134172 992/1000
NonOverTemp
89 92 105 97 93 90 111 110 105 108 0.660012 991/1000
NonOverTemp
100 96 113 104 92 96 100 95 92 112 0.821937 988/1000
NonOverTemp
85 100 109 114 90 95 106 110 86 105 0.363593 992/1000
NonOverTemp
109 104 87 96 93 109 103 96 97 106 0.849708 992/1000
NonOverTemp
97 99 105 110 86 107 108 100 92 96 0.812905 989/1000
NonOverTemp
96 92 105 98 107 109 103 93 89 108 0.849708 991/1000
NonOverTemp
88 75 100 111 126 96 97 108 98 101 0.055361 993/1000
NonOverTemp
108 94 98 99 88 114 91 106 103 99 0.767582 988/1000
NonOverTemp
91 110 100 103 86 108 101 89 112 100 0.620465 992/1000
NonOverTemp
290
112 90 118 92 84 110 111 86 96 101 0.152902 992/1000
NonOverTemp
101 113 114 90 114 90 86 104 97 91 0.301194 986/1000
NonOverTemp
94 105 87 106 104 113 93 97 89 112 0.560545 992/1000
NonOverTemp
97 87 99 114 106 107 98 90 93 109 0.643366 994/1000
NonOverTemp
114 97 80 105 95 102 113 96 109 89 0.314544 989/1000
NonOverTemp
114 105 122 83 87 112 113 77 83 104 0.005976 981/1000
NonOverTemp
95 111 109 84 100 108 89 90 118 96 0.270265 990/1000
NonOverTemp
93 86 107 101 100 105 92 111 108 97 0.761719 990/1000
NonOverTemp
111 113 95 102 89 107 90 91 99 103 0.657933 996/1000
NonOverTemp
105 110 86 100 107 100 89 109 94 100 0.731886 990/1000
NonOverTemp
94 96 85 97 116 86 99 112 104 111 0.334538 991/1000
NonOverTemp
94 89 103 96 103 91 105 107 93 119 0.579021 988/1000
NonOverTemp
84 99 103 108 86 119 110 90 106 95 0.244236 995/1000
NonOverTemp
113 103 102 112 82 103 96 93 98 98 0.603841 991/1000
NonOverTemp
82 107 109 99 88 114 94 96 131 80 0.008629 991/1000
NonOverTemp
101 87 121 106 94 99 103 92 104 93 0.512137 989/1000
NonOverTemp
108 92 90 101 96 95 106 104 93 115 0.743915 989/1000
NonOverTemp
108 102 99 102 104 106 96 98 86 99 0.945296 986/1000
NonOverTemp
100 105 90 106 105 84 86 113 113 98 0.366918 993/1000
NonOverTemp
103 90 99 109 112 100 110 96 90 91 0.707513 984/1000
NonOverTemp
110 98 98 107 91 101 107 101 100 87 0.869278 985/1000
NonOverTemp
100 109 99 100 98 103 103 100 91 97 0.992381 991/1000
NonOverTemp
101 98 97 112 108 97 107 83 99 98 0.765632 993/1000
NonOverTemp
115 91 92 79 91 102 102 107 108 113 0.223648 986/1000
NonOverTemp
102 98 89 92 111 101 112 106 91 98 0.759756 984/1000
NonOverTemp
108 103 93 101 91 100 102 90 104 108 0.919131 989/1000
NonOverTemp
107 106 89 95 110 102 103 95 84 109 0.630872 986/1000
NonOverTemp
291
88 98 107 96 102 93 93 94 112 117 0.550347 990/1000
NonOverTemp
92 110 93 83 101 109 96 108 113 95 0.476911 990/1000
NonOverTemp
115 92 104 109 96 101 90 101 100 92 0.771469 987/1000
NonOverTemp
105 104 97 110 105 92 92 90 96 109 0.834308 984/1000
NonOverTemp
112 92 96 104 99 104 104 93 104 92 0.910091 992/1000
NonOverTemp
123 81 101 97 106 107 95 110 85 95 0.137282 989/1000
NonOverTemp
106 98 106 90 85 112 99 114 97 93 0.534146 989/1000
NonOverTemp
92 97 101 88 108 96 112 106 107 93 0.763677 994/1000
NonOverTemp
115 103 84 91 115 109 90 92 103 98 0.308561 983/1000
NonOverTemp
83 99 112 88 79 110 113 92 107 117 0.050305 987/1000
NonOverTemp
102 100 107 112 99 106 97 101 85 91 0.788728 986/1000
NonOverTemp
96 112 82 104 110 103 103 101 82 107 0.357000 992/1000
NonOverTemp
97 103 102 99 119 104 86 95 108 87 0.480771 994/1000
NonOverTemp
110 94 83 101 118 91 111 109 92 91 0.225998 992/1000
NonOverTemp
102 87 105 104 98 108 87 100 113 96 0.703417 989/1000
NonOverTemp
84 101 101 102 90 93 103 120 112 94 0.350485 995/1000
NonOverTemp
99 95 119 105 83 105 83 95 110 106 0.227180 991/1000
NonOverTemp
93 102 84 96 106 111 90 91 120 107 0.267573 991/1000
NonOverTemp
94 92 85 95 98 120 118 111 106 81 0.067722 986/1000
NonOverTemp
125 111 103 99 88 104 94 99 91 86 0.196920 986/1000
NonOverTemp
85 102 99 112 95 111 87 104 106 99 0.593478 990/1000
NonOverTemp
92 114 78 72 97 116 107 112 92 120 0.003577 987/1000
NonOverTemp
95 116 104 105 102 84 92 102 109 91 0.522100 997/1000
NonOverTemp
97 94 89 118 103 93 118 100 89 99 0.355364 988/1000
NonOverTemp
109 99 92 103 89 103 110 105 84 106 0.635037 989/1000
NonOverTemp
103 91 109 110 113 88 99 92 101 94 0.651693 992/1000
NonOverTemp
111 87 102 108 100 81 101 98 102 110 0.506194 986/1000
NonOverTemp
292
119 108 96 82 96 109 85 95 102 108 0.224821 992/1000
NonOverTemp
110 97 103 98 101 105 106 86 92 102 0.877083 995/1000
NonOverTemp
98 107 102 109 88 88 107 113 109 79 0.233162 989/1000
NonOverTemp
107 104 113 104 109 101 78 104 89 91 0.323668 992/1000
NonOverTemp
102 106 87 94 110 102 114 106 91 88 0.528111 989/1000
NonOverTemp
101 88 99 116 113 77 117 87 109 93 0.050629 992/1000
NonOverTemp
100 100 91 108 100 105 116 94 86 100 0.680755 988/1000
NonOverTemp
98 105 93 101 94 103 95 101 107 103 0.990138 987/1000
NonOverTemp
110 92 79 101 103 109 89 103 106 108 0.413628 991/1000
NonOverTemp
94 93 102 103 102 103 97 111 101 94 0.972382 994/1000
NonOverTemp
107 85 98 98 99 98 110 102 107 96 0.870856 986/1000
NonOverTemp
96 97 94 97 92 105 109 97 110 103 0.936823 992/1000
NonOverTemp
126 93 88 99 92 101 96 104 103 98 0.366918 992/1000
NonOverTemp
100 123 106 96 95 82 107 97 102 92 0.307077 990/1000
NonOverTemp
106 117 85 96 91 100 103 111 79 112 0.136499 989/1000
NonOverTemp
91 95 100 124 116 110 79 102 90 93 0.060492 992/1000
NonOverTemp
108 105 114 114 89 94 87 115 93 81 0.108150 990/1000
NonOverTemp
96 91 111 103 87 96 93 105 113 105 0.657933 985/1000
NonOverTemp
106 103 86 94 110 94 118 93 99 97 0.538182 994/1000
NonOverTemp
98 103 93 115 96 94 84 109 104 104 0.628790 983/1000
NonOverTemp
97 100 111 95 91 102 108 102 96 98 0.952152 995/1000
NonOverTemp
128 93 93 91 89 113 96 93 101 103 0.150340 984/1000
NonOverTemp
97 93 116 96 95 100 92 111 106 94 0.727851 992/1000
NonOverTemp
105 101 99 103 89 96 110 88 96 113 0.737915 992/1000
NonOverTemp
102 99 101 93 90 110 95 97 121 92 0.540204 995/1000
NonOverTemp
96 88 109 102 93 92 110 91 108 111 0.612147 996/1000
NonOverTemp
92 100 102 98 91 102 92 109 106 108 0.910091 994/1000
NonOverTemp
293
86 105 108 99 94 96 101 111 111 89 0.635037 993/1000
NonOverTemp
94 94 107 110 85 98 100 110 103 99 0.779188 991/1000
NonOverTemp
108 100 93 107 98 111 97 89 96 101 0.887645 995/1000
NonOverTemp
111 93 121 101 117 98 97 76 102 84 0.041438 986/1000
NonOverTemp
107 97 84 110 121 105 81 94 107 94 0.136499 987/1000
NonOverTemp
111 106 101 101 103 77 87 105 119 90 0.140453 983/1000
NonOverTemp
89 93 97 128 87 100 106 110 89 101 0.125927 993/1000
NonOverTemp
92 95 120 103 100 109 90 105 91 95 0.524101 992/1000
NonOverTemp
108 113 97 91 96 98 87 102 110 98 0.719747 989/1000
NonOverTemp
82 112 93 106 104 101 91 105 98 108 0.591409 988/1000
NonOverTemp
99 113 112 92 94 102 102 95 97 94 0.841226 994/1000
NonOverTemp
98 111 102 97 106 93 110 84 101 98 0.755819 992/1000
NonOverTemp
89 94 95 104 95 99 104 109 117 94 0.693142 987/1000
NonOverTemp
94 95 112 98 92 107 103 95 109 95 0.866097 992/1000
NonOverTemp
119 99 111 96 83 97 107 101 86 101 0.316052 984/1000
NonOverTemp
93 97 98 107 98 92 127 95 90 103 0.317565 992/1000
NonOverTemp
83 90 92 102 90 101 106 117 100 119 0.189625 989/1000
NonOverTemp
89 113 107 100 96 106 96 96 94 103 0.861264 990/1000
NonOverTemp
92 100 117 110 100 77 117 106 96 85 0.078567 985/1000
NonOverTemp
89 94 104 100 106 99 95 90 103 120 0.591409 991/1000
NonOverTemp
93 88 80 114 87 99 112 108 119 100 0.083526 990/1000
NonOverTemp
104 85 102 93 111 107 97 113 106 82 0.348869 988/1000
NonOverTemp
115 92 104 109 97 100 89 102 101 91 0.737915 987/1000
NonOverTemp
92 128 93 94 101 110 88 93 101 100 0.197981 993/1000
OverTemp
115 98 102 92 97 111 90 90 94 111 0.550347 984/1000
Universal
110 101 105 89 104 96 101 88 111 95 0.769527 983/1000
ApproxEnt
59 73 50 57 54 64 81 58 68 60 0.179331 616/624
RandEx
294
68 58 70 60 56 57 69 68 60 58 0.866664 620/624
RandEx
66 60 53 54 72 55 70 66 70 58 0.570262 618/624
RandEx
60 56 52 72 62 70 68 55 64 65 0.690682 617/624
RandEx
87 67 53 61 45 60 53 71 70 57 0.014648 615/624
RandEx
63 59 62 77 55 52 63 56 76 61 0.353103 619/624
RandEx
64 53 82 64 59 62 60 60 65 55 0.428390 615/624
RandEx
67 58 48 64 62 62 72 60 60 71 0.643836 614/624
RandEx
62 65 68 63 67 65 67 58 57 52 0.913523 619/624
RandomExVar
64 62 67 77 55 66 59 52 61 61 0.643836 618/624
RandomExVar
55 70 69 62 62 55 67 55 63 66 0.845408 620/624
RandomExVar
52 67 65 59 71 60 63 53 66 68 0.755946 620/624
RandomExVar
56 63 61 59 67 68 58 59 67 66 0.971477 620/624
RandomExVar
58 67 50 65 70 64 68 59 56 67 0.746358 615/624
RandomExVar
61 72 68 52 61 52 56 71 64 67 0.553763 619/624
RandomExVar
65 48 70 66 70 52 66 71 61 55 0.382721 619/624
RandomExVar
55 76 55 57 70 59 68 69 57 58 0.498820 621/624
RandomExVar
59 60 66 58 59 70 68 56 65 63 0.954665 617/624
RandomExVar
65 58 45 70 62 57 60 70 73 64 0.382721 618/624
RandomExVar
50 67 54 68 64 61 61 69 69 61 0.736685 617/624
RandomExVar
57 52 72 71 61 66 64 60 63 58 0.777948 616/624
RandomExVar
53 72 76 58 58 61 74 64 58 50 0.237996 619/624
RandomExVar
54 62 72 70 61 65 57 58 56 69 0.752760 620/624
RandomExVar
48 80 58 65 65 54 58 63 53 80 0.052372 620/624
RandomExVar
55 63 67 73 53 72 61 51 58 71 0.382721 620/624
RandomExVar
53 61 75 60 66 59 63 64 66 57 0.811257 621/624
RandomExVar
103 110 109 99 97 91 100 90 93 108 0.839507 992/1000
Serial
112 95 89 98 100 109 106 101 97 93 0.859637 989/1000
Serial
295
98 105 95 102 105 97 107 103 84 104 0.896345 991/1000
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 980 for a
sample size = 1000 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 610 for a sample size = 624 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
103 102 126 98 103 99 92 92 89 96 0.377007 986/1000
Frequency
96 96 103 110 100 103 100 96 97 99 0.994720 994/1000
BlockFreq
105 99 102 126 95 95 103 103 80 92 0.192724 987/1000
CumulSums
107 95 116 99 111 96 89 94 93 100 0.664168 988/1000
CumulSums
88 115 81 90 101 100 118 96 103 108 0.189625 989/1000
Runs
86 93 123 112 99 102 90 95 98 102 0.307077 990/1000
LongestRun
99 84 92 94 97 114 93 117 100 110 0.350485 983/1000
Rank
118 97 92 103 100 86 113 93 94 104 0.463512 989/1000 FFT
113 104 95 93 102 106 97 94 93 103 0.910091 993/1000
NonOverTemp
104 92 116 93 91 102 87 97 101 117 0.402962 986/1000
NonOverTemp
109 106 96 90 94 93 114 91 111 96 0.603841 991/1000
NonOverTemp
296
110 84 90 106 87 115 106 96 105 101 0.380407 996/1000
NonOverTemp
114 98 118 90 95 100 94 91 112 88 0.308561 981/1000
NonOverTemp
83 97 97 99 111 104 98 102 101 108 0.818343 989/1000
NonOverTemp
105 98 99 77 95 92 109 106 109 110 0.395940 987/1000
NonOverTemp
93 100 97 103 89 116 102 94 105 101 0.825505 990/1000
NonOverTemp
115 100 88 91 107 101 104 112 92 90 0.510153 981/1000
NonOverTemp
100 101 103 119 110 84 86 101 86 110 0.202268 988/1000
NonOverTemp
103 109 78 118 100 93 98 101 96 104 0.363593 989/1000
NonOverTemp
94 102 87 99 83 96 113 114 102 110 0.363593 986/1000
NonOverTemp
108 104 87 102 106 98 96 95 98 106 0.927677 990/1000
NonOverTemp
97 93 102 97 97 99 100 115 88 112 0.745908 989/1000
NonOverTemp
108 94 77 85 97 118 95 116 97 113 0.057875 989/1000
NonOverTemp
91 93 125 93 99 83 95 112 106 103 0.159020 995/1000
NonOverTemp
99 102 102 93 114 93 104 95 98 100 0.942198 988/1000
NonOverTemp
90 108 89 109 110 100 95 88 103 108 0.628790 991/1000
NonOverTemp
95 99 111 107 98 98 104 102 100 86 0.897763 988/1000
NonOverTemp
104 98 107 87 97 121 105 92 94 95 0.496351 992/1000
NonOverTemp
112 91 84 92 87 118 103 107 98 108 0.234373 988/1000
NonOverTemp
102 96 94 94 116 84 116 93 96 109 0.345650 993/1000
NonOverTemp
102 90 86 104 107 105 106 94 107 99 0.823725 994/1000
NonOverTemp
91 102 114 89 107 95 104 93 107 98 0.745908 993/1000
NonOverTemp
82 92 103 116 101 118 95 100 89 104 0.249284 996/1000
NonOverTemp
94 105 83 83 112 96 103 106 119 99 0.209948 992/1000
NonOverTemp
110 102 106 96 98 99 113 101 90 85 0.682823 986/1000
NonOverTemp
101 92 111 101 101 97 91 115 93 98 0.783019 991/1000
NonOverTemp
120 98 100 104 101 100 93 93 97 94 0.775337 980/1000
NonOverTemp
113 92 94 112 95 98 100 115 102 79 0.267573 992/1000
NonOverTemp
297
95 110 99 95 104 106 86 91 98 116 0.595549 991/1000
NonOverTemp
90 112 91 101 112 107 102 88 83 114 0.241741 990/1000
NonOverTemp
110 114 93 94 86 99 102 100 108 94 0.655854 986/1000
NonOverTemp
109 78 115 93 102 104 99 98 107 95 0.402962 983/1000
NonOverTemp
115 95 108 88 97 94 109 105 109 80 0.282626 989/1000
NonOverTemp
106 89 102 108 93 111 110 98 98 85 0.607993 985/1000
NonOverTemp
106 109 102 111 101 84 91 102 92 102 0.686955 989/1000
NonOverTemp
113 100 106 102 86 100 96 104 103 90 0.792508 984/1000
NonOverTemp
98 96 110 115 98 99 97 101 91 95 0.862883 992/1000
NonOverTemp
89 110 109 109 105 88 108 87 100 95 0.524101 992/1000
NonOverTemp
111 97 111 101 94 80 101 102 92 111 0.457825 983/1000
NonOverTemp
91 92 95 108 104 115 103 100 88 104 0.695200 989/1000
NonOverTemp
98 108 91 113 105 98 103 89 99 96 0.839507 989/1000
NonOverTemp
109 104 94 102 90 113 92 87 102 107 0.645448 992/1000
NonOverTemp
96 100 103 105 104 96 86 99 110 101 0.924076 990/1000
NonOverTemp
90 97 92 101 102 101 99 108 103 107 0.963497 989/1000
NonOverTemp
97 110 97 99 105 104 101 90 98 99 0.976266 990/1000
NonOverTemp
102 103 87 102 103 86 97 104 113 103 0.745908 988/1000
NonOverTemp
125 92 105 94 102 100 90 98 102 92 0.413628 988/1000
NonOverTemp
95 108 110 96 94 85 89 98 107 118 0.380407 985/1000
NonOverTemp
101 116 94 111 104 91 103 83 94 103 0.480771 992/1000
NonOverTemp
88 114 88 92 95 98 114 108 98 105 0.469232 989/1000
NonOverTemp
92 103 103 101 86 97 104 109 98 107 0.884671 993/1000
NonOverTemp
104 105 93 95 111 91 109 78 110 104 0.352107 990/1000
NonOverTemp
94 106 111 112 110 94 92 104 87 90 0.512137 987/1000
NonOverTemp
98 90 97 95 84 118 114 107 93 104 0.328297 986/1000
NonOverTemp
102 86 103 111 111 96 96 104 102 89 0.715679 992/1000
NonOverTemp
298
107 101 97 103 103 104 89 105 88 103 0.916599 994/1000
NonOverTemp
93 113 89 114 108 100 86 93 97 107 0.435430 989/1000
NonOverTemp
116 85 115 93 83 109 95 107 100 97 0.208837 986/1000
NonOverTemp
101 109 110 108 96 80 91 86 113 106 0.246750 993/1000
NonOverTemp
105 95 87 96 89 101 115 98 111 103 0.620465 986/1000
NonOverTemp
103 113 98 93 100 104 105 100 82 102 0.739918 991/1000
NonOverTemp
108 91 99 98 101 100 101 93 107 102 0.979788 988/1000
NonOverTemp
88 119 100 103 101 113 87 93 103 93 0.383827 996/1000
NonOverTemp
85 103 105 93 115 118 89 118 95 79 0.039073 993/1000
NonOverTemp
92 101 111 98 101 100 100 88 107 102 0.919131 990/1000
NonOverTemp
101 105 93 106 100 107 108 99 89 92 0.904708 991/1000
NonOverTemp
104 110 98 90 94 116 114 98 87 89 0.348869 985/1000
NonOverTemp
115 92 116 107 93 94 99 94 92 98 0.550347 987/1000
NonOverTemp
107 107 99 87 101 111 111 84 86 107 0.340858 992/1000
NonOverTemp
111 106 94 102 88 115 93 100 97 94 0.678686 988/1000
NonOverTemp
95 104 102 101 113 93 90 107 110 85 0.597620 987/1000
NonOverTemp
106 113 116 91 96 99 88 91 91 109 0.395940 988/1000
NonOverTemp
113 104 95 93 102 108 97 92 93 103 0.869278 993/1000
NonOverTemp
87 109 90 106 100 99 100 109 106 94 0.798139 988/1000
NonOverTemp
94 114 104 93 99 101 114 94 101 86 0.607993 992/1000
NonOverTemp
107 91 120 80 100 105 103 100 95 99 0.358641 994/1000
NonOverTemp
101 111 96 119 91 98 98 107 81 98 0.348869 988/1000
NonOverTemp
103 87 105 102 100 90 115 106 97 95 0.737915 994/1000
NonOverTemp
108 104 88 110 100 91 94 109 90 106 0.680755 990/1000
NonOverTemp
98 114 92 106 104 109 91 92 89 105 0.649612 993/1000
NonOverTemp
104 97 116 89 93 97 92 99 107 106 0.729870 992/1000
NonOverTemp
103 121 102 113 89 98 112 85 86 91 0.124476 990/1000
NonOverTemp
299
109 103 114 97 110 100 98 86 94 89 0.583145 990/1000
NonOverTemp
99 107 106 90 97 108 103 104 98 88 0.889118 996/1000
NonOverTemp
95 117 98 91 102 91 103 88 111 104 0.560545 991/1000
NonOverTemp
99 85 119 95 100 99 109 93 90 111 0.380407 995/1000
NonOverTemp
99 99 89 84 89 109 97 120 103 111 0.262249 983/1000
NonOverTemp
107 110 106 88 110 91 113 96 86 93 0.401199 988/1000
NonOverTemp
98 93 90 100 86 116 104 93 106 114 0.435430 989/1000
NonOverTemp
89 91 77 99 114 122 83 99 114 112 0.015490 989/1000
NonOverTemp
85 110 99 101 91 104 103 93 114 100 0.660012 993/1000
NonOverTemp
97 107 101 120 86 87 88 104 103 107 0.317565 989/1000
NonOverTemp
90 93 84 95 97 112 108 98 104 119 0.328297 995/1000
NonOverTemp
104 108 103 109 84 107 100 89 100 96 0.727851 984/1000
NonOverTemp
102 106 91 103 96 105 82 99 94 122 0.337688 988/1000
NonOverTemp
107 90 97 110 99 104 102 106 98 87 0.844641 989/1000
NonOverTemp
113 86 95 99 90 123 105 95 86 108 0.149495 988/1000
NonOverTemp
100 83 92 108 110 97 101 105 90 114 0.486588 988/1000
NonOverTemp
86 109 99 113 100 93 100 86 120 94 0.257004 993/1000
NonOverTemp
102 85 100 92 96 106 109 109 92 109 0.686955 987/1000
NonOverTemp
107 88 101 99 96 117 102 92 85 113 0.382115 986/1000
NonOverTemp
101 96 89 102 95 99 106 98 113 101 0.925287 986/1000
NonOverTemp
101 111 86 106 101 98 101 110 97 89 0.749884 987/1000
NonOverTemp
96 94 98 85 106 104 92 105 119 101 0.550347 994/1000
NonOverTemp
93 110 102 97 88 109 108 96 110 87 0.599693 992/1000
NonOverTemp
102 101 84 97 93 92 108 109 107 107 0.713641 991/1000
NonOverTemp
90 107 110 95 104 84 80 111 115 104 0.159020 997/1000
NonOverTemp
96 100 113 109 90 95 88 88 100 121 0.262249 992/1000
NonOverTemp
72 107 102 115 97 99 110 93 108 97 0.165340 987/1000
NonOverTemp
300
88 103 106 100 98 87 95 113 93 117 0.442831 996/1000
NonOverTemp
100 94 101 91 111 106 108 99 92 98 0.906069 986/1000
NonOverTemp
103 110 88 96 107 88 105 110 102 91 0.666245 989/1000
NonOverTemp
88 104 100 99 96 116 88 110 103 96 0.635037 989/1000
NonOverTemp
95 97 84 107 101 110 98 97 101 110 0.784927 993/1000
NonOverTemp
86 98 98 104 98 132 78 110 103 93 0.026057 991/1000
NonOverTemp
83 116 100 97 99 97 114 98 96 100 0.554420 988/1000
NonOverTemp
105 102 103 95 88 102 99 102 103 101 0.986658 986/1000
NonOverTemp
87 102 108 102 93 92 102 107 101 106 0.880145 993/1000
NonOverTemp
107 104 90 90 105 90 114 96 103 101 0.727851 990/1000
NonOverTemp
86 103 80 88 114 94 103 105 116 111 0.125200 993/1000
NonOverTemp
108 91 99 95 98 93 92 114 112 98 0.707513 994/1000
NonOverTemp
98 113 94 105 91 94 86 109 102 108 0.641284 989/1000
NonOverTemp
109 97 95 100 91 109 101 107 94 97 0.928857 993/1000
NonOverTemp
100 83 88 104 128 95 99 99 98 106 0.162606 994/1000
NonOverTemp
87 92 114 105 102 100 92 114 101 93 0.566688 994/1000
NonOverTemp
93 80 116 100 103 94 109 103 90 112 0.286836 991/1000
NonOverTemp
87 92 93 104 104 119 109 89 100 103 0.450297 990/1000
NonOverTemp
112 102 102 83 103 114 101 101 83 99 0.402962 986/1000
NonOverTemp
87 88 101 100 97 108 109 101 109 100 0.788728 995/1000
NonOverTemp
103 93 109 111 79 101 95 95 104 110 0.467322 990/1000
NonOverTemp
88 110 92 87 108 104 108 96 94 113 0.492436 990/1000
NonOverTemp
93 88 110 97 105 122 100 93 98 94 0.437274 994/1000
NonOverTemp
95 95 104 90 97 110 96 96 107 110 0.870856 987/1000
NonOverTemp
91 122 109 95 91 106 106 90 88 102 0.295391 993/1000
NonOverTemp
100 98 86 106 85 92 115 94 114 110 0.288249 990/1000
NonOverTemp
101 102 107 90 110 106 97 96 109 82 0.616305 988/1000
NonOverTemp
301
90 99 80 102 120 96 113 90 102 108 0.182550 993/1000
NonOverTemp
95 95 94 112 98 118 84 117 99 88 0.187581 982/1000
NonOverTemp
85 99 107 87 101 97 98 96 114 116 0.413628 994/1000
NonOverTemp
122 83 92 99 103 86 95 94 118 108 0.093157 995/1000
NonOverTemp
94 92 120 97 96 92 102 97 105 105 0.686955 993/1000
NonOverTemp
99 109 98 104 100 110 95 90 110 85 0.686955 990/1000
NonOverTemp
114 109 81 113 92 108 95 98 86 104 0.227180 988/1000
NonOverTemp
88 91 110 102 116 102 88 94 117 92 0.260930 992/1000
NonOverTemp
98 99 112 104 89 120 89 98 85 106 0.295391 990/1000
NonOverTemp
106 113 118 89 97 98 89 89 91 110 0.285427 988/1000
NonOverTemp
117 99 102 94 96 111 85 101 93 102 0.589341 983/1000
OverTemp
102 116 83 96 109 100 110 92 96 96 0.492436 985/1000
Universal
105 108 94 113 103 110 109 79 89 90 0.245490 993/1000
ApproxEnt
60 71 62 56 61 50 69 63 58 64 0.791055 607/614
RandEx
62 54 63 61 68 75 61 65 46 59 0.444875 608/614
RandEx
68 62 61 50 61 69 60 69 55 59 0.781702 606/614
RandEx
69 55 54 54 68 52 74 57 65 66 0.429743 603/614
RandEx
75 53 68 40 63 81 61 52 57 64 0.014270 612/614
RandEx
71 62 60 61 66 50 60 64 62 58 0.883664 610/614
RandEx
60 68 56 71 67 60 63 67 52 50 0.591138 611/614
RandEx
61 62 57 50 59 63 69 60 67 66 0.878693 610/614
RandEx
56 58 58 81 65 50 68 50 62 66 0.175627 610/614
RandomExVar
62 56 58 74 62 70 56 65 54 57 0.696617 611/614
RandomExVar
61 66 55 63 63 65 57 70 51 63 0.860571 610/614
RandomExVar
67 67 49 60 65 53 77 56 50 70 0.172489 610/614
RandomExVar
70 59 66 56 68 63 57 59 55 61 0.911413 608/614
RandomExVar
69 61 67 62 54 61 54 74 59 53 0.621761 608/614
RandomExVar
302
69 58 70 56 54 66 51 60 66 64 0.703350 611/614
RandomExVar
74 50 72 46 59 60 52 67 69 65 0.131966 609/614
RandomExVar
65 78 51 58 61 62 59 53 69 58 0.426750 606/614
RandomExVar
63 68 65 65 58 64 54 57 55 65 0.935351 604/614
RandomExVar
60 63 69 60 63 65 56 57 60 61 0.988602 605/614
RandomExVar
56 58 62 83 46 61 67 54 58 69 0.096959 605/614
RandomExVar
60 56 68 69 61 59 65 52 61 63 0.911413 608/614
RandomExVar
65 62 60 65 67 66 64 51 50 64 0.791055 607/614
RandomExVar
59 67 68 70 58 56 49 62 79 46 0.098881 608/614
RandomExVar
54 67 65 62 57 65 73 61 50 60 0.683094 609/614
RandomExVar
60 55 70 59 68 71 60 62 50 59 0.686481 609/614
RandomExVar
61 59 64 69 63 61 52 52 58 75 0.601324 607/614
RandomExVar
118 91 100 95 97 105 93 98 97 106 0.777265 992/1000
Serial
89 105 104 99 90 103 99 117 93 101 0.727851 993/1000
Serial
113 97 83 116 97 102 100 103 94 95 0.528111 984/1000
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 980 for a
sample size = 1000 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 600 for a sample size = 614 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -








generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
100 113 109 96 95 105 100 88 90 104 0.763677 989/1000
Frequency
99 118 105 89 96 82 114 99 112 86 0.142062 992/1000
BlockFreq
105 110 93 96 105 92 99 100 118 82 0.411840 990/1000
CumulSums
117 101 95 110 94 98 91 108 110 76 0.173770 987/1000
CumulSums
95 108 91 105 103 106 98 94 94 106 0.940080 993/1000
Runs
95 103 104 89 101 102 110 105 94 97 0.943242 990/1000
LongestRun
98 108 116 89 106 100 96 92 101 94 0.741918 993/1000
Rank
109 97 94 100 103 92 92 111 105 97 0.899171 988/1000 FFT
95 113 101 97 95 98 93 101 110 97 0.916599 990/1000
NonOverTemp
93 97 124 84 89 88 112 95 109 109 0.094854 990/1000
NonOverTemp
96 94 99 103 82 106 112 97 99 112 0.616305 992/1000
NonOverTemp
96 108 94 127 82 103 87 102 95 106 0.118120 991/1000
NonOverTemp
95 116 108 100 90 107 110 88 93 93 0.498313 993/1000
NonOverTemp
115 105 108 111 94 71 105 111 80 100 0.029011 985/1000
NonOverTemp
94 117 102 106 93 92 90 102 113 91 0.502247 989/1000
NonOverTemp
103 88 112 101 97 118 95 95 92 99 0.589341 992/1000
NonOverTemp
104 87 111 94 98 106 98 95 97 110 0.816537 994/1000
NonOverTemp
112 114 85 88 94 105 104 98 101 99 0.542228 984/1000
NonOverTemp
103 89 103 93 106 102 101 101 98 104 0.980883 987/1000
NonOverTemp
95 102 103 96 86 111 93 93 121 100 0.428095 989/1000
NonOverTemp
114 98 99 99 108 97 105 106 96 78 0.498313 984/1000
NonOverTemp
90 87 101 100 98 96 95 121 101 111 0.457825 992/1000
NonOverTemp
122 83 105 90 106 115 106 76 80 117 0.003447 990/1000
NonOverTemp
114 103 94 96 98 101 96 107 110 81 0.546283 991/1000
NonOverTemp
304
91 110 114 98 99 90 98 89 94 117 0.408275 991/1000
NonOverTemp
96 114 118 86 92 103 98 104 104 85 0.299736 992/1000
NonOverTemp
100 117 91 98 93 100 87 104 114 96 0.514124 989/1000
NonOverTemp
98 91 111 97 94 105 110 103 103 88 0.800005 991/1000
NonOverTemp
93 101 82 109 112 101 94 93 97 118 0.336111 986/1000
NonOverTemp
89 94 120 84 116 87 109 111 92 98 0.088762 991/1000
NonOverTemp
109 109 85 110 98 103 79 103 105 99 0.370262 987/1000
NonOverTemp
101 97 120 107 109 96 108 97 84 81 0.188601 991/1000
NonOverTemp
94 87 91 126 109 103 101 98 104 87 0.190654 991/1000
NonOverTemp
85 92 95 104 91 115 111 94 99 114 0.358641 993/1000
NonOverTemp
110 103 110 104 96 96 83 111 82 105 0.337688 991/1000
NonOverTemp
110 96 102 93 114 84 107 91 95 108 0.494392 985/1000
NonOverTemp
81 94 90 97 108 109 107 109 100 105 0.528111 993/1000
NonOverTemp
100 112 86 92 96 106 110 94 105 99 0.721777 990/1000
NonOverTemp
104 112 102 99 122 89 98 109 82 83 0.100109 995/1000
NonOverTemp
95 103 109 79 98 104 106 111 104 91 0.504219 989/1000
NonOverTemp
91 103 113 85 99 99 108 102 101 99 0.783019 992/1000
NonOverTemp
100 104 98 88 100 96 107 105 102 100 0.978654 990/1000
NonOverTemp
82 109 111 93 90 90 111 91 99 124 0.077131 989/1000
NonOverTemp
94 100 117 109 85 109 94 94 94 104 0.498313 993/1000
NonOverTemp
94 96 91 110 95 112 104 91 94 113 0.632955 991/1000
NonOverTemp
94 95 91 103 119 102 86 101 96 113 0.439122 989/1000
NonOverTemp
101 125 108 100 97 98 98 94 85 94 0.347257 990/1000
NonOverTemp
93 97 121 97 100 126 98 102 78 88 0.032923 986/1000
NonOverTemp
109 100 91 96 108 97 105 99 98 97 0.968128 991/1000
NonOverTemp
104 103 115 84 103 99 88 102 93 109 0.540204 989/1000
NonOverTemp
98 98 87 119 107 91 111 79 99 111 0.140453 993/1000
NonOverTemp
305
98 109 102 112 93 102 89 93 99 103 0.862883 986/1000
NonOverTemp
104 108 101 82 104 94 104 101 98 104 0.839507 988/1000
NonOverTemp
95 104 106 93 87 103 104 99 99 110 0.896345 986/1000
NonOverTemp
79 106 123 91 89 92 88 97 125 110 0.010606 995/1000
NonOverTemp
105 89 107 92 106 100 85 105 100 111 0.672470 990/1000
NonOverTemp
117 104 108 92 96 89 92 92 105 105 0.587274 989/1000
NonOverTemp
99 85 118 94 91 107 104 97 100 105 0.568739 992/1000
NonOverTemp
121 100 83 95 97 95 106 111 101 91 0.328297 990/1000
NonOverTemp
98 92 107 90 108 98 109 93 103 102 0.892036 991/1000
NonOverTemp
109 89 96 108 95 91 103 110 92 107 0.729870 987/1000
NonOverTemp
110 94 94 108 108 82 104 98 103 99 0.684890 992/1000
NonOverTemp
76 124 125 91 109 87 92 91 102 103 0.007007 996/1000
NonOverTemp
107 83 101 105 94 125 97 80 107 101 0.095426 987/1000
NonOverTemp
98 105 113 99 85 105 104 111 94 86 0.516113 986/1000
NonOverTemp
116 93 101 87 87 110 97 93 105 111 0.394195 991/1000
NonOverTemp
94 116 102 102 96 91 95 108 97 99 0.837781 990/1000
NonOverTemp
110 79 101 117 93 89 97 101 118 95 0.137282 990/1000
NonOverTemp
92 93 118 97 115 121 84 98 95 87 0.074330 995/1000
NonOverTemp
112 96 110 92 89 97 87 103 115 99 0.476911 990/1000
NonOverTemp
102 96 91 91 104 123 108 95 103 87 0.355364 991/1000
NonOverTemp
116 102 99 101 114 131 78 77 95 87 0.001852 990/1000
NonOverTemp
93 96 110 110 99 96 97 109 96 94 0.894918 987/1000
NonOverTemp
92 107 100 108 105 84 116 89 104 95 0.459717 992/1000
NonOverTemp
96 109 94 106 105 100 84 97 115 94 0.616305 993/1000
NonOverTemp
92 114 96 79 114 102 98 97 104 104 0.382115 991/1000
NonOverTemp
100 98 98 114 104 92 94 96 110 94 0.858002 993/1000
NonOverTemp
114 85 99 87 98 92 117 108 99 101 0.339271 986/1000
NonOverTemp
306
102 101 108 91 105 98 100 91 99 105 0.969588 992/1000
NonOverTemp
86 90 101 108 91 113 100 106 105 100 0.666245 995/1000
NonOverTemp
90 87 93 108 112 90 101 101 108 110 0.542228 994/1000
NonOverTemp
88 93 100 103 102 97 121 107 101 88 0.484646 988/1000
NonOverTemp
95 113 103 95 95 97 95 99 111 97 0.899171 990/1000
NonOverTemp
85 99 100 85 107 121 91 91 113 108 0.146982 988/1000
NonOverTemp
110 89 100 83 100 127 93 118 87 93 0.031848 991/1000
NonOverTemp
116 107 110 110 99 93 99 93 77 96 0.242986 989/1000
NonOverTemp
111 117 91 91 79 108 99 100 99 105 0.272977 992/1000
NonOverTemp
96 101 103 98 98 115 83 91 106 109 0.589341 990/1000
NonOverTemp
100 83 103 95 91 115 97 102 111 103 0.562591 989/1000
NonOverTemp
99 122 94 91 86 107 97 104 100 100 0.463512 991/1000
NonOverTemp
100 96 92 93 110 97 89 109 103 111 0.769527 987/1000
NonOverTemp
79 110 89 93 87 109 96 118 107 112 0.092597 994/1000
NonOverTemp
101 89 95 96 107 100 88 112 103 109 0.749884 991/1000
NonOverTemp
95 101 102 103 112 94 100 95 103 95 0.972382 994/1000
NonOverTemp
107 113 100 88 94 88 97 105 115 93 0.484646 990/1000
NonOverTemp
124 92 89 85 106 101 100 109 97 97 0.260930 985/1000
NonOverTemp
123 105 77 88 92 109 97 106 108 95 0.089301 993/1000
NonOverTemp
114 86 74 100 103 99 120 96 101 107 0.079538 993/1000
NonOverTemp
92 106 92 93 99 112 103 112 91 100 0.747898 989/1000
NonOverTemp
99 107 99 98 95 82 90 112 102 116 0.429923 989/1000
NonOverTemp
91 89 94 104 83 104 92 110 109 124 0.129620 994/1000
NonOverTemp
110 82 101 98 100 92 101 107 106 103 0.751866 994/1000
NonOverTemp
110 92 112 94 104 94 104 112 85 93 0.504219 982/1000
NonOverTemp
96 99 92 100 95 106 99 95 104 114 0.924076 984/1000
NonOverTemp
104 96 100 100 93 88 106 104 101 108 0.945296 989/1000
NonOverTemp
307
96 101 88 105 96 98 97 111 109 99 0.899171 990/1000
NonOverTemp
105 93 105 103 108 97 109 91 94 95 0.908760 991/1000
NonOverTemp
103 104 112 92 94 99 100 106 93 97 0.933472 989/1000
NonOverTemp
95 91 112 100 84 97 94 116 102 109 0.444691 986/1000
NonOverTemp
105 88 111 101 111 95 96 104 94 95 0.807412 994/1000
NonOverTemp
90 94 100 105 103 94 111 105 111 87 0.697257 990/1000
NonOverTemp
116 115 112 109 98 97 83 74 95 101 0.047173 982/1000
NonOverTemp
107 110 111 93 97 92 88 101 94 107 0.717714 986/1000
NonOverTemp
98 102 86 114 88 109 118 103 90 92 0.260930 988/1000
NonOverTemp
109 108 102 84 97 90 109 100 96 105 0.703417 993/1000
NonOverTemp
96 112 89 93 111 124 92 103 90 90 0.162606 990/1000
NonOverTemp
109 113 103 81 85 111 101 100 94 103 0.340858 988/1000
NonOverTemp
97 96 92 115 89 101 105 100 100 105 0.846338 991/1000
NonOverTemp
94 97 92 103 116 98 98 95 102 105 0.886162 989/1000
NonOverTemp
108 111 97 99 110 87 92 101 93 102 0.757790 992/1000
NonOverTemp
106 88 100 101 97 90 116 106 99 97 0.747898 989/1000
NonOverTemp
101 99 98 100 89 102 89 104 110 108 0.889118 992/1000
NonOverTemp
109 90 109 100 91 97 110 83 105 106 0.532132 989/1000
NonOverTemp
98 102 101 83 97 104 119 96 106 94 0.562591 992/1000
NonOverTemp
94 106 118 111 108 103 89 100 76 95 0.157251 996/1000
NonOverTemp
100 96 97 110 101 102 103 94 95 102 0.990819 993/1000
NonOverTemp
99 121 98 102 85 106 109 97 88 95 0.375313 984/1000
NonOverTemp
90 97 106 108 95 90 105 101 101 107 0.904708 991/1000
NonOverTemp
95 117 96 88 104 101 104 92 104 99 0.751866 991/1000
NonOverTemp
97 97 86 97 95 111 108 95 101 113 0.711601 990/1000
NonOverTemp
92 94 96 121 88 98 93 113 107 98 0.370262 988/1000
NonOverTemp
106 94 115 89 92 104 85 101 103 111 0.480771 986/1000
NonOverTemp
308
100 94 109 97 105 88 113 99 86 109 0.593478 984/1000
NonOverTemp
87 76 95 104 112 107 105 109 100 105 0.268917 992/1000
NonOverTemp
101 105 96 90 110 111 94 93 103 97 0.862883 991/1000
NonOverTemp
95 91 92 117 115 105 104 94 97 90 0.465415 990/1000
NonOverTemp
103 99 106 134 87 100 84 95 95 97 0.050954 991/1000
NonOverTemp
88 81 108 100 95 90 108 102 112 116 0.235589 996/1000
NonOverTemp
106 103 101 105 90 105 85 105 102 98 0.872425 993/1000
NonOverTemp
101 92 97 98 106 117 98 92 101 98 0.854708 985/1000
NonOverTemp
91 102 94 106 97 94 111 104 101 100 0.946308 992/1000
NonOverTemp
103 112 84 105 86 95 96 132 107 80 0.010834 986/1000
NonOverTemp
86 96 115 98 101 97 96 109 101 101 0.788728 987/1000
NonOverTemp
93 108 104 88 101 95 96 115 105 95 0.749884 993/1000
NonOverTemp
104 85 108 109 93 103 107 105 91 95 0.715679 988/1000
NonOverTemp
93 108 108 105 79 102 102 110 101 92 0.518106 995/1000
NonOverTemp
98 95 98 126 89 94 105 101 97 97 0.428095 985/1000
NonOverTemp
111 101 89 100 111 100 81 88 98 121 0.156373 988/1000
NonOverTemp
98 97 104 93 116 93 100 117 92 90 0.498313 989/1000
NonOverTemp
105 113 92 91 101 108 100 105 85 100 0.684890 994/1000
NonOverTemp
102 89 97 114 106 106 99 98 104 85 0.691081 988/1000
NonOverTemp
116 102 105 93 89 100 95 97 101 102 0.839507 989/1000
NonOverTemp
112 85 100 102 99 113 97 97 82 113 0.308561 990/1000
NonOverTemp
100 87 88 106 99 104 109 110 94 103 0.747898 987/1000
NonOverTemp
97 102 110 123 95 89 96 85 90 113 0.163513 993/1000
NonOverTemp
88 93 101 102 103 96 120 109 100 88 0.486588 988/1000
NonOverTemp
88 115 106 84 94 104 118 87 100 104 0.201189 992/1000
OverTemp
96 111 108 100 88 116 100 90 74 117 0.054314 991/1000
Universal
93 109 93 100 92 97 97 118 106 95 0.693142 994/1000
ApproxEnt
309
68 54 74 60 68 60 52 60 52 62 0.544088 600/610
RandEx
63 59 59 58 66 64 72 69 48 52 0.530845 602/610
RandEx
67 60 66 65 69 56 63 44 58 62 0.564135 601/610
RandEx
64 59 61 63 47 66 75 54 74 47 0.125867 606/610
RandEx
53 53 58 61 67 51 74 62 65 66 0.540768 605/610
RandEx
49 73 49 73 60 61 59 67 55 64 0.285958 609/610
RandEx
48 62 62 56 58 56 67 63 74 64 0.601324 606/610
RandEx
47 63 70 66 62 63 47 60 73 59 0.292942 608/610
RandEx
54 62 63 75 58 55 67 55 58 63 0.716747 601/610
RandomExVar
55 55 74 64 62 60 64 58 66 52 0.723406 601/610
RandomExVar
58 57 68 67 56 55 64 54 67 64 0.876173 606/610
RandomExVar
57 51 69 68 58 44 54 61 74 74 0.091387 604/610
RandomExVar
55 58 65 60 56 52 64 65 77 58 0.584363 604/610
RandomExVar
58 56 54 71 63 59 61 52 66 70 0.720080 602/610
RandomExVar
55 55 60 75 60 73 55 59 62 56 0.547415 602/610
RandomExVar
60 55 76 66 53 66 55 51 61 67 0.438789 602/610
RandomExVar
60 65 62 60 59 72 52 61 49 70 0.597926 604/610
RandomExVar
52 66 68 64 57 54 49 61 65 74 0.423768 602/610
RandomExVar
53 62 69 60 70 58 67 49 59 63 0.669512 603/610
RandomExVar
59 55 58 76 53 57 58 66 69 59 0.587748 605/610
RandomExVar
53 62 50 66 66 54 61 58 71 69 0.584363 604/610
RandomExVar
54 53 59 64 64 59 66 51 66 74 0.584363 604/610
RandomExVar
46 58 63 72 68 48 73 48 70 64 0.065525 604/610
RandomExVar
48 65 60 76 55 44 59 73 72 58 0.054959 606/610
RandomExVar
54 65 71 50 60 56 78 52 66 58 0.228503 606/610
RandomExVar
52 58 75 62 62 62 58 55 51 75 0.324600 608/610
RandomExVar
100 77 109 98 98 100 109 108 102 99 0.566688 987/1000
Serial
310
102 106 103 97 79 94 101 96 104 118 0.444691 987/1000
Serial
85 91 106 95 94 115 109 101 102 102 0.618385 988/1000
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 980 for a
sample size = 1000 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 596 for a sample size = 610 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
-------------------------------------------------------------------
NIST STS 10 000 000 bits at 10 runs
-------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------
RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
2 0 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 1 0.350485 9/10
Frequency
0 1 1 3 1 0 1 0 2 1 0.534146 10/10
BlockFreq
2 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 0.739918 9/10
CumulSums
1 2 0 0 3 2 1 0 1 0 0.350485 9/10
CumulSums
1 1 0 0 1 3 2 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
Runs
2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 0.739918 10/10
LongestRun
0 0 1 2 2 2 0 2 1 0 0.534146 10/10
Rank
0 1 1 2 3 0 2 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10 FFT
0 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
311
0 2 2 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 3 0 2 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 1 0 1 4 1 0 0 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 0 3 1 1 2 1 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 2 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 2 0 0 2 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 0 0 3 3 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 3 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 4 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
312
1 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 2 0 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 0 3 1 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 1 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 1 2 1 0 1 1 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 0 3 0 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 0 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 4 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 0.004301 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 4 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 4 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 2 0 0 2 0 2 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 3 2 2 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 2 3 1 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 3 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 1 3 1 2 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 1 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
313
1 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 1 1 3 0 0 1 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 2 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 2 1 1 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 1 2 0 2 1 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 0 3 2 0 0 1 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 0 3 2 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 2 0 0 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 3 0 1 2 0 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 1 1 4 1 2 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 0 1 0 1 3 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
314
2 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 3 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 1 0 3 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 2 1 3 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 3 0 1 1 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 3 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 2 4 0 0 1 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 2 2 1 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 2 1 0 0 3 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 2 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
315
0 2 0 3 0 3 0 1 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 4 0 0 3 0 0 1 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 3 0 1 0 2 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 3 0 0 2 3 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 3 0.066882 8/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 1 2 0 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 3 2 0 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 0 3 2 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 0 2 0 3 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 1 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
316
0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 1 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 3 1 2 0 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 3 0 2 0 1 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0.066882 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 1 4 0 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 3 0 1 2 0 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0.534146 10/10
OverTemp
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 4 0.122325 10/10
Universal
1 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
ApproxEnt
2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
RandEx
1 2 1 0 1 1 0 3 1 0 0.534146 10/10
RandEx
3 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 0.213309 10/10
RandEx
1 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 0.911413 10/10
RandEx
1 2 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10
RandEx
3 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0.213309 9/10
RandEx
5 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0.008879 8/10
RandEx
4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.213309 9/10
RandEx
2 1 1 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
RandomExVar
0 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0.534146 10/10
RandomExVar
1 2 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
RandomExVar
1 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 4 0.066882 10/10
RandomExVar
317
2 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
RandomExVar
2 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 0.739918 9/10
RandomExVar
2 1 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 1 0.066882 9/10
RandomExVar
2 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.534146 9/10
RandomExVar
3 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 0 0.213309 9/10
RandomExVar
4 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0.122325 9/10
RandomExVar
3 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0.350485 8/10
RandomExVar
3 0 1 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 0.350485 8/10
RandomExVar
3 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0.213309 8/10
RandomExVar
3 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0.122325 8/10
RandomExVar
4 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.213309 10/10
RandomExVar
3 1 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.213309 10/10
RandomExVar
1 3 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
RandomExVar
1 1 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
RandomExVar
2 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
Serial
1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0.911413 10/10
Serial
1 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0.911413 10/10
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 8 for a
sample size = 10 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 8 for a sample size = 10 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -





RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
0 0 3 0 2 1 2 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
Frequency
0 0 1 2 1 0 2 3 1 0 0.350485 10/10
BlockFreq
1 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 0.739918 10/10
CumulSums
0 0 1 0 5 1 1 2 0 0 0.008879 10/10
CumulSums
0 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 2 2 0.213309 10/10
Runs
2 1 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
LongestRun
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 3 1 0.534146 10/10
Rank
0 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10 FFT
1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 5 1 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 5 0 0.004301 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 1 0 2 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 0.066882 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
319
2 0 0 0 3 1 1 0 3 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 2 0 2 0 2 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 3 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 0.000199 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 4 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 1 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 1 3 0 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 0 0 3 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 1 2 2 2 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 1 0 2 3 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 0 3 1 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 2 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 3 3 0 0 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 3 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 3 1 0 2 1 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
320
1 0 0 1 2 0 2 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 0 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 0 0 2 3 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 3 1 1 0 2 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 1 0 1 3 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 1 3 0 2 1 2 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 3 1 0 1 2 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 3 0 1 1 2 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 2 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 4 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 3 1 0 0 3 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 1 0 2 3 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 2 1 0 1 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
321
1 1 0 4 0 0 0 2 1 1 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 3 0 1 0 2 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 5 1 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 1 0 1 3 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 4 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 4 0 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 0 0 3 0 2 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 1 0 3 0 0 1 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 2 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 4 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 0.739918 8/10
NonOverTemp
0 4 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 3 1 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 0 1 1 4 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
322
0 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 0 1 0 2 2 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 3 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 0 1 1 2 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 2 0 1 0 3 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 4 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 2 3 1 0 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
323
1 3 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 4 2 0 1 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 4 0 0 3 0 1 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 3 1 1 1 2 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 3 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 3 2 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
5 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.002043 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 1 1 4 0 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
5 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.008879 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 4 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 1 1 0 3 0 1 0 1 0.213309 10/10
OverTemp
324
0 4 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0.122325 10/10
Universal
1 3 2 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
ApproxEnt
2 0 0 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 0 1 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandEx
3 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 ---- 7/7
RandEx
0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 1 0 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 0 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 1 0 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
325
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 1 ---- 7/7
RandomExVar
0 0 0 1 0 2 3 3 1 0 0.122325 10/10
Serial
0 0 2 0 2 1 0 2 1 2 0.534146 10/10
Serial
0 3 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 8 for a
sample size = 10 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 6 for a sample size = 7 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 2 4 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10
Frequency
2 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 2 0.066882 10/10
BlockFreq
0 3 2 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0.350485 10/10
CumulSums
2 3 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
CumulSums
0 1 3 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
Runs
1 0 2 0 2 4 0 1 0 0 0.066882 10/10
LongestRun
3 0 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.213309 10/10
Rank
4 2 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10 FFT
326
1 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 5 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 0 1 3 0 1 0 2 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 0 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.035174 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 2 0 3 1 0 3 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 3 2 1 1 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 4 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 4 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 2 4 1 1 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 3 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 3 0 0 1 1 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
327
0 0 1 0 1 0 3 1 2 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 2 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 2 1 0 3 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 0 3 1 0 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 3 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 2 3 0 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 0 2 0 2 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 4 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 2 2 1 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 3 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 3 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
328
3 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 0 2 2 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 1 1 0 2 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 2 2 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 4 2 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 4 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 2 2 2 1 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
329
2 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 0 0 2 0 1 3 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 3 0 1 1 0 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 2 2 0 1 0 2 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0.213309 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 3 0 1 2 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 1 3 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 4 2 0 1 2 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 0 1 0 3 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 0 2 3 0 1 1 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 0 3 1 1 0 0 2 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
330
0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 1 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 4 0 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 3 2 2 0 0 1 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0.739918 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 1 2 2 3 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 0 3 0 2 3 2 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 5 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 2 0 0 0 2 2 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 4 1 2 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 2 0 5 0 0 0 2 0.004301 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 2 0 1 3 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 0 2 0 3 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 2 0 0 3 2 1 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 4 0 0 1 2 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
331
1 1 1 0 2 0 3 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 0 2 1 3 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 5 0 1 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 5 0 0.017912 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 3 0 2 0 2 2 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 4 1 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 0 4 0 3 1 0 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 3 0 0 0 2 0 2 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 0 3 2 0 1 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 4 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
3 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
OverTemp
2 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 0.122325 10/10
Universal
2 2 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 0.534146 10/10
ApproxEnt
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 1 ---- 8/8
RandEx
0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 3 ---- 8/8
RandEx
0 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandEx
0 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandEx
0 1 0 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandEx
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandEx
1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 ---- 8/8
RandEx
0 0 0 2 0 0 3 2 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandEx
0 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 0 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
332
0 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
2 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
2 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 0 1 1 0 3 1 0 2 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 0 1 3 1 0 0 3 0 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 1 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
0 2 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 ---- 8/8
RandomExVar
1 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 3 0.350485 10/10
Serial
0 1 0 3 0 1 0 1 3 1 0.213309 10/10
Serial
0 1 2 2 1 0 3 0 1 0 0.350485 10/10
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 8 for a
sample size = 10 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 7 for a sample size = 8 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -





RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 0.911413 10/10
Frequency
0 0 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
BlockFreq
2 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 1 3 0.122325 10/10
CumulSums
2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
CumulSums
2 2 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 0.534146 9/10
Runs
2 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 0.350485 9/10
LongestRun
0 1 2 1 4 0 1 0 0 1 0.122325 10/10
Rank
3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 1 0.213309 9/10 FFT
0 1 0 0 0 3 1 2 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 1 2 1 4 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 2 2 2 0 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 3 0 1 1 1 0 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 1 0 0 3 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 2 0 3 2 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
334
1 2 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 3 1 0 2 2 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 1 3 1 0 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 0 3 0 1 2 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
4 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 3 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 4 0.035174 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 1 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 1 2 1 3 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
4 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
335
0 3 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 3 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 3 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 4 0 1 0 0 1 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 1 0 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.991468 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 2 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
336
0 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.991468 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 2 3 0 1 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 0 0 3 1 2 1 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 3 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 0 1 2 3 0 0 0.534146 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 3 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 3 3 2 1 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 0 3 1 1 1 2 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 2 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 3 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 5 1 0 2 1 0 0.008879 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 0 3 0 2 1 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 2 0 0 3 1 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
337
1 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 4 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 0 2 1 1 2 0 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 2 1 2 0 3 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 0.991468 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 3 1 2 0 2 0 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 0 1 1 0 2 3 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 0 4 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 4 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 3 0 1 1 1 2 2 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 3 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.350485 9/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 3 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 3 1 3 0 1 0 1 0.213309 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 2 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 0 2 1 1 3 0 3 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
338
0 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 2 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 4 2 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 3 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 4 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0.122325 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 2 0 1 0 2 2 2 0 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 2 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 2 3 0 0 1 0 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 2 0 0 4 1 2 1 0 0 0.066882 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 1 0 1 1 3 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
0 3 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
3 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0.534146 8/10
NonOverTemp
0 1 1 1 0 2 0 2 2 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 1 0 3 3 0 1 0 0 0.122325 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 0.911413 9/10
NonOverTemp
0 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 2 0 2 2 0 1 0 1 0.739918 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.000000 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 2 1 0.534146 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 1 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
2 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
NonOverTemp
1 3 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
NonOverTemp
339
1 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 2 0.739918 10/10
OverTemp
0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 0.350485 10/10
Universal
0 2 0 1 0 3 1 1 1 1 0.534146 10/10
ApproxEnt
0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 4 0.122325 10/10
RandEx
0 1 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 2 0.739918 10/10
RandEx
0 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 2 2 0.213309 10/10
RandEx
0 1 2 0 3 0 1 2 1 0 0.350485 10/10
RandEx
0 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 3 0 0.534146 10/10
RandEx
1 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 1 2 0.534146 10/10
RandEx
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0.911413 10/10
RandEx
1 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 3 0 0.534146 10/10
RandEx
1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.991468 10/10
RandomExVar
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 0.991468 10/10
RandomExVar
1 1 3 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0.534146 10/10
RandomExVar
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.991468 10/10
RandomExVar
2 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 2 0.739918 9/10
RandomExVar
1 2 0 0 0 2 3 1 0 1 0.350485 9/10
RandomExVar
1 1 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0.534146 10/10
RandomExVar
1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 0 0.911413 10/10
RandomExVar
0 4 0 0 1 0 2 1 2 0 0.066882 10/10
RandomExVar
2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0.739918 10/10
RandomExVar
1 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 0.911413 10/10
RandomExVar
0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 0.534146 10/10
RandomExVar
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 0 0.911413 10/10
RandomExVar
1 0 0 3 1 1 1 0 2 1 0.534146 10/10
RandomExVar
0 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 0.911413 10/10
RandomExVar
0 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 3 0.350485 10/10
RandomExVar
340
0 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 0.911413 10/10
RandomExVar
0 0 1 1 2 0 2 1 2 1 0.739918 10/10
RandomExVar
2 2 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 0.739918 10/10
Serial
3 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0.213309 9/10
Serial
0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 1 3 0.350485 10/10
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 8 for a
sample size = 10 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 8 for a sample size = 10 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
-------------------------------------------------------------------
NIST STS 10 000 000 bits at 100 runs
-------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------
RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
11 15 13 9 11 9 7 5 5 15 0.202268 100/100
Frequency
11 11 7 11 10 8 12 8 8 14 0.883171 98/100
BlockFreq
14 11 9 11 7 10 12 15 5 6 0.366918 100/100
CumulSums
10 14 10 14 12 8 6 10 8 8 0.699313 100/100
CumulSums
8 4 13 13 9 11 10 8 15 9 0.437274 100/100
Runs
16 10 11 9 14 3 7 11 10 9 0.249284 100/100
341
LongestRun
7 12 4 10 17 10 14 9 9 8 0.213309 99/100
Rank
11 6 14 13 11 9 7 11 8 10 0.759756 99/100 FFT
8 7 6 14 6 13 13 11 12 10 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 12 9 8 12 15 9 5 8 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 9 6 13 9 14 10 12 10 0.816537 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 11 11 12 11 9 6 12 8 7 0.834308 97/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 11 9 6 9 9 11 11 14 0.867692 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 6 10 13 12 11 10 7 12 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 11 12 10 9 6 9 11 12 0.935716 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 17 8 9 9 10 8 7 10 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 13 12 10 10 15 12 7 6 0.534146 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 9 7 6 12 10 11 9 14 0.816537 97/100
NonOverTemp
11 15 12 9 6 13 9 8 14 3 0.181557 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 12 8 6 6 16 8 13 13 0.334538 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 19 8 9 4 6 11 7 12 0.066882 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 10 11 11 13 11 9 13 8 0.883171 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 14 9 11 12 10 5 13 12 5 0.474986 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 8 8 13 13 12 15 9 5 0.437274 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 10 10 8 11 10 13 7 12 0.971699 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 10 9 11 10 13 11 12 2 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 10 8 10 7 10 9 9 10 11 0.816537 97/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 15 14 10 12 7 15 8 4 0.137282 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 14 10 6 10 14 6 8 9 9 0.474986 98/100
NonOverTemp
18 7 12 5 12 13 8 5 13 7 0.062821 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 9 12 10 17 13 8 8 7 0.437274 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 9 12 6 13 8 11 9 10 0.911413 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 15 8 13 5 9 15 4 7 15 0.066882 100/100
NonOverTemp
342
8 10 10 12 15 10 5 8 12 10 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 13 9 9 8 8 12 9 12 0.935716 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 10 13 6 11 9 8 11 14 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 15 8 16 8 7 6 9 15 11 0.102526 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 14 9 10 10 11 6 9 11 0.883171 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 14 9 8 12 11 11 9 9 0.946308 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 14 8 7 10 6 12 11 8 11 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 7 11 7 8 17 8 11 10 0.554420 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 13 6 14 7 11 6 11 9 0.595549 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 8 10 9 10 15 7 13 6 0.657933 99/100
NonOverTemp
17 13 12 8 12 7 6 7 10 8 0.289667 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 6 10 10 13 10 10 11 9 9 0.955835 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 14 7 11 11 13 9 9 9 11 0.779188 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 5 10 13 14 12 6 9 12 0.574903 98/100
NonOverTemp
15 7 11 7 11 10 6 11 9 13 0.616305 97/100
NonOverTemp
5 9 6 12 10 4 9 15 14 16 0.066882 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 10 7 6 11 14 10 10 10 0.816537 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 8 9 8 13 6 7 13 19 0.115387 99/100
NonOverTemp
3 10 15 12 12 14 10 9 8 7 0.262249 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 14 7 8 11 6 11 14 15 0.304126 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 15 13 13 9 11 9 7 4 11 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 12 10 6 12 8 8 9 10 0.867692 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 6 8 9 16 7 14 9 10 14 0.289667 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 14 10 9 13 6 8 8 12 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 9 16 8 11 8 8 14 5 0.419021 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 6 12 12 8 12 11 12 11 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 11 9 12 15 8 13 5 7 0.474986 96/100
NonOverTemp
343
5 11 15 11 9 11 19 1 9 9 0.009535 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 8 8 14 9 8 11 10 14 0.779188 98/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 10 9 11 10 5 17 7 16 0.129620 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 12 14 8 11 9 6 16 6 0.383827 97/100
NonOverTemp
5 17 5 7 13 10 16 8 8 11 0.062821 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 8 16 8 8 7 15 10 10 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 10 10 8 8 11 9 11 10 10 0.991468 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 18 7 9 13 10 13 7 8 0.202268 100/100
NonOverTemp
16 11 9 9 12 9 7 9 11 7 0.699313 98/100
NonOverTemp
14 12 8 7 6 8 12 10 6 17 0.202268 97/100
NonOverTemp
4 12 7 14 12 11 9 10 10 11 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 10 13 13 11 11 6 10 9 0.897763 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 8 7 9 8 19 8 12 5 0.115387 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 9 12 9 8 7 13 9 10 0.946308 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 13 6 18 16 11 4 4 13 0.008879 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 7 9 12 6 13 9 14 13 0.514124 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 6 7 13 11 12 13 5 16 0.249284 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 9 12 10 10 11 12 8 12 0.971699 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 9 10 11 10 8 10 13 13 0.946308 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 12 8 10 6 10 7 14 11 0.637119 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 17 6 12 9 9 9 11 12 6 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 9 10 13 10 11 8 12 10 0.971699 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 6 14 6 13 13 11 12 10 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 9 7 5 16 13 8 17 11 9 0.066882 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 7 16 8 13 11 4 7 11 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
17 8 8 10 16 11 7 6 5 12 0.096578 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 12 12 7 10 7 18 8 10 0.319084 99/100
NonOverTemp
344
8 9 12 6 11 15 9 10 10 10 0.816537 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 11 8 15 14 8 7 12 12 8 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 7 9 9 7 6 21 13 9 0.051942 97/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 12 5 9 12 10 13 11 11 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 9 8 14 6 8 11 7 18 0.171867 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 14 13 10 7 16 4 11 9 0.191687 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 10 15 10 10 9 11 5 11 0.798139 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 15 8 5 8 14 9 11 11 11 0.514124 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 12 10 15 10 8 11 5 13 0.554420 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 6 13 9 13 9 9 8 12 6 0.474986 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 8 8 9 18 6 8 16 12 0.102526 99/100
NonOverTemp
19 13 8 10 7 7 9 10 7 10 0.202268 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 14 10 9 10 15 8 12 11 5 0.419021 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 13 12 8 7 7 11 11 9 0.851383 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 12 10 15 11 11 7 12 5 0.554420 97/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 16 5 11 8 9 8 15 10 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 15 12 8 10 6 13 9 6 8 0.455937 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 13 10 12 3 11 14 7 10 0.437274 97/100
NonOverTemp
5 11 19 11 4 10 8 12 13 7 0.048716 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 5 12 9 10 14 11 7 17 0.224821 100/100
NonOverTemp
4 13 10 8 8 7 17 10 16 7 0.075719 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 9 11 6 12 15 8 9 13 0.637119 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 3 16 11 13 11 9 10 12 0.224821 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 8 15 6 10 7 7 14 8 11 0.350485 94/100 *
NonOverTemp
8 6 11 13 13 10 6 10 15 8 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 7 10 15 10 5 14 8 13 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 15 5 5 13 9 12 12 12 5 0.181557 99/100
NonOverTemp
345
4 8 12 10 10 8 12 11 15 10 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 4 13 12 12 8 12 9 10 11 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 15 10 8 8 14 3 9 9 11 0.275709 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 7 8 8 12 2 13 16 13 9 0.108791 97/100
NonOverTemp
5 9 9 9 9 9 13 10 15 12 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 11 8 12 8 10 7 12 9 17 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 8 10 12 11 15 12 6 6 0.616305 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 8 10 10 11 11 7 11 12 0.987896 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 10 12 13 7 9 12 10 8 0.935716 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 8 10 8 10 9 12 15 8 0.739918 96/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 11 8 8 17 15 11 7 7 0.224821 100/100
NonOverTemp
17 8 10 12 9 10 10 9 5 10 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 10 13 5 10 12 12 5 14 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 3 14 9 8 8 11 10 8 14 0.213309 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 8 11 8 17 5 11 12 7 6 0.129620 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 7 15 14 9 10 6 9 10 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 13 6 11 14 10 12 13 8 8 0.455937 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 8 5 13 6 17 9 8 9 11 0.181557 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 8 11 8 4 14 12 14 9 0.437274 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 8 12 12 9 7 11 13 8 0.883171 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 12 7 11 6 7 13 10 12 0.719747 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 14 13 9 4 15 6 10 9 13 0.202268 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 11 10 11 12 6 17 11 7 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 8 14 6 7 12 7 9 9 13 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 13 8 12 17 8 9 10 6 0.319084 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 10 9 11 11 6 5 9 16 9 0.366918 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 14 5 4 4 12 12 9 11 15 0.058984 99/100
NonOverTemp
346
13 13 8 5 10 11 7 10 10 13 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 9 14 2 9 9 14 13 8 0.236810 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 15 9 15 7 12 11 3 10 0.224821 97/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 11 7 9 13 11 10 12 11 0.935716 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 14 10 8 11 8 13 4 14 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 10 7 12 10 8 11 9 10 8 0.851383 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 4 12 10 10 11 9 12 8 0.739918 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 15 14 10 4 14 9 8 11 0.262249 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 13 4 11 10 10 10 16 9 0.419021 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 10 2 13 11 8 8 17 11 0.145326 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 9 11 17 9 10 10 7 9 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 8 12 9 11 13 7 9 11 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 9 11 14 10 4 14 7 10 0.534146 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 14 10 4 5 10 13 12 14 0.289667 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 9 10 13 10 11 8 12 10 0.971699 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 16 13 13 17 6 5 4 10 3 0.004629 100/100
OverTemp
11 9 10 13 6 8 13 11 9 10 0.897763 99/100
Universal
11 6 9 10 8 15 14 10 7 10 0.616305 100/100
ApproxEnt
7 4 11 2 9 11 11 7 12 10 0.174249 84/84
RandEx
7 12 9 8 7 8 7 11 8 7 0.927083 81/84
RandEx
11 12 7 10 9 7 5 8 4 11 0.509162 83/84
RandEx
9 9 8 12 12 9 10 1 8 6 0.242986 82/84
RandEx
7 8 11 5 3 11 9 14 11 5 0.141256 81/84
RandEx
5 14 8 7 3 10 6 11 12 8 0.162606 84/84
RandEx
8 15 10 8 7 11 7 7 4 7 0.330628 83/84
RandEx
6 14 13 4 9 8 8 12 5 5 0.105618 84/84
RandEx
12 5 6 6 9 6 12 11 11 6 0.392456 83/84
RandomExVar
347
13 3 5 6 8 10 10 4 14 11 0.057146 83/84
RandomExVar
7 9 7 6 5 9 8 5 17 11 0.105618 84/84
RandomExVar
4 11 5 4 10 8 10 10 13 9 0.275709 83/84
RandomExVar
7 8 7 7 7 8 9 11 8 12 0.927083 83/84
RandomExVar
9 8 5 9 5 10 14 6 11 7 0.414525 83/84
RandomExVar
9 9 7 6 6 6 9 8 9 15 0.509162 81/84
RandomExVar
10 7 4 12 5 6 8 10 12 10 0.414525 81/84
RandomExVar
8 3 4 15 6 7 10 8 10 13 0.066882 83/84
RandomExVar
7 11 8 7 9 11 11 5 5 10 0.689019 82/84
RandomExVar
10 5 7 8 7 13 9 5 11 9 0.585209 83/84
RandomExVar
9 7 5 8 12 4 6 15 11 7 0.151616 82/84
RandomExVar
11 7 3 10 9 18 6 8 7 5 0.023149 82/84
RandomExVar
10 13 8 10 8 6 10 8 6 5 0.663130 81/84
RandomExVar
11 9 10 11 6 10 5 7 7 8 0.811993 83/84
RandomExVar
8 13 11 5 7 11 3 10 7 9 0.311542 83/84
RandomExVar
10 12 5 7 9 6 12 7 8 8 0.689019 83/84
RandomExVar
12 9 7 6 6 8 10 7 7 12 0.739918 82/84
RandomExVar
8 6 15 7 12 8 9 14 8 13 0.419021 99/100
Serial
8 8 9 17 12 9 8 7 13 9 0.474986 100/100
Serial
15 21 11 7 11 4 6 7 9 9 0.008879 98/100
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 96 for a
sample size = 100 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 80 for a sample size = 84 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
348
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
12 5 18 17 4 7 12 9 8 8 0.017912 98/100
Frequency
7 13 6 13 6 11 8 10 10 16 0.350485 100/100
BlockFreq
14 11 8 12 6 12 9 9 9 10 0.851383 98/100
CumulSums
10 12 4 14 20 12 6 8 5 9 0.014550 99/100
CumulSums
14 8 8 3 10 15 10 12 9 11 0.319084 98/100
Runs
8 9 4 13 11 11 10 14 12 8 0.574903 100/100
LongestRun
10 7 11 11 10 9 16 5 8 13 0.474986 100/100
Rank
10 10 11 13 14 6 6 12 10 8 0.678686 99/100 FFT
9 11 6 9 10 13 8 10 14 10 0.851383 98/100
NonOverTemp
14 6 12 11 5 10 9 16 7 10 0.289667 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 14 9 12 13 6 5 8 12 7 0.319084 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 8 8 8 8 16 13 13 6 0.401199 96/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 5 11 12 13 8 12 11 10 0.816537 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 13 14 10 6 5 14 10 6 10 0.334538 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 16 8 9 13 12 10 2 8 10 0.181557 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 5 8 10 11 8 12 15 9 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 11 12 15 10 5 14 6 8 0.383827 97/100
NonOverTemp
7 6 10 9 10 8 10 12 14 14 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 7 13 12 7 17 6 12 7 0.275709 98/100
NonOverTemp
349
16 14 11 12 5 3 8 12 9 10 0.122325 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 10 9 6 8 18 11 6 10 0.202268 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 9 8 9 13 9 7 10 14 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 11 10 10 10 7 10 10 14 0.971699 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 10 10 8 9 12 7 11 16 0.699313 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 12 7 21 10 4 9 7 11 0.021999 99/100
NonOverTemp
17 6 12 8 13 11 3 13 8 9 0.102526 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 12 8 4 11 12 15 11 13 0.334538 99/100
NonOverTemp
17 9 8 4 15 10 11 7 9 10 0.181557 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 13 9 9 6 12 12 11 6 0.798139 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 11 8 13 6 9 8 13 9 0.834308 97/100
NonOverTemp
14 13 11 8 8 8 10 15 9 4 0.350485 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 9 10 13 8 9 6 9 13 8 0.637119 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 14 10 12 6 13 10 8 7 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 6 11 13 11 8 9 10 13 0.798139 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 3 12 11 10 12 11 14 7 0.419021 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 13 11 7 7 5 14 15 10 5 0.171867 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 15 10 18 6 8 6 9 7 12 0.122325 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 11 10 10 11 15 5 10 9 0.798139 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 6 11 11 10 11 13 7 11 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 11 9 12 10 8 8 11 10 0.991468 97/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 9 9 10 13 13 8 7 12 0.924076 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 14 16 13 4 8 7 6 7 15 0.066882 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 8 11 15 8 7 13 13 7 0.595549 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 13 5 9 8 13 14 7 10 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 11 8 10 13 10 9 13 8 0.851383 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 9 10 10 10 10 13 10 11 0.991468 100/100
NonOverTemp
350
8 8 9 13 9 9 12 10 11 11 0.978072 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 7 14 9 14 5 11 8 11 0.474986 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 14 15 10 8 8 9 6 7 13 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 11 7 10 10 12 6 11 13 0.897763 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 12 9 5 8 12 12 14 9 0.699313 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 6 9 10 15 14 9 6 11 8 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 10 10 13 6 10 9 6 15 0.534146 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 7 9 11 7 7 8 15 8 13 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 11 16 12 11 11 6 9 10 9 0.474986 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 14 14 4 11 7 3 12 9 19 0.008266 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 17 10 12 12 7 13 6 8 0.289667 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 6 15 10 9 10 10 5 13 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 10 7 7 8 9 12 12 12 0.911413 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 14 10 12 4 7 12 10 12 10 0.595549 97/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 10 8 8 15 8 8 10 10 0.834308 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 13 9 10 12 6 8 12 8 9 0.816537 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 9 10 10 13 7 9 12 5 11 0.678686 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 10 7 11 9 9 4 14 16 0.334538 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 15 5 11 12 15 9 8 8 4 0.145326 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 8 4 9 5 11 17 14 9 0.115387 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 14 14 6 6 10 9 17 5 0.122325 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 9 12 13 5 14 7 9 13 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 8 5 14 8 13 9 7 10 12 0.455937 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 17 12 7 8 12 12 7 5 12 0.236810 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 11 11 10 4 11 14 13 11 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 13 9 8 10 11 12 10 8 14 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 10 6 9 7 8 11 13 18 0.289667 99/100
NonOverTemp
351
10 17 5 9 11 10 6 7 14 11 0.224821 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 11 11 11 10 14 6 8 7 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 15 6 12 12 5 12 9 11 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 8 5 8 14 8 14 7 15 0.289667 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 9 9 10 8 15 8 9 10 0.911413 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 16 11 11 7 5 6 17 6 0.071177 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 10 12 13 9 8 9 5 11 0.798139 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 13 14 10 11 7 7 13 10 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 10 19 10 6 7 11 12 8 0.191687 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 6 9 10 13 8 10 14 10 0.851383 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 14 9 7 14 8 8 11 7 0.637119 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 6 15 14 11 10 9 12 9 9 0.437274 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 12 10 14 4 13 8 11 11 0.574903 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 12 12 11 6 12 11 8 10 0.883171 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 15 7 9 10 11 7 14 8 9 0.678686 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 5 11 9 11 5 7 14 17 0.171867 97/100
NonOverTemp
13 13 10 10 12 10 8 3 9 12 0.534146 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 13 9 11 14 11 7 8 7 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 8 7 15 9 9 10 11 9 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 13 11 8 5 6 13 17 8 0.224821 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 6 10 12 13 7 12 5 7 16 0.236810 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 7 10 9 15 16 11 8 7 11 0.334538 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 11 13 10 9 6 12 9 10 0.946308 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 12 6 9 14 15 11 5 11 0.366918 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 18 4 9 9 11 16 11 6 0.055361 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 16 16 7 10 7 7 12 6 9 0.213309 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 6 10 10 11 6 11 9 11 13 0.798139 100/100
NonOverTemp
352
8 12 7 9 13 13 13 9 7 9 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 8 11 13 5 12 11 6 14 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 13 13 13 9 12 7 8 11 8 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 8 9 14 9 12 6 15 10 0.574903 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 11 9 9 11 6 14 8 15 11 0.514124 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 9 8 14 10 9 10 10 10 0.987896 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 12 11 8 10 6 12 13 12 0.816537 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 12 10 13 13 8 13 6 6 0.616305 98/100
NonOverTemp
14 5 6 4 11 11 13 9 13 14 0.162606 97/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 12 9 11 7 11 14 11 5 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 9 15 9 9 10 8 10 9 0.946308 98/100
NonOverTemp
2 10 17 4 12 11 9 9 8 18 0.007694 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 18 8 7 12 7 4 12 11 9 0.137282 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 5 14 6 12 10 6 11 14 12 0.366918 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 12 11 9 13 5 12 9 7 0.759756 96/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 8 15 11 10 9 10 7 8 0.798139 97/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 10 6 14 12 6 12 14 10 0.455937 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 16 6 8 5 8 9 15 12 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 12 12 8 9 12 16 8 9 0.574903 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 8 11 6 10 7 15 12 6 9 0.262249 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 16 8 10 10 10 6 10 13 0.595549 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 4 8 12 12 9 13 15 9 7 0.401199 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 13 13 5 8 8 13 12 6 10 0.494392 95/100 *
NonOverTemp
17 8 8 13 10 12 11 6 6 9 0.319084 97/100
NonOverTemp
4 17 7 8 5 11 10 16 11 11 0.062821 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 9 15 2 13 10 13 11 10 11 0.181557 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 11 10 7 9 10 11 11 13 10 0.978072 99/100
NonOverTemp
353
10 9 16 13 9 4 12 5 8 14 0.153763 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 4 8 9 12 18 13 5 9 0.096578 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 5 7 16 9 10 5 13 15 12 0.129620 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 15 10 12 8 11 10 3 5 16 0.108791 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 7 12 12 10 2 19 10 7 0.040108 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 8 9 16 9 11 9 9 9 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 11 11 9 8 10 12 9 12 0.978072 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 9 11 6 12 10 8 8 6 16 0.366918 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 13 9 10 15 9 11 5 8 0.494392 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 6 11 12 14 8 14 11 8 0.637119 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 9 10 5 15 9 10 16 9 0.401199 98/100
NonOverTemp
4 8 13 7 8 15 9 12 9 15 0.224821 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 12 17 9 8 9 9 6 10 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 15 14 5 11 3 9 15 13 8 0.058984 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 10 8 9 14 7 7 11 9 10 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 7 12 10 10 8 8 10 9 12 0.897763 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 6 9 10 13 12 7 11 12 10 0.883171 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 6 7 10 6 10 12 12 10 15 0.554420 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 9 11 11 9 4 12 13 10 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 6 9 10 13 10 6 11 14 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 9 9 9 7 13 7 18 6 0.249284 97/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 8 14 7 12 13 10 6 9 0.739918 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 17 11 8 7 8 7 10 10 0.534146 98/100
NonOverTemp
14 11 6 10 15 7 5 7 8 17 0.080519 100/100
NonOverTemp
17 9 15 9 9 7 9 6 10 9 0.319084 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 9 9 12 10 13 9 10 10 0.978072 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 9 10 21 9 11 7 10 5 0.066882 100/100
NonOverTemp
354
13 5 18 13 5 8 13 10 7 8 0.071177 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 10 19 10 6 7 11 12 8 0.191687 99/100
NonOverTemp
18 7 13 11 12 7 9 10 7 6 0.202268 100/100
OverTemp
4 12 11 13 9 11 12 10 10 8 0.739918 99/100
Universal
15 10 11 12 16 7 7 7 7 8 0.304126 98/100
ApproxEnt
12 8 8 8 6 7 9 7 13 10 0.689019 87/88
RandEx
12 12 8 4 11 12 8 6 8 7 0.371101 85/88
RandEx
14 13 3 5 12 9 10 8 2 12 0.012650 83/88 *
RandEx
12 5 6 14 12 12 7 9 5 6 0.122325 87/88
RandEx
8 11 10 14 6 9 4 7 11 8 0.350485 88/88
RandEx
7 14 9 10 5 6 10 8 13 6 0.275709 88/88
RandEx
8 4 7 7 11 14 4 7 13 13 0.061841 88/88
RandEx
10 10 8 6 11 7 8 9 7 12 0.834308 87/88
RandEx
13 7 11 10 6 10 6 6 7 12 0.437274 84/88
RandomExVar
12 11 6 16 6 9 7 8 6 7 0.162606 85/88
RandomExVar
12 6 7 13 13 11 4 10 7 5 0.131500 86/88
RandomExVar
9 9 8 16 8 6 6 12 4 10 0.131500 86/88
RandomExVar
6 11 13 9 8 11 8 5 12 5 0.330628 87/88
RandomExVar
7 15 10 5 9 6 9 7 10 10 0.371101 87/88
RandomExVar
15 6 11 7 8 5 9 4 10 13 0.098036 86/88
RandomExVar
14 10 5 7 9 12 8 11 5 7 0.293235 86/88
RandomExVar
9 10 11 10 10 4 9 6 9 10 0.739918 88/88
RandomExVar
4 16 6 7 10 9 10 7 11 8 0.162606 87/88
RandomExVar
6 11 5 8 9 10 8 15 5 11 0.227773 88/88
RandomExVar
6 11 7 7 11 8 8 10 8 12 0.788728 87/88
RandomExVar
8 8 9 11 6 7 11 11 9 8 0.894201 88/88
RandomExVar
10 9 7 8 6 5 8 12 12 11 0.585209 88/88
RandomExVar
355
12 5 7 12 7 10 10 8 6 11 0.534146 88/88
RandomExVar
9 10 12 9 9 7 10 9 11 2 0.414525 88/88
RandomExVar
9 11 7 10 12 8 12 3 10 6 0.350485 88/88
RandomExVar
11 11 8 7 10 9 12 8 6 6 0.739918 88/88
RandomExVar
3 10 10 16 14 11 11 4 15 6 0.035174 100/100
Serial
9 7 13 11 10 8 7 10 11 14 0.834308 100/100
Serial
9 12 10 5 9 10 8 8 17 12 0.419021 100/100
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 96 for a
sample size = 100 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 84 for a sample size = 88 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
15 5 10 8 9 14 10 11 10 8 0.574903 99/100
Frequency
10 9 13 6 6 14 10 9 11 12 0.699313 99/100
BlockFreq
15 8 10 8 17 6 10 11 10 5 0.191687 99/100
CumulSums
13 9 10 10 11 11 7 8 11 10 0.978072 98/100
CumulSums
12 4 8 9 19 13 12 7 11 5 0.042808 98/100
356
Runs
11 5 9 12 5 17 14 13 7 7 0.096578 99/100
LongestRun
11 9 13 12 10 5 13 11 10 6 0.678686 97/100
Rank
8 9 9 13 6 11 11 11 14 8 0.798139 100/100 FFT
7 16 14 9 8 12 8 5 11 10 0.350485 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 8 5 17 10 16 8 12 4 0.040108 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 12 9 11 7 11 11 9 8 0.978072 96/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 6 14 11 10 11 11 11 10 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 14 7 13 11 5 13 9 8 13 0.419021 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 10 15 12 10 12 6 12 4 0.437274 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 9 15 12 7 10 10 13 4 0.419021 98/100
NonOverTemp
3 6 9 13 12 4 13 17 11 12 0.037566 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 9 12 7 10 9 9 11 12 0.978072 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 6 12 7 11 10 13 13 12 0.719747 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 4 10 13 6 17 11 13 10 0.137282 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 6 15 9 9 12 11 8 8 0.739918 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 16 9 7 13 10 9 11 8 9 0.678686 98/100
NonOverTemp
17 12 7 10 7 6 14 12 4 11 0.108791 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 6 9 9 8 13 15 6 13 0.514124 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 11 16 13 8 13 9 6 6 0.262249 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 15 8 7 11 5 6 13 11 13 0.350485 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 13 10 8 6 13 8 9 9 16 0.494392 98/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 9 12 9 12 13 7 13 7 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 4 14 8 7 13 10 12 13 8 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 7 9 15 12 6 15 8 12 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 7 8 5 13 11 11 13 14 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 11 12 10 6 7 8 13 13 0.816537 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 6 17 8 9 11 9 7 14 7 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
357
4 10 7 18 10 10 6 10 16 9 0.062821 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 15 5 7 13 7 12 14 6 7 0.129620 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 14 6 14 11 10 9 10 7 8 0.699313 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 8 13 11 11 8 10 12 7 0.911413 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 6 14 14 4 12 11 10 11 0.401199 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 6 6 6 7 13 13 15 9 13 0.249284 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 12 4 13 11 7 7 14 10 0.401199 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 14 8 8 5 17 13 9 7 10 0.224821 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 20 4 7 13 9 10 9 11 0.062821 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 12 9 14 12 6 15 14 4 9 0.108791 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 7 12 10 11 10 11 13 11 0.897763 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 8 12 8 15 6 13 8 9 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 11 5 11 8 10 8 12 15 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 13 6 10 9 12 10 7 18 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 11 11 12 11 6 10 13 11 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 1 9 7 6 17 11 16 16 10 0.004629 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 8 10 11 17 8 6 9 9 0.534146 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 5 16 13 5 15 7 11 8 0.137282 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 5 7 11 13 10 14 4 14 10 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 13 12 15 9 9 6 9 10 0.678686 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 12 16 12 7 7 11 10 11 0.514124 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 6 5 11 13 18 10 8 5 0.085587 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 14 8 9 14 4 10 7 14 10 0.366918 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 15 6 9 8 7 14 13 7 13 0.334538 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 12 12 12 10 11 12 7 6 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 7 10 10 7 13 12 11 10 0.946308 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 8 14 6 15 5 11 10 11 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
358
10 4 15 9 9 13 16 4 10 10 0.108791 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 5 7 13 10 12 12 11 11 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 10 10 13 12 9 11 10 5 6 0.616305 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 14 7 10 16 6 8 8 14 0.224821 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 14 9 12 14 7 10 10 11 6 0.616305 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 13 6 8 10 9 14 13 9 10 0.739918 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 10 11 10 10 13 7 11 11 11 0.924076 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 7 8 10 10 11 16 10 9 0.816537 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 15 9 7 9 17 2 8 15 0.026948 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 11 8 14 12 6 11 9 8 8 0.739918 99/100
NonOverTemp
4 10 13 9 13 7 8 11 8 17 0.202268 100/100
NonOverTemp
4 9 12 11 17 10 9 11 9 8 0.366918 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 8 7 14 14 15 4 7 11 0.224821 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 11 8 10 8 12 12 10 9 0.978072 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 8 8 6 11 16 8 7 13 18 0.045675 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 7 9 9 11 13 9 13 8 0.911413 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 9 12 12 8 11 9 8 7 0.924076 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 12 9 11 12 10 8 9 7 0.971699 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 11 9 7 8 11 12 12 12 0.955835 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 13 10 8 13 7 11 14 9 0.719747 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 8 10 10 14 7 11 11 13 10 0.779188 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 12 9 8 17 10 10 5 7 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 13 14 14 9 6 7 12 8 9 0.534146 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 16 14 9 8 12 8 5 11 10 0.350485 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 11 6 12 16 5 8 5 12 0.171867 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 17 10 11 8 11 12 5 4 14 0.122325 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 9 11 10 14 9 7 9 12 0.924076 98/100
NonOverTemp
359
9 14 6 14 10 11 8 10 6 12 0.595549 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 9 10 9 19 4 10 9 9 0.145326 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 15 8 11 10 9 10 8 11 7 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 6 16 10 6 7 12 12 8 0.401199 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 8 8 14 10 9 10 10 10 0.964295 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 22 7 6 12 11 10 10 5 0.013569 98/100
NonOverTemp
3 10 13 9 11 5 12 15 11 11 0.236810 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 11 8 11 14 9 8 9 11 5 0.637119 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 14 3 10 10 8 13 11 12 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 10 6 7 9 11 9 9 15 9 0.534146 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 10 12 11 9 11 6 10 11 0.897763 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 6 9 7 10 5 11 17 18 0.032923 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 8 13 10 16 10 9 10 7 0.699313 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 3 6 6 14 7 14 15 13 9 0.055361 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 7 9 9 17 12 5 10 10 0.437274 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 12 7 11 15 7 10 9 10 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 16 10 10 5 6 12 4 13 0.137282 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 8 12 9 8 10 9 14 9 0.883171 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 12 7 7 9 16 9 13 7 0.534146 98/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 14 14 7 8 8 10 11 10 0.637119 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 8 10 11 16 7 8 13 8 7 0.534146 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 15 10 11 11 8 11 8 7 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 15 9 10 6 7 6 4 14 19 0.017912 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 4 6 9 12 13 18 11 13 8 0.066882 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 11 12 11 6 9 15 9 11 0.739918 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 7 8 11 11 12 7 11 13 10 0.924076 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 7 6 10 11 14 10 9 11 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
360
10 11 12 8 9 12 5 10 12 11 0.883171 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 6 9 13 11 11 9 8 9 11 0.883171 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 6 9 8 13 7 13 12 11 0.798139 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 5 13 5 12 9 9 15 9 0.383827 98/100
NonOverTemp
5 13 10 10 9 8 10 11 12 12 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
17 5 8 15 10 10 9 3 11 12 0.071177 96/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 13 9 8 8 11 17 7 10 0.514124 98/100
NonOverTemp
17 8 10 8 16 9 5 12 8 7 0.137282 98/100
NonOverTemp
5 13 6 15 8 9 8 13 14 9 0.275709 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 14 8 11 14 4 16 6 10 7 0.145326 96/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 7 18 9 11 8 12 9 9 0.437274 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 16 16 7 7 4 13 8 11 0.115387 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 14 7 6 9 6 8 10 16 13 0.289667 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 9 9 12 14 11 8 9 9 0.946308 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 15 8 14 11 10 9 4 6 0.289667 100/100
NonOverTemp
15 7 11 6 7 11 10 15 11 7 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
4 16 10 11 9 10 11 12 10 7 0.455937 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 5 12 13 8 13 12 8 10 0.699313 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 11 16 6 8 5 15 10 8 15 0.085587 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 4 12 13 10 11 12 10 9 0.779188 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 6 14 9 10 9 13 8 9 12 0.816537 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 10 9 11 11 9 6 11 12 10 0.978072 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 8 7 12 8 8 13 13 6 10 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 13 9 12 11 15 9 6 10 0.637119 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 8 14 6 14 13 12 7 13 8 0.262249 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 15 9 6 11 9 7 9 12 13 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 8 10 9 15 9 9 8 10 0.779188 98/100
NonOverTemp
361
15 5 6 11 12 10 8 15 6 12 0.213309 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 20 9 7 14 10 10 5 6 0.051942 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 6 5 8 9 20 8 11 11 0.080519 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 7 12 13 9 10 11 6 15 0.637119 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 12 9 7 12 8 7 11 12 0.867692 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 8 9 9 12 10 16 6 10 0.699313 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 11 6 8 10 10 10 14 9 0.759756 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 14 10 6 14 11 9 12 12 6 0.437274 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 12 10 15 9 9 8 9 12 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 11 10 9 13 9 6 9 13 0.867692 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 6 10 19 7 11 7 10 8 0.162606 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 10 11 11 15 10 10 8 3 0.514124 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 11 16 16 12 12 7 4 6 0.085587 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 10 7 15 4 12 13 10 7 0.383827 98/100
NonOverTemp
15 11 11 5 8 14 7 14 8 7 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 13 14 14 9 6 7 12 8 9 0.534146 100/100
NonOverTemp
20 18 7 13 9 4 8 9 4 8 0.001757 96/100
OverTemp
12 9 13 5 12 12 8 11 12 6 0.616305 99/100
Universal
15 5 8 10 7 9 7 10 14 15 0.249284 99/100
ApproxEnt
9 7 9 4 10 16 11 7 11 4 0.084294 87/88
RandEx
6 9 9 14 8 6 11 10 7 8 0.585209 88/88
RandEx
12 9 2 7 11 13 9 7 10 8 0.227773 86/88
RandEx
9 8 5 11 7 9 10 4 14 11 0.293235 87/88
RandEx
8 15 7 7 9 8 4 13 12 5 0.098036 86/88
RandEx
11 7 6 9 10 9 11 12 9 4 0.559523 87/88
RandEx
8 11 5 13 12 7 10 6 8 8 0.484646 88/88
RandEx
7 10 7 10 12 9 8 9 6 10 0.875539 88/88
RandEx
362
11 12 9 4 9 9 12 8 6 8 0.534146 86/88
RandomExVar
11 8 9 10 9 7 10 4 9 11 0.764655 86/88
RandomExVar
12 7 6 8 15 4 14 8 7 7 0.078086 87/88
RandomExVar
10 12 2 13 8 9 7 7 9 11 0.227773 86/88
RandomExVar
12 10 6 12 11 4 8 9 6 10 0.414525 87/88
RandomExVar
12 5 12 9 4 9 7 9 14 7 0.199580 88/88
RandomExVar
11 7 6 11 5 9 7 10 13 9 0.534146 88/88
RandomExVar
10 7 6 12 8 7 7 15 9 7 0.371101 88/88
RandomExVar
9 8 10 9 4 10 8 11 8 11 0.788728 87/88
RandomExVar
11 8 12 8 8 13 6 5 11 6 0.392456 85/88
RandomExVar
11 4 13 15 8 6 10 6 7 8 0.122325 85/88
RandomExVar
8 15 9 11 6 9 3 8 8 11 0.199580 86/88
RandomExVar
9 10 8 9 16 7 6 5 10 8 0.275709 85/88
RandomExVar
8 11 13 9 7 7 11 7 7 8 0.739918 85/88
RandomExVar
11 8 8 14 11 9 6 8 2 11 0.162606 88/88
RandomExVar
9 12 6 11 4 9 11 9 7 10 0.559523 86/88
RandomExVar
8 8 14 6 4 9 7 12 9 11 0.311542 85/88
RandomExVar
7 11 10 4 8 9 7 8 12 12 0.534146 85/88
RandomExVar
9 13 14 10 10 8 6 12 8 10 0.798139 97/100
Serial
21 7 10 8 8 9 4 15 9 9 0.016717 98/100
Serial
9 11 12 12 7 8 11 12 11 7 0.924076 98/100
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 96 for a
sample size = 100 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 84 for a sample size = 88 binary sequences.
363
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING
SEQUENCES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
generator is </dev/cu.usbmodem411 >
-------------------------------------------------------------------
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 P-VALUE PROPORTION
STATISTICAL TEST
-------------------------------------------------------------------
8 10 7 11 12 9 12 6 11 14 0.779188 99/100
Frequency
11 5 8 8 9 13 15 13 9 9 0.534146 97/100
BlockFreq
10 9 10 11 10 8 8 10 16 8 0.834308 98/100
CumulSums
12 7 6 8 12 8 13 13 7 14 0.494392 99/100
CumulSums
6 8 11 21 12 10 8 4 11 9 0.026948 100/100
Runs
6 8 17 12 18 7 11 6 9 6 0.035174 98/100
LongestRun
10 15 5 9 12 8 16 7 11 7 0.249284 98/100
Rank
15 10 8 6 7 13 15 9 9 8 0.401199 98/100 FFT
10 9 11 9 14 12 9 8 10 8 0.955835 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 6 7 11 17 7 15 10 11 8 0.224821 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 7 13 12 11 10 7 14 11 4 0.474986 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 9 11 12 11 9 11 11 13 6 0.883171 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 13 12 7 15 9 9 11 9 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 10 10 7 12 6 10 12 10 0.924076 100/100
NonOverTemp
3 11 9 10 10 7 14 8 17 11 0.162606 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 6 6 11 10 12 10 5 15 15 0.262249 98/100
NonOverTemp
12 13 10 12 9 10 13 7 11 3 0.474986 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 13 13 11 13 6 13 4 14 7 0.162606 98/100
NonOverTemp
364
10 12 11 8 7 10 8 14 7 13 0.779188 99/100
NonOverTemp
4 14 11 8 15 9 6 10 7 16 0.108791 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 10 7 9 10 12 6 12 9 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 8 14 7 10 11 4 17 11 0.213309 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 3 9 9 8 11 10 16 9 13 0.304126 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 8 12 16 7 11 10 8 10 9 0.739918 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 18 3 12 13 13 5 10 7 0.048716 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 12 9 3 14 9 12 10 10 0.534146 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 16 10 9 15 7 9 7 5 13 0.236810 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 5 13 6 13 8 7 14 11 13 0.366918 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 14 8 10 9 8 11 11 11 11 0.924076 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 12 9 10 11 9 12 7 15 4 0.514124 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 9 10 11 15 10 8 10 9 0.897763 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 16 11 9 13 14 10 8 4 5 0.171867 99/100
NonOverTemp
19 9 11 8 9 13 6 9 8 8 0.202268 93/100 *
NonOverTemp
15 12 8 8 10 8 17 5 9 8 0.213309 99/100
NonOverTemp
6 6 6 19 9 11 12 11 9 11 0.129620 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 10 8 15 10 6 14 16 6 0.181557 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 12 9 8 8 9 12 14 10 9 0.935716 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 6 12 9 11 12 13 8 5 11 0.595549 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 9 6 15 11 16 12 4 11 7 0.162606 100/100
NonOverTemp
17 12 11 5 8 4 16 6 10 11 0.045675 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 6 6 9 9 10 12 12 14 11 0.739918 97/100
NonOverTemp
10 6 17 8 3 8 14 12 14 8 0.062821 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 12 8 14 9 9 8 12 8 0.924076 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 10 7 9 7 8 11 10 12 13 0.867692 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 12 8 12 4 8 9 10 13 14 0.554420 98/100
NonOverTemp
365
9 11 7 9 7 12 12 12 13 8 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 9 11 9 10 9 11 11 8 0.991468 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 11 7 7 11 11 10 8 14 0.867692 99/100
NonOverTemp
17 8 7 7 10 8 10 11 5 17 0.090936 98/100
NonOverTemp
14 10 14 6 8 10 10 10 7 11 0.719747 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 8 5 9 16 7 9 12 20 0.019188 96/100
NonOverTemp
16 13 9 15 7 11 4 8 10 7 0.162606 95/100 *
NonOverTemp
9 17 13 9 5 10 13 8 7 9 0.289667 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 7 7 13 12 12 8 12 11 0.851383 100/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 13 10 11 10 4 6 10 14 0.455937 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 11 9 6 14 10 10 9 12 0.816537 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 8 14 13 8 11 5 11 13 0.595549 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 8 10 15 10 9 13 9 8 11 0.798139 99/100
NonOverTemp
17 11 12 8 9 5 14 7 10 7 0.224821 99/100
NonOverTemp
16 9 6 11 10 10 9 7 12 10 0.657933 97/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 6 15 7 10 8 10 10 10 0.699313 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 9 10 6 11 11 9 8 8 14 0.739918 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 14 8 10 13 10 5 15 5 0.304126 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 10 8 7 15 11 11 4 12 14 0.350485 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 4 7 10 19 10 10 6 11 12 0.096578 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 7 5 13 13 11 9 13 6 10 0.455937 99/100
NonOverTemp
7 18 7 8 10 7 12 11 6 14 0.153763 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 2 12 12 18 11 12 10 7 6 0.055361 98/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 12 6 13 11 8 13 12 6 0.699313 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 8 12 8 12 10 10 9 13 8 0.964295 99/100
NonOverTemp
4 10 11 15 14 10 9 8 12 7 0.383827 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 12 10 10 13 12 9 8 8 12 0.867692 98/100
NonOverTemp
366
12 12 15 8 13 16 6 4 11 3 0.030806 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 9 5 8 12 10 11 10 10 13 0.851383 98/100
NonOverTemp
15 13 16 1 10 3 11 11 11 9 0.015598 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 12 8 9 9 9 7 9 17 0.554420 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 8 10 15 12 8 11 14 3 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 19 10 6 9 7 10 11 7 0.224821 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 11 13 6 12 13 8 9 11 10 0.798139 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 9 8 10 10 16 7 7 13 0.657933 100/100
NonOverTemp
5 16 14 12 5 9 7 9 13 10 0.181557 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 9 14 3 9 8 15 9 9 0.289667 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 11 9 14 12 9 8 10 8 0.955835 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 9 9 15 3 12 12 12 8 0.419021 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 5 6 13 16 12 12 5 9 12 0.191687 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 15 7 7 3 13 8 10 11 12 0.181557 97/100
NonOverTemp
12 12 13 10 9 3 7 9 10 15 0.334538 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 13 11 10 10 11 11 3 9 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
14 9 8 11 10 8 11 7 13 9 0.867692 98/100
NonOverTemp
8 11 12 5 9 11 7 13 13 11 0.699313 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 10 9 7 6 14 10 9 13 10 0.779188 97/100
NonOverTemp
14 8 16 9 3 12 10 9 8 11 0.236810 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 13 7 11 16 8 7 12 4 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 12 7 8 15 13 10 8 8 0.739918 98/100
NonOverTemp
10 13 8 11 12 11 9 9 5 12 0.834308 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 8 5 8 13 14 8 11 10 9 0.534146 99/100
NonOverTemp
5 18 8 8 11 14 8 12 8 8 0.162606 100/100
NonOverTemp
6 16 7 16 12 5 10 14 5 9 0.051942 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 14 9 9 10 12 12 9 7 10 0.911413 99/100
NonOverTemp
367
5 9 16 10 9 9 8 10 10 14 0.494392 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 11 14 9 9 5 13 11 6 13 0.534146 98/100
NonOverTemp
5 10 11 6 11 14 7 8 12 16 0.262249 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 9 12 13 10 9 9 9 12 9 0.978072 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 11 9 12 15 10 6 13 9 0.595549 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 7 6 12 16 15 12 8 8 0.275709 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 9 11 9 14 9 10 8 11 0.924076 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 11 9 15 4 10 9 13 11 7 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 9 14 10 10 11 7 9 9 0.964295 98/100
NonOverTemp
19 11 6 8 9 8 8 12 5 14 0.075719 97/100
NonOverTemp
7 7 8 15 14 8 5 13 13 10 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 10 12 4 4 9 12 14 12 13 0.275709 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 10 8 10 10 9 9 12 11 0.983453 99/100
NonOverTemp
18 8 7 8 9 12 8 12 8 10 0.366918 96/100
NonOverTemp
8 12 10 5 10 13 15 13 7 7 0.401199 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 10 6 12 12 9 8 9 12 13 0.883171 97/100
NonOverTemp
6 11 13 13 8 14 10 4 9 12 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 11 12 13 6 11 12 8 8 9 0.883171 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 14 14 8 11 8 4 10 10 0.437274 99/100
NonOverTemp
15 11 16 5 11 7 11 7 4 13 0.085587 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 11 8 8 9 14 8 9 6 14 0.616305 96/100
NonOverTemp
4 9 15 6 14 4 16 7 12 13 0.026948 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 6 7 9 18 9 11 10 13 8 0.304126 97/100
NonOverTemp
12 13 8 11 13 10 6 11 6 10 0.739918 99/100
NonOverTemp
8 7 11 13 9 10 13 19 8 2 0.032923 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 13 13 7 6 10 12 8 12 0.779188 100/100
NonOverTemp
3 12 11 5 9 9 16 13 9 13 0.137282 100/100
NonOverTemp
368
10 14 10 11 8 7 12 9 8 11 0.911413 98/100
NonOverTemp
11 9 5 8 13 12 10 6 12 14 0.534146 100/100
NonOverTemp
9 13 12 15 9 5 12 14 6 5 0.181557 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 9 13 7 8 9 15 12 10 0.719747 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 5 7 12 7 11 6 19 10 12 0.090936 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 6 7 5 12 11 7 14 14 11 0.304126 100/100
NonOverTemp
12 5 12 11 13 9 2 18 11 7 0.032923 98/100
NonOverTemp
7 15 15 5 5 12 12 10 10 9 0.224821 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 5 8 12 11 12 9 12 10 12 0.851383 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 8 13 9 11 10 7 7 13 0.816537 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 14 11 9 6 11 9 12 9 0.897763 100/100
NonOverTemp
8 8 4 9 9 11 11 20 8 12 0.075719 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 6 7 7 8 13 9 12 16 12 0.419021 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 9 9 7 7 10 19 10 10 6 0.181557 98/100
NonOverTemp
13 11 9 10 15 8 12 8 8 6 0.657933 99/100
NonOverTemp
9 7 11 10 9 18 11 9 9 7 0.455937 99/100
NonOverTemp
4 8 9 9 14 11 14 11 8 12 0.494392 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 12 7 8 11 10 13 13 9 4 0.514124 100/100
NonOverTemp
10 15 9 6 14 9 7 12 11 7 0.514124 100/100
NonOverTemp
14 7 13 7 11 8 12 7 12 9 0.678686 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 5 9 13 6 13 9 13 10 12 0.595549 99/100
NonOverTemp
10 9 14 7 5 12 4 12 13 14 0.213309 100/100
NonOverTemp
17 13 3 11 9 9 5 12 6 15 0.035174 99/100
NonOverTemp
13 8 10 9 5 6 12 12 12 13 0.574903 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 12 11 9 8 13 8 11 14 7 0.759756 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 13 11 15 9 3 15 10 9 8 0.191687 100/100
NonOverTemp
7 10 12 12 15 10 10 11 5 8 0.616305 99/100
NonOverTemp
369
7 3 11 10 8 10 12 21 10 8 0.023545 100/100
NonOverTemp
11 8 10 15 14 4 7 12 9 10 0.383827 99/100
NonOverTemp
11 13 9 14 3 9 8 15 9 9 0.289667 99/100
NonOverTemp
12 11 11 14 9 12 6 7 10 8 0.779188 99/100
OverTemp
7 9 8 16 13 10 10 9 6 12 0.534146 100/100
Universal
12 10 15 6 11 5 9 9 7 16 0.224821 99/100
ApproxEnt
15 14 14 10 3 6 8 6 7 7 0.054199 88/90
RandEx
8 6 9 7 12 13 10 7 11 7 0.761937 90/90
RandEx
11 8 10 9 9 8 7 8 11 9 0.994514 90/90
RandEx
5 9 12 8 12 10 8 6 12 8 0.717488 89/90
RandEx
4 13 12 6 11 5 9 9 10 11 0.407091 89/90
RandEx
12 9 11 11 2 6 11 10 10 8 0.427082 88/90
RandEx
11 10 8 10 14 7 10 11 6 3 0.387648 90/90
RandEx
9 16 11 9 8 6 10 8 6 7 0.468595 89/90
RandEx
11 12 5 7 12 7 12 3 11 10 0.299251 90/90
RandomExVar
12 12 7 7 9 6 7 11 7 12 0.717488 90/90
RandomExVar
11 10 11 6 10 8 9 7 9 9 0.976060 90/90
RandomExVar
13 9 8 13 7 6 8 11 11 4 0.447593 90/90
RandomExVar
10 10 13 7 7 9 12 9 5 8 0.761937 90/90
RandomExVar
9 8 13 7 10 5 14 8 10 6 0.511916 88/90
RandomExVar
7 15 7 9 8 10 2 11 10 11 0.239540 88/90
RandomExVar
8 9 9 11 11 6 11 9 5 11 0.862344 90/90
RandomExVar
9 7 8 8 14 9 10 11 5 9 0.761937 90/90
RandomExVar
6 5 15 12 11 6 7 9 9 10 0.368773 89/90
RandomExVar
7 14 12 9 10 9 15 5 5 4 0.100508 89/90
RandomExVar
15 12 7 8 9 8 12 8 6 5 0.387648 90/90
RandomExVar
17 8 10 11 4 8 4 7 11 10 0.107371 89/90
RandomExVar
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16 11 8 3 11 5 14 7 7 8 0.066882 89/90
RandomExVar
12 14 12 3 6 4 16 6 11 6 0.015359 89/90
RandomExVar
14 12 10 8 7 3 9 13 9 5 0.213309 89/90
RandomExVar
15 15 7 3 9 9 9 3 10 10 0.054199 89/90
RandomExVar
13 18 7 6 4 7 10 5 9 11 0.037841 88/90
RandomExVar
10 10 7 9 10 18 8 12 9 7 0.419021 99/100
Serial
11 10 8 11 14 7 8 8 11 12 0.883171 100/100
Serial
10 10 10 10 10 12 5 13 12 8 0.867692 99/100
LinComplex
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
The minimum pass rate for each statistical test with the exception
of the
random excursion (variant) test is approximately = 96 for a
sample size = 100 binary sequences.
The minimum pass rate for the random excursion (variant) test
is approximately = 86 for a sample size = 90 binary sequences.
For further guidelines construct a probability table using the MAPLE
program
provided in the addendum section of the documentation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Dieharder 1GB Test File Output
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| ./ OptoAESRNG.bin| 1.87e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.11013824| PASSED
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diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.42455319| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.91923962| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.42314181| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.46052763| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.74108151| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.83995622| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.09643438| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.94217340| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.63539753| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.91461926| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.99280503| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.46194987| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.74234632| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.57046276| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.55304202| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.75689899| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.90406082| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.71245253| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.88017585| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.07971009| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.68563249| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.12005859| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.72397543| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.62562103| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.34939949| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.14791370| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.21442520| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.49455621| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.03215225| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.30208696| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.64961960| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.43189220| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.97464971| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.17568790| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.12884723| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.02349685| PASSED
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sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.68701350| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.91611100| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.87846212| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.97574411| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.65515779| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.64915194| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.57254097| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.87309558| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.95762851| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.69902885| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.75065752| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.98170170| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.51325634| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.19466643| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.98309556| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.97967431| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.06253845| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.36494792| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.08624709| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.82125309| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.67974972| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.36312320| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.38841724| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.98801296| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.60086094| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.97654914| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 15 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.59880048| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.93099152| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.12587891| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.03820567| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.22641306| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.32425996| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.58818241| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.96765087| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.46860457| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.76423197| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.37739626| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 18 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.98215005| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.13416683| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 20 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.99586814| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 22 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.18232998| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 24 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.86469513| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 26 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.04460237| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.32588809| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 32 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.03575696| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 35 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.36643788| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.18241926| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 43 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.95447518| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.99044719| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 52 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.95856224| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 57 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.37213107| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 63 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.98610261| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.28059612| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 75 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.99460975| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 81 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.15368175| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 88 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.15770008| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 95 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.06969468| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 103 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.69556337| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 110 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.08800061| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 118 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.84819642| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 127 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.77645791| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 136 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.42192585| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 145 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.06254398| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 154 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.01875386| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 164 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.59526306| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 174 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.02505792| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 185 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.00796138| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 196 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.97955397| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.54577147| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.10217957| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.31834753| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.63072934| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.99177435| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.56888455| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.08743346| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.62659007| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.08888511| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| ./ OptoAESRNGb.bin| 1.20e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.79073767| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.12424676| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.09693646| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.65899426| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.42272987| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.51204128| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.24856333| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.49524615| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.87613455| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.44808965| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.97166083| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.65807298| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.42772024| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.11018829| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.06102884| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.79669453| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.38060866| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.54721084| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.23755593| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.26735105| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.12246264| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.39930834| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.54758434| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.02341019| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.07820804| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.00888781| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.33919687| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.34252961| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.98263637| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.62945231| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.50610172| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.07260023| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.80408114| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.05885040| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.09075762| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.05498012| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.97125312| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.09539005| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.52174361| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.04505243| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.79189089| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.15155824| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.46112587| PASSED
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sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.45016755| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.57087754| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.15752127| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.10923363| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.63797935| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.48903714| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.79831280| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.84057165| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.96155198| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.66568584| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.76556888| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.16055970| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.60879869| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.08630886| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.99935060| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.03167244| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.95070016| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.60288889| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.26531974| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.93989369| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 15 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.56410423| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.99193462| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.52864753| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.88406670| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.36206530| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.21918861| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.98080648| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.47058612| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.28287311| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.47476453| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.32019948| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 18 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.67174468| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.51642055| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 20 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.21701355| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 22 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.05478257| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 24 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.42168028| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 26 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.01205147| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.12821383| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 32 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.26433110| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 36 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.58547072| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.17556325| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 43 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.90700780| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.03247706| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 52 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.15709191| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 58 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.23638604| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 63 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.17495907| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.19544764| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 75 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.87078836| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 81 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.02117335| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 88 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.20163380| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 95 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.36904696| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 103 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.36034584| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 110 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.21878779| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 119 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.73107719| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 127 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.13217441| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 136 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.66017619| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 145 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.36272318| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 154 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.27383841| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 164 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.40384460| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 174 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.68571083| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 185 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.18759590| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 196 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.25603824| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.09966077| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.16829263| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.63450240| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.92927922| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.68419784| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.46553558| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.69558385| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.50195460| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.46631958| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| ./ OptoAESRNGc.bin| 1.22e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.26786753| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.96365847| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.40977798| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.20430720| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.99400102| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.48380542| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.92666729| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.13832503| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.68158893| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.19664250| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.99280463| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.02980263| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.50243500| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.69731659| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.02657463| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.72839504| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.72120228| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.50562610| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.33343619| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.37942275| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.18283782| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.20915505| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.66168617| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.55122596| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.83586414| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.94201546| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.97196919| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.36888927| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.39808156| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.50089954| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.97794698| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.75320841| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.93001198| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.58009550| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.94123022| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.89828667| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.24310424| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.29912946| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.63527072| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.94444466| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.14624833| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.42675842| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.04662087| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.64888118| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.84876558| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.29943421| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.53610610| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.86299929| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.48989020| PASSED
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sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.67584189| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.78339591| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.76570654| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.18915036| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.96181090| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.80328961| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.56732942| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.21126188| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.71671850| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.74899792| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.30753448| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.48791417| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.02953369| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.98010263| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 15 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.15400798| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.83236377| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.27051361| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.80550157| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.90053749| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.75356447| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.56072548| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.48529744| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.52747565| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.38751145| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.98717547| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 18 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.88569398| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.81324827| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 20 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.12106820| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 22 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.68907555| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 24 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.28123797| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 26 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.03402751| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.93206582| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 32 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.59786173| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 36 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.26228547| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.59432909| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 43 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.51320228| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.59373314| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 52 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.87025795| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 58 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.99507909| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 63 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.14805103| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.89680068| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 75 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.23001109| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 81 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.54997473| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 88 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.48892650| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 95 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.90006056| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 103 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.29029354| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 110 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.56953933| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 119 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.10425824| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 127 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.31810872| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 136 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.41091503| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 145 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.43829554| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 154 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.93208580| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 164 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.32227443| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 174 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.43634717| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 185 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.32583337| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 196 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.29883217| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.92178542| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.74762444| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.08835352| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.10221504| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.90279640| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.77631558| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.12273063| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.23704927| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.47427823| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| ./ OptoAESRNGd.bin| 1.39e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.32758993| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.55169356| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.03135193| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.86892228| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.30220739| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.68039686| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.65528065| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.45121937| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.21705338| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.91058859| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.59288414| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.63960424| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.22901111| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.48757751| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.07004008| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.06289750| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.95215548| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.72183722| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.85402798| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.11991075| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.06026421| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.93718923| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.28014809| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.69724102| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.84424355| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.01009055| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.34583255| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.82365644| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.96536613| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.52324950| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.47918839| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.25376009| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.29186383| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.46478393| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.76821193| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.15700344| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.98365011| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.40154392| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.59746835| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.24785179| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.57076699| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.49262566| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.52301817| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.70936805| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.84241236| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.99667527| WEAK
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.88768289| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.99551107| WEAK
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.75339974| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.96321040| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.99369361| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.87966481| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.74865638| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.37170665| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.93743414| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.51603227| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.78591671| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.67247966| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.33624285| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.76781014| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.85445218| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.42260026| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.76516981| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 15 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.32452794| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.86038877| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.88744280| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.35515611| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.84316628| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.00026421| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.56582338| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.98777820| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.89052205| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.76239365| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.58713829| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 18 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.71767994| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.82327524| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 20 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.31498140| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 22 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.82595554| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 24 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.15507233| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 26 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.25900698| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.07233989| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 32 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.38611701| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 36 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.80635242| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.29324629| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 43 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.39753211| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.55449406| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 52 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.05891011| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 58 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.81786453| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 63 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.21992504| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.99937752| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 75 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.81079504| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 81 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.02604314| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 88 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.42931033| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 95 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.17642364| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 103 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.44762640| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 110 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.99116980| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 119 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.39586399| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 127 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.88396788| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 136 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.95230080| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 145 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.45051302| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 154 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.01031196| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 164 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.38598781| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 174 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.75760550| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 185 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.00012583| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 196 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.00606168| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.65853294| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.04483111| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.64102147| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.74758892| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.08962798| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.95112569| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.28662997| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.00009207| WEAK
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.64263692| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| ./ OptoAESRNGf.bin| 1.14e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.96828267| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.91264389| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.56259458| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.30203990| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.08541911| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.52169600| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.24585947| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.05209767| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.77303528| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.94248964| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.84978570| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.11234317| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.83143236| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.99899786| WEAK
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.10734561| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.98464472| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.57832731| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.80450882| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.75538324| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.62170171| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.12420724| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.18374730| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.91359537| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.24691559| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.94757526| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.98332888| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.99499300| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.63438557| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.89888294| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.79952941| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.18194490| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.97016430| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.98614312| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.84426758| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.99484328| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.70272361| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.66787857| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.37764157| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.79374908| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.24627652| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.34733515| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.81154359| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.36099419| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.38997793| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.66590648| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.19005333| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.85211808| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.59079650| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.43841273| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.22402477| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.34567736| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.64185489| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.83056480| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.67187301| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.98304363| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.43036800| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.12196123| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.44433374| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.15947895| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.49015494| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.30729655| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.81691128| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.61603141| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 15 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.90888512| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.55752708| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.22038533| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.66541216| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.18758431| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.67963662| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.61990400| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.09853792| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.48347168| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.78568731| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.13580621| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 18 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.29762416| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.80092618| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 20 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.35086633| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 22 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.64921900| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 24 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.48373595| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 26 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.10642668| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.92238540| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 32 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.28277481| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 35 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.44950575| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.10443426| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 43 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.98328352| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.97419859| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 52 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.02890276| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 58 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.74605510| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 63 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.07428103| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.32357443| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 75 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.23660762| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 81 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.70407790| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 88 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.42220115| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 95 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.05782939| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 103 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.24708354| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 110 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.78560836| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 118 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.48193218| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 127 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.22130653| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 136 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.07828910| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 145 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.80099958| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 154 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.01312637| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 164 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.22590299| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 174 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.60060113| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 185 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.29925745| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 196 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.09481803| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.28021573| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.01428932| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.80113458| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 207 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.41317487| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.55110936| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.57869011| PASSED
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Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.65441916| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.19034265| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 208 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.30253566| PASSED
——————————————————————-
Dieharder 3GB Test File Output
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| ./ combine.bin| 1.37e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.11013824| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.42455319| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.91923962| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.97581258| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.20253827| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.59017133| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.42859031| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.74323004| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.07773068| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.41714024| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.92858575| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.59576376| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.52692974| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.50514556| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.01541363| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.14606880| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.67156199| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.98800749| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.89302567| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.93061457| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.70621657| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.16171789| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.47805382| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.40619909| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.63088467| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.66021195| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.68375267| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.47008767| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.13577234| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.82099603| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.50606867| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.56386361| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.10906489| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.40993378| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.08864561| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.10549596| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.71217079| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.84619985| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.92598734| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.61748326| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.77255731| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.90599190| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.19305735| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.42742643| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.89785987| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.79328425| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.98259330| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.35460631| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.12551362| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.68389696| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.19050778| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.34688581| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.90347171| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.11533507| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.04086369| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.92362162| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.79832930| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.21782028| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.01337250| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.70087224| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.46743959| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.47986527| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
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rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.94309709| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.65901937| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.44013174| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.47772785| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.43918097| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.13356409| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.66050151| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.28208037| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.51943522| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.38044803| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.26790782| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.82486630| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.64873995| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.41142674| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.95407760| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.65563041| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.71736295| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.93360423| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.61348875| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 10 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.40238318| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.81955401| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.68610249| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.78870221| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.88250760| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.14003871| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.82377166| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 21 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.96442953| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 23 times
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rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.78043037| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 25 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.01982766| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 27 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.87445820| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.89158267| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 31 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.08604544| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 34 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.14362658| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 36 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.76820440| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.99000012| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 42 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.89815158| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 45 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.96728360| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.53019463| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 51 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.72338137| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 54 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.97580466| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 58 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.91457783| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 61 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.87018244| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 65 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.84487318| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.46442505| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.32525659| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.37819813| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.49850912| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.79953904| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.67599094| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.02309813| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.96955765| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times




# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| combineb.bin| 1.21e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.32758993| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.55169356| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.03135193| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.78642266| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.59900269| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.38642060| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.64677159| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.33856432| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.73378098| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.99344228| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.87630056| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.55026672| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.86658441| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.54215266| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.02861015| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.09433455| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.94361707| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.46766028| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.60310902| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.81335996| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.28994133| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.26335965| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.09895961| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.31611822| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.98891516| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.79000008| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.91179069| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.44871316| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.51098380| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.88821508| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.29248228| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.28764767| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.49874538| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.45150554| PASSED
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sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.27201171| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.99085723| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.34881052| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.50498481| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.17016412| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.99252333| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.54056632| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.26995457| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.80842247| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.93472456| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.65868728| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.33163763| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.26860118| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.42690536| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.71690814| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.88627698| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.98393791| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.62665104| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.45530726| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.20356462| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.72475081| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.19533849| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.83913958| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.70624928| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.62860623| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.96843260| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.20603316| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.52405222| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.04352815| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.46943268| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.08238220| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.73825950| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.05900833| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.80110918| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.15879992| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.43254284| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
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rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.15555867| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.72262092| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.31703122| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.93026682| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.35930393| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.00310608| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.99971221| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.70625959| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.26997015| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.47058375| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.27564854| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 10 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.52194470| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.98512084| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.95616344| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.10972666| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.14748536| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.89798416| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.37774736| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 21 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.38509842| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 23 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.51128857| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 25 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.99997808| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 27 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.04927809| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.22435954| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 31 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.46263303| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 34 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.60795226| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 36 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.42964046| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.51828247| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 42 times
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rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.42986856| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 45 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.08185323| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.69940067| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 51 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.80452373| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 54 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.99110499| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 58 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.39647366| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 61 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.55358931| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 65 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.04707598| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.51353824| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.18986807| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.59439286| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.82154227| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.86219744| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.36405633| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.93136467| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.21495312| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.04847362| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| combinec.bin| 1.31e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.10374441| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.04540397| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.75091521| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.88891097| PASSED
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diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.71089307| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.11591594| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.82014471| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.87804776| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.49417486| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.17582723| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.24455606| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.38628641| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.87022452| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.66750728| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.17249154| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.86970652| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.78295085| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.14061596| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.59674681| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.42060285| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.80686789| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.97193789| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.75374963| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.48620752| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.33853571| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.60224883| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.38939485| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.78230920| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.64627129| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.86044372| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.98322135| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.09862422| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.03518553| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.07639424| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.28122462| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.88101281| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.98549936| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.69775264| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.41767580| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.88182760| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.99063192| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.38231921| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.24938859| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.84224020| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.31470756| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.99755406| WEAK
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.80656132| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.82246439| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.37997990| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.54417460| PASSED
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sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.22217071| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.48885025| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.18437420| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.86748164| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.93314884| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.56085665| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.79204548| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.93896351| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.38770393| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.72894713| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.42948382| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.49218500| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.86590223| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.81219153| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.51882053| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.00610129| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.27921566| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.13021563| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.99566772| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.63677589| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.99885570| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.99989588| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.22043069| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.49664107| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.57298835| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.10672881| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.74469737| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.78693195| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
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rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.61266158| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.80342473| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.30672325| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 10 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.18868940| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.55929913| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.05654240| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.12561983| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.95123516| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.97612790| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.44599680| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 21 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.77109324| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 23 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.11433826| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 25 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.00776760| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 27 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.51356177| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.54128740| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 31 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.87920172| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 34 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.99233563| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 36 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.14929878| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.39523404| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 42 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.03640896| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 45 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.43482510| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.31000667| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 51 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.61049578| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 54 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.99437925| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 58 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.50874326| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 61 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.75130014| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 65 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.15020325| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
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rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.12256672| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.41078357| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.08808495| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.02222907| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.07761357| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.82263561| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.87279250| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.63946396| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.96291701| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| combined.bin| 1.26e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.73527204| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.52645590| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.99871796| WEAK
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.44615683| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.78319889| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.88973106| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.19080854| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.57579097| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.32671326| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.06038071| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.02915748| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.90886848| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.23840193| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.28806982| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.16018778| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.05829703| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.38415549| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.54009062| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.22326376| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.82733303| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.07455922| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.30589829| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.38651401| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.63372209| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.50868727| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.31902121| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.76865588| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.97342102| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.60271907| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.59186778| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.28078499| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.81689930| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.74235990| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.85893749| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.75823390| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.65079992| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.48041267| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.97054248| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.83436843| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.60660811| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.41251722| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.68956591| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.99667065| WEAK
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.26972350| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.50168366| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.79318646| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.89259646| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.36441356| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.79864162| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.81872601| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.54628740| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.97015104| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.56355956| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.40193161| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.34438750| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.84022618| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.96877327| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.90544897| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.99014379| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
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rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.88469098| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.66345019| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.81813381| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.87431260| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.27790994| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.99520352| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.55166483| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.44883635| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.74571027| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.59740685| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.33473201| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.61020611| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.85635030| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.92163615| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.55651168| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.98370489| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.03450155| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.01282924| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.34713750| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.73773962| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.67247402| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.15324527| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 10 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.69148264| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.62056672| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.20222203| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.76678012| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.34057197| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
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rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.74978005| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 19 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.94746756| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 21 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.81773013| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 23 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.94121783| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 25 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.05844949| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 27 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.47641143| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 29 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.96502562| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 31 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.98593303| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 34 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.35615385| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 36 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.51813938| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 39 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.26023320| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 42 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.95528679| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 45 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.00083037| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 48 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.55880171| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 51 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.50230382| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 54 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.34528297| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 58 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.88816793| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 61 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.12111900| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 65 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.71573608| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.86408384| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.52938850| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.74594576| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.65222178| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.61913994| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.32904934| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.59063264| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.09966500| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 69 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.03953738| PASSED
——————————————————————-
Dieharder 13GB Test File Output
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| test13G.bin| 1.31e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.11013824| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.42455319| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.91923962| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.97581258| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.20253827| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.59017133| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.42859031| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.74323004| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.07773068| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.41714024| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.92858575| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.59576376| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.52692974| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.34238069| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.11622114| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.41757001| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.02876325| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.76866648| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.67902914| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.71415263| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.99767122| WEAK
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.09882143| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.62527432| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.63428794| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.68563831| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.94347044| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.47294334| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.54213155| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.97480332| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.23495856| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.16100223| PASSED
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sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.87622256| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.81023706| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.89792387| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.46973942| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.94274889| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.95216520| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.66526536| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.80591909| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.68769845| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.85943908| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.36269845| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.38154765| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.28936533| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.40133388| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.54123102| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.90567958| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.81354391| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.99993554| WEAK
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.08330117| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.61726523| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.87839491| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.11900740| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.34296144| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.26379869| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.49502192| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.94419923| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.79875216| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.99154249| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.73320027| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.74714689| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.99183408| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.41767123| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.98343836| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.33113656| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.45232603| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.68964252| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.52567540| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.78763843| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.38604210| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.59075173| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.67237992| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.46343333| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.16158480| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.75293827| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.53549775| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.10584177| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.42689335| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.99335886| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.86826348| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.58212054| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.81819794| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.26701069| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.44349791| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.61070047| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.07210996| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.94118664| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.81676632| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.25508091| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.29014784| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.57058048| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.51501012| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.75599143| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.08568521| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.04278967| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.01990498| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.71669634| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 10 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.17216300| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.58166159| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.27544008| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.40179369| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.16330906| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.79306338| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 15 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.03409371| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.24253592| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.37919293| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.78686434| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.71612822| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.15458193| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.94232449| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.32453427| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.86507900| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.10485693| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.64484019| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| OptoAESRNG3a.bin| 1.25e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.89154604| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.56773165| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.76778713| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.52173930| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.09240669| PASSED
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diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.47195667| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.44783214| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.11361421| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.39538376| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.21262883| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.20394610| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.12657667| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.26043059| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.70221878| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.00352375| WEAK
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.47747158| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.69354354| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.45258148| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.74166620| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.75098828| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.46239695| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.21467545| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.19860683| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.83976219| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.73949075| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.78002785| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.12496484| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.32267653| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.43788265| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.45416267| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.99562110| WEAK
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.17989480| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.83809279| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.45623537| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.92693333| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.32122360| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.32472724| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.66281575| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.32035168| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.75033881| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.74984448| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.30093327| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.53733024| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.39400600| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.95162903| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.86040774| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.90474404| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.91168713| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.95909624| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.06518620| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.01088958| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.11130701| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.97572361| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.22810253| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.44984456| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.26623315| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.45661583| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.14831266| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.39699767| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.68222983| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.27201769| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.25202253| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.33147873| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.18850835| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.65068752| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.70428473| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.11964254| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.60769319| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.10803684| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.56626249| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.46574349| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.34919325| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.42776282| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.57684587| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.65350974| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.94665080| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.14339514| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.76880599| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.84887895| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.56379141| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.86841622| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.30578606| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.79604768| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.19368411| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.34440303| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.74692864| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.25835353| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.48499390| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.52688837| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.01914202| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.83731677| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.35560606| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.59725217| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.07009188| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.73164151| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.12867811| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.36717166| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 10 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.60811140| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 10 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.90649732| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.52997702| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.64434758| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.29638151| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.35818853| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.58927332| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 15 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.42941716| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.34729028| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.03165525| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.23381902| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.72651242| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.60572095| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.44966911| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.42301293| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.42933059| PASSED
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Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.84974195| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name | filename |rands/second|
file_input_raw| OptoAESRNG3b.bin| 1.29e+07 |
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.97628270| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.86284903| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.86821449| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.60241158| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.57235956| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.82748164| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.28956645| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.24276749| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.19393500| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.03358789| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.42137346| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.85813498| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.54221992| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.08802104| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.15439533| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.99034494| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.99865429| WEAK
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.02064555| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.39100680| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.99585845| WEAK
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.50608629| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.95961328| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.34957121| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.74409132| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.53134486| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.53436084| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.90673356| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.33124978| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.89031738| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.26497195| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.38382543| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.97514648| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.03285640| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.96333334| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.21426867| PASSED
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sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.88272248| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.64925511| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.17509634| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.25792484| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.85284514| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.47596475| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.47549519| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.44508603| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.99921684| WEAK
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.98480520| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.51020087| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.69931989| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.55893373| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.45195323| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.16225738| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.02516977| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.47371652| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.59890168| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.17160787| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.28638041| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.80125671| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.99075892| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.60623717| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.95248969| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.99416258| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.62153336| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.88409492| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.80693876| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.23260276| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.38934275| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.78485736| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.11048241| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.36627516| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.14295774| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.92446375| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.79466808| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.91302475| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.39278284| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.92737306| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.63116026| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.37194389| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.00185882| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 1 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.09529027| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.47349883| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.22387927| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.77860222| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.81888674| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 2 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.19485980| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.30577440| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.98766739| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 3 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.97015371| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.25016451| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 4 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.14020336| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.50214515| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 5 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.91944631| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.94370835| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 6 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.97604726| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.21461034| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 7 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.87572091| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 8 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.42687389| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.89100804| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 9 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.99996132| WEAK
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 10 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.82837138| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 11 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.35886330| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.73963028| PASSED
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# The file file_input_raw was rewound 12 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.56271579| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 13 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.20820658| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 14 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.45528476| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 15 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.62352841| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 16 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.48486624| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.66724739| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.17556733| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.42482754| PASSED
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.04544989| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.82010048| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.31819569| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.85509914| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.89906754| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
# The file file_input_raw was rewound 17 times





# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
AES_OFB| 9.85e+06 |3639871826|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.26275601| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.10759101| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.99544813| WEAK
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.31400905| PASSED
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diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.98806820| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.92779148| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.46088050| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.49746969| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.30795562| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.80835888| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.95056725| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.30851973| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.83430552| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.76046900| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.01339901| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.96101655| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.47383008| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.07226060| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.41944790| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.20408426| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.99612092| WEAK
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.94515397| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.82854242| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.64475887| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.30966477| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.36435058| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.60583452| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.99860221| WEAK
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.22930015| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.68881905| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.91894561| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.63728893| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.31099088| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.65863726| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.41212483| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.86085617| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.75907216| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.65794003| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.83740154| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.47024757| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.60848773| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.21390119| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.51225233| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.78845261| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.97648655| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.20372727| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.36403621| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.53219798| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.97253230| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.59914436| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.99644314| WEAK
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.47486850| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.57289616| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.88672101| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.89329519| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.54732740| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.69944507| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.87970026| PASSED
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rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.28886144| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.99800263| WEAK
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.83698813| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.82565554| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.45955798| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.66340959| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.18813229| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.39933233| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.32305306| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.38910426| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.86993709| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.56316741| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.61973286| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.17322100| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.30794683| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.06877933| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.97891478| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.53474657| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.62739296| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.36059482| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.36988537| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.50253974| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.99721202| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.71245445| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.01840430| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.66497025| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.89137706| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.72924995| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.11795720| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.94368402| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.24598108| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.85620231| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.96402031| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.05271298| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.84061146| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.60630105| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.60938624| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.55198707| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.85390340| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.86439924| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.62226884| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.69509387| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.55254618| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.85237144| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.09588022| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.23774437| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.74604145| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.87158129| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.29606625| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.99233268| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.57925341| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.72408093| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.29965735| PASSED
418
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.00567695| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.88967574| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.40079352| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
AES_OFB| 9.95e+06 | 574560296|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.62818822| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.33676633| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.97734501| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.07989597| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.24676628| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.69258432| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.24124391| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.75610266| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.62144205| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.55161488| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.38297064| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.24073316| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.20325797| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.08989422| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.33724198| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.83709777| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.67374007| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.48876707| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.55017407| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.67253755| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.98048561| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.76550578| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.95544435| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.31538193| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.90120055| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.42234919| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.60219771| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.62016638| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.39927309| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.94830601| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.57567182| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.95362836| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.40872188| PASSED
419
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.51961393| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.91171242| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.31756672| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.50578102| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.59579781| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.36533602| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.46689011| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.78161950| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.95785227| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.55309625| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.54792884| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.22384138| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.91664111| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.95861910| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.62971205| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.14901000| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.80735736| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.85058442| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.52182475| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.29541170| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.20774001| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.68982348| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.85761702| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.99932506| WEAK
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.18248199| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.75958867| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.95623129| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.86384421| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.06599442| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.08440860| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.12530543| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.05056032| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.64724630| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.86338525| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.51996718| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.94595108| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.14705700| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.60070002| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.55914361| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.79028639| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.68708038| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.29591282| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.93223456| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.95416373| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.13037287| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.07543478| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.23080855| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.71268140| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.21948289| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.04237796| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.04311912| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.74411574| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.23532990| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.56078569| PASSED
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rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.94645864| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.92575462| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.99588845| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.84381243| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.21032844| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.00020595| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.98007738| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.88114689| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.36529514| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.83298757| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.82310981| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.70037017| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.00359075| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.53952305| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.53970653| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.11432350| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.96248135| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.66927534| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.66996808| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.45718508| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.68800809| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.24063786| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.81295617| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.63570063| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.28396903| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.33456791| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.52431999| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
AES_OFB| 9.90e+06 |2227410763|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.46093044| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.59522951| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.73131290| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.95688661| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.56409364| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.51294163| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.40380048| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.66842135| PASSED
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diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.74101246| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.96562439| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.27155245| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.70845389| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.70255855| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.91415760| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.05419264| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.53359136| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.48877272| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.16480587| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.30646958| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.98114206| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.95328247| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.64875988| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.77795439| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.89086054| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.25141253| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.16578847| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.15612581| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.33265198| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.77025126| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.92897533| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.06536907| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.96310243| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.93997212| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.29687092| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.95750245| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.97519152| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.68678588| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.25999297| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.60401501| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.57016482| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.55180057| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.48394528| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.98649318| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.59091475| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.88940086| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.74240730| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.98061872| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.76619665| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.79028852| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.88233001| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.83974790| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.41231600| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.58630516| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.23710990| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.33389545| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.91693434| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.68644025| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.39882378| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.44237276| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.58525604| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.82902124| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.14371093| PASSED
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rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.88193480| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.99533414| WEAK
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.59851641| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.26547863| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.97730806| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.94577733| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.22612699| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.98864087| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.66073625| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.83875632| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.37463367| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.08956039| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.21455815| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.45556085| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.26214747| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.24168355| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.21250769| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.58742575| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.87121245| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.52071559| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.51063365| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.39238273| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.40314904| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.51476386| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.22725823| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.39183742| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.22323265| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.82979307| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.28532076| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.98655928| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.86327661| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.79578416| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.98882541| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.99149984| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.75650168| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.57006760| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.61817540| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.74651347| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.70586451| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.30835863| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.85530024| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.20189563| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.30626947| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.77558913| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.74251120| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.07548530| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.86482546| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.22148874| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.94299511| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.40803861| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.70461525| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
423
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.08547092| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
AES_OFB| 9.94e+06 |2224954586|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.00880020| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.09908931| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.77413644| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.90248058| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.40062195| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.45532944| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.97918629| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.86956448| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.47157207| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.54843476| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.32092307| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.60334523| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.37407441| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.87376649| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.06764204| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.94607076| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.81807589| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.03143411| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.77877549| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.73285043| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.53141854| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.93082253| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.51783793| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.43974547| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.25810555| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.69736776| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.58028283| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.80569848| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.83380057| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.64104966| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.48266353| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.35476375| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.39956732| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.91089975| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.99783616| WEAK
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.77139896| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.39049122| PASSED
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sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.67997924| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.43911157| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.33503535| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.79083458| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.22540657| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.40917316| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.80543800| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.21262827| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.87028102| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.73249975| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.34966738| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.35624095| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.86173115| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.45557369| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.96151397| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.63140660| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.65303867| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.39920662| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.35665609| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.93575732| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.47418400| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.45506099| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.76035640| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.15042656| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.02764352| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.31986388| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.62039983| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.95229406| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.85419581| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.10470290| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.89635670| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.72144757| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.83899823| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.72285641| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.77163779| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.26894384| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.77611914| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.05226777| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.58832852| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.23385158| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.71658524| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.99598177| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.90050202| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.39842615| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.75868463| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.65692587| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.92681190| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.96618865| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.98650233| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.81307510| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.49366459| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.17301172| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.00651012| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.97154775| PASSED
425
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.77690701| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.03895764| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.57684157| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.45052209| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.91050833| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.45882249| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.36631048| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.70104377| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.01085323| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.50704951| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.60845686| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.82237228| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.80595162| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.40268725| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.52437596| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.84955994| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.31213292| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.49253488| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.73812238| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.00465157| WEAK
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.92186169| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.19421423| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.49198617| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
AES_OFB| 9.95e+06 |1339075432|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.67747517| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.65800047| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.77370901| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.66982099| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.23397281| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.90879155| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.38883632| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.60126627| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.83734172| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.71352530| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.59516268| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.28105863| PASSED
426
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.27827264| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.43270184| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.80429238| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.31618906| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.82465873| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.91127883| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.70087944| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.77655357| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.54445324| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.77579701| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.84196084| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.60314548| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.94939694| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.22041361| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.27138499| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.23244367| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.86326842| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.09108987| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.19885511| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.23219908| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.77037064| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.28392877| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.61044607| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.98468691| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.59261484| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.34267118| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.61508015| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.68941623| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.93064441| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.80162816| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.21752269| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.94180631| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.93344358| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.46513060| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.12905409| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.35395659| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.89275844| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.28431974| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.70375176| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.45695209| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.11092108| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.76008627| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.65637030| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.72278561| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.74209501| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.89290302| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.47302165| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.98859271| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.88035917| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.98807388| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.95205695| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.94636002| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.69462754| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.53909203| PASSED
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rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.70291636| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.00661921| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.25235719| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.41008872| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.18021057| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.68376050| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.88208829| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.83661457| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.42324531| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.64647029| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.43547102| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.71148843| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.04605224| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.39349380| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.65360315| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.68993210| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.22957367| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.59664476| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.79083503| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.91196893| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.99294814| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.33530458| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.56449519| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.66076574| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.88205642| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.23705306| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.85388252| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.98587202| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.53059572| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.24917958| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.13399888| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.97482102| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.31958261| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.62196029| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.23666414| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.32203960| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.81900639| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.75233374| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.24934432| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.16316798| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.77685215| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.55998881| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.77189119| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.66670706| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.57009194| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.15943631| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.13142410| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0






# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
mt19937| 4.84e+07 |3895549657|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.02413621| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.82473128| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.94436553| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.55820212| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.06769949| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.77626393| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.60933525| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.02574789| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.79037818| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.61257612| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.16555261| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.32842516| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.96818241| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.64113593| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.00494993| WEAK
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.24153029| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.37955869| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.94866640| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.79040170| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.92045114| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.74525868| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.70286549| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.26676054| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.99593788| WEAK
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.80741287| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.81116152| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.92097790| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.47016845| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.23746205| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.15188781| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.05792690| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.63443648| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.21591228| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.35371323| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.13492709| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.99806847| WEAK
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.95344168| PASSED
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sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.04393263| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.07510222| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.58082120| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.65458564| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.45406090| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.18034819| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.59289017| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.99466674| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.99867247| WEAK
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.32826540| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.56592739| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.29559764| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.04971946| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.13225183| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.01398359| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.09221744| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.47088285| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.27118949| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.24293178| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.61249236| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.88221407| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.90765197| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.39280133| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.94500213| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.85015771| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.06524819| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.55633982| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.87668791| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.48258019| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.88290658| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.97894088| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.45723772| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.88395674| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.05935790| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.09301234| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.10909537| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.18468181| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.68173200| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.98588166| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.36324540| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.11289766| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.25599762| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.41100653| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.19370982| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.63352547| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.30716965| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.45405273| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.94028742| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.45709886| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.66084618| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.25297692| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.67490231| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.96660588| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.63230577| PASSED
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rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.64886103| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.39609811| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.15662095| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.84973559| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.75361967| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.89266684| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.54742199| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.39922073| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.11388858| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.96001127| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.95299395| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.65763820| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.98336868| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.77482067| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.03904376| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.78630829| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.47841358| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.83892347| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.51755515| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.52226401| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.12746432| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.91150792| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.96755713| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
mt19937| 4.85e+07 |2960778664|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.29728698| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.32507854| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.30787391| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.99062619| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.88506623| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.03509660| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.56559175| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.35863422| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.50305702| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.56127440| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.70977074| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.34866997| PASSED
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diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.25509415| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.86242380| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.00496909| WEAK
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.99252289| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.58183424| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.20872252| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.77118806| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.42313240| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.25679300| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.10920521| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.75151628| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.33737815| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.18426277| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.22740631| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.32594487| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.11183203| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.69933729| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.24717964| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.71218364| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.39451343| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.53879236| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.58349788| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.68877896| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.11920499| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.98813264| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.59625889| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.55523157| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.99180478| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.09122053| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.70351171| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.60349429| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.89105298| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.73875115| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.89668825| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.72563147| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.45772247| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.59026706| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.57447485| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.86734057| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.78685581| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.29924220| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.51040357| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.87153626| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.83739216| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.45891725| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.36914562| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.58886805| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.76671760| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.74941546| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.72640625| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.27618056| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.26940105| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.76645731| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.90035641| PASSED
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rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.80812428| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.17428726| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.02512765| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.49947588| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.90096412| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.79191075| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.64010937| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.06564648| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.68100979| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.99881624| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.09837802| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.76990738| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.95204491| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.40710574| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.71964413| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.98808548| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.54219916| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.97620982| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.62440670| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.33936852| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.71154086| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.78720028| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.15432809| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.46133475| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.44684398| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.03282164| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.72249127| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.29988130| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.54049948| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.95008576| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.84794748| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.87248667| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.85284594| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.99886263| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.23299610| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.07799238| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.48332959| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.92844303| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.59617614| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.90656448| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.44151053| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.53296224| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.38026051| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.09382314| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.72385150| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.96025318| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.01350648| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0




# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
mt19937| 4.84e+07 |3290001372|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.47056352| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.18473022| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.60241649| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.20736716| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.83675165| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.18316237| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.17844045| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.30590004| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.63943706| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.90527407| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.96238980| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.96241450| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.42743769| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.08932307| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.13337609| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.06189282| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.59038725| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.83762584| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.08379570| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.83609465| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.87720248| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.37121143| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.71877024| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.69571898| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.74431190| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.59611849| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.49936557| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.87939960| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.99734647| WEAK
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.80816747| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.59984848| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.11037487| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.22445377| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.50653015| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.89136150| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.68817465| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.55632121| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.04399040| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.05851352| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.19100605| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.69149668| PASSED
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sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.16698302| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.83887394| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.59678219| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.82555653| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.66129083| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.99310832| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.71152750| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.30101444| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.94183835| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.88452273| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.87823355| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.50604190| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.28783247| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.12898990| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.97014345| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.17008004| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.19372417| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.92829463| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.28292887| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.15734370| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.74756398| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.30890128| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.42891204| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.95356426| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.40685952| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.65211371| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.33566185| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.02873190| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.03866549| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.53820340| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.54857326| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.91960701| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.89614315| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.85897700| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.43955834| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.21690382| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.44994487| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.04475606| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.24928979| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.74136988| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.42145756| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.31970478| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.42433968| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.16332886| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.99869055| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.97983144| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.95103927| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.70617214| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.50068716| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.92313953| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.18083594| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.33980846| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.38471754| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.38038750| PASSED
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rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.08498363| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.12501158| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.04034448| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.59237830| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.21244577| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.74223141| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.16346875| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.75099867| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.65411488| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.59685795| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.87481804| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.80646610| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.89956512| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.70111636| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.18821219| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.34716659| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.77642812| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.39395052| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.70676895| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#
# dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown
#
#===================================================================#
rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
mt19937| 4.84e+07 |4134746804|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.48940611| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.85369931| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.86345821| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.93719923| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.12759952| PASSED
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.52871864| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.88412608| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.19046668| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.26990201| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.75792872| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.24455606| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.45080601| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.92335133| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.13692973| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.14678473| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.74773622| PASSED
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diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.02924135| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.11360425| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.66545142| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.39882571| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.98313521| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.19793086| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.86743033| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.98572903| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.40284820| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.19668768| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.50326130| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.22635002| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.01807788| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.62055470| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.35654071| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.57708655| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.71554944| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.17460749| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.33258439| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.39781993| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.19868830| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.11661150| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.32274798| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.14637967| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.63610640| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.83612244| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.61518004| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.89930211| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.97844500| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.09704846| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.03673633| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.56247073| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.45759933| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.54933727| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.23212080| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.43321328| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.95565824| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.98760013| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.67117803| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.39476286| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.24780113| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.20508145| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.34920470| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.53036069| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.19116788| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.51835746| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.92812017| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.58107205| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.85773277| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.52722045| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.26996184| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.57624215| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.89483059| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.73750094| PASSED
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rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.86187831| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.82182184| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.20449273| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.75276951| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.94151964| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.61266072| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.62672696| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.74619412| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.22401218| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.96028696| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.89109987| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.97016169| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.99948055| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.32786881| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.82938138| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.86630827| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.69805317| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.63850132| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.96375878| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.69030635| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.29882041| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.96208221| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.91454389| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.08092649| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.83417747| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.13164695| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.17138020| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.62304365| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.63164392| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.01789670| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.25329673| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.43572574| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.99954640| WEAK
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.61206058| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.97140992| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.84842382| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.60456949| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.38229389| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.11913263| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.08540319| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.09407795| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.67097639| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.38879282| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
dab_monobit2| 12| 65000000| 1|0.78165105| PASSED
——————————————————————-
#===================================================================#




rng_name |rands/second| Seed |
mt19937| 4.86e+07 |3860315474|
#===================================================================#
test_name |ntup| tsamples |psamples| p-value |Assessment
#===================================================================#
diehard_birthdays| 0| 100| 100|0.32039087| PASSED
diehard_operm5| 0| 1000000| 100|0.97356642| PASSED
diehard_rank_32x32| 0| 40000| 100|0.37175309| PASSED
diehard_rank_6x8| 0| 100000| 100|0.35394835| PASSED
diehard_bitstream| 0| 2097152| 100|0.99808610| WEAK
diehard_opso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.55655224| PASSED
diehard_oqso| 0| 2097152| 100|0.35222692| PASSED
diehard_dna| 0| 2097152| 100|0.57466825| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_str| 0| 256000| 100|0.58992139| PASSED
diehard_count_1s_byt| 0| 256000| 100|0.97310439| PASSED
diehard_parking_lot| 0| 12000| 100|0.25422977| PASSED
diehard_2dsphere| 2| 8000| 100|0.38905287| PASSED
diehard_3dsphere| 3| 4000| 100|0.11274024| PASSED
diehard_squeeze| 0| 100000| 100|0.99209702| PASSED
diehard_sums| 0| 100| 100|0.02988346| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.96998200| PASSED
diehard_runs| 0| 100000| 100|0.34431523| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.73510155| PASSED
diehard_craps| 0| 200000| 100|0.38728099| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.65938680| PASSED
marsaglia_tsang_gcd| 0| 10000000| 100|0.96731571| PASSED
sts_monobit| 1| 100000| 100|0.95711690| PASSED
sts_runs| 2| 100000| 100|0.74018811| PASSED
sts_serial| 1| 100000| 100|0.32306194| PASSED
sts_serial| 2| 100000| 100|0.38563855| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.64162018| PASSED
sts_serial| 3| 100000| 100|0.23645056| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.18230049| PASSED
sts_serial| 4| 100000| 100|0.77706701| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.32284657| PASSED
sts_serial| 5| 100000| 100|0.16913177| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.01368917| PASSED
sts_serial| 6| 100000| 100|0.03755360| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.71156998| PASSED
sts_serial| 7| 100000| 100|0.49022402| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.77115830| PASSED
sts_serial| 8| 100000| 100|0.94226011| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.70620207| PASSED
sts_serial| 9| 100000| 100|0.93663338| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.93730642| PASSED
sts_serial| 10| 100000| 100|0.89574550| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.45751721| PASSED
sts_serial| 11| 100000| 100|0.30273981| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.51332242| PASSED
sts_serial| 12| 100000| 100|0.31197160| PASSED
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sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.73556849| PASSED
sts_serial| 13| 100000| 100|0.96154103| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.51048393| PASSED
sts_serial| 14| 100000| 100|0.48709986| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.96650866| PASSED
sts_serial| 15| 100000| 100|0.28600283| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.87973149| PASSED
sts_serial| 16| 100000| 100|0.33489812| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 1| 100000| 100|0.79017625| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 2| 100000| 100|0.22496414| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 3| 100000| 100|0.74476408| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 4| 100000| 100|0.63022836| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 5| 100000| 100|0.90244527| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 6| 100000| 100|0.69758862| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 7| 100000| 100|0.71719316| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 8| 100000| 100|0.75216360| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 9| 100000| 100|0.98446234| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 10| 100000| 100|0.97701837| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 11| 100000| 100|0.05987570| PASSED
rgb_bitdist| 12| 100000| 100|0.76975707| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 2| 10000| 1000|0.78309755| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 3| 10000| 1000|0.02270693| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 4| 10000| 1000|0.36132665| PASSED
rgb_minimum_distance| 5| 10000| 1000|0.48032643| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 2| 100000| 100|0.98101141| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 3| 100000| 100|0.25126380| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 4| 100000| 100|0.59491869| PASSED
rgb_permutations| 5| 100000| 100|0.53176385| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 0| 1000000| 100|0.36379634| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 1| 1000000| 100|0.52190569| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 2| 1000000| 100|0.77780951| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 3| 1000000| 100|0.91816688| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 4| 1000000| 100|0.42038289| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 5| 1000000| 100|0.85465215| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 6| 1000000| 100|0.63561581| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 7| 1000000| 100|0.19239178| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 8| 1000000| 100|0.74098487| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 9| 1000000| 100|0.76197840| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 10| 1000000| 100|0.02373552| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 11| 1000000| 100|0.54267865| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 12| 1000000| 100|0.25159261| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 13| 1000000| 100|0.16252372| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 14| 1000000| 100|0.38639080| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 15| 1000000| 100|0.93694918| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 16| 1000000| 100|0.64020587| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 17| 1000000| 100|0.17182387| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 18| 1000000| 100|0.78724844| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 19| 1000000| 100|0.90156840| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 20| 1000000| 100|0.71156085| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 21| 1000000| 100|0.68410148| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 22| 1000000| 100|0.74124836| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 23| 1000000| 100|0.35394208| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 24| 1000000| 100|0.41038857| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 25| 1000000| 100|0.66429225| PASSED
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rgb_lagged_sum| 26| 1000000| 100|0.95236308| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 27| 1000000| 100|0.88792891| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 28| 1000000| 100|0.26802237| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 29| 1000000| 100|0.21789662| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 30| 1000000| 100|0.90799853| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 31| 1000000| 100|0.90641086| PASSED
rgb_lagged_sum| 32| 1000000| 100|0.86857660| PASSED
rgb_kstest_test| 0| 10000| 1000|0.06541066| PASSED
dab_bytedistrib| 0| 51200000| 1|0.73642336| PASSED
dab_dct| 256| 50000| 1|0.54131795| PASSED
Preparing to run test 207. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.60076926| PASSED
dab_filltree| 32| 15000000| 1|0.84443546| PASSED
Preparing to run test 208. ntuple = 0
dab_filltree2| 0| 5000000| 1|0.42741889| PASSED
dab_filltree2| 1| 5000000| 1|0.50613595| PASSED
Preparing to run test 209. ntuple = 0
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